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Abstract
The new paradigm of Edge Computing aims to bring resources for storage and computations closer to end devices, alleviating stress on core networks and enabling
low-latency mobile applications. While Cloud Computing carries out processing in
large centralized data centers, Edge Computing leverages smaller-scale resources—
often termed cloudlets—in the vicinity of users. Edge Computing is expected to support novel applications (e.g., mobile augmented reality) and the growing number of
connected devices (e.g., from the domain of the Internet of Things). Today, however,
we lack essential building blocks for the widespread public availability of Edge Computing, especially in urban environments. This thesis makes several contributions
to the understanding, planning, deployment, and operation of Urban Edge Computing infrastructures. We start from a broad perspective by conducting a thorough
analysis of the ﬁeld of Edge Computing, systematizing use cases, discussing potential beneﬁts, and analyzing the potential of Edge Computing for different types of
applications.
We propose re-using existing physical infrastructures (cellular base stations,
WiFi routers, and augmented street lamps) in an urban environment to provide
computing resources by upgrading those infrastructures with cloudlets. On the
basis of a real-world dataset containing the location of those infrastructures and
mobility traces of two mobile applications, we conduct the ﬁrst large-scale measurement study of urban cloudlet coverage with four different metrics for coverage.
After having shown the viability of using those existing infrastructures in an urban
environment, we make an algorithmic contribution to the problem of which locations to upgrade with cloudlets, given the heterogeneous nature (with regards to
communication range, computing resources, and costs) of the underlying infrastructure. Our proposed solution operates locally on grid cells and is able to adapt to the
desired tradeoff between the quality of service and costs for the deployment. Using
a simulation experiment on the same mobility traces, we show the effectiveness of
our strategy.
Existing mechanisms for computation ofﬂoading typically achieve loose coupling between the client device and the computing resources by requiring prior
transfers of heavyweight execution environments. In light of this deﬁciency, we
propose the concept of store-based microservice onloading, embedded in a ﬂexible runtime environment for Edge Computing. Our runtime environment operates on a microservice-level granularity and those services are made available in
a repository—the microservice store—and, upon request from a client, transferred
from the store to execution agents at the edge. Furthermore, our Edge Computing runtime is able to share running instances with multiple users and supports the
seamless deﬁnition and execution of service chains through distributed message
queues. Empirical measurements of the implemented approach showed up to 13
times reduction in the end-to-end latency and energy savings of up to 94 % for the
mobile device.
We provide three contributions regarding strategies and adaptations of an Edge
Computing system at runtime. Existing strategies for the placement of data and
computation components are not adapted to the requirements of a heterogeneous
(e.g., with regards to varying resources) edge environment. The placement of functional parts of an application is a core component of runtime decisions. This problem is computationally hard and has been insufﬁciently explored for service chains
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whose topologies are typical for Edge Computing environments (e.g., with regards
to the location of data sources and sinks). To this end, we present two classes of
heuristics that make the problem more tractable. We implement representatives
for each class and show how they substantially reduce the time it takes to ﬁnd a
solution to the placement problem, while introducing only a small optimality gap.
The placement of data (e.g., such captured by mobile devices) in Edge Computing
should take into account the user’s context and the possible intent of sharing this
data. Especially in the case of overloaded networks, e.g., during large-scale events,
edge infrastructure can be beneﬁcial for data storage and local dissemination. To
address this challenge, we propose vStore, a middleware that—based on a set of
rules—decouples applications from pre-deﬁned storage locations in the cloud. We
report on results from a ﬁeld study with a demonstration application, showing that
we were able to reduce cloud storage in favor of proximate micro-storage at the
edge.
As a ﬁnal contribution, we explore the adaptation possibilities of microservices
themselves. We suggest to make microservices adaptable in three dimensions: (i) in
the algorithms they use to perform a certain task, (ii) in their parameters, and (iii) in
auxiliary data that is required. These adaptations can be leveraged to trade a faster
execution time for a decreased quality of the computation (e.g., by producing more
inaccurate or partly wrong results). We argue that this is an important building
block to be included in an Edge Computing system in view of both constrained
resources and strict requirements on computation latencies. We conceptualize an
adaptable microservice execution framework and deﬁne the problem of choosing
the service variant, building upon the design of our previously introduced Edge
Computing runtime environment. For a case study, we implement representative
examples (e.g., in the ﬁeld of computer vision and image processing) and outline
the practical inﬂuence of the abovementioned tradeoff.
In conclusion, this dissertation systematically analyzes the ﬁeld of Urban Edge
Computing, thereby contributing to its general understanding. Our contributions
provide several important building blocks for the realization of a public Edge Computing infrastructure in an urban environment.
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Zusammenfassung
Das neue Paradigma des Edge Computing zielt darauf ab, Ressourcen für Datenspeicherung und Berechnungen näher an Endgeräte zu verlagern, um so die Belastungen in den Kernnetzen zu verringern und geringe Latenzen für mobile Anwendungen zu ermöglichen. Während bei Cloud Computing die Datenverarbeitung
in großen, zentralisierten Rechenzentren erfolgt, nutzt Edge Computing kleinere
opportunistische Ressourcen – oftmals als Cloudlets bezeichnet – in der Nähe der
Benutzer. Es wird davon ausgegangen, dass Edge Computing sowohl neuartige Anwendungen (z.B. Mobile Augmented Reality) ermöglichen, als auch die wachsende
Anzahl von vernetzen Geräten (z.B. im Umfeld des Internet der Dinge) unterstützen
wird. Heute fehlen jedoch wesentliche Bausteine für eine breite, allgemeine Verfügbarkeit von Edge Computing, insbesondere in urbanen Umgebungen. Die vorliegende Dissertation liefert mehrere Beiträge zum Verständnis, zur Planung, zur
Bereitstellung, sowie zum Betrieb von Urban-Edge-Computing-Infrastrukturen. Wir
nehmen zunächst eine breite Perspektive ein, indem wir das Forschungsfeld des Edge Computing eingrenzen, Anwendungsfälle systematisieren, die Vorteile von Edge
Computing diskutieren und dessen Potenzial für verschiedene Arten von Anwendungen analysieren.
Wir schlagen vor, bestehende physische Infrastrukturen (Mobilfunk-Basisstationen, WiFi-Router und neuartige Straßenlaternen) in einer städtischen Umgebung
zur Bereitstellung von Rechenressourcen zu verwenden, indem diese Infrastrukturen mit Cloudlets aufgerüstet werden. Auf Grundlage eines realen Datensatzes, der
die Standorte dieser Infrastrukturen und die Bewegungsdaten zweier mobiler Anwendungen enthält, präsentieren wir erstmals eine groß angelegte Messstudie zur
städtischen Cloudlet-Abdeckung. Diese Analyse führen wir auf Grundlage von vier
verschiedenen Metriken für Abdeckung durch. Hierdurch zeigen wir die Machbarkeit der Nutzung dieser bestehenden Infrastrukturen in einer städtischen Umgebung für die Bereitstellung von Rechenressourcen durch Cloudlets. Basierend auf
diesen Erkenntnissen leisten wir einen algorithmischen Beitrag zur Frage, welche
Standorte mit Cloudlets aufgerüstet werden sollten, unter der Annahme, dass die
zugrundeliegenden Infrastrukturen heterogen (in Bezug auf Kommunikationsreichweite, Ressourcen und Kosten) sind. Unser Ansatz operiert lokal auf Planquadraten
und ist in der Lage, sich an einen variierenden Tradeoff zwischen Dienstgüte und
Kosten anzupassen. Mittels eines Simulationsexperiments, das auf den gleichen vorher genannten Bewegungsdaten basiert, zeigen wir die Effektivität unseres Ansatzes.
Bestehende Ansätze für die Auslagerung von Berechnungen sind oft mit einem
hohen Aufwand verbunden, weil vor der Ausführung die Übertragung schwergewichtiger Ausführungsumgebungen vom Endgerät erforderlich ist, um eine lose
Kopplung zwischen den Endgeräten und den Rechenressourcen zu erreichen. Angesichts dieses Mankos schlagen wir das Konzept des Microservice Store Onloading
vor und betten dieses in eine ﬂexible Laufzeitumgebung für Edge Computing ein.
Diese Laufzeitumgebung nutzt feingranulare Module, sog. Microservices für die Ausführung von Berechnungen und hält diese Microservices in einem sog. Microservice
Store vor. Auf eine Anfrage von Benutzern hin werden die Microservices vom Store direkt auf Agenten am Rande des Netzwerkes übertragen und ausgeführt. Des
Weiteren ist die von uns vorgeschlagene Laufzeitumgebung in der Lage, laufende
Service-Instanzen zwischen verschiedenen Benutzern zu teilen und ermöglicht über
v

verteilte Nachrichtenwarteschlangen die Deﬁnition und Ausführung von verketteten Microservices. Empirische Messungen des implementierten Ansatzes zeigten eine bis zu 13-mal geringere Ende-zu-Ende-Latenz sowie Energieeinsparungen von
bis zu 94 % für die mobilen Client-Geräte.
Wir liefern drei Beiträge zu Entscheidungsstrategien und Anpassungen einer
Edge Computing-Ausführungsumgebung zur Laufzeit. Bestehende Strategien zur
Platzierung von Daten und Berechnungskomponenten sind nicht an die Anforderungen einer (z.B. in Bezug auf Ressourcen) heterogenen Edge-ComputingUmgebung angepasst. Die Platzierung von funktionalen Teilen einer Anwendung
ist eine Kernentscheidung in Ausführungsumgebungen. Dieses Platzierungsproblem
ist rechenaufwändig und wurde für Service-Ketten, deren Topologien typisch für
Edge-Computing-Umgebungen sind (z.B. im Hinblick auf die Lage von Datenquellen und -Senken im Netzwerk), bisher nur unzureichend untersucht. Aufbauend
auf dieser Beobachtung stellen wir zwei Klassen von Heuristiken vor, die das Platzierungsproblem in Edge Computing besser handhabbar machen. Für jede Klasse
von Heuristiken implementieren wir Repräsentanten und zeigen, dass unser Ansatz
die Zeit, die für die Lösung des Platzierungsproblems benötigt wird, erheblich reduziert. Zudem weisen die so gefundenen Lösungen nur minimale Abweichungen zur
optimalen Platzierungsentscheidung auf. Die Platzierung von Daten in Edge Computing (z.B. solcher, die über mobile Endgeräte erfasst werden) sollte idealerweise
den aktuellen Kontext des Benutzers sowie das Teilen der Daten berücksichtigen.
Insbesondere bei überlasteten Netzwerken, z.B. infolge von Großveranstaltungen,
können Edge-Computing-Infrastrukturen nützlich für die Speicherung und Verteilung von Daten sein. Hierzu schlagen wir vStore vor, eine Middleware, die –
basierend auf einer Menge von Regeln – Anwendungen von ihren vordeﬁnierten
Speicherorten in der Cloud entkoppelt. Wir analysieren die Ergebnisse einer Feldstudie, durchgeführt mit einer Beispielanwendung, und zeigen auf, dass unser
Ansatz in der Lage ist, Speicherorte von der Cloud an den Rand des Netzes zu
verlagern.
Als abschließenden Beitrag untersuchen wir die Anpassungsmöglichkeiten der
Microservices selbst. Wir schlagen vor, die Microservices in dreierlei Hinsicht anzupassen: (i) in den Algorithmen, die sie zur Ausführung einer bestimmten Aufgabe
verwenden, (ii) in ihren Parametern und (iii) in ggf. für die Ausführung erforderlichen weiteren (Hilfs-)Daten. Diese Anpassungen können z.B. genutzt werden, um
eine schnellere Ausführungszeit im Gegenzug für eine verminderte Qualität der Berechnung (z.B. durch ungenauere oder teilweise falsche Ergebnisse) zu erreichen.
Wir zeigen auf, dass diese Abwägung ein wichtiger Baustein in Edge-ComputingUmgebungen ist, bedingt sowohl durch die typische Ressourcenknappheit auf der
einen, als auch im Hinblick auf strikte Latenzanforderungen auf der anderen Seite.
Wir konzipieren eine Laufzeitumgebung, die anpassbare Microservices unterstützt,
und deﬁnieren das Problem der Auswahl einer konkreten Dienstvariante, wobei wir
auf dem Design der zuvor vorgestellten Edge-Computing-Ausführungsumgebung
aufbauen. In einer Fallstudie demonstrieren wir anhand von repräsentativen Beispielen (z.B. im Bereich von Computer Vision und Bildverarbeitung) den Praktischen Einﬂuss der oben genannten Abwägungsentscheidung.
Zusammenfassend bietet diese Dissertation eine systematische Analyse des Forschungsfeldes von Urban Edge Computing. Unsere Beiträge liefern wichtige Bausteine zur Realisierung einer allgemein verfügbaren Edge-Computing-Infrastruktur
im urbanen Raum.
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The present era of digitalization leads to a plethora of networked devices that
capture, forward, and process vast amounts of data. For one part, these are personal
devices, such as smartphones, smartwatches, on-body sensors, and head-mounted
displays. The other part are small-scale sensors and actuators from the domain of
the so-called Internet of Things (IoT). Recent studies by Cisco suggest that the number of devices connected to the Internet will reach 28.5 billion by 20201 and 500
billion by 20302 . It is often necessary or beneﬁcial to carry out the processing of
data outside those end devices, e.g., by performing computation ofﬂoading. There
are three main reasons for this:
(i) The devices might have insufﬁcient processing power to deliver satisfactory
results in terms of quality of the computation result or the execution time.
Albeit being equipped with powerful hardware, many devices remain inadequate for demanding tasks like video analytics. They also might lack specialized components that are indispensable for the task at hand, e.g., a GPU unit
or FPGA.
(ii) Many of the devices are battery-powered. Form factor limitations and design
requirements limit the size and, hence, the capacity of the battery. At the same
time, battery life is a crucial factor for user satisfaction. Therefore, carrying
out computationally intensive tasks that quickly drain the battery remains
impractical.
1
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-indexvni/white-paper-c11-741490.pdf (accessed: 2019-12-06)
2
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/products/collateral/se/internet-of-things/at-a-glance-c45731471.pdf (accessed: 2019-12-06)
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(iii) Computations might be carried out collaboratively or require data originating
from different sources. In case that transferring this data is inefﬁcient, e.g.,
because of its size and/or the network connectivity, ofﬂoading the computation instead of the data provides a viable alternative.
For a long time, Cloud Computing was the predominant way to provide data processing services. Cloud Computing offers virtually unlimited resources that are concentrated in large data centers. Depending on the service model, providers of Cloud
Computing infrastructure largely abstract away many operational and management
problems from their users. Resources are virtualized and users can make use of a
large pool of shared resources. Flexible pay-as-you-go models allow for seamless
and economically viable scaling to one’s needs. However, this service model also
has some inherent drawbacks. Since Cloud Computing infrastructures are typically
located far away from their clients (in some cases on another continent), there is
sometimes a substantial end-to-end latency when accessing services hosted in the
cloud. Furthermore, even today, bandwidth in core networks—those are transited
when accessing cloud services—remains a scarce resource [Vul+15].
Until recently, these drawbacks of Cloud Computing had little practical impact.
On the one hand, most data was both produced and consumed in the cloud, e.g.,
by applications in the domain of big data processing [Ji+12]. In such applications,
data producers and consumers are predominantly well-connected clients, often located in datacenters themselves. On the other hand, applications for mobile devices
were also carried out in the cloud because they were not latency-critical. This landscape has changed drastically today. New generations of personal devices (e.g.,
smartphones and augmented reality headsets) as well as small-scale sensors and
actuators (e.g., from the IoT domain [Gub+13]) collect vast amounts of data at
the edge of the network. With regards to the usage of this data, we can make the
following observations:
(i) In many cases, the data is only relevant locally, i.e., it is not only gathered at
the edge of the network but also consumed there.
(ii) The raw data and/or the result of processing is ephemeral, i.e., its temporal
relevance is limited. Oftentimes, right after being transferred for processing,
it can be discarded.
Prominent examples for applications whose data behave in such a way are real-time
video analytics [Yi+17], cognitive assistance applications [Che+17b], mobile gaming [LS17], and autonomous driving [Lee+16]. For such applications, the drawbacks of Cloud Computing become more striking. For use cases with stringent requirements on the latency (e.g., to make real-time decisions in autonomous driving), Cloud Computing fails to deliver the required quality of service. In addition,
today’s core networks do not offer the bandwidth to support data transfers from the
growing number of IoT devices and sensors.
These shortcomings of Cloud Computing in this changing landscape of devices
and applications have led to the emergence of Edge Computing. Edge Computing
is the concept of leveraging resources in close proximity to end devices—in a sense
bringing the cloud closer to the edge of the network [Cha+14]. Tightly coupled with
Edge Computing is the concept of cloudlets [Sat+09], micro data centers that offer
proximate computing resources. Compared to the cloud, these resources are often
leveraged opportunistically, i.e., users only make use of resources in their surroundings for a limited amount of time. Furthermore, resources are more heterogeneous,
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ranging from data center grade server hardware to single-board computers. Instead
of relying on large, centralized resources in the cloud, the idea of Edge Computing
is to make use of many decentralized resources in the vicinity of end devices. Typically, these resources are located in the access network, at the (wireless) gateway,
or within 1-hop distance to the gateway, providing latencies in the range of singledigit milliseconds. Because many clients are highly mobile (e.g., a user’s phone),
they frequently need to migrate their data and computations between the resources
at the edge—a stark contrast to rather static cloud deployments. Besides a reduced
latency, processing data at the edge avoids using expensive links to distant cloud
infrastructures. These characteristics make Edge Computing a crucial enabler for
new classes of low-latency, high-bandwidth applications.
While some private, on-premise deployments of Edge Computing exist (e.g., in
the context of Industrial IoT), today we are far from having public Edge Computing
infrastructures available. This is especially true for urban environments. The vision
of a smart city [Sch+11; Sch+16b] promises the usage of ICT3 to provide liveable
urban environments and cope with problems such as pollution or safety. Smart
cities feature a dense network of highly interconnected mobile people and things.
Future applications such as connected cars that drive autonomously and exchange
data with devices in their surroundings are already being imagined. Such examples have strict requirements in terms of bandwidth and latency that make Edge
Computing indispensable. However, we still lack essential building blocks for the
realization of those applications. For one part, the requirements of individual types
of applications are not well understood. Hence, the potential beneﬁts of using Edge
Computing remain unclear in many cases. Second, we lack the resources to carry
out computations at the edge. While our urban spaces are ﬁlled with hardware that
could host small-scale cloudlets, those are not made available today. Doubts remain
about the practicability of having a dense, city-wide pool of computing resources
to serve highly mobile users at any time. Third, the characteristics of Edge Computing differ from current Cloud Computing deployment models, and therefore,
established mechanisms for the operation and management of infrastructure and
applications cannot be applied to Edge Computing. Examples include the placement problem of data and computations, how to virtualize and share resources,
and how to schedule access to those resources.
This thesis presents contributions in the ﬁeld of Urban Edge Computing that close
some of these gaps. Section 1.2 outlines our contributions in detail. The contributions provide answers to the following questions:
• What are the characteristics, beneﬁts, and drawbacks of Edge Computing?
• What are the possible application domains for Edge Computing? Which of
the beneﬁts of Edge Computing are especially crucial for what types of applications?
• How and where can we provide ubiquitous computing resources in an urban
environment?
• What is the granularity in which computations should be ofﬂoaded?
• Where should computations be carried out at the edge?
• How can edge resources be used in a (cost-)efﬁcient way?
3
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• Can the edge be used as a distributed storage for user data?
• How do we need to adapt computing services in view of strict user requirements and constrained edge resources?

1.1

General Related Work

The contributions of this thesis are set in the ﬁeld of Edge Computing. This section intends to present general related work that introduces Edge Computing and
similar concepts to the unfamiliar reader. Related work speciﬁc to the individual
contributions of this thesis is reviewed in sections 5.3, 6.2, 7.2, 8.2, 9.2, and 10.2.
The challenge to augment the capabilities of (mobile) devices by leveraging external resources has been envisioned for a long time in the ﬁeld of pervasive computing [Sat01]. With the advent of Cloud Computing, such resources became widely
available to realize this vision. Since then, Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) [FLR13]
has been the predominant way to ofﬂoad computations.
An important conceptual enabler for the move towards Edge Computing was
the introduction of cloudlets [Sat+09; Sat11]. In these initial publications outlining
the concept, cloudlets have been deﬁned as small-scale but resource-rich computing
resources in the proximity of (mobile) users. They have been further described as a
middle-tier between end devices and the cloud [Sat+14]. This notion of a middletier that is close to end users and devices led to the notion of Edge Computing
[Sat17; Shi+16].
As we will further discuss in Chapter 2, other concepts exist, whose deﬁnitions
sometimes lack a clear distinction from Edge Computing. Two of the most notable
are Fog Computing and Mobile Edge Computing (MEC). Yi et al. [Yi+15; YLL15]
deﬁne the concept of Fog Computing and use the term interchangeably with Edge
Computing. Mahmud et al. [MKB18a] present a taxonomy of Fog Computing and
deﬁne Fog Computing as an intermediate layer between IoT devices and the cloud.
Mobile Edge Computing refers to the placement of computing resources in the radio
access network [Bec+14; Mao+17; Abb+18]. Since this network is typically close
to the end user, we see Mobile Edge Computing as one possible realization of Edge
Computing.
Given the timeliness and broadness of the topic, various surveys explore the
ﬁeld of Edge Computing. Yousefpour et al. [You+19] present an extensive survey
of publications related to Edge Computing and Fog Computing. Shi et al. [Shi+16]
present several case studies and outline future challenges in Edge Computing. Similarly, Varghese et al. [Var+16] deﬁne motivations, opportunities, and challenges
of Edge Computing. The survey of Li et al. [Li+18] focuses on architecture and
management issues. Managing resources in an edge environment is a crucial building block. In this domain, Hong and Varghese [HV19] review publications and
classify architectures, infrastructures, and algorithms for resource management in
Edge Computing and Fog Computing. Further specialized surveys shed light on
Edge Computing from the perspective of networking [Lua+16] or security [RLM18;
YQL15; Sto+16].
No previous work provides a comprehensive overview and classiﬁcation of applications that can beneﬁt from Edge Computing. A comparison between cloudlets and
Cloud Computing can be found in [Pan+15]; it is however limited to very few application scenarios. Existing works are either limited to a speciﬁc application domain,
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e.g., IoT [Has+18; Hec+18; Yu+18], or smart city applications [Per+17a; Tal+17].
Other classiﬁcations lack prominent examples like augmented reality [Pul+19]. We
will close this gap with our application survey in Chapter 4.

1.2

Overview of Contributions and Thesis Structure

This thesis makes several contributions to the understanding, planning, deployment, and operation of a public Edge Computing infrastructure in an urban environment. An important characteristic of the Urban Edge Computing environment
is its heterogeneity in two dimensions. First, several devices that capture and/or
consume data are involved. For many of our experimental studies, we use mobile
phones, however the results are applicable to other devices. These could range from
small sensors and actuators to connected cars. Common to them is the need to perform computations or store data outside of the device. Second, we also consider the
compute infrastructure to be heterogeneous, ranging from close-by equipment colocated with one’s access gateway to resources in the transit network to the cloud.
Contrary to previous works, we consider these heterogeneity characteristics to provide an integrated solution for Urban Edge Computing, ranging from the placement
of physical resources to the adaptation of the runtime environment.
This thesis is structured into ﬁve parts. Figure 1.1 provides a complete overview
of the structure of this thesis. The core contributions that provide building blocks
for an Urban Edge Computing system are highlighted with a green background.
PART I contributes to the general understanding of the ﬁeld of Edge Computing in
two ways. First, we reﬁne the deﬁnition of Edge Computing (Chapter 2) and
analyze its characteristics, including advantages and drawbacks (Chapter 3).
Second—based on the observation that it remains unclear which applications
could beneﬁt from certain aspects of Edge Computing—we present an extensive survey of application use cases in Chapter 4. We present a systematic
way to break down applications by identifying four critical building blocks
of applications (data consolidation, ﬁltering & pre-processing, computation
ofﬂoading, and data storage & retrieval). We then propose to classify applications according to the notion of augmentation, and for representative examples, we map the requirements of each application to how well they can be
served by Edge Computing. The abstract notion of application building blocks
allows us to generalize our ﬁndings and draw conclusions about the suitability of employing Edge Computing for certain types of applications. This part
concludes with the deﬁnition of requirements for Urban Edge Computing that
will be addressed in the remaining parts of the thesis.
PART II examines the physical infrastructure for Urban Edge Computing, i.e., which
infrastructures can be leveraged in an urban environment to provide proximate computing resources. To this end, we suggest placing cloudlets on cellular base stations, WiFi routes, and augmented street lamps. Chapter 5 shows
the viability of this idea by conducting a large-scale study of urban cloudlet
coverage based on datasets captured in a major city. In Chapter 6, we present
a placement strategy that decides which of those infrastructures to upgrade
with cloudlets, taking into account their heterogeneity in terms of cost, communication range, and resources.
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PART III presents an execution framework for Edge Computing that is based on the
concept of composable microservices (Chapter 7). Unlike common ofﬂoading
approaches, we advocate the concept of store-based microservice onloading, in
which microservices are made available in a repository and do not need to
be transferred from the client device, resulting in reduced end-to-end latency
and energy consumption on the client device. Furthermore, we present a
concept for the deﬁnition and execution of service chains, providing an easy
way for developers of applications to use the framework. We implement the
abovementioned concept in a prototype and evaluate it with applications running on a smartphone.
PART IV addresses runtime decisions of the previously presented execution framework. In particular, this concerns the problem of where to place functional
parts of applications (Chapter 8) and data (Chapter 9). For the former, we
present a heuristic-based placement strategy that minimizes the solving time
with only a small optimality gap. For the latter, we present a middleware that
makes rule-based storage decisions based on users’ context. In Chapter 10,
we extend our microservice-based execution to adaptable microservices. We
introduce the concept of service adaptations in three different dimensions and
showcase the tradeoff between execution time and quality of results that such
adaptations can enable.
PART V concludes this thesis by summarizing its ﬁndings and giving an outlook on
future work (Chapter 11).
Part I: Background & Analysis

Taxonomy

Characteristics

Application Survey

Part II

Chapter 4

Infastructural
Support

Part III

Chapter 3

Control &
Execution

Part IV

Chapter 2

Strategies &
Adaptations

Chapter 5

Chapter 6

Coverage Analysis of Urban
Cloudlets

Urban Cloudlet Placement

Chapter 7

Edge Computing Framework

Chapter 8

Chapter 9

Chapter 10

Operator
Placement

Context-Aware
Micro-Storage

Microservice
Adaptations

Part V: Epilogue
Chapter 11

Conclusion

FIGURE 1.1: OVERVIEW OF THESIS STRUCTURE

Part I

Background & Analysis
The ﬁrst part of this thesis provides a detailed introduction and analysis
of the ﬁeld of Edge Computing.
Our ﬁrst contributions consist of a taxonomy (Chapter 2) and analysis
of Edge Computing characteristics (Chapter 3), thereby contributing to
the general understanding of Edge Computing and the reﬁnement of its
deﬁnition.
Based on the identiﬁed characteristics, Chapter 4 performs a systematic
survey of Edge Computing use cases, proposing a classiﬁcation scheme
and analyzing potential applications with regards to the previously deﬁned characteristics of Edge Computing. Following the insights of this
survey of the Edge Computing landscape, this part concludes with the
deﬁnition of requirements for Urban Edge Computing.

This part is largely based on [Ged+19a]. Verbatim copies of text from this publication are printed in
gray color throughout this part of the thesis. Tables and ﬁgures taken or adapted from this publication
are marked with † in their caption.
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CHAPTER

2

A Taxonomy of Edge Computing

Throughout the history of computing, a constant back-and-forth swinging between
centralized and decentralized computing approaches has been observed [PA97]. We
map this general observation to major milestones that have led to today’s computing
landscape, outlining four major eras in Figure 2.1. The ﬁrst transition towards
decentralized computing was the move from centralized mainframes to personal
computers.
Cloud Computing. In the mid-2000s, we saw a major disruption with the advent of Cloud Computing. Cloud Computing offers abundant virtualized resources
in large data centers. These resources can be used with ﬂexible pricing models,
often on a pay-as-you-go basis. Scaling in and out according to current demands
can be done at a moment’s notice and therefore removes the problem of over- or
underprovisioning of resources.
We argue that Cloud Computing belongs to the category of centralized ap-

FIGURE 2.1: CENTRALIZED AND DECENTRALIZED COMPUTING PARADIGMS†
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proaches because computing power is concentrated in a few distant locations
(compared to the number of clients that use it). Leveraging cloud resources for
ofﬂoading from mobile devices is termed Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) [FLR13]
for which a variety of frameworks exist [Cue+10; Chu+11; Kos+12; Kem+10].
Emerging classes of applications that require fast processing of large data generated from client devices and surrounding sensors have led to the latest distributed
computing paradigm, termed Edge Computing.
Edge Computing. Edge Computing is the concept of placing and using storage
and computing resources close to the (mobile) devices that produce and consume
the data (see Deﬁnition 2.1). One contrasting approach is Cloud Computing, where
said resources are located at data centers. Edge Computing is carried out using
resources on edge nodes or edge devices. Similarly, the term cloudlet [Sat+09] has
been coined to denote small-scale data centers close to users.
Entities in Edge Computing. In the context of computation ofﬂoading, nodes that
are leveraged to perform computations are called surrogates (see Section 3.5.1).
Edge sites are the physical environments where the edge resources are located. We
refer to an edge system or edge framework to denote the entirety of resources at the
edge, their clients, and control entities responsible for managing the resources.
Relationship between Edge Computing and Cloud Computing. It is important
to note that Edge Computing aims not to be a replacement for Cloud Computing,
but to complement it [Vil+16b]. This makes sense if we assume that every application needs access to three basic resources: (i) computation, (ii) communication,
and (iii) storage. The need for computation and storage resources is well-served by
Cloud Computing; in fact, the reason for the success of Cloud Computing is its capability to provide resource elasticity, which means that resources can be scaled in and
out in order to instantly ﬁt the customers’ needs. On the downside, Cloud Computing cannot offer any guarantees w.r.t. the communication part because data centers
are located away from the consumer, and typically, neither the cloud provider nor
the user has full control over the transit network. Edge Computing solves this issue
in the sense that it adds scalability in the network dimension, i.e., more users can be
served with low-latency links when adding more edge sites (e.g., at users’ wireless
gateways). However, because of the limited resources at individual edge sites, Edge
Computing cannot offer the same overall elasticity as Cloud Computing. Furthermore, realizing scalability in any of the three resource dimensions requires much
more complex management in view of the dynamics in the network (e.g., caused
by user mobility or sudden local changes in demands).
For these reasons, in practice, we expect an interplay of Cloud Computing and
Edge Computing. Edge Computing offers the additional scalability required for
processing locally relevant tasks in an environment with a large number of data
generators and consumers. Complex, long-running, and data-driven tasks that are
not time-critical will beneﬁt more from the abundance of scalable resources in the
cloud. Similarly, Edge Computing will most likely not be able to replace the cloud
for the long-term storage of data because of the limited capabilities of edge devices.
However, user-facing time-critical tasks may beneﬁt from a reduced latency in the
critical path when using infrastructure at the edge, and this might also include
the caching of ephemeral data on edge devices. In addition to the latency beneﬁt,
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caching data at the edge has the potential to reduce bandwidth usage in the core
network.
Differences in resources and their distribution. While Cloud Computing offers virtually unlimited resources in geo-distributed data centers, resources in Edge
Computing are locally clustered around its consumers. These computing nodes are
more heterogeneous w.r.t. to their available resources and are often leveraged opportunistically. Especially if we consider non-redundant, consumer-grade devices
for computations, the availability and reliability of resources at the edge might be
limited. However, Edge Computing can make the communication more reliable, in
the sense that it can offer an alternative if network links to the cloud break down.
This is especially interesting for disaster scenarios where Edge Computing can offer
an alternative infrastructure to keep critical tasks alive. Edge resources can often
be accessed within one hop from the wireless gateway that users are connected to.
Ideally, Edge Computing systems can support user mobility, e.g., by migrating user
data and computations to the next proximate location. In addition, wireless gateways can provide additional contextual information to the application, something
not available in Cloud Computing.
Computation ofﬂoading and virtualization. Another major difference is the
granularity of ofﬂoading. In Cloud Computing, we see large parts of applications
being moved to remote resources, while at the edge, ofﬂoading is more ﬁne-grained
and needs a more careful decision of what to ofﬂoad. Individually ofﬂoaded components at the edge are often part of a processing pipeline consisting of several
of those components that do not necessarily run on the same edge device. Additionally, we can observe that because of limited resources at the edge and the
higher user dynamics, virtualization technologies used for Edge Computing tend
to be more lightweight. For example, containers are often used instead of virtual
machines (see Section 3.5.2).
Loose coupling. We deﬁne the loose coupling between clients and the computing and communication infrastructure as another important characteristic of Edge
Computing. This is an especially important characteristic in Urban Edge Computing,
where the computing resources are shared among multiple users and applications.
Other concepts that are sometimes referred to as Edge Computing deploy static resources on-premise for one particular user and application. Those deployments,
however, do not face the same challenges, e.g., with regards to network coverage
and connectivity, device and data mobiltiy, or scaling.
Summary. To conclude this section, Table 2.1 summarizes the differences between
Edge Computing and Cloud Computing.

2.1

Terminology

For the remainder of this thesis, we will use the terms Edge Computing and Urban
Edge Computing as described in Deﬁnition 2.1. Besides the term Edge Computing,
other terminology that denotes similar concepts exist, most notably the term Fog
Computing [Yi+15; Bon+12; Ged+18a]. Fog Computing is a term originally coined
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TABLE 2.1: COMPARISON OF CLOUD COMPUTING WITH EDGE COMPUTING

Proximity to
client devices
End-to-end latency
Infrastructure
Heterogeneity of
computing hardware
Number of computing
resource locations
Resources at
individual locations
Geo-distribution of
computing resources
Availability & reliability
of resources
Virtualization
Connection to resources
Access to resources
Applications
Ofﬂoading granularity

Cloud Computing

Edge Computing

low

high

†

high

low

centralized data centers

decentralized cloudlets

low

high

few

many

many

few

locally clustered

widespread

high

varying

heavyweight

lightweight

long-thin
through core network
data-driven
mostly entire applications

short-fat
typically via 1-hop
wireless gateway
user-driven
computationally intensive
and latency-critical parts

by Cisco [Bon+12] in the context of their IOx platform, envisioning to leverage
untapped processing power in network middleboxes when those are either overprovisioned or not running at full load.
While the terms edge and fog both allude to the same concept—processing data
close to end devices—it is worth noticing that there is a broad spectrum of (sometimes blurry) deﬁnitions and arguments in trying to deﬁne the differences between
the two. One possible distinction is that Fog Computing extends the cloud towards
the edge, while Edge Computing originates from the need of end devices to ofﬂoad computations. However, the exact deﬁnitions remain an ongoing discussion
in academia [Mar+17; VR14]. Closely tied to the concept of Fog Computing are
Cloudlets. Cloudlets have been described as a middle-tier [Sat+14] that extends
the cloud towards the edge [Ver+12a; Lew+14].
Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)—more recently termed Multi-Access Edge
Computing—refers to the colocation of resources at the Radio Access Networks
(RAN), e.g., at cellular base stations [Abb+18]. This can therefore be considered
as a special case of Edge Computing, mostly from the point of view of mobile
network operators. Especially with the advent of the ﬁfth generation of cellular
networks (5G), MEC deployments are expected to gain more importance [Hu+15b;
Nun+15].
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Other hybrid terms exist, notably Mist Computing [Pre+15] and Osmotic Computing [Vil+16b]. The former can be thought of being similar to Fog Computing
but closer to the edge devices, while the latter advocates a seamless migration of
services from data centers to the edge.
DEFINITION 2.1: EDGE COMPUTING AND URBAN EDGE COMPUTING
Edge Computing denotes the general concept of placing computing and/or communication resources close to the action scene, e.g., in proximity of users, sensors, or actuators. We refer to Urban Edge Computing as the application of this
concept in an urban environment.
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In this chapter, we analyze the characteristics of Edge Computing. We start
by analyzing what the potential beneﬁts and drawbacks of Edge Computing are
(Section 3.1). We then discuss the characteristics of “the edge” in terms of communication (Section 3.2), the involved devices (Section 3.3), and stakeholders (Section 3.4). Lastly, we review enabling technologies for Edge Computing in Section 3.5.

3.1

Promises, Beneﬁts, and Drawbacks

As outlined in the previous chapter on the taxonomy of Edge Computing, the general idea is to move storage and processing capabilities from the cloud closer to
the clients and towards the origin of the data, often by opportunistically using the
infrastructure in a highly dynamic mobile environment. This potentially brings a
number of advantages, the most important of which we describe in the following:
ADVANTAGE I: LOWER LATENCY | As we will discuss in Chapter 4, many types of
applications have stringent requirements on the end-to-end latency, i.e., the
overall time from requesting a service (e.g., a computation) to obtaining the
result. One important factor on this critical path is the network delay. Cloud
Computing infrastructures are geographically widely distributed across data
centers, and the user typically has little to no control over where the requests
15
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will be processed. Hence, it is not uncommon for requests to be directed to
distant data centers.
Many works have presented empirical measurements of network latencies
and motivated Edge Computing based on those numbers [Che+17b; Ged+17;
Sat+09]. For instance, in [Sat+09] the authors measure the mean network
round-trip times between New York and Berkeley to be 85 ms. If we now
imagine an application that needs to process a video scene in near real-time
with a delay constraint of less than 50 ms, the mere network latency already
violates this constraint. Even by optimizing transit networks, physical lower
bounds remain. In contrast, the access delay to a nearby wireless gateway
in the case of WiFi is typically in the order of magnitude of a few milliseconds. Chen et al. [Che+17b] have conducted extensive empirical studies using a cognitive assistance application and conclude that using the cloud over
a cloudlet adds around 100–200 ms of latency. Besides the physical lower
bounds of transmissions, the network jitter, i.e., the variation in delay is another issue for latency-critical Edge Computing applications. This variance is
caused, e.g., by different load levels in the network and makes guaranteeing
a latency close to the lower bound impossible.

ADVANTAGE II: LESS BANDWIDTH UTILIZATION IN THE CORE NETWORK | In the current landscape of billions of mobile devices that generate data, we observe
that captured data often only is of limited spatial and temporal relevance.
As an example, we can imagine an intelligent scheduling scheme for trafﬁc
lights that is based on reported sensor data from vehicles [BB14]. In this
example, the data is relevant only for the time the vehicles are in the vicinity of the trafﬁc light. Applications often do not consume every individual
sensor reading, but data that is derived from those individual readings, e.g.,
aggregate or ﬁltered values, inferred events, or outliers. If, however, all raw
values would be streamed to the cloud for analysis, this might overload the
core network. This is especially relevant since wide-area network bandwidth
remains a scarce resource [Vul+15]. The same holds true for many of today’s
wireless access networks, e.g., as motivated in [Wan+18b]. Especially large,
continuous data streams can be a burden on backhaul networks. Distributed
processing and aggregation of data streams along the path to the consumer
can help to mitigate this. In the domain of Wireless Sensor Networks this is
a popular approach [Fas+07] that can easily be mapped to aggregation by
intermediate edge nodes.
Besides aggregation, Edge Computing can also offer storage capabilities
[May+17] that take into account contextual information for the decision on
where to store the data [Ged+18b]. For example, at large-scale events with
overloaded mobile networks, edge nodes can provide storage to share data
among people that are close-by. Chapter 9 will present our contribution of
a context-aware edge storage framework. Other works have investigated
edge storage for caching [Zha+15a] or buffering of IoT data [Psa+18]. It is
worth noticing that most of these works assume the data to be short-lived.
However, storing non-ephemeral data on unreliable edge nodes requires
replication mechanisms, as demonstrated in [MRS19]. The savings in data
transfers to the cloud when using Edge Computing has been demonstrated in
practice with various use cases, from document synchronization [Hao+17]
to mobile gaming [Var+17]. For example, Hao et al. [Hao+17] demonstrate
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a reduction in data transfers to the cloud of up to 90% in an application for
document synchronization.
ADVANTAGE III: ENERGY SAVINGS AND INCREASED ENERGY EFFICIENCY | Mobile devices have an inherently limited battery life. Advances in battery technology
have not kept pace with the increased processing capabilities of modern mobile devices [AS13; KAB13]. Furthermore, their small form factors limit the
size of the battery. Battery life is an important factor for the overall user satisfaction [Hav11] and remains an important constraint for many applications,
e.g., mobile gaming [Hua+14]. Carrying out compute-intensive tasks on the
device is detrimental to the device’s battery life and, thus, has a negative
impact on the user’s experience. This factor is even more crucial for smallscale sensors that are deployed in the environment and designed to never be
serviced. In this case, the battery life equals the lifetime of the device. Therefore, moving the computations away from the devices is beneﬁcial for their
battery life. This has been shown for both cloud [KL10] and edge [Hu+16]
infrastructures.
Saving energy is not only important for end devices, but also for edge nodes
on which the computations take place [RAD18]. Besides the advantage of
reduced operational cost, Edge Computing nodes are often enclosed in tight
physical spaces and therefore, heat dissipation must be limited. Hence, many
works have presented energy-efﬁcient mechanisms for resource allocation
[You+17], ofﬂoading [Nan+17; Zha+18d], and data delivery [Jay+14] in
Edge Computing. Xiao et al. [XK17] suggest cooperative ofﬂoading, in which
edge nodes forward tasks among each other. The authors study the tradeoff
between quality of experience for users and the fog nodes’ energy efﬁciency
and present a cooperation strategy for optimal workload allocation.
The previous examples have outlined the partial beneﬁt from the point of
view of mobile devices and edge nodes. However, it is important to note that
to analyze the overall energy beneﬁt of Edge Computing, we need a more
holistic view. While ofﬂoading might save battery life on the mobile device,
this does not answer the question of whether the chosen edge resources are
more energy-efﬁcient compared to Cloud Computing infrastructures. As one
approach, Jalali et al. [Jal+16] take into account the energy efﬁciency of
the access network that is used when performing Edge Computing. The authors conclude that micro data centers at the edge can indeed be more energy
efﬁcient than Cloud Computing. They further identify the processing of continuous data streams as an ideal edge application, especially when those data
streams are on end user premises and have a low access rate (e.g., video
surveillance). Boukerche et al. [BGG19] survey energy-efﬁcient ofﬂoading
in Mobile Cloud Computing from the perspective of both the mobile device
and the cloud infrastructure. The authors consider different types of deployments and especially mention the possible energy overhead of the ofﬂoading
process.
ADVANTAGE IV: BETTER PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION | In Cloud Computing, users
typically have little control over their data and where exactly it is processed.
Yet, users’ end devices generate more and more data at the edge, many of
which is personalized and privacy-sensitive, e.g., in healthcare-related applications. As users become more sensitive to privacy issues, they might not be
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willing to accept the current practice of how data is processed. For example,
Davies et al. [Dav+16] outline how privacy concerns hinder user acceptance
of IoT deployments.
Edge Computing offers the opportunity to act as a privacy-enabling mediator
between the user’s data and cloud-based services, especially when users have
access to edge infrastructures that are within their trust domain or that are
operated by trusted providers. Since Edge Computing resources are offered
on-site, providers are subject to local laws and regulations. Depending on the
location, this can give certain assurances, e.g., with regards to data protection
laws. Furthermore, following the same argument, Edge Computing providers
can typically be held accountable more easily than (foreign) Cloud Computing providers. Edge Computing allows the application of privacy-preserving
mechanisms (e.g., as proposed in [Shi+11]) early in the processing chain and
close to the data source, hence reducing the impact of potentially untrustworthy processing entities that subsequently handle the data. The fact that in a
public Edge Computing infrastructure, multiple providers would be involved
further strengthen the beneﬁts with regards to privacy and anonymity. Protocols like cMix [Cha+16] have shown that anonymous communication can
only be broken if all parties cooperate to do so. We argue that this is an
unrealistic scenario in a multi-provider Edge Computing infrastructure.
Besides data from individuals, data collected in public spaces is also relevant
to privacy. For example, a camera mounted on top of a road intersection captures video streams that are used to optimize trafﬁc and dynamically adapt the
trafﬁc lights. This application may be realized in different processing steps,
e.g., detecting cars in individual lanes, aggregating their number, computing
a strategy to optimize the trafﬁc, and so forth. To preserve drivers’ privacy, the
blurring of license plates would be a critical task that has to be carried out at
the edge before transferring the video streams for further analysis. Similarly,
Basudan et al. [BLS17] present an encryption scheme to ensure privacy when
monitoring road conditions. Other works explore privacy-preserving publishsubscribe mechanisms at the edge [Wan+17] or how edge infrastructures can
help in the dissemination of information containing certiﬁcate revocations
[Alr+17].

While many of these potential beneﬁts are acknowledged in literature, less attention
has been directed to the possible drawbacks of Edge Computing. In particular, we
consider the following aspects to be problematic:
DRAWBACK I: UNRELIABLE DEVICES | Because Edge Computing relies on smallscale, often consumer-grade devices that are used opportunistically as edge
nodes, their reliability cannot compete with advanced measures for reliability in data center environments, such as UPS1 , emergency power systems,
redundant cooling, redundant network connections and high-speed interconnections that enable large-scale replication. Edge Computing must therefore
either be tolerant of failures or mitigate the effects via replication schemes,
e.g., by replicating stored data across edge nodes [MRS19].
DRAWBACK II: LOW INDIVIDUAL COMPUTING POWER | The computing power of individual edge nodes is usually much lower compared to a cloud data center.
1

uninterruptible power supply
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For latency-tolerant heavy computations, such as neural network training, the
cloud will remain the predominant deployment model.
DRAWBACK III: LIMITED SCALE-OUT CAPABILITIES | Since the capacity at each edge
site is limited, it is much more difﬁcult to scale out edge applications with high
demands in a small area. Because data centers are designed to serve large
geographical areas, local spikes in demand, e.g., during an event, are small in
comparison to the total demand. In contrast, Edge Computing infrastructure
may be overwhelmed in such a situation as the area over which extra demand
can be distributed while still fulﬁlling good quality of service might be limited.
DRAWBACK IV: HIGH OPERATIONAL EXPENSES | Edge Computing is likely to be more
expensive than traditional Cloud Computing, which beneﬁts much more from
economies of scale. Cost beneﬁts of large-scale data centers [Gre+08] that
cannot be exploited in Edge Computing include rental cost, energy cost, and
personnel cost. Data centers are often built in places with low taxes, low land
costs, and low energy prices. They concentrate vast amounts of homogeneous
servers and networking hardware in one easy to reach location. Cloudlets,
however, must be geographically much closer to their clients, which prevents
strategic positioning in low-price areas. Also, due to the distribution over
many small-scale locations, the maintenance is much more complex. For Edge
Computing to be economically viable, the resulting higher cost must be compensated by lower data transmission costs or other beneﬁts, like increased
privacy or the need for ultra-low latency.
DRAWBACK V: CONCERNS ABOUT SECURITY AND TRUST | The idea to opportunistically leverage devices in one’s surroundings to carry out computations and
store data naturally raises concerns about such a system’s security and trustworthiness. According to [Muk+17], existing mechanisms for the cloud cannot be applied to edge environments. Roman et al. [RLM18] survey the
security threats and corresponding challenges in Edge Computing and Fog
Computing. To make Edge Computing pervasive, uniﬁed trust models and
authentication mechanisms across stakeholder boundaries are required.

3.2

Access Technologies and Communication Patterns

We now turn our attention to the typical access technologies and communication
patterns in Edge Computing. While Cloud Computing is accessed through wired
backhaul connections, one characteristic of Edge Computing is that clients are typically connected to the edge resources through wireless gateways. We expect edge
resources to be either colocated on those gateways or within 1-hop distance. To
connect to wireless gateways, client devices use different access technologies. The
most common are WiFi [Ged+17] or cellular [SBD18] connections. In this domain,
we can observe development in two aspects:
(i) NEW COMMUNICATION STANDARDS EMERGE | One example of emerging standards are 5G networks that are expected to be deployed soon. 5G not only
promises much higher bandwidth and lower latencies compared to current
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cellular networks, but it will also provide additional services like contextawareness on the network access layer [Ban+14]. Other future wireless access technologies include millimeter wave [Aba+] and visible light communication [JLR13]. These (future) technologies will contribute to a widespread
coverage of high-speed wireless access points.

(ii) NOVEL GATEWAY DEVICES | Existing access technologies will be embedded into
new devices that can act as gateways. One example in the urban space are
street lamps, as we will describe in Chapter 5. While today only providing
lighting, emerging smart lamp posts are designed to offer colocated access
and computing resources. A second example is to leverage computing resources present on modern cars [Hou+16]. It has also been suggested to
place computing resources on UAVs2 [Sat+16; JSK18b].
Besides the wireless access technologies, we can also distinguish Edge Computing systems by their communication patterns. Generally speaking, our computing world consists of humans and various things that are connected. Depending
on which entities communicate with whom, different terminology is used, such as
Machine-to-Machine (M2M), Device-to-Device (D2D), Car-to-Infrastructure (C2I),
Car-to-Car (C2C), etc. The important distinction between all those terms is whether
we have autonomous communication between devices or human actors in the loop.

3.3

Device Ecosystem

One of the most striking characteristics of Edge Computing is the heterogeneity of
devices that are involved in the capture and processing of data. The number of
mobile devices and sensors that capture data has dramatically increased in recent
years. One prominent example are today’s smartphones. According to a recent
study3 , the number of mobile broadband subscriptions has reached 6 billion as of
today and will grow to over 8 billion by 2024. Similarly, the IoT aims to connect a
variety of objects such that these are able to communicate with each other [AIM10].
Other end devices include smartwatches, smart glasses, and personal on-body sensors. Common to all of them is that they generate large amounts of data that need
further processing to provide additional services. This need for processing has been
one of the most important aspects for the development of Edge Computing.
In Edge Computing, not only end devices are heterogeneous, but also the devices on which the computations are carried out. Every device in the vicinity of the
mobile client that has spare resources to perform computations can be considered
for Edge Computing. This can range from consumer-grade hardware to hardware
designed for data centers. For example, small-scale single-board computers such as
Raspberry Pis have been used in Edge Computing [Pah+16; BZ17] as well as home
routers [Meu+15] or compact setups with more powerful hardware [RAD18]. In
between end-user locations and cloud data centers, we can also leverage network
middleboxes that have additional computing capacity available. This was the initial
use case for Cisco’s vision of Fog Computing [Bon+12]. As we move closer to the
edge of the network, we expect to ﬁnd devices with fewer resources but in greater
2
3

unmanned aerial vehicle
https://www.ericsson.com/en/mobility-report/reports/june-2019 (accessed: 2020-03-22)
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FIGURE 3.1: HETEROGENEOUS EDGE COMPUTING DEVICE ECOSYSTEM†

number. This reverses as we move closer to the cloud because most locations at the
edge of the network cannot physically accommodate the resources found in a data
center.
In summary, the ecosystem of devices is very heterogeneous, both in terms of
their functions and form factors, but also regarding their capabilities and computing
power. Figure 3.1 depicts this heterogeneous ecosystem of devices that are involved
in Edge Computing, ranging from sensors and consumer devices to more powerful
computing infrastructure as we move towards the core network. The heterogeneity
in Edge Computing is a main requirement that planning and runtime decisions (e.g.,
with regards to the placement and assignment of resources) need to consider.

3.4

Stakeholders and Business Models

In the previous sections, we discussed Edge Computing’s heterogeneity w.r.t. applications and devices. The variety of stakeholders is another dimension of heterogeneity in Edge Computing. Stakeholders in this context are individual users
or organizations that (i) use services deployed at the edge, (ii) operate edge infrastructure, or (iii) beneﬁt from edge deployments. Figure 3.2 shows an example of
three stakeholders (the user of a service, the service provider, and the infrastructure
provider). The ﬁgure also shows their (partially overlapping) interests.
Users have certain requirements and expectations regarding the quality of service delivered by applications. Notable examples are a low (perceived) latency and
high service availability. For many future use cases, leveraging Edge Computing to
meet those demands will be indispensable. Service providers in turn are responsible
for ensuring that their services can meet these demands to satisfy their customers.
For infrastructure providers (e.g., ISPs and operators of cellular networks) Edge
Computing can be an opportunity to generate additional revenue. This, for example, can be achieved by either offering (virtualized) resources at the access network
or renting out space for server colocation at those access gateways. Besides commercial offerings, we can also imagine that Edge Computing infrastructures will be
offered free of charge. For example, cities could provide those as a service to their
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FIGURE 3.2: STAKEHOLDERS IN EDGE COMPUTING

†

citizens [Mot+13]. Similarly, private citizens could offer resources for free. This
kind of sharing economy has already been seen for providing WiFi connectivity
[EFP10]. Therefore, offering computing power could be a next step.
The diverse ownership of edge resources and the lack of a uniﬁed business model
is also one of the major reasons why ﬁnding appropriate business models for Edge
Computing remains a challenge (see Section 11.2.3).

3.5

Enabling Technologies

A number of enabling technologies have lately fostered the development of Edge
Computing. For example, encapsulating and moving parts of an application would
be difﬁcult without lightweight virtualization standards. The most important of
those enabling technologies are summarized in this section.

3.5.1

Ofﬂoading Mechanisms

Computation ofﬂoading—sometimes also named cyber foraging [Bal+02; BF17]—
is the process of running an application or parts thereof outside the client device
[Kum+13; MB17] on a so-called surrogate. Surrogates are computing resources
that execute tasks on a client’s behalf [GC04]. The motivation for computation
ofﬂoading can be twofold. The ﬁrst reason is related to the limited resources of
mobile devices. Either the device does not have enough resources, or the resources
would only be able to produce an inaccurate or unsatisﬁable result. In many cases,
ofﬂoading to powerful surrogates can reduce the execution time [KYK12] of the
task. The other beneﬁt of ofﬂoading is related to energy considerations, as pointed
out in Section 3.1. In this regard, computation ofﬂoading can help to save energy
on a mobile device and hence prolong its battery life, as demonstrated in [KL10;
LWX01]. Furthermore, the parallel execution of ofﬂoaded tasks can greatly improve the system’s scalability [Kos+12]. Kumar et al. [Kum+13] and Shariﬁ et al.
[SKK12] provide extensive surveys on computation ofﬂoading.
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Ofﬂoading decisions. To perform ofﬂoading, it needs to be decided what to ofﬂoad, when to ofﬂoad and where to ofﬂoad to. What to ofﬂoad is typically determined by a component—the application proﬁler—that automatically partitions the
applications into ofﬂoadable and non-ofﬂoadable parts [Cue+10; Chu+11]. The
parts that are to be ofﬂoaded can also be speciﬁed manually, e.g., through annotations made by the developer. When and where to ofﬂoad is decided by scheduling
mechanisms, e.g., as presented in [DH15]. It is worth mentioning that deciding if
something should be ofﬂoaded requires taking the overhead into account. Ofﬂoading typically also means that the logic and in some cases the execution environment has to be transferred to the surrogates, which in turn consumes energy and
incurs additional latency. This is especially true for low-quality wireless connections. Therefore, the ofﬂoading decision should be based on a careful tradeoff and
ideally take contextual information (e.g., remaining battery, network conditions,
and QoS requirements) into account [Zho+17]. This is a well-studied optimization problem. As an example, the work of Chen et al. [Che+16] focuses on the
ofﬂoading decision itself. Miettinen and Nurminen [MN10] analyze the critical factors for energy-efﬁcient ofﬂoading. Many applications [Alt+16; Azi+17; Zha+17]
take into account the different characteristics of edge and cloud and hence, ofﬂoad
delay-tolerant tasks to the cloud and time-critical tasks to the edge.
Ofﬂoading granularities and ofﬂoading targets. Ofﬂoading can be done in different granularities, e.g., entire virtual machines [Shi+13], threads [Gor+12], or
pieces of code [Cue+10]. Most of the existing approaches are aimed at MCC, i.e.,
the surrogates are located in the cloud. One notable exception is Paradrop [LWB16],
a platform for the deployment and orchestration of containerized applications on
WiFi access points. Golkarifard et al. [Gol+19] present a framework that supports
both cloud and edge ofﬂoading for wearable computing applications. As an alternative approach for ofﬂoading, we will present the concept of a microservice store
in Chapter 7.

3.5.2 Lightweight Virtualization
Ofﬂoading computations requires the packaging of application logic and/or execution environments into units that can be re-used across runtime instances. Computing resources in Edge Computing typically feature multi-tenancy, i.e., they are
shared among multiple applications. Therefore, ofﬂoaded applications typically run
in virtualized environments. Virtualization serves two main purposes: ﬂexibility
and isolation. However, virtualization entails a tradeoff that needs to be balanced
carefully in Edge Computing environments. On the one hand, virtualized environments should have little overhead in terms of management complexity and startup
time when comparing them to processes running on a shared operating system. On
the other hand, given the multi-tenant nature of virtualized environments, security
and privacy considerations dictate strong isolation between different applications
on the same edge device. The type of virtualization environment furthermore determines which techniques for application migration can be used [Pul+18].
Virtual machines. The seminal paper that introduced cloudlets [Sat+09] envisioned virtual machines (VMs) as the virtualization layer. However, virtual machines encapsulate entire operating systems, and while they provide good isolation,
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they incur a large overhead in terms of size and startup time. Hence, in practice, two
viable virtualization technologies have emerged for Edge Computing [Mor+18a]:
containers and unikernels.
Container-based virtualization. Containers do not need a separate guest operating system for each application. Instead, this technology uses virtualization on the
operating system level. The operating system, its kernel, and libraries are shared
and, hence, the isolation is weaker compared to VMs. However, this weaker isolation is traded for enhanced performance, e.g., by a lower startup time and smaller
size of application images. Ramalho and Neto [RN16] and Felter et al. [Fel+15]
have analyzed the performance difference between containers and VMs in detail,
outlining, e.g., the superior performance of containers with regards to disk and
network throughput. Using containers also simpliﬁes the management of hardware
resources, since only one OS has to be maintained. A container engine provides a
format for bundling applications and an interface to control the execution of containerized applications. An important feature of container-based virtualization is
that components can be reused across different containers. Often, a so-called base
image is used, on top of which additional components and dependencies are loaded.
Consequently, the image of a containerized application is rather small, as both the
base image and additional dependencies are typically loaded upon the container’s
invocation. This allows shipping applications as smaller, portable units compared
to virtual machines. These are desirable properties that make containers a viable
virtualization technology for Edge Computing [PL15].
Besides access to virtualized resources like CPU or memory, the container engine
can also provide applications with network connectivity, both internally as well as
mapped to the operating system’s ports. From a technical perspective, Linux-based
container engines use two main features of the kernel to realize containerized applications: cgroups to control resource utilization and namespaces to provide isolation.
In practice, Docker4 has emerged as the de-facto standard container platform, although others exist, e.g., LXC/LXD5 , OpenVz6 , Rocket7 , and podman8 . One advantage of Docker is the easy syntax of the Dockerﬁle through which container images
are deﬁned. In addition, powerful tools for the orchestration of Docker containers
exist, most notably Docker Swarm9 and Kubernetes10 . Consequently, Docker has
been used in various approaches for implementing Edge Computing prototypes,
e.g., [LWB16; BZ17].
Unikernels. While recent efforts have been directed towards shrinking the size of
containers [Tha+18], unikernels are an even more lightweight approach to virtualization than containers [Mad+13; MS13]. Contrary to containers, which share
all of the operating system’s libraries, unikernels can be considered an isolated
bootable image that can run on bare metal or a type-1 hypervisor. The difference to virtual machine images is that unikernels do not contain a complete operating system and its libraries. Instead, only the parts required to execute the
4

https://www.docker.com/ (accessed: 2019-08-09)
https://linuxcontainers.org/ (accessed: 2019-08-09)
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7
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functionality are included, hence they are often referred to as library operating systems. Everything required to run the application is compiled into the unikernel’s
image. At runtime, unikernels run as a single-process and have no distinction between user space and kernel space. This architecture leads to a very fast boot time
and execution speed of unikernels, since many management functionalities such
as context switching, scheduling, and the management of virtual memory are nonexistent. Furthermore, their reduced attack surface (since no unused components
and libraries are included) makes them more secure. Due to their restrictions, e.g.,
no forking is supported, not every application can immediately be packed into a
unikernel. Some projects like Unik11 aim to automate unikernel compilation and
deployment, but in general, this is highly speciﬁc to the particular unikernel, and a
uniﬁed orchestration of unikernels remains challenging. The unikernel landscape is
rapidly evolving, with new projects constantly emerging. At the time of writing, MirageOS12 , Rumprun13 , OSv14 , ClickOS15 , and HalVM16 are among the most popular
and active unikernel projects. Some works have already applied unikernels to Edge
Computing environments. Cozzolino et al. [CDO17] have suggested unikernels for
edge ofﬂoading. Wu et al. [Wu+18] advocate the concept of a rich unikernel to
support various applications. As a proof-of-concept, the authors integrated Android
system libraries into a OSv unikernel.

3.5.3

Software-Deﬁned Networking

Software-Deﬁned Networking (SDN) has emerged from the paradigm of active networking [BCZ97]. The basic idea of SDN is to separate the control plane (i.e., the
part that determines the behavior of network functions) from the data plane (i.e.,
the entities that forward data) of the network [Kre+15]. SDN brings advantages
from the management and operation’s perspective of computer networks. For example, the management of networks is simpliﬁed because devices do not have to
be conﬁgured independently and manually. Instead, conﬁgurations are performed
through a (logically) centralized control entity. Users can specify rules in a highlevel way, which are then translated by the controller and applied to network devices
via protocols like OpenFlow. These protocols can be used to perform management
functionalities in the network, such as deﬁning ﬂows or network slices.
Future potential of SDN. While SDN today is mainly used to control the forwarding of data, future implementations of the general concept can be a crucial enabler
for Edge Computing because of two main reasons. First, SDN abstracts away complex management tasks from the user. For example, the control plane could be responsible for the placement and orchestration of services. Users would just specify
what service they request, and the decision where to instantiate it would be taken
care of by policies at the control plane. Similarly, the controller’s global view can
be leveraged for service discovery and to collect measurement data on the state of
the network. Second, the capability of SDN to dynamically reconﬁgure the network
is crucial in dynamic edge environments. For instance, these dynamics are related
11
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to user mobility or changes in service demands. In case of necessary migrations,
e.g., due to intermittent connectivity to unreliable compute nodes, SDN-enabled
networks can push new ﬂow rules to the network in order to redirect trafﬁc. Furthermore, SDN can also help to provide guarantees on the quality of service delivered by edge services, e.g., by reserving bandwidth on network links. Few works
have already applied some principles of SDN to edge environments. For example,
Heuschkel et al. [Heu+17] present a protocol to extend software-deﬁned control
beyond the core network to the end devices. Bi et al. [Bi+18] show how user mobility can be realized by decoupling mobility control and data forwarding through
SDN. An extensive overview of how Edge Computing can beneﬁt from SDN can be
found in [BOE17].

3.5.4

Network Function Virtualization

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is the concept of decoupling network functions from the dedicated hardware appliances they are typically deployed on. Instead, the concept of NFV aims at deploying those functions as software components atop of virtualized infrastructures. Examples for such network functions include deep packet inspection (DPI), ﬁrewalls, software-deﬁned radios (SDR), and
network address translation (NAT), among others. Because all the functions are
built in software and run on virtualized hardware, making changes to them is very
fast and easy. One popular example of an NFV platform is ClickOS [Mar+14]. A
comprehensive survey about the current state of NFV can be found in [Mij+16].
Future potential of NFV. The main beneﬁt of NFV for network operators and service providers is to make the deployment and operation of their network more costefﬁcient [Haw+14]. Moving towards virtualized network functions is also interesting in view of new network technologies. For example, Abdelwahab et al. [Abd+16]
show how NFV can help to fulﬁll the requirements of 5G networks. Hence, there is
a big interest in NFV as a business model.
At the same time, we can observe a kind of “chicken-or-egg problem” when asking the question of why no widespread edge infrastructure is available yet, e.g., at
the radio access network (RAN). Taking the example of a RAN, a network operator
currently might not see a business opportunity for Edge Computing because very
few novel applications that would beneﬁt from it (and users willing to pay to use the
service) exist. Similarly, the lack of an Edge Computing infrastructure hinders the
development of such applications. NFV has the potential to break this vicious cycle
and become a crucial enabler for Edge Computing. Standardized server hardware
is already being deployed and virtualized by network operators. Therefore, the
foundation to run Edge Computing already is there, albeit for a different reason.
In addition, should other stakeholders, e.g., cloud infrastructure providers, make
increased efforts to enter the Edge Computing market, this competition is likely to
accelerate the adoption of Edge Computing in the NFV environment.
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This chapter reviews and analyzes the application landscape that revolves
around Edge Computing. First, in Section 4.1, we present a systematic methodology for the analysis of applications. More speciﬁcally, we introduce four kinds of
components that applications are comprised of and suggest to classify applications
according to the notion of augmentation. As a second contribution, using the introduced methodology and the characteristics of Edge Computing (see Chapter 3), we
take a detailed look at possible applications for Edge Computing. Section 4.2 analyzes representative use cases for each category of applications and discusses the
mapping between an individual application’s characteristics and how well they can
be served by executing the application or parts thereof at the edge. This helps to
get a clearer picture of how the challenges differ for different application types and
where using Edge Computing can truly be beneﬁcial. From the results of this survey, we summarize key observations in Section 4.3 and conclude with requirements
that will be addressed in the remainder of this thesis in Section 4.4.

4.1
4.1.1

Methodology
Components of Edge Applications

Applications that make use of Edge Computing do so by ofﬂoading data or computations to resources at the edge. In addition to this general distinction, we can furthermore take a data-centric perspective and investigate how data is transformed and
27
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processed. Based on these two aspects, we deﬁne the following four components
that applications can use: (i) data consolidation, (ii) ﬁltering & pre-processing,
(iii) data storage & retrieval, and (iv) computation ofﬂoading. They are visualized
in Figure 4.1. While the ﬁrst two concern the ﬂow of data and describe how data
is transformed, the latter two indicate what happens with the data. Those components allow to cover a wide range of applications for which Edge Computing is relevant, e.g., for overcoming devices’ limitations (through ofﬂoading), enabling collaboration (through sharing of data), or for coping with high-volume data streams
(through consolidation and ﬁltering). Besides applications being distributed, the
components are also subject to distribution themselves, which entails further challenges, e.g., where to place them. Concrete implementations of the components
may have different levels of complexity, and applications can combine multiple of
those components.

(a) Data consolidation

(b) Filtering & pre-processing

(c) Computation ofﬂoading

(d) Data storage & retrieval

FIGURE 4.1: APPLICATION COMPONENTS†

4.1.1.a

Data consolidation

Data consolidation combines data from multiple sources and reduces it to a smaller,
often more meaningful joint representation. As an example, consolidating data in
the context of complex event processing (CEP) [CM12] has the potential to save
bandwidth if consolidation operations are placed at the network edge before the
streams of data are transferred further [SS13; Gov+14]. One example of data consolidation is averaging sensor data, e.g., providing an average temperature reading
over a certain time.
Executing data consolidation tasks at the edge instead of in the cloud has the po-
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tential to greatly reduce end-to-end latency and required bandwidth. The amount
of bandwidth savings depends not only on the relation between the input bandwidth and the output bandwidth of the data consolidation task but also on the
task’s location in the network. For example, averaging sensor data on-site might
require orders of magnitude less overall bandwidth than averaging the data in the
cloud. Furthermore, tight latency requirements might make consolidation in the
cloud infeasible in some cases.
4.1.1.b

Filtering & pre-processing

The purpose of this component is twofold: discarding irrelevant data (data ﬁltering) and transforming the data or its representation (pre-processing). Since not
all data is equally important, bandwidth savings can be achieved by discarding irrelevant data before it is transmitted for further processing. A simple example is
thresholding of temperature readings in an application where an alarm should be
raised when a certain value is exceeded. In such an application, temperature readings are irrelevant as long as they are within the normal range and thus need not be
transmitted. Besides saving bandwidth, reducing data locally can also help to save
energy and reduce local storage needs [Gau+13]. In pre-processing, data is transformed from one representation to another. Besides discarding data, which could
be interpreted as a special case of such a transformation, other examples are the
aggregation of data streams over time, data compression, data alteration, or bridging between formats. For instance, real-time video analysis, a likely “killer app” for
Edge Computing [Ana+17; LQB18], has the potential to save vast amounts of bandwidth by only forwarding results of the analysis, e.g., the number of objects in the
frame, instead of entire video streams. To give a practical example, a video stream
may be encoded to a lower bitrate or faces in the video stream could be blurred
for privacy reasons. Powers et al. [Pow+15] demonstrate the use of cloudlets to
pre-process data for a face recognition application. Both of these aspects can save
bandwidth, depending on the ratio of data discarded and how much data is reduced by the pre-processing. Furthermore, in the case of time-critical data stream
processing applications, distributing such operations entirely at the edge can reduce
end-to-end latencies substantially [Nar+19; Car+15].
4.1.1.c

Computation ofﬂoading

Computation ofﬂoading is the process of executing a task outside the client device
on a remote resource. This task is often resource-intensive. The client transfers the
input data and in some cases the code and execution environment and retrieves the
result. For example, ofﬂoading computation-intensive neural networks [Li+16a;
Hu+17; LZC18] or rendering operations [Shi+19] from a mobile device could decrease the execution time and save battery energy. We refer the reader to Section 3.5.1 for a more detailed description of this concept.
4.1.1.d

Data storage & retrieval

Applications might want to store data outside of the device for several reasons. First,
additional external storage helps to overcome the device’s storage limitations. Second, data often needs to be shared across different users and applications. Whenever data is only of local relevance, leveraging the edge, i.e., storing the data on
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close-by devices, is beneﬁcial for access latencies and bandwidth utilization in the
network. Often, this data will be contextual data and short-lived information captured by the user. Storage can either be ephemeral, i.e., short-lived, or permanent.
In the latter case and if we consider unreliable devices, replication is required. If
data is replicated, the client needs to make a decision from where to retrieve it,
ideally considering the abovementioned metrics of latency and bandwidth. Section 4.2.1.c presents several examples of approaches related to data storage and
retrieval.

4.1.2

Classiﬁcation Scheme

TAXI

FIGURE 4.2: CATEGORIES OF APPLICATIONS†
To categorize the vast amount of proposed applications for Edge Computing, we
classify them into four categories. Contrary to previous works whose classiﬁcations
are rather enumerative, our classiﬁcation starts from the very purpose of Edge Computing, i.e., to bring data and computations closer to where data is generated and
results of the computations are needed. To do so, we deﬁne four categories around
the notion of augmentation, as depicted in Figure 4.2. We use the term augmentation to denote the intertwining of the physical world with the digital world. At
the top level, a common categorization of the physical world divides it into animate
and inanimate objects. Looking at their interaction with the digital world, the ability to actively and consciously inﬂuence the latter is largely restricted to a subset of
the animate world, i.e., humans. Therefore, our classiﬁcation starts from the distinction between humans and things. For humans, we further distinguish between
separate (mobile) devices used and/or carried by the user (mobile device augmentation, Section 4.2.1) and devices that are interwoven to a higher degree with the
user, e.g., devices that are worn or connected and affect the user’s body function
(human augmentation, Section 4.2.4). For things, following the widespread IoT terminology, Section 4.2.3 deﬁnes one category as IoT device augmentation. However,
we also want to stress the beneﬁts of Edge Computing in enhancing the smartness
of public spaces and larger environments as opposed to single devices in closed
ownership. Therefore, we also deﬁne the category of infrastructure augmentation
(Section 4.2.2). We acknowledge that some use cases may be considered to belong
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to more than one category; however, we share this issue with the vast majority of
categorizations in every domain. Nevertheless, we argue that our classiﬁcation has
the advantage of being simple, inclusive, and at the same time open to ﬁt future
applications.

4.2

Application Survey

For each of the categories deﬁned in Section 4.1.2, we describe representative use
cases and analyze the beneﬁts of Edge Computing with regards to the four advantages as deﬁned in Section 3.1. Note that regarding energy-saving and energy efﬁciency, we only consider the potential energy saving and hence battery life prolongation of end devices as this is often more relevant than the total energy footprint.
Energy savings in network equipment are sufﬁciently represented by the bandwidth
criterion.
We do not restrict our analysis to papers where Edge Computing has been proposed or that are currently associated with Edge Computing use cases but include
others for which at least some beneﬁts of Edge Computing apply. Furthermore,
following our taxonomy discussed in Section 2.1, we also include literature that
relates to Fog Computing. This helps to get a comprehensive overview of potential
use cases for Edge Computing. At the end of this section, we summarize our ﬁndings for the most pertinent use cases. Those references that appear in Table 4.1 are
marked with an asterisk (*) throughout the following subsections.

4.2.1

Mobile Device Augmentation

The applications outlined in this section are speciﬁcally targeted at the consumer’s
mobile devices, such as smartphones, tablets, or head-mounted devices. Specifically, we look into mobile gaming (Section 4.2.1.a) and emerging virtual/augmented reality applications (Section 4.2.1.b). In addition, new applications and
usage patterns require appropriate strategies for data storage and caching (Section 4.2.1.c).
4.2.1.a

Mobile gaming

In gaming, we observe the trend towards (i) more mobile games (i.e., games played
on a connected handheld device), (ii) more games that interact with the player’s environment or other players in proximity, and (iii) business and deployment models
based on Gaming as a Service (GaaS). As described in [CCL14], GaaS is the concept
of providing scalability and overcoming hardware limitations through modularization of the game. For example, certain functionality (e.g., rendering) is migrated
from the mobile device and ofﬂoaded to a server. Functionalities like rendering are
computationally intensive, and hence, ofﬂoading them can signiﬁcantly improve
battery life.
Most games are highly interactive and, thus, players expect crisp responsiveness.
The responsiveness is inﬂuenced by the computation and communication time of
the ofﬂoaded components and—in some cases—by the latency to other players.
Pantel and Wolf [PW02] claim that depending on the type of game, only 50 ms–
100 ms of delay is tolerable. As analyzed by Choy et al. [Cho+12], the cloud will be
unable to meet the latency requirements of gaming applications (assuming a target
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latency of 80 ms). To solve this issue, the authors propose to extend the cloud
infrastructure with local content delivery servers to serve users’ demands. This
has led big companies to extend their data centers towards the edge. Plumb and
Stutsman [PS18]* demonstrate how exploiting Google’s edge network can reduce
the latency for massively multiplayer online games. Speciﬁcally, they deﬁne an area
of interest latency as the latency between players that interact in the virtual world.
The authors report an improved mean latency from 52 ms to 39 ms and for the 99th
percentile an improvement from 110 ms to 91 ms. As shown before, this can make
the difference between an enjoyable experience and an unplayable game.
For these reasons, extending the infrastructure for mobile gaming to the edge
makes sense. In addition, tasks like rendering typically require only small data as
input (e.g., the user’s position, ﬁeld of view or current action) while the size of the
returned data (in this example the rendered object) is much larger. This observation
matches the asymmetric down- and uplink bandwidth that end users today have in
cellular networks. Messaoudi et al. [MKB18b]* present a general framework for
ofﬂoading parts of a modularized game engine. Lin and Shen [LS17]* extend cloud
gaming with fog nodes that are responsible for rendering game videos and streaming them to nearby players. Similarly, the work of Kämäräinen et al. [Käm+14]
supports the deployment of game services in hybrid (public, enterprise, private)
cloud infrastructures. Using local processing, they were able to almost halve the
delay. Furthermore, their results indicate that connecting to a cloud via WiFi is less
detrimental to the device’s energy consumption compared to 4G cellular networks.
Cai et al. [Cai+18]* investigate a scenario in which neighboring players cooperate in a game. They advocate cloudlets in the vicinity of players to reduce
bandwidth and latency bottlenecks, and also consider the energy dimension, both
for the mobile device and the overall energy cost for data transmission. In many
games, players are mobile, e.g., when the game requires them to interact with their
environment or visit different locations. Hence, the issue of migrating ofﬂoaded
parts of the game arises. Braun et al. [Bra+17b] propose an application-level migration technique for latency-sensitive gaming applications. The server is transparently live-migrated during gameplay. The authors argue that the advent of 5G
networking will provide ultra-low latency and high-bandwidth to mobile devices.
Hence, it would make sense to locate edge game servers at those locations.

4.2.1.b

Augmented reality and virtual reality

Augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) have gained enormous traction due
to the advent of new consumer devices such as the Microsoft HoloLens or HTC Vive.
In augmented reality, virtual objects are integrated into the environment [Azu97].
Augmented reality applications extend the user’s real-world view by inserting virtual objects into the environment, related to one’s context and movement. Virtual
reality (VR) is deﬁned by creating a sense of presence in simulated environments
[Ste92]. Both variants are typically interfaced to the user via a head-mounted display (HMD). Applications leveraging VR and AR mainly fall into the categories of
information (e.g., in retail [Cho+16] or for tourist guidance [Tal+17]), education
[Wu+13], and entertainment [Tho12]. Common to all of them is that computationally heavy tasks need to be carried out in order to render and understand a scene.
AR/VR applications are subject to stringent real-time demands on their respon-
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siveness. For head-tracked VR, it has been shown that the JND1 for latency discrimination is 15 ms [Man+04]. Especially in VR, motion sickness can occur if the delay
between tracking the movement and rendering the scene exceeds this value.
Because high-framerate 3D rendering is computationally demanding, many
headsets carry out those tasks on a standalone computer, connected to the headset through a cable. Removing this cable is desirable for the user experience, but
challenging due to the high data rates a wireless channel must guarantee. Some
attempts have been made by using new wireless communication technologies such
as mmWave [Aba+] or by partitioning the computations between the HMD and the
rendering server [CCK18]. The latter is required because computational capacity
(especially GPU) remains limited on end devices. At the same time, the stringent
latency requirements prohibit ofﬂoading to the cloud. Hence, the challenge is to
design good ofﬂoading strategies to nearby rendering servers while coping with
current wireless communication technologies. Braud et al. [Bra+17a] have analyzed these challenges with a focus on mobile users. Furthermore, as outlined in
[Tri+19], battery life and latency form a tradeoff.
Despite these challenges, a few solutions to leverage Edge Computing in AR and
VR have been proposed. Elbamby et al. [Elb+18] have envisioned a combination of
Edge Computing for computation and mmWave for communication as a crucial enabler for wireless VR. Lai et al. [Lai+17]* have presented the idea of a cooperative
renderer. The authors base their system on the observation that less-predictable
scene updates are typically more lightweight, and therefore, those are rendered at
the edge. For highly predictable scene changes, pre-rendered frames are fetched
from nearby locations. In addition, compression and panoramic frames are used
to reduce the load on the wireless link. Similarly, Shi et al. [Shi+19]* have presented a rendering scheme that saves more than 80 % of bandwidth and therefore
enables the delivery of VR content over 4G wireless links. Liu et al. [LH18] have
presented DARE, a novel network protocol that enables mobile users to dynamically change their AR conﬁguration. Speciﬁcally, it adapts to changes in network
conditions and load on edge nodes—both crucial in dynamic edge environments.
Tirelli et al. [Tri+19] have used an approach based on NFV. They have developed
a framework for live video augmentation by extracting and injecting video streams
from or into network ﬂows.
Besides partitioning workload only between the end device and one edge node,
some workloads beneﬁt from distributed processing across several cloudlets. For example, Bohez et al. [Boh+15]* reconstruct 3D maps from the depth cameras of AR
headsets. They do this by partitioning sub-models across geographically distributed
cloudlets.
Gaming with VR/AR is a popular application scenario, and due to its speciﬁc
characteristics, we review existing work independent from Section 4.2.1.a. Viitanen et al. [Vii+18] have presented a rendering scheme for real-time VR gaming
that saves energy and computational load on the end device. The rendered views
are encoded as HEVC2 frames and transmitted based on the user’s ﬁeld of vision. In
[Zha+17], the authors have explored the scalability issue of massively multiplayer
games and present a hybrid approach in which changes in the local view of a player
are processed at the edge, while global game updates are performed in the cloud.
In addition, colocating multiple players that share a similar view on the same edge
1
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node increases the efﬁciency of the proposed system. Zao et al. [Zao+14] have
developed an AR game with a brain-computer-interface that processes EEG3 brain
activity in real-time. Classifying those readings into game actions is a computationally intensive task. The authors use a combination of Edge Computing and Cloud
Computing for this. While the classiﬁcation is done at the edge, the underlying
models in the cloud are continuously adapted according to the sensor readings.
In summary, AR and VR applications are two of the most relevant use cases for
Edge Computing, as they combine four important characteristics that beneﬁt from
edge deployments: strict constraints on the latency, high-bandwidth data, computationally intensive tasks, and battery-powered end devices.
4.2.1.c

Data storage, content delivery, and caching

Virtually all connected applications need to store or retrieve data from outside the
client device. At the beginning of this section, this was deﬁned as one of the components that applications use. We now describe in detail the possible types of storage
and caching services that can be offered at the edge.
Content Delivery Networks (CDN) [Dil+02] distribute content caches across
data centers in different geographic regions to provide highly available and performant content retrieval for users. Ericsson forecasted back in 2013 that in 2019,
50 % of mobile trafﬁc would be video trafﬁc [Eri13]. Hence, content delivery networks today to a large extent serve video trafﬁc [MJ16]. This demand for video not
only means users have high expectations for the service quality, but also that largevolume data is a huge burden for infrastructure providers and hence, an important
incentive to place caches within the access network [Bec+14]. Ahlehagh and Dey
[AD14]* have proposed both reactive and proactive caching strategies for video
content at the radio access network. Bastug et al. [BBD14] have investigated the
role of proactive caching in 5G networks. Another example is the retrieval of websites [Zhu+13]*. Zeydan et al. have [Zey+16] proposed proactive content caching
based on content popularity in 5G networks. Approaches like [App+10] assume
a global knowledge of the content popularity for each location. Because edge environments typically feature user mobility, these approaches have limitations with
regards to their scalability. A solution to this might be collaborative approaches as
presented in [LYS16]*, where base stations collaborate in replicating content to improve the overall cache hit ratio. Tran et al. [Tra+17]* have presented a strategy
for collaborative caching and processing of on-demand video streams.
Up until today, little research has linked content storage and caching to the
domain of Edge Computing. Drolia et al. [Dro+17] have presented Cachier, a
caching system for image recognition applications. It balances the load between the
edge and the cloud and exploits the spatio-temporal properties of requests. Psaras
et al. [Psa+18]* have advocated the placement of local storage on WiFi access
points to buffer IoT data prior to cloud synchronization. Lujic et al. [LMB17]* have
proposed a storage management framework for edge analytics. The goal of the
framework is to balance the quantity of stored data and the resulting quality of the
data analytics, given limited storage capacities at the edge. Such caches can also be
used for the distribution of mobile apps and app updates [Bha+15b]*,[Bha+15a]*.
As end devices generate more data, the path of data dissemination changes to a
“Reverse CDN” [Sch+17]*, [MSM17]*, i.e., the decision is where to store data gener3
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ated by those end devices in the network. This decision depends on where the data
is to be used and shared. Therefore, contextual information, such as the user’s location is useful to make this decision. For example, we can imagine sharing content
from large-scale events or tourist sites. In Chapter 9, we will present a framework
that uses contextual information of the user to make storage decisions. Simoens et
al. [Sim+13] have presented GigaSight, a framework for the decentralized collection of videos through cloudlets. Before the videos are indexed and made available,
cloudlets remove privacy-sensitive information from the video. The authors have
conducted experiments, measuring the throughput and energy consumption and,
based on the results, modeled a tradeoff for the allocation of resources between the
cloudlets performing the different computation steps.
Compared to low-latency processing tasks, the beneﬁts of Edge Computing for
storage and caching are less striking and require careful decision-making. Furthermore, using edge nodes for storage can raise the question of resilience in view of
their inferior reliability [MRS19] compared to large data centers. However, in cases
where data has to be transferred away from end devices, e.g., because it is to be
shared, and if that data is only relevant in a certain (geographic) area, Edge Computing can save bandwidth if the data is kept in proximity. As an example, Hao et
al. have presented EdgeCourier [Hao+17]*, a framework for live document synchronization. The authors have demonstrated the reduction in network bandwidth
usage by performing incremental synchronization at edge nodes. Another example
is the work of Hu et al. on face recognition [Hu+17]. They have observed that
only a subset of biometric features is relevant to identify a face. The paper suggests
extracting those features at the cloud and retaining only those at the edge necessary
to perform the recognition.
As soon as personal user data is involved, privacy and data security become relevant. The Databox project [Cha+15]*, [Mor+16]* aims at providing a personal
data management framework. It enables individuals to manage their personal data
and make that data available to others, while retaining control over its usage. Most
importantly and in contrast to today’s approaches, data is not handed over to third
parties. Instead, access and processing is mediated through the Databox. The authors envision a distributed system of personal Databoxes, hosted on a variety of
devices, e.g., wireless gateways, lamp posts, and cars. The Databox consists of
several components that are logically separated and can run on different physical
devices. Access to different sources of data is also logically separated to provide
additional security. The project is a good example of how edge infrastructure can
help to preserve data security and privacy. However, as noted in [Per+17b]*, several challenges remain, such as capturing one’s privacy preferences, implementing
shared ownership of data, or how to approach risk-beneﬁt negotiations for sharing
data.

4.2.2

Infrastructure Augmentation

In the following, we refer to infrastructure as basic services and facilities that we
build our lives upon. This basic infrastructure encompasses everything from our
electrical grid (see Section 4.2.2.a) up to emergency services (see Section 4.2.2.d).
This infrastructure is especially important and challenging in urban areas as the
trend of growing urbanization brings new challenges, such as trafﬁc, pollution, and
safety [LR17]. The term smart cities [Sch+11] has been used to describe concepts
that use information technology to augment infrastructure in urban areas. Schlei-
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cher et al. [Sch+16b] deﬁne a smart city as a reactive system that makes decisions
based on massive amounts of data. Smart cities connect people and objects in order to create services that enhance the quality of life for citizens of urban environments [Zhe+14a]. Furthermore, monitoring and large-scale data analysis can
provide valuable information for municipalities and policymakers, e.g., to plan trafﬁc and transportation (see Section 4.2.2.b). The raw data is collected from sensors
that are deployed in the environment. Besides static deployments, humans can also
be incentivized to serve as data providers [Sch+12], e.g., by providing sensor data
through their phones [CFB14]. One application domain where this approach has
proven useful is in monitoring the environment (see Section 4.2.2.c).
Previous works in the domain of smart cities have proposed to integrate the
captured information through Cloud Computing [Heo+14; PLM17]. However, they
have not considered the potential beneﬁts of using nearby cloudlets, especially for
analytics on high-volume data. A prominent example are video streams from cameras that are ubiquitously present in today’s cities. While tolerable delays for smart
city applications vary greatly [Zan+14], the mere number of sensors will prevent
cloud-based solutions from scaling. Perera et al. [Per+17a] have further surveyed
different types of smart city applications that beneﬁt from edge deployments, with
a focus on the communication between devices.
4.2.2.a

Smart grids

Energy grids are currently in a state of transformation towards so-called smart grids,
driven by ecological, economical and political goals. Two important characteristics
of a smart grid are (i) information and communication technology is embedded
into the energy grid, (ii) its decentralized nature (in contrast to today’s strictly hierarchical organization), and (iii) a shift towards prosumers that both consume and
produce energy. A smart grid is envisioned to support a distributively organized
control structure instead of being one large energy grid with central control across
all tiers. In particular, this structure is envisioned to consist of multiple cells, which
can be controlled individually [How+17].
As a way to realize the next evolutionary step of cellular energy grids, a holonic
approach has been suggested [NB12]. Holons represent entities in a system that
are simultaneously a part and a whole. Consequently, a hierarchically organized
system structure (called Holarchy) emerges, where on different levels, holons exist
that encompass other holons, while being part of higher-level holons themselves.
Implementing a Holarchy is challenging, given that it requires components for
monitoring and automated control [Fre+13]*. To establish such a concept, Edge
Computing is a suitable paradigm as it supports data aggregation and ﬁltering,
which are both essential to realize the concept of holons. For instance, local consumers can optimize the control of the appliances in their smart homes to reduce
their electricity bills [AMM15]. Simultaneously, this goal may conﬂict with the process of balancing demand and supply in the overall grid. These problems can now
be addressed either locally, using the local controllers responsible for managing individual holons, or the higher level holons can address the issue as they have a
larger view on the network.
The decision-making in smart grids must solve complex optimization problems,
like optimally controlling distributed energy sources. One way to tackle the complexity of these problems is to reduce the problem size and, consequently, speed up
the optimization process. Edge Computing devices can be used as local controllers
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for holons, which are capable of executing optimization algorithms. Examples of
suitable algorithms are presented in [PSM10]*. Moreover, such optimization tasks
need to be performed quickly, as demand and supply deviations in the grid can
contribute to the destabilization of the whole energy grid. Edge Computing devices facilitate low-latency communication and hence, using Edge Computing, these
problems can quickly be addressed locally, without the need to send the necessary
information to a cloud service or a central control center.
Although not obvious at ﬁrst glance, smart grids contain sensitive data with regard to one’s privacy. For example, the authors of [Rei+12] have shown that the
readings from smart meters can reveal the individual home appliances by analyzing
the aggregated smart meter readings. Edge Computing devices in combination with
smart energy storage technology can address this problem by scheduling the charging of the storage and the consumption of the appliances in a way such that the
devices only use the electricity that is currently stored in the home. Consequently,
the power consumption proﬁle of the house itself appears to the outside only as the
charging behavior of the local energy storage device.
4.2.2.b

Smart transportation & connected cars

In big cities, optimizing trafﬁc conditions is a crucial task as it results in a tremendous impact on one’s quality of life. Like in other types of smart city applications,
many primary sensors for trafﬁc-related applications are cameras, whose video
streams require further processing. For example, we can think of a smart trafﬁc
light that adapts its signal cycles to the actual trafﬁc conditions in certain lanes of
the intersection [Gha+16]*. While energy is not an issue in these scenarios (since
sensors are ﬁxed deployments and connected to a permanent power source), this
use case requires complex tasks like object recognition (to identify cars) and tracking that might not be feasible given weak built-in hardware. Analysis of live feeds
can also be used to detect trafﬁc anomalies [Ana+17] or to recognize license plates
[Yi+17]. The trafﬁc light example can also be linked to emergency response use
cases, e.g., to help making way for an ambulance by setting trafﬁc lights to free up
the route and warn others about the approaching vehicle [Nun+15]*. In the latter
use case, time criticality clearly becomes more important. This is also the case for
the detection of immediate road hazards, e.g., as shown in [CDO19]*.
Long-term analysis of urban data can be used to detect and improve ﬂawed
urban planning or to identify areas where dangerous situations regularly occur
[Zhe+11]*,[Sat+17]*. In these use cases, the long-term analysis would most likely
be carried out in the cloud due to the larger amount of available resources. However, we argue that data collection on such a big scale would not be possible without
Edge Computing, due to necessary pre-processing steps (e.g., encoding a video to
a lower bitrate or aggregating measurements). Qi et al. [QKB17]* have introduced an Edge Computing platform using on-board computers on public transport
vehicles. The platform collects data (e.g., by intercepting WiFi probe packets from
phones) to gain insights that help public transport operators to devise better plans
(e.g., by identifying popular stations and assessing vehicle occupancy). Such information can be sensitive as it allows to identify and track individuals. Hence, in this
case, the edge infrastructure could also be in charge of performing the anonymization of sensitive data. Besides static planning, this high-volume data could also be
used for real-time updates, e.g., to provide passengers with predicted arrival times.
This data could be distributed to edge nodes at the relevant location (e.g., to the
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corresponding WiFi hotspots at a stop). The location-awareness of edge nodes can
also be used for applications like toll collection [Aba+15] or ﬁnding parking spaces
[Vil+15b; Awa+19].
Besides improvements in the planning of city trafﬁc, we see a trend towards
vehicles themselves being equipped with more sensing and computing capabilities.
In many cases, these components are not isolated but transform the vehicle into a
connected car that can interact with its environment and other vehicles. Such cars
can form vehicular ad hoc networks (VANET) [HL08] that communicate with each
other or through some close-by infrastructure—often termed roadside unit (RSU).
Besides RSU, UAVs have also been proposed as a means to relay communications
between cars and/or infrastructure [Men+17]. Datta et al. [DBH15]* have presented an infrastructure with a Fog Computing layer, located at RSUs and M2Mgateways. The type of data and its importance varies in such networks [Sch+08],
from simple information services (e.g., information about current trafﬁc conditions)
to critical, safety-related events (e.g., warnings about emergency situations or sudden breaking of cars ahead). An example of the latter is the work of Cozzolino
et al. [CDO19]* that uses an edge infrastructure for black ice road ﬁngerprinting.
Liu et al. [Liu+18] have demonstrated that complex tasks, such as recognizing
attacks in ridesharing services can be done with little energy impact on the end
device. Edge Computing can also be an important enabler for autonomous driving, e.g., by disseminating data from RSUs to vehicles [Yua+18]*, or by processing
information like point clouds captured by LIDAR sensors [Qiu+18]*. Besides such
latency-critical and compute-intensive tasks, edge capabilities can also be used for
early data aggregation to save core network bandwidth. In this domain, Lochert
et al. [Loc+08] have presented an aggregation scheme for VANET trafﬁc information. As outlined in [BOE17], strong security mechanisms need to be in place if
edge nodes are involved in the control of vehicles in order to make such systems resilient against attacks. Raya and Hubaux [RH05] have provided a detailed analysis
of threats and security architectures in VANETs.
4.2.2.c

Environmental monitoring & waste management

Pollution is one of the main problems in growing urban areas, with drastic impacts on people’s health. As of today, many kinds of pollution are only measured at
very few locations and/or estimated via models based on historical data [ZLH13]*,
[Zhe+14b]*. Hence, they often fail to provide an accurate and actionable view
on current situations. However, accurate, real-time information is crucial, both for
policymakers and citizens to make informed decisions (e.g., for patients with respiratory diseases or for decisions to restrict trafﬁc). Dutta et al. [Dut+17]* present
AirSense, a crowdsensing-based air quality monitoring system. Especially for such
opportunistic sensing campaigns, where the location of the data is unknown a priori and constantly changing, the deployment of Edge Computing resources is both
beneﬁcial (because the data is typically high-volume and can be aggregated locally)
and challenging (because of the geographic dispersion and the users’ mobility).
While environmental data, in general, has a rather low rate of data generation
[SBH16], scalability remains an issue [MAŽ18]*. Edge Computing can ensure the
scalability of a large-scale sensing system by processing the data close-by and keeping the results within the sensing area. Aggregated or coarse-grained data (e.g.,
by reducing the temporal resolution) can be sent to the cloud, while the raw sensor readings are processed at the edge. Aazam et al. [AH14] have advocated data
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trimming to reduce unnecessary transfers to the cloud by using a smart gateway
that sensing nodes are connected to. Edge infrastructures have also been used to
opportunistically deploy different sensing tasks [Tsa+17]. Zheng et al. [Zha+18b]
have presented an allocation scheme for sensing tasks on Edge Computing nodes.
The authors outline the beneﬁts of an edge deployment w.r.t scalability, bandwidth
requirements, and better utilization of edge nodes’ computing power.
Similar to air pollution, noise pollution is a big problem with adverse effects on
people’s health. Maisonneuve et al. [Mai+09]* and Schweizer et al. [Sch+12]* have
proposed deployments in which citizens measure noise through their mobile phones
and upload the measurements to a cloud-based service for access and analytics. Besides the potential beneﬁts of edge deployments w.r.t. latency and bandwidth, we
also need to consider the privacy aspect. Whenever data is collected by volunteers,
privacy has to be guaranteed, otherwise people might not be willing to participate
in sensing campaigns. Measurements must inherently contain the users’ locations,
and hence, this would allow tracking user locations. By processing such data at
the edge, data can be anonymized early or, alternatively, noise can be introduced
into the raw data, such that it does not impact the results, but cannot be linked
back to an individual. Here, the distributed nature of an Edge Computing infrastructure itself can be exploited. Marjanović et al. [MAŽ18] have demonstrated
how partitioning data and distributing its processing can help in reducing privacy
threats.
Waste management is a complex process in today’s cities and includes the collection, transportation, processing, and disposal of waste. Optimizing these processes
can save a city tremendous amounts of money and resources. One way is to optimize
the transport routes of garbage collection trucks. Normally, these operate at ﬁxed
schedules, as no real-time information about ﬁlling levels of waste containers is
available [Nuo+06]. Sensors mounted on trash containers could report their ﬁlling
levels and infer if they need emptying. Based on aggregated data from a neighborhood, the garbage trucks’ routes can be optimized. Furthermore, municipalities can
provision different sizes of garbage trucks in order to optimize the collection process
[AZM15]*. Cloud-based solutions have been proposed [Per+14b]*, [Aaz+16]*,
[Med+15]*, however, aggregating the sensor readings at the edge would save bandwidth. This becomes more important if data is annotated with photos or voice
messages, as suggested in [Med+15]. Latency and privacy, however, are less of a
concern in this use case.
4.2.2.d

Emergency response & public safety

Detecting emergency situations can be done by inferring events from sensor sources.
As soon as an emergency is detected, ﬁrst responders need to be alerted and directed
to the scene. To do so, platforms provide situational awareness and connect ﬁrst
responders to the required data sources. Chung et al. [Chu+13]* have presented
a cloud-based platform, while Aazam and Huh [AH15]* have extended this idea to
incorporate an intermediate fog layer that is capable of pre-processing the data and
overcoming delay problems. Depending on the type of incident, the appropriate
emergency departments are notiﬁed. Mobile base stations can furthermore serve to
notify citizens about a threat. For example, Sapienza et al. [Sap+16] outline a use
case where a ﬁre is detected based on sensor readings and video analysis, and this
information is forwarded to car navigation systems in order to alert people.
A distributed infrastructure of edge devices can furthermore be leveraged as an
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emergency infrastructure in case of disasters. In case of a breakdown of the communication infrastructure, cloudlets hosted on private devices like routers can act
as emergency devices, providing both computation and communication capabilities
[Meu+17c]*. Satyanarayanan et al. [Sat+13]* outline a potential use case for such
emergency cloudlets in disaster recovery, in which responders take photographs that
need to be stitched together in order to obtain a complete overview of the area.
Efforts to increase public safety (e.g., by either preventing or quickly detecting
crimes) mostly rely on surveillance. In many cases, the raw data consists of video
streams, which are then analyzed. Canzian et al. [CS15] have presented a hierarchical classiﬁer system for surveillance applications. As the authors point out, the
characteristics of the tasks—distributed sources and tasks as well as a high computational complexity—make it necessary to leverage distributed and heterogeneous
processing nodes. This deﬁnition perfectly reﬂects the Edge Computing landscape.
Chen et al. [Che+17a]* have presented a system for real-time surveillance and
tracking of vehicles to detect speeding using a drone. Similarly, Xu et al. [XGR18]
use a geo-distributed Fog Computing infrastructure for vehicle tracking. MihaleWilson et al. [MFH19] have investigated the protective effect of street lamps if they
are augmented with functionalities such as video surveillance and gunshot detection via microphones. Their results suggest an increase in safety in areas where
such lamps were installed. Just-in-time indexing of video streams across several
cloudlets has been demonstrated in [Sat+17]*. A practical use case for just-in-time
video indexing could be the search for a missing person.
Because all these use cases involve multiple streams of high-volume data and
heavy computations, edge deployments are beneﬁcial in terms of latency and bandwidth. Besides ofﬂoading computations, data pre-processing is also relevant to
some security-related applications. For example, Stojmenovic [Sto12]* has proposed to partition tasks for biometric identiﬁcation between the mobile device and
the cloud.
In all those use cases—especially when video streams are involved—the citizen’s privacy is exposed, and personal information is analyzed. Contrary to other
use cases, the privacy-critical information is not incidentally contained in the raw
data, but it is the reason for capturing it in the ﬁrst place. Hence, the positive impact of Edge Computing in this application domain is limited. At the very best, we
could envision enforcing policies to delete personal information once it has been
processed by a trusted edge node.

4.2.3

IoT Device Augmentation

The IoT refers to connected objects that are able to interact with each other and
hence, extend the Internet to the physical world [AIM10]. Originally closely tied
to RFID4 technology [Wan06], today the IoT encompasses all kinds of sensors, machines, and appliances. An extensive survey about the IoT and its enabling technologies can be found in [AlF+15]. The data volume and latency requirements of
future IoT devices will likely be challenging to transfer and process at central clouds
[PM17; San+14]. In this section, we focus on IoT deployments in three settings:
homes and buildings (Section 4.2.3.a), industrial applications (Section 4.2.3.b),
and agriculture and farming (Section 4.2.3.c).
4
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Smart home & smart building

The terms smart home and smart building describe the concept of collecting data
within a building and using it to automate and optimize various aspects of the
building. The IoT offers great potential to lower energy/water consumption and increase security and comfort through coordinated management of HVAC5 systems,
lighting, electrical outlets, and various connected devices [Cas14]. Examples for
such devices are smart locks, surveillance cameras, TVs, household appliances, or
environmental sensors. These devices and building systems produce large amounts
of sensitive personal data streams [Shi+16]. One example of a smart home task is
the aggregation and pre-processing of home video surveillance streams [San+14]*.
Such a case was examined by Abdallah et al. [AXS17]* in a prototype system. Their
results indicate that storing all sensor data in the cloud has a negative impact on
the available bandwidth in the home, pointing to Edge Computing as a solution.
Edge Computing could also be used for the aggregation of IoT data, and thus,
enable cooperation between devices by using sensors and physical capabilities of
multiple devices to complete a task [Yi+15; Pan+16]. Such a task could be sending a robot vacuum cleaner with a camera to check on suspicious motion through
video analysis. Vallati et al. [Val+16] have envisioned an MEC architecture for smart
homes that builds on LTE with device-to-device communication for data locality and
low latency. Storing and processing smart home data in-home could also resolve
the issue of transferring privacy-critical data [Per+17b; Mor+16] and opens up the
possibility to combine data from IoT devices with personal data from other services
to provide higher-order, yet privacy-aware services. As proposed in [Fer+18]*, Edge
Computing and Fog Computing could also provide the missing link between various
building subsystems that are usually implemented independently. Thus, the resulting integration and interoperability between the individual subsystems, combined
with data analysis at the edge, could enable new smart services, like the activation
of smart devices when solar power is available.
4.2.3.b

Industrial Internet of Things

One goal of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)6 is to improve quality control in
manufacturing and increase productivity [Wan+18a]*, [LGS17]*. Collecting and
analyzing vast amounts of data from production processes can be a tool to ﬁnd
inefﬁciencies and optimize production processes [LGS17]*,[AZH18]*. However,
since it is often impractical to store and analyze all collected data at the cloud in
real-time, Fu et al. [Fu+18]* suggest to pre-process, aggregate, and store timesensitive data on edge nodes, while storing less time-sensitive data in the cloud for
later analysis. Early detection of mechanical problems with production machines
has the potential to prevent both machine failures and production quality issues
[Oye17]*.
Monitoring machines produces large amounts of real-time data that lends itself
to being analyzed at the edge to monitor machine health or to predict tool wear
and service intervals in real-time [Oye17]*, [Wu+17a]*. Another goal of the IIoT
is to enable the production of highly customizable products on dynamically scheduled production lines, which can also proﬁt from the low-latency property of Edge
Computing [Wan+18a]*. Lin et al. [LY18]* have presented a further application
5
6

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
We use IIoT synonymously with industry 4.0 / advanced manufacturing
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of Edge Computing for IIoT, namely the real-time scheduling of logistics in highly
automated warehouses.
4.2.3.c

Agriculture & farming

Smart farming (or precision farming) targets the management of crop and livestock.
Many applications in this domain revolve around automation, e.g., for watering
crops or feeding livestock. Monitoring of environmental parameters and tracking of
animals can furthermore ensure a timely reaction if abnormal events are detected.
A delayed reaction can cause damages and production losses [ADH18]* and can
impact the entire supply chain. More complex tasks include the use of machine
learning methods for yield prediction or disease detection [Lia+18]*.
Pastor et al. [Pas+18] have presented a system for distributed computing in
agriculture that includes three layers: things (i.e., the individual sensors and subsystems), edge (responsible for the control of subsystems), and fog (providing local
storage and analytics). Tasks carried out at the local edge and fog layer include
data ﬁltering, classiﬁcation, and detection of events. The primary reason for carrying out those tasks at nearby layers is latency, as the system tries to optimize itself
in real-time. Another example of a layered system can be found in [Car+17]*,
where Raspberry Pi computers are deployed as sensors in the environment and on
animals to monitor temperature and movement. This data is processed at an edge
layer on the farm itself, whereas cloud infrastructure is used to collect long-term
statistics. Besides a strong focus on the communication technologies at the edge
layer, the work of Ahmed et al. [ADH18] proposes a hierarchical structure of fog
nodes and suggests to carry out computations at local gateways. As one of only a
few approaches, it also considers the energy aspect of this local processing. However, their main arguments for edge processing are reduced latency and bandwidth
limitations.
Wolfert et al. [Wol+17] see big data analytics as a major disruption for farming
and have identiﬁed real-time analytics of agricultural data as a key challenge. They
emphasize the issue of data quality, i.e., errors in the raw data make operations
such as denoising and transformation necessary before further processing. From
the perspective of saving upstream bandwidth, edge deployments are beneﬁcial in
such use cases. Similarly, Ivanov et al. [IBD15] have observed that many of the
sensor data gathered in smart farming contain redundancies that need to be fused
before being pushed to a centralized entity.
While a number of edge-enabled systems exist, we observe that most are closed,
hybrid deployment, i.e., the intermediate edge layer is deployed on-premise and not
part of a public Edge Computing infrastructure.

4.2.4

Human Augmentation

Human augmentation is the process of improving the well-being and capabilities of
humans. This augmentation can be done by oneself, e.g., through quantifying, analyzing, and subsequently inﬂuencing one’s behavior (Section 4.2.4.a), or in the context of healthcare-related applications (Section 4.2.4.b). Moreover, Section 4.2.4.c
shows how human cognition can be augmented or assisted.
Privacy and data security are critical concerns in these types of applications due
to the intimate nature of the data. As shown by Fereidooni et al. [Fer+17], today’s
cloud-based services fail to provide data integrity, authenticity, and conﬁdentiality.
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However, those factors are critical for the acceptance of such services. Besides the
trustworthiness of the nodes that store or process the data, ﬁne-grained access control policies for the remote access and forwarding (e.g., a physician can forward a
patient’s data to a pharmacy) should also be implemented. To realize this, we can
image a network of federated, trusted edge nodes across different organizations.
4.2.4.a

Quantiﬁed self

With new affordable personal devices, people have gained an interest in collecting
and analyzing data about their own bodies and behaviors. This concept is commonly referred to as the quantiﬁed self [NS14]. Besides getting a deeper understanding of oneself, this data can also be useful in many health-related aspects, e.g.,
for personalized medicine or preventive medicine [Swa12]. Users are often interested in aggregate values, such as the total walking distance for a single day. Such
aggregation can be performed at the edge. If the users wish to rely on cloud services, only those aggregated values are sent to the cloud. Aggregating and storing
data is an important use case for personal ﬁtness trackers that count steps, monitor
one’s heart rate, or analyze sleep patterns. This type of wearable ﬁtness technology
is a big part of the quantiﬁed self community today [Gil16].
Schmidt et al. [Sch+15]* present a digital ﬁtness coach to support individuals in achieving ﬁtness goals. The system generates training plans and is able to
adapt them, e.g., depending on a user’s movements. Among other data, data from
tracking devices is used. Bajpai et al. [Baj+15]* use heart-rate readings from wearable sensors to track physical activity, map the activity to calorie consumption, and
estimate the cardio-respiratory ﬁtness of a person.
4.2.4.b

Precision medicine

The umbrella term E-Health describes applications that make use of information
systems in order to improve people’s treatments and overall health. The concept of
connected health [Shi+16] describes how different actors (e.g., patients, hospitals,
and physicians) are linked in order to improve their services. In this section, we
summarize the above concepts as precision medicine. It has been noted that healthcare is one of the prominent applications for future information technologies [BZ11]
and that cloud-based healthcare can help to reduce the overall costs of healthcare
[Ala+10]. For a detailed survey of healthcare-related applications, we refer the
reader to Kraemer et al. [Kra+17]. Bui et al. [BZ11] have identiﬁed three requirements for healthcare applications: (i) interoperability, (ii) reliability and bounded
latency, and (iii) privacy, authentication, and integrity. Edge Computing can help
with the latter two. As an example, latency is especially critical if the application is
tied to a cognitive process or a time-critical control loop (see Section 4.2.4.c).
By monitoring the parameters of a patient and combining information from
health sensors with other ambient sensors, health-related issues can be detected.
One example is fall detection for stroke patients [Cao+15]*. To perform these tasks,
large amounts of raw data have to be analyzed or complex features need to be extracted [Gia+15]. Often the monitoring is part of a sense-process-actuate loop, i.e.,
whenever an event or anomaly is detected in the monitoring phase, a (timely) action has to be taken. For telesurgery, latencies below 200 ms are optimal [Xu+14]*.
Such constraints can be challenging when relying on distant clouds. For other applications such as ECG monitoring, delays in the order of several seconds might be
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acceptable [AG10]*. For less critical parameters, storing aggregate values for later
retrieval is sufﬁcient. Amraoui and Sethom [AS16]* have presented an architecture
for patient monitoring in Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN) that makes use of
cloudlets for close-by processing of sensor data. Hybrid edge-cloud systems also
exist, e.g., Althebyan et al. [Alt+16] have presented a scalable health monitoring
system that uses both Cloud Computing and Edge Computing. Similarly, Azimi et
al. [Azi+17] have developed a 3-tier system, in which tasks are partitioned among
the tiers. For example, the training procedure for machine learning algorithms is
carried out in the cloud, whereas the resulting classiﬁers are deployed closer to the
sensors.
4.2.4.c

Cognitive assistance

The idea of cognitive assistance comes from the vision of augmenting human cognition through computing systems [Sat04]. These types of applications are, for example, useful to assist the elderly who suffer from deteriorating senses or for patients
with neurological diseases, such as Alzheimer’s. Applications that aim to assist or
substitute the cognitive tasks of humans should preferably not be slower than humans. This is challenging, given that for instance, humans recognize familiar faces
in the order of a few hundred milliseconds [RCR11]*. Even more challenging, recognizing human voices takes 4 ms [Agu+10]*. These tasks are also computationally
intensive and hence require to ofﬂoad the processing. Ha et al. [Ha+14]* have presented a system for wearable cognitive assistance. The system uses Google Glass
to capture live video and performs real-time scene interpretation using different
components, such as activity inference, face recognition, and motion classiﬁers.

4.3

Summary

Table 4.1 summarizes prominent use cases from the previous Section 4.2 and shows
how the promised beneﬁts of Edge Computing (see Section 3.1) are applicable to
them. For this, we use the following semantics:
++

Edge Computing is absolutely necessary to ensure the requirements,
and these cannot be fulﬁlled by relying on the cloud. Furthermore,
local processing cannot ensure the expected quality of experience.

+

Edge Computing is beneﬁcial and improves the quality of the service
and/or its experience for the users.
The beneﬁt of Edge Computing heavily depends on the concrete scenario and context in which the application operates.
Edge Computing brings no real-world beneﬁt or the attribute is not
relevant for the application. For example, even though Edge Computing might improve the latency in absolute numbers, this might not
be critical in applications where the computation or actuation takes
far longer than the communication.

◦
–

The last four columns of the table indicate which of the components as deﬁned
in Section 4.1.1 are used by that use case.
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TABLE 4.1: SYSTEMATIC OVERVIEW OF SURVEYED USE CASES†

Mobile Device Augmentation
Gaming
Scene rendering [MKB18b; LS17]
Collaboration of neighboring
players [Cai+18; PS18]
AR/VR
Rendering [Shi+19]
Hybrid rendering [Lai+17]
Reconstruction of 3D maps
[Boh+15]
Content delivery
Video streams [AD14]
Website delivery [Zhu+13]
Applications and updates
[Bha+15b; Bha+15a]
Collaborative caching
[LYS16; Tra+17]
Storage
Storage for edge analytics
[LMB17]
Reverse CDN [Sch+17; Ged+18b]
[Psa+18; MSM17]
Document synchronization
[Hao+17]
Personal data storage
[Cha+15; Mor+16; Per+17b]

Infrastructure Augmentation
Smart Grids
Monitoring and control [Fre+13]
Scheduling distributed energy
resources [PSM10]
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Trafﬁc & Transportation
Adaptive trafﬁc light [Gha+16]
Detection of road hazards [CDO19]
Trafﬁc planning
[Zhe+11; Sat+17; QKB17]
Emergency vehicle route
clearance [Nun+15]
Autonomous Driving
Disseminating data to
vehicle [DBH15; Yua+18]
Processing LIDAR data [Qiu+18]

Bandwidth

Energy

Privacy

Consolidation

Filtering

Storage

Ofﬂoading
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Environment
Pollution monitoring
[ZLH13; Zhe+14b]
Pollution monitoring via
crowdsensing [Mai+09]
[Sch+12; Dut+17; MAŽ18]
Optimizing garbage collection
[AZM15; Per+14b];
[Aaz+16; Med+15]
Emergency Response
Emergency notiﬁcation [AH15]
Situation awareness/ mobile
command and control [Chu+13]
Ad-hoc communication in
disaster scenarios [Meu+17c]
[Sat+13]
Surveillance
Vehicle tracking [Che+17a]
Just-in-time video
indexing [Sat+17]
Biometric identiﬁcation [Sto12]

IoT Device Augmentation
Smart Home/Building
Video surveillance [San+14]
[AXS17]
Coordination of building
subsystems [Fer+18]
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Industrial IoT
Production process
analysis [AZH18; LGS17; Fu+18]
Machine condition
monitoring [Wu+17a; Oye17]
Warehouse logistics
scheduling [LY18]
Dynamic production line
scheduling [Wan+18a]
Agriculture & Farming
Monitoring plants/lifestock
[ADH18; Car+17]
Yield prediction [Lia+18]

Human Augmentation
Quantiﬁed Self
Analyzing ﬁtness tracker
data [Sch+15; Baj+15]
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Precision Medicine
Fall detection [Cao+15]
Patient monitoring with WBAN
[AS16]
Remote surgery [Xu+14]
Analyzing ECG features [AG10]
Cognitive Assistance
Face recognition [RCR11]
Speech recognition [Agu+10]
Wearable cognitive
assistance [Ha+14]

From this analysis, we conclude this chapter by summarizing the main observations:
OBSERVATION I: DIVERSE OBJECTIVES | The motivations to use Edge Computing
are very diverse. Consequently, most use cases only proﬁt from a subset of
the potential beneﬁts. The heterogeneity of objectives and use cases means
that there is no “one size ﬁts all” solution when it comes to the question if an
application should be moved to the edge.
OBSERVATION II: NOT INDISPENSABLE FOR MOST APPLICATIONS | While most of the
presented applications can beneﬁt from one or more aspects of Edge Computing, resulting in higher quality of service or user satisfaction, few applications
cannot fundamentally function without Edge Computing.
Thus, economical considerations are important to determine if Edge Computing is sensible for a given use case. The fact that there are no established business models and ubiquitous infrastructures for Edge Computing yet prevents
most of these applications from being moved to the edge today. However,
once Edge Computing infrastructures are widely available, a large number of
applications are likely to use it.
OBSERVATION III: “KILLER APPS” DO EXIST | We identiﬁed some applications for
which Edge Computing is indispensable, either regarding latency (e.g., rendering for AR/VR) or bandwidth (e.g., the processing of several video streams
or LIDAR data). Furthermore, Edge Computing can provide an emergency
communication and computing infrastructure, thus creating a more resilient
overall public infrastructure.
OBSERVATION IV: CROSS-LAYER APPLICATION DESIGN | Many works propose layered
system architectures, where applications are split between the layers. While
the number and naming of the layers differ (the common ones being: local,
edge, cloud, and sometimes intermediate fog layers), the common motivation
is to exploit the favorable characteristics of each layer. How to efﬁciently
partition applications across layers is still an ongoing ﬁeld of research.
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OBSERVATION V: OFFLOADING OBJECTIVES | There are two common motivations
for ofﬂoading. First, ofﬂoading can accelerate latency-critical computations
on devices with low computing power. Latency reductions are especially useful for demanding real-time computations, especially for mobile gaming, AR,
VR, and autonomous driving. The second motivation for ofﬂoading is to save
energy on battery-constrained devices. Furthermore, energy beneﬁts are usually only viewed from the perspective of the end devices, and the effect on
the overall energy footprint remains unclear, e.g., when taking into account
the energy efﬁciency of the edge surrogates or network middleboxes.
OBSERVATION VI: BANDWIDTH IS CRITICAL FOR INFRASTRUCTURE AUGMENTATION
AND I O T DEVICES | Applications in the domain of infrastructure augmentation and IoT devices tend to have little demand for computation ofﬂoading.
However, nearly all of our surveyed applications in these two categories implement the consolidation and ﬁltering components. Compared to the cloud,
Edge Computing can achieve large bandwidth savings for applications that
process big ephemeral data. Thus, while latency tends to be only a minor
issue in those use cases, they can proﬁt from the bandwidth-saving aspect of
Edge Computing.
OBSERVATION VII: PRIVACY HAS GREAT POTENTIAL | There is a clear division between applications where the privacy-protecting aspect of Edge Computing
is relevant and those where it is not. The privacy aspect can be of tremendous relevance for sensor data that contains trade secrets or sensitive personal
data. There is great untapped potential for research in this direction to fully
exploit the privacy beneﬁts of Edge Computing.

4.4

Conclusion and Requirements

In chapters 2–4, we have provided a detailed description and analysis of the ﬁeld
of Edge Computing, starting from a taxonomy (Chapter 2), analyzing its characteristics (Chapter 3), and providing a detailed survey of Edge Computing applications
(Chapter 4). From these ﬁndings, this chapter derives requirements for Urban Edge
Computing and outlines how those are addressed in the remainder of this thesis.
REQUIREMENT I (RQ-1): DENSE NETWORK OF MICRO DATA CENTERS | Existing data
center infrastructures will not be able to fulﬁll the requirement of providing
proximate computing resources. This is especially true if we consider mobile
users in an urban area. Those users have demanding requirements in terms of
resources and mobility (as they change their position frequently). To provide
good quality of service to those users, we need new types of dense cloudlet
infrastructures in our surroundings.
REQUIREMENT II (RQ-2): DYNAMIC COMPOSITION OF APPLICATIONS | In most cases,
it is beneﬁcial to ofﬂoad only certain parts of an application, e.g., those that
are the most compute-intensive or have the most impact on the device’s battery life. Hence, to enable ﬁne-grained ofﬂoading of application functionality,
edge-enabled applications should be composed of modular parts. Following
the paradigm of microservices, these parts can be dynamically composed and
ofﬂoaded at runtime.
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REQUIREMENT III (RQ-3): LOW-OVERHEAD OFFLOADING | Ofﬂoading applications
or part thereof incurs an overhead, e.g., by having to transfer the ofﬂoadable
parts from a (mobile) device to the surrogate. Ideally, this overhead should be
low, both to save energy and bandwidth. This can, for instance, be achieved
by pre-provisioning or caching ofﬂoaded services.
REQUIREMENT IV (RQ-4): SHARING OF SERVICES AT RUNTIME | While Cloud Computing infrastructures are able to offer highly scalable and elastic resources,
this is more challenging in an edge environment because the resources at individual cloudlet locations are limited. Based on the observation that we operate in a highly dynamic environment (with regards to changes in demands,
user locations, and network conditions) and resources at a single edge location are limited, running service instances should be shared among different
client applications. To realize this, services should be implemented as standardized and reusable components. Sharing services avoids over- and underprovisioning of resources, and hence, allows for a more efﬁcient usage of
resources.
REQUIREMENT V (RQ-5): SOPHISTICATED PLACEMENT DECISION FOR COMPUTING
FUNCTIONALITIES AND DATA | The dynamic composition of (shared) applications means that for each component, we need to make an informed
decision—e.g., based on available resources, data location, and network
connections—on where to place it on available (edge) resources. In addition
to functional components, data captured by (mobile) users should be placed
in a way that takes into account the user’s context and facilitates sharing.
REQUIREMENT VI (RQ-6): DYNAMIC SERVICE ADAPTATIONS AT RUNTIME | A single
functionality can be implemented in a number of ways, with varying impact
on the quality of the computation and the resulting runtime of the service.
In a dynamic edge environment, where pipelined services are shared among
different applications, services should be adaptable to tradeoff those characteristics to optimally meet users’ demands. Besides the integration of mechanisms that control the execution of service variants, this also requires support
for application developers for the deﬁnition and assessment of service variants.

4.4.1

Remaining Thesis Outline

The contributions of parts II–IV are structured following a bottom-up approach and
address the requirements deﬁned above, as shown in Figure 4.3. We begin with the
infrastructure (Part II), followed by the execution framework for Edge Computing
(Part III) and, lastly, the strategies and runtime adaptations that can be applied
during the system’s execution (Part IV).
Chapters 5 and 6 address RQ-1 by investigating the deployment of cloudlets on
a city-scale infrastructure. The Edge Computing framework presented in Chapter 7
is based on the paradigm of independent and composable microservices (RQ-2).
Provisioning of services is done through a microservice store, avoiding costly (prior)
transfers of executables from the client devices to surrogates (RQ-3). The proposed
Edge Computing framework also allows the sharing of running service instances
(RQ-4).

Part IV
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Chapter 8 (RQ-5)

Chapter 9 (RQ-5)

Chapter 10 (RQ-6)

Operator
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Coverage Analysis of Urban
Cloudlets

Urban Cloudlet Placement

FIGURE 4.3: CONTRIBUTIONS OF PARTS II–IV
Chapters 8 and 9 address the placement of functional parts of applications and
data (RQ-5). Lastly, Chapter 10 proposes mechanisms to make microservices adaptable at runtime (RQ-6).

Part II

Infrastructural Support
Strategies & Adaptations

Control & Execution

Infrastructural Support

In this part, we investigate the physical infrastructural support required
for Urban Edge Computing, i.e., the actual deployment environment of
cloudlets in an urban area. The infrastructure presented in this part is
the basis to provide Edge Computing services. The concepts presented
in the subsequent parts of the thesis are deployed on top of this infrastructure. In detail, this part addresses two problems.
First—based on the observation that building new infrastructure from
scratch is costly—Chapter 5 analyzes how we can leverage existing infrastructure resources in a city to place cloudlets. This chapter is largely
based on the publications [Ged+18c; Ged+18d].
Second, given urban infrastructures for a potential placement of cloudlets,
Chapter 6 investigates the problem of where to place cloudlets on heterogeneous infrastructures. This chapter in turn is in large parts based
on the work published in [Ged+18d].

In this part, text segments that are verbatim copies of [Ged+18c] or [Ged+18d] are printed in brown
color and gray color, respectively. Tables and ﬁgures taken or adapted from these publications are marked
with † ([Ged+18d]) and †† ([Ged+18c]) in their caption.
Contribution statement: The student Jeff Krisztinkovics helped in the collection of access point data
and implemented parts of the functionality for the computation of coverage in the context of his Bachelor’s thesis [Kri19].
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5.1

Introduction

One of the important building blocks and a recurring term used in the description
of Edge Computing deployments is the concept of cloudlets—small-scale data centers that offer proximate resources for storage and computations (see Chapter 2).
Cloudlets can therefore be considered as the infrastructural basis which our other
contributions build upon. Most importantly, cloudlets will be responsible for hosting the execution and control environment for Edge Computing applications (see
Chapter 7).
Previous research has addressed various problems that often relate to runtime issues of cloudlet deployments, for instance ofﬂoading mechanisms (e.g., [Cue+10])
and programming models (e.g., [Hon+13]). However, little attention has been paid
to the question of where to deploy cloudlets on a city-scale. A dense deployment
of cloudlets is one of the requirements we have identiﬁed for Urban Edge Computing (see RQ-1 in Section 4.4). Cloudlets require resources to be deployed and
operated. Besides power and network connectivity, we require physical space to
install (additional) hardware that serves as cloudlets. In this chapter, we refer to
53
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locations where such resources are available as infrastructure. Contrary to a data
center environment, where the abovementioned resources are inherently present,
this is not the case in an urban environment, making the deployment of cloudlets
more challenging. Because newly building those resources is costly, this chapter
investigates if we can leverage existing urban infrastructures for the placement of
cloudlets and hence, provide infrastructural support for Edge Computing applications. More speciﬁcally, we suggest to co-locate cloudlets with wireless access points
at three types of existing infrastructures present in cities: (i) cellular base stations,
(ii) commercial off-the-shelf WiFi routers, and (iii) smart street lamps. We argue
that those infrastructures are viable locations to deploy cloudlets. In Section 5.2,
we describe them in more detail and study their particular characteristics.
After reviewing related work in Section 5.3, the following sections investigate
whether these infrastructures are sufﬁcient to provide coverage in an urban area,
given that realistically, only a fraction of them will be upgraded to host cloudlets. To
answer this question, we perform a systematic coverage analysis (Section 5.6), using
four different coverage metrics, as deﬁned in Section 5.5. The different coverage
metrics allow us to quantify the quality of service that can be expected for different
application use cases. In order to base our analysis on realistic data, we collected a
large body of data (see Section 5.4) for a German city, containing locations of the
infrastructures and user traces from mobile applications. The results of the coverage
analysis based on these datasets serve two purposes:
• We are able to show that leveraging urban infrastructures has the potential
to enable a city-wide deployment of cloudlets. A cloudlet deployment that
covers large parts of a city is furthermore an important enabler for future
smart city applications, like the ones presented in Section 4.2.2.
• The result of the analysis can serve as an aid for planning a cloudlet deployment, e.g., by estimating the number of cloudlets for a target coverage. Furthermore, it allows for the identiﬁcation of regions without coverage where
infrastructure resources must be deployed in order to provide Edge Computing services.

5.2

A Multi-Cloudlet Urban Environment

In this section, we present three types of infrastructures that are able to accommodate cloudlets. We assume that these infrastructures host wireless access points
to which users can connect and hence, access the resources and services provided
by the cloudlets. Before describing them in detail, we ﬁrst describe the general
characteristics and requirements of such infrastructures.
For our urban scenario, we consider cloudlets to be hosted on three types of
infrastructure: cellular base stations, routers, and street lamps. We speciﬁcally
investigate those types of infrastructure because they are ubiquitously present in
urban spaces. Figure 5.1 illustrates an environment of different access point types,
with cell towers in purple, routers in green, and smart street lamps colored in orange. Common to all these three types of access points is their dense deployment in
urban spaces and their function as a wireless connectivity gateway to mobile users.
For cellular base stations and routers, we can further assume a powerful backhaul
connection in terms of bandwidth and ample physical space at the point of presence
to co-locate additional hardware.

5.2. A Multi-Cloudlet Urban Environment
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FIGURE 5.1: A MULTI-CLOUDLET URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE†

Mobile users in the vicinity of these cloudlets can then make use of them to offload data and computations. The different types of access points are heterogeneous
in several ways. First, due to different wireless access technologies, their communication ranges vary. A cellular base station can cover a wider area than a WiFi router
in an urban environment. With the advent of new communication technologies,
we expect to see other kinds of deployments, e.g., small-scale cellular base stations
(so-called femtocells [CAG08]) on street lamps. Second, due to the varying physical space available for hardware installations at the access points, the resulting
computing power colocated at one access point will differ. For example, installing
server-grade hardware is difﬁcult in the restricted space of street lamps, while this
is likely the predominant deployment model for cloudlets at the Radio Access Network, i.e., at the location of cell towers. Depending on the resources they provide
and the underlying business model, installing cloudlets incurs varying costs. Chapter 6 will describe how this heterogeneity makes the decision challenging, which
access points to equip with cloudlets.
Lastly, we have different stakeholders that own or operate the infrastructure,
ranging from ISPs and mobile network operators to businesses, municipalities, or
private citizens. We refer the reader to Section 3.4 and Section 11.2.3 for a more
extensive discussion on stakeholders and (future) business models for Edge Computing. Regardless of the underlying business model for the usage of cloudlets, we
argue that the use of existing infrastructure as well as future infrastructures, such
as lamp posts in the context of smart cities, allows a cost-effective placement of
cloudlets, since it avoids the construction of new access points. Table 5.1 summarizes the characteristics of each cloudlet type.

5.2.1

Cellular Base Stations

Each major city today features widespread cellular coverage, albeit at varying quality and speed. Even though some areas still lack satisfying coverage and connection speeds, cellular base stations represent a viable location for the deployment
of cloudlets if we want to cover large areas. First, existing radio access networks
have a high-bandwidth backlink on-site. In the case of cloudlets, this could be
important if there is the need to retrieve large amounts of data from the cloud.
Furthermore, this is an important asset to perform quick intra-network handover
and enable distributed computations. Second, at most cellular stations, there is
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TABLE 5.1: CHARACTERISTICS OF ACCESS POINT TYPES†
Cellular

Routers

Street lamps

low

high

high

mobile network

ISP, businesses

provider

or private

3G, 4G, 5G

WiFi

high

low

low-medium

high

low–medium

low

base stations
Density
Ownership
Access
technology
Communication range
Computational
resources

municipality
WiFi, Femtocells,
LoRa, mmWave

enough physical space available to install massive computing resources in the form
of server-grade hardware. Another advantage of cellular base stations is their high
reliability [EZB17].
Leveraging resources co-located with the radio access network is commonly referred to as Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) and seen as a viable deployment model
to make Edge Computing available [Li+16b; Abb+18; SBD18]. This deployment
model is predicted to gain importance with the advent of the new 5G cellular standards [Nun+15; Hu+15b] because those offer processing capabilities within the
network. For network operators and cellular service providers, Mobile Edge Computing is a future business opportunity, as they will be able to rent out computational
resources located at base stations.

5.2.2

Routers

Next, we consider commercial off-the-shelf WiFi routers. In urban areas, the density
of WiFi routers is very high. This includes both privately-owned devices as well as
public access points offered by businesses like cafes or restaurants. The latter is a
service increasingly valued by customers. Using WiFi routers as cloudlets is advantageous, given their ubiquity. Performing computations on the routers themselves
has been investigated before (see Section 5.3.1), but they also offer the possibility
to co-locate rather powerful hardware in the local network they are connected to.
While the motivation for businesses to provide cloudlets might be to enhance
service for their customers, the incentives for private citizens are less obvious. We
can, however, make two observations in this regard. First, several initiatives already
promote the sharing of ones WiFi to give others internet access (e.g., Freifunk1 in
Germany). We argue that going one step further—from providing free access to
free computations and/or storage—is the next logical step. Second, the incentive
to provide a cloudlet could also come from one’s internet service provider. For
instance, service providers could install equipment and applications at the users’
premises and compensate them with a reduced subscription bill.
1

https://freifunk.net/ (accessed: 2019-10-30)
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Street Lamps

Besides service providers, businesses, and private citizens, municipalities also have
an inherent interest in enabling services that lead to smarter cities. For this reason,
we envision cloudlets to be placed on lamp posts. A lamp post is a viable location to
place a cloudlet for two reasons: First, there is a large number deployed in every city,
sometimes with the distance between two lamp posts being only a couple of meters.
Therefore, especially in densely populated areas, they can very well complement
cell towers and routers to provide dense coverage. Second, from the perspective
of users moving on a city street, the wireless signal is less obstructed compared to
WiFi access points that are typically placed in buildings.
Upgrading lamp posts to host cloudlets might seem to incur a huge investment
at ﬁrst, since wireless access points and uplink networks are typically not readily
available. However, we can observe a trend that municipalities around the world
are currently in the process of updating their street lighting, mostly due to energy
considerations. According to the Humble Lamppost project2 , 75 % of lamp posts in
Europe are over 25 years old and consume between 20 % and 50 % of a city’s energy budget. Therefore, investments to upgrade lamp posts to LED-based lighting
will quickly amortize due to the energy savings of LED lamps. In the process of
upgrading, additional functionalities, such as sensory capabilities, network connectivity, and computing resources can be installed to turn traditional street lamps into
smart street lamps. A number of commercial products are already available, e.g.,
the SM!GHT3 lamp by the German company EnBW. These efforts towards smart
street lamps furthermore have resulted in a DIN standard [DIN18].
We argue that in view of this trend, installing additional hardware to provide
computing resources is a negligible additional investment, compared to the overall
cost of upgrading the street lamps. It should however be noted, that upgrading
street lamps might also require changes in the entire electric infrastructure that
powers the lamps. For instance, today most lamps do not feature a switch that could
control the power supply of different components. Instead, lamps are centrally
turned on and off.
In conclusion, this section presented three types of available infrastructures in
today’s cities that meet the requirements to be equipped with cloudlets: dense deployment, physical space and power supply for additional hardware, and wireless
network connectivity.

5.3
5.3.1

Related Work
Urban Cloudlets

To the best of our knowledge, previous works have not considered the combined
use of different types of cloudlet infrastructures in an urban area. Providing ofﬂoading capabilities at the radio access network (RAN) has been investigated in a
number of publications [Bec+14; Mao+17; Abb+18], with the special case of socalled femtocells [CAG08], which are less expensive to deploy and operate. WiFi
routers have been suggested as Edge Computing devices, either as hosts for the
computations themselves [Meu+15], as a joint infrastructure for computations and
2
3

https://eu-smartcities.eu/initiatives/78/description (accessed: 2019-10-30)
https://smight.com/en/ (accessed: 2019-10-30)
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bridging communications [Meu+17c], or to perform auxiliary functions in an Edge
Computing system, e.g., the discovery of Edge Computing nodes [Ged+17].
Some works [BMV10; Lee+13] investigate the interplay between WiFi and cellular connections. Balasubramanian, Mahajan, and Venkataramani [BMV10] study
the availability of 3G and WiFi networks in a city and suggest two different switching
mechanisms—for delay-tolerant and delay-sensitive applications— to complement
3G connections with WiFi networks. In an empirical study, the authors compare
throughput and loss rates for both network types and argue that WiFi networks can
help to reduce costs and alleviate stress on cellular networks. Lee et al. [Lee+13]
conduct a quantitative study on the savings of trafﬁc and battery power when ofﬂoading 3G trafﬁc through WiFi. The authors also consider applications where long
delays (in the order of 100 seconds) are tolerable. However, as we have argued in
Section 3.1 and Chapter 4, these are not realistic assumptions for applications that
will be deployed at the edge. Similarly, Dimatteo et al. [Dim+11] have shown that
a small number of WiFi access points are sufﬁcient to serve delay-tolerant applications.
Visions for ofﬂoading infrastructures also include the use of vehicles [Wan+16;
GZG13; Hou+16] and drones to host cloudlets [Sat+16; JSK18a]. While some
works have proposed to make existing street lamps smarter [Jia+18], to the best of
our knowledge, our contributions in [Ged+18c; Ged+18d] were the ﬁrst to consider
street lamps for hosting cloudlets.

5.3.2

Coverage

The term coverage is most widely used in the context of Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) [HT05]. Consequently, the problem of coverage has been studied extensively in this context, as analyzed in various surveys [Wan11; MHS17; MA10;
GD08]. In WSNs, coverage describes how well an area of interest can be monitored
[MHS17; Wan11] by sensors or people [GS15]. Coverage is therefore an aspect
and a metric for the quality of service the network of sensors is able to deliver.
Several established deﬁnitions of coverage exist, for example, sweep coverage
[Li+11] or barrier coverage [Liu+08]. However, many of those deﬁnitions cannot
meaningfully be applied to analyze cloudlet coverage in an urban scenario. For instance, barrier coverage denotes the singular detection of a target inside an area.
This is not a sensible metric for our application domain because we want mobile
users to have a continuous connection to cloudlets and not just at a single point in
time. Close to our deﬁnitions of coverage that will be introduced in Section 5.5, the
work of Fan et al. [FJ10] proposes three different deﬁnitions of coverage, namely
area, point, and path coverage. We adapt those to our urban cloudlet context and
will add time coverage as another metric for coverage. In our urban cloudlet scenario, coverage indicates the connection to an access point on which a cloudlet is
co-located, and hence, is a metric for how well ofﬂoading demands of mobile users
can be served by cloudlets.
A very limited number of works have investigated coverage in the context of
cloudlet deployments for Edge Computing. Syamkumar et al. [SBD18] analyze
the deployment characteristics of cell towers w.r.t. the population distribution and
density in the US. Other works have investigated the coverage of WiFi access points
in case studies related to computational ofﬂoading, but only considered one type
of coverage, e.g., spatial [Bur+15], point [Mot+13], or temporal [Meu+17a] coverage. As an exception, Lee et al. [Lee+13] consider both spatial and temporal
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(a) Administrative
boundary†
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city

(b) Inner city area†

(c) Access point locations on a sample section of the city center

FIGURE 5.2: DARMSTADT CITY CLOUDLET DATASET

coverage for WiFi access points. Similar to what we describe in the related work
about the cloudlet placement problem (see Section 6.2), Liao et al. [Lia+11] assume that we can freely place cloudlets to optimize their coverage. In contrast, this
chapter is intended to provide an empirical study on the coverage of existing access
point infrastructure.
To conclude the analysis of related work, none of the existing works have jointly
considered the three types of cloudlet infrastructure (cellular base stations, routers,
street lamps), both for the coverage analysis with four types of coverage (spatial,
point, path, and time coverage) and the placement of cloudlets on those infrastructures.

5.4

Datasets

We investigate the placement of cloudlets in the city of Darmstadt (Germany), a
major city with a population of about 150 000. To do so, we use real-world data for
both the location of access points and the traces of mobile users as described hereinafter. The ofﬁcial administrative boundary of the city is depicted in Figure 5.2(a).
We restrict our analysis in the remainder of the paper to the inner city area (spanning an area of 15.57 km2 ) as shown in Figure 5.2(b) because most of the access
point data gathered lies within that boundary. This is especially true for the routers,
which were collected by volunteers. Furthermore, the inner city area allows us to
study the interplay between all three types of infrastructure, not all of which might
be available with the same density in more rural areas.

5.4.1

Access Point Locations

In total, we collected the locations of nearly 50 000 access points throughout the city
for the different types of access points. Figure 5.2(c) shows a typical distribution
of cell towers (purple), routers (green), and lamp posts (orange) on an exemplary
small section of Darmstadt. We now describe the origin and extent of the access
point location data.
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5.4.1.a

Cellular Base Stations

The Bundesnetzagentur (Federal Network Agency) is the regulating body in Germany in charge of authorizing and supervising the operation of radio installations.
A map of all transmitting stations, including cell towers, can be accessed through
their website4 . However, the website does not provide a feature to export the data.
Thus, we performed a manual crawl using the network panel of the Google Chrome
browser developer tool. We issued a query of all the cell towers within the city and
parsed the resulting JSON data that contains their GPS locations.

5.4.1.b

WiFi Routers

We followed a so-called wardriving approach to collect information about WiFi networks in the city and used this data to estimate the position of routers within the
city. Using a modiﬁed version of WiFiAnalyzer5 , an open source Android application,
volunteers walked around the city and collected the signals from available WiFi access points. We used the raw data from two volunteering campaigns, conducted in
March 2016 and February 2018. In total, 27 participants—mostly students—were
involved. We made the dataset and the source code of the tools publicly available
to the research community6 . More details about the collection process are given in
Explanation 5.1. It is important to note that this dataset might include some wrong
or inaccurate data. This is due to the nature of the wardriving approach. GPS
receivers only operate with a certain accuracy and calculating the distance to an
access point from the received signal strength is based on an approximative model.
However, we argue that overall, this gives a reasonable estimation of the available
routers to place cloudlets. More importantly, the data was collected while walking
or driving through the city and not inside buildings or private locations, therefore
reﬂecting the usage context of a mobile user who wishes to perform opportunistic
ofﬂoading.
EXPLANATION 5.1: DATA COLLECTION THROUGH WARDRIVING
Wardriving is “the act of moving around a speciﬁc area and mapping the population of wireless access points for statistical purposes” [Hur04]. We obtained
raw measurements from the aforementioned Android application, containing
signaling information from the access point, such as their SSID and BSSID.
Furthermore, based on the received signal strength indicator (RSSI), the application estimates the user’s distance to the access point. We collect this raw measurement data from every participant. Before further processing, we perform
a lookup on the router’s MAC address, i.e., the reported BSSID, and manually
eliminate all entries from manufacturers that do not produce routers. The positions of the access points were then estimated via multilateration from multiple
measurements of the same access point.

4

http://emf3.bundesnetzagentur.de/karte/ (accessed: 2019-11-16)
https://github.com/VREMSoftwareDevelopment/WiFiAnalyzer (accessed: 2019-11-01)
6
https://github.com/Telecooperation/darmstadt-wiﬁ (accessed: 2019-11-07)
5
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For multilateration, a minimum of 3 measurements is
required (trilateration). The
ﬁgure on the right illustrates
this for 3 users u1 , u2 , u3 that
report distances d1 , d2 , d3 to
the access point, with the possible location of the access
point being in the hatched red
area. We use an iterative
approximation algorithm, implemented in Ruby, to ﬁnd a
valid location, i.e., one where
the circles representing the
distances intersect. The relevant part of the source code
can be found in Appendix A.

5.4.1.c

d1
d2
u1

u2

d3 u3

Street Lamps

We obtained a database export of the position of all street lighting installations in
Darmstadt from e-netz südhessen GmbH7 , the company in charge of managing the
city’s electrical infrastructure. The dataset includes different types of street lighting,
such as lights hung via cables over streets, but we only include ﬁxed lamp posts for
our further analysis of cloudlet coverage and placement, as they provide enough
space and a safe enclosure to install additional hardware for cloudlets.
To conclude the description of the access point datasets, Table 5.2 summarizes
the number and density of each access point type for the entire administrative city
boundary and the inner city area (see Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b)).
TABLE 5.2: NUMBER OF COLLECTED ACCESS POINTS†
Cellular

Routers

Street lamps

205

34 699

14 331

1.7

284.0

117.3

66

31 974

5608

4.5

2194.5

384.9

base stations
Administrative boundary
Density per km2
Inner city
2

Density per km

5.4.2

Mobility Traces

Several important types of coverage take into account the user’s position. Therefore,
we need realistic mobility traces that reﬂect where in the city we have demands for
ofﬂoading. While a lot of research exists about mobility models [Zhu+15; Jar+03;
YLN03], we want to base most parts of our analysis on real-world mobility traces.
7

https://www.e-netz-suedhessen.de/ (accessed: 2019-11-07)
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TABLE 5.3: MOBILE APPLICATION TRACES†
Kraken.me
Users

Ingress

CrowdSenSim

205

1401

2499

Data points

437 417

520 409

431 001

Paths

11 930

47 915

44 150

For our analysis, we use data from two mobile applications, Kraken.me and Ingress,
described in Sections 5.4.2.a and 5.4.2.b. The former is a persona tracking framework while the latter is a mobile AR game. The datasets allow us to model where
ofﬂoading capacities will be required in the future. For instance, upcoming versions of the Ingress game might require more sophisticated processing for AR that
cannot be handled by the mobile device itself. Additionally, we include simulated
mobility data generated with CrowdSenSim (see Section 5.4.2.c), a tool designed
for simulating crowdsensing applications.
The three datasets differ with respect to the mobility patterns they represent. In
addition, they feature locations both inside buildings and outside. We believe that
combining them in our analysis allows our ﬁndings to be applied to more than one
application use case. For example, Kraken.me records the daily activities of users,
i.e., for a large fraction of time users are at home or work, while Ingress directs
users to speciﬁc locations in the city.
From the raw data, we ﬁrst perform trace analysis [Pan+13a] in order to obtain
meaningful representations for the analysis (e.g., paths with sufﬁcient lengths) and
to reduce redundant data (e.g., data points that are very close to each other). In
addition, this step also removes data points that are obviously erroneous. For example, some user devices in the Kraken.me applications reported wrong positions
(outside Germany although the campaign took place only there) and timestamps
(outside of the campaign duration). Further details and criteria for ﬁltering the raw
data are described in Explanation 5.2. Table 5.3 summarizes the resulting number
of distinct users, data points, and paths after this pre-processing.
EXPLANATION 5.2: LOCATION DATA PRE-PROCESSING
We apply the following pre-processing steps to the raw location data obtained
from our datasets:
• Data points not contained within the inner city area of Darmstadt (see
Figure 5.2(b)) are discarded.
• We remove data points with invalid timestamps, i.e., locations that are
timestamped outside the range of when the measurements are known
to have happened. Not doing so would lead to a wrong construction of
paths.
• In the case when the user has not moved between two consecutive (based
on the timestamps) points, we remove the second data point.
• We deﬁne a speed threshold as the maximum plausible travel speed between two points. This serves to remove unrealistic (in terms of travel
speed) path segments.
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• To reduce the overall size of the datasets (and hence, make the computations on them more efﬁcient) we introduce a distance threshold. Especially in datasets that have a high temporal resolution and where users
are not constantly on the move, many consecutive data points will only
slightly differ in their position. If the distance between two consecutive
data points is below this threshold, the second point is removed.
• To analyze the coverage of entire paths rather than individual data points,
we need to aggregate a series of data points to a path. We deﬁne the time
threshold as the maximum time difference that two consecutive points
can have if they are part of one path. For greater time differences, a new
path is constructed. This mechanism therefore does not remove any data
points but is used to generate paths from data points. Without this preprocessing step, all data points from one user would belong to one path
only. Instead, the time threshold allows to model a continuous activity
from the user (e.g., traveling between points of interest) during which
we want to measure the cloudlet coverage.
• For the same reason, if the number of data points per path is below a
certain minimum, the entire path is discarded.
• We deﬁne the minimum path extension for each path as the minimum
area of the path’s bounding box. This is done to eliminate paths with
insufﬁcient spatial extension (e.g., users who are circulating in a small
area in or around their homes) that would distort the analysis, especially
when comparing different coverage metrics. The minimum path extension therefore allows discarding user activity that is not relevant to the
coverage analysis, e.g., when a user is staying within the boundaries of
his home environment and therefore covered by the home access point.
5.4.2.a

Kraken.me

Kraken.me [SS14] is a tracking framework that records users’ activities and gathers
data from various soft and hard sensors on mobile devices in order to provide personal assistance. During the development, a user study was conducted for several
weeks using Android phones. Participants of the study were mostly students and
university research staff. For our evaluations, we use a reduced dataset that only
contains the timestamped positions along with a unique user ID. The data is temporally ﬁne-grained with user positions being reported every 30 to 60 seconds on
average.
5.4.2.b

Ingress

Ingress8 is a popular mobile AR game and the predecessor of Pokémon Go. Players
visit portals at physical locations in the city. Portals are located at places of interest throughout the city, e.g., prominent buildings, landmarks, or transport stations.
Each player needs to visit and interact with multiple portals, which leads to a constant movement of the player in the real world. Consequently, the users’ positions
are recorded implicitly by their interaction at the portals. In total, there are 724
8

https://www.ingress.com/ (accessed: 2019-11-05)
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portals located in the inner city area of Darmstadt. The current state of the game
and player activity is visible on the Ingress Intel Map website9 .
We used game data gathered by a crawling tool provided by the authors of
[Fel+18]. The crawler uses an automation tool for web browsers to request changes
in the game state every second. It is important to note that changes include the position updates from players at portals. Because the user locations are only recorded
at the portals and not between, the data is more coarse-grained in terms of temporal resolution compared to the Kraken.me data. However, the positions are still a
good indicator for ofﬂoading demands related to other applications, since portals
are often located at points of interest in the city.
5.4.2.c

CrowdSenSim

Lastly, to extend the number of available data points for our analysis, we use artiﬁcial mobility traces generated with CrowdSenSim [Fia+17], a discrete-event simulator for mobile crowdsensing. CrowdSenSim generates user traces in urban areas
where users roam around the city and randomly take turns onto streets. The simulator uses a uniform mobility algorithm10 We set the simulation parameters such
that several simulations are carried out for 7 days with 2500 users. The minimum
and maximum travel times per path were set to 30 minutes and 720 minutes, respectively.

5.5

Coverage Metrics

For our analysis of urban cloudlet coverage, we consider four different metrics for
coverage: spatial, point, path, and time coverage. These metrics are depicted in
Figure 5.311 and differ in the data they require to be assessed. Spatial coverage is
completely independent of individual user locations. Point coverage requires a set
of user locations and path coverage an (implicit or explicit) ordering of those. Point
and path coverage allow to more accurately model actual demand patterns because
users are not uniformly distributed throughout an area. Additionally, to compute
the time coverage, user locations must include a timestamp at each location. These
different coverage metrics allow the modeling of different ofﬂoading requirements,
depending on the applications and user demands. For instance, point coverage can
model how well singular ofﬂoading demands at certain locations can be served,
while path and time coverage model applications that require continuous (with
respect to distance and time traveled) availability of services offered by cloudlets.

5.5.1

Spatial Coverage

Spatial coverage quantiﬁes the spatial extent of the cloudlets’ communication
ranges in relation to the total area. Consequently, spatial coverage gives only an
indication of how well an area is covered by cloudlets and does not consider user
locations. It is deﬁned as the ratio between the union of the communication ranges
9

https://www.ingress.com/intel (accessed: 2019-11-05)
details can be found in the manual of the simulator: https://crowdsensim.gforge.uni.lu/ftp/manual1.1.pdf
(accessed: 2020-05-17)
11
the communication ranges in the ﬁgure are illustrative and not drawn to scale
10
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FIGURE 5.3: COVERAGE METRICS†

of cloudlets and the total size of the area, as shown in Figure 5.3(a). Formally,
given a function A that represents the area, spatial coverage can be deﬁned as
Spat ial C over a g e =

5.5.1.a

A(cover ed ar ea)
A(t ot al ar ea)

(5.1)

k-coverage

Spatial coverage can be generalized to k-coverage. Instead of only considering if an
area is covered by the range of one access point, k-coverage models the simultaneous coverage by k access points. Hence, we deﬁne k-coverage as follows: An area is
said to be k-covered iff it intersects with the communication ranges of at least k − 1
other access points. The reason one might want to expand the analysis to k > 1 is
to explore the possibility of choosing between multiple cloudlets to optimize user
experience in terms of connection bandwidth or resources. This choice could for
instance be based on application requirements, e.g., a real-time application would
choose the cloudlet with the lowest overall latency. As another example, in areas
where many users are present, one cloudlet might not be sufﬁcient to satisfy all
ofﬂoading demands of users within its range.
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EXPLANATION 5.3: SPATIAL k-COVERAGE

Following this deﬁnition, our
previously introduced example of spatial coverage would
equal to k = 1. This ﬁgure illustrates examples for k = 1,
k = 2, and k = 3 at different
intersections of the cloudlets’
communication ranges.
k=1
k=2
k=3

5.5.2

Point Coverage

Point coverage indicates how many recorded location points of a mobile user are
within the communication range of a cloudlet, as depicted in Figure 5.3(b). This
coverage metric can therefore be used to model how many user requests at the
captured distinct points can be served by a cloudlet. Given a set C P of covered
points and a set U P of uncovered points, point coverage is deﬁned as
Point C over a ge =

5.5.3

|C P|
|C P| + |U P|

(5.2)

Path Coverage

Since users also move between the distinct points at which their position is recorded,
path coverage (see Figure 5.3(c)) takes into account the paths of users. This allows
us to model use cases where users need continuous connectivity to a cloudlet, e.g.,
when continuously processing video streams. By segmenting the entire paths into
parts that are covered and uncovered, path coverage is deﬁned as the ratio between
the length of covered segments and the total path length. Because the path is not
explicitly recorded but constructed with individual user locations (e.g., captured
periodically by a phone’s GPS receiver), path coverage makes the assumption that
users move on a straight line between two subsequent locations. As a further simpliﬁcation, we only consider segments between two covered points. From the previous
deﬁnition of uncovered points and covered points, we therefore obtain n covered
path segments (c pi ) and m uncovered path segments (up j ). Given l as a function
for the length of a segment, we can hence deﬁne path coverage as
n
i=1 l(cpi )
m
(5.3)
Path C over age = n
i=1 l(cpi ) +
j=1 l(up j )

5.5.4

Time Coverage

On their paths, users might travel at different speeds, and thus, might be on a path
segment for different durations. Time coverage (sometimes also referred to as temporal coverage) takes this into account, as shown in Figure 5.3(c). This metric works
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in a similar way as path coverage, but instead of the length of the path segments
considers their duration. Time coverage is therefore deﬁned as the ratio between
the total time a user is on a connected path segment and the total travel time of the
path. This metric allows to model how long users can be connected to a cloudlet
and therefore—similar to path coverage—can represent the perceived quality of the
service in a more ﬁne-grained way. Given the previous deﬁnition of covered and uncovered segments, and a function t that computes the duration path segments, time
coverage is deﬁned as
n
i=1 t(cpi )
m
(5.4)
T ime C over a ge = n
i=1 t(cpi ) +
j=1 t(up j )

5.6

Coverage Analysis

We now analyze the coverage of urban cloudlets according to the metrics deﬁned
in Section 5.5 and by using the datasets presented in Section 5.4.

5.6.1

Methodology

Development environment and setup: We import the datasets into a PostgreSQL12
relational database. The database system uses the PostGIS extension13 that
enables the representation of spatial data and provides functions that operate
on spatial data (e.g., computing the intersection or union of shapes). We use
several scripts for the data pre-processing and the computation of coverage.
The scripts are written in the Ruby programming language, with some auxiliary functions implemented using the PL/pgSQL programming language.
For the pre-processing of the raw data (see Explanation 5.2), we use the
parameters as shown in Table 5.4. We base all following analyses on this
pre-processed subset.
Evaluation scenarios: To reﬂect different deployment models and economically
motivated scenarios, we deﬁne six scenarios (named SC1–SC6) with a varying number of access points for each type. Table 5.5 summarizes the different
evaluation scenarios. For each scenario, the relative and absolute (in brackets) number of access points per type are shown. The scenarios are meant to
provide an exemplary combination of percentages for the upgrade of access
points, motivated by different underlying deployment models and constraints.
For instance, by incentivizing private individuals to provide computing capabilities at their home routers, the number of devices is likely to increase, as
reﬂected in SC4. Similarly, network operators and municipalities are likely
to be subject to different cost constraints and economic goals. For instance,
network operators might choose to upgrade their cell towers based on the
average user density or demands at certain points in the city. Subsidies or
regulatory action might be another way to inﬂuence the deployment. We reﬂect such variance by choosing 75 % (SC1 and SC2), 50 % (SC3 and SC4),
and 25 % (SC5 and SC6) as the percentages for the cell towers. For the street
lamps, 5 % (SC4), 10 % (SC2 and SC5), 25 % (SC1 and SC3), and 50 % (SC6)
12
13

https://www.postgresql.org/ (accessed: 2019-11-06)
https://postgis.net/ (accessed: 2019-11-06)
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TABLE 5.4: PARAMETERS FOR DATA FILTERING
60 km h−1

Speed threshold
Distance threshold

5m

Time threshold

5 min

Minimum path extension

2000 m2

Minimum data points per path

4

TABLE 5.5: EVALUATION SCENARIOS†
Scenario

Cellular

Routers

Street lamps

25 % (1433)

base stations
SC1

75 % (68)

10 % (3224)

SC2

75 % (68)

25 % (8060)

10 % (573)

SC3

50 % (45)

25 % (8060)

25 % (1433)

SC4

50 % (45)

50 % (16 120)

5 % (286)

SC5

25 % (22)

25 % (8060)

10 % (573)

SC6

25 % (22)

10 % (3224)

50 % (2867)

of all access points are chosen. Given the lack of reference deployment models today, we argue that these scenarios allow for a ﬁrst meaningful analysis
of cloudlet coverage.

5.6.2

Spatial Coverage

Methodology. First, we investigate spatial coverage for the individual access point
types without considering mobility traces of users. Figure 5.4 shows the results
for cellular base stations (Figure 5.4(a)), routers (Figure 5.4(b)), and street lamps
(Figure 5.4(c)). We assume a unit-disk model for the communication ranges—a
common model for coverage in the domain of wireless sensor networks [Wan11;
LC11]—and show the results for different realistic communication ranges for each
type of cloudlet. For each number of access points (in steps of 10 percent), the
corresponding access points are randomly chosen. Besides access points located
inside the inner city boundary, we also include access points whose communication
ranges span across that boundary. Each experiment is run ﬁve times and we plot the
average coverage ratios. While the resulting plots also display the corresponding
error bars, they are very small for routers and lamps. This is because their communication ranges are much smaller and they are more spatially distributed compared
to cell towers. Therefore, overlaps in the communication ranges (that add to the
variance of overall coverage when randomly selecting access points) are less likely.
In contrast, cell towers have a bigger communication range. Thus, when randomly
selecting access points, overlaps are more likely, and the gain in coverage might
vary more signiﬁcantly.
Results of the spatial coverage analysis. From the results, we can already observe the general trend that a rather small fraction of upgraded access points is

Coverage ratio
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FIGURE 5.4: ANALYSIS OF SPATIAL COVERAGE†
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sufﬁcient to provide good spatial coverage. This is especially true for routers because of their sheer number. Assuming a rather conservative communication range
of 40 m, already 20 percent of routers lead to almost 60 percent spatial coverage.
For street lamps, the numbers are smaller because we have fewer lamp posts compared to routers. The same 20 percent result in about 30 percent coverage for street
lamps.
The increase in coverage for routers and street lamps is slower from a certain
point on because with increasing numbers, we get more spatial overlap in the communication range and, thus, less gain in overall coverage. In comparison, there are
far fewer cell towers. However, cell towers have a much greater communication
range today. Figure 5.4(a) shows three consequences of this. First, the coverage
is lower for a small percentage of selected access points compared to routers and
lamps. Second, adding more cell towers keeps increasing the overall coverage more
signiﬁcantly compared to routers and lamps, and third, intersections in the communication ranges lead to high values in the error bars for small percentages.
Spatial k-coverage. We now examine spatial k-coverage with the scenarios deﬁned earlier. We again assume a unit-disk model for the communication ranges
and select them randomly between the following ranges. For cellular base stations,
the communication ranges are randomly chosen within a range of 300 to 1000 meters. Some works suggest an average communication range between 50 and 60
meters for WiFi routers [Mot+13; Bur+15]. However, in our urban scenario, this
might vary greatly (e.g., due to obstacles or different building structures); therefore, for cloudlets on routers, we choose a range between 20 and 70 meters. In
our analysis, we assume that in the near future, cloudlets on street lamps will be
equipped with WiFi for communication. Because the wireless signal from the access points on street lamps is less obstructed compared to routers, we increase the
range to 30–80 meters. Note that the lower value of the range is disproportionally
higher because we assume the immediate surroundings of the lamp to be free of
large obstructions (e.g., because in the deployment, the access points are mounted
at a certain height). We use a uniform continuous distribution for all communication ranges and run each experiment 5 times. The results are shown in Figure 5.5.
For each scenario, the bars represent the coverage per access point type.
In Figure 5.5(a) we consider 1-coverage, i.e., we assume an area to be covered if
it is within the range of at least one access point. For 1-coverage, one can therefore
think of this ﬁgure as a combination of the values shown in Figures 5.4(a)–5.4(c).
As with our previous results, we see that a relatively small number of access points
already provides good coverage. However, this signiﬁcantly differs for the different
types of access points. For instance, using only a small number of street lamps (as
in scenario SC4) is clearly not viable in practice because of low coverage. Figures
5.5(b) and 5.5(c) show the results for k = 2 and k = 3, respectively. The biggest
drop in coverage for increased values of k occurs with the street lamps, since they
are spaced out more evenly and therefore, overlaps in the communication ranges occur less often. Since the communication ranges of cellular base stations and routers
often overlap, we see that for k = 2 (Figure 5.5(b)) we still get good coverage.
For k = 3 (Figure 5.5(c)), we can observe that routers lose the least coverage of all,
possibly because of their generally higher degree of overlap. In future work, instead
of randomly selecting access points, one might want to optimize the selection for a
desired target value of k.
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Summary of the spatial coverage analysis & outlook. From the analysis of spatial coverage, we can already see that deploying cloudlets is feasible for large-scale
coverage within a city and that only a fraction of access points are required to
achieve reasonable coverage. We expect the overall coverage ratio to be even better
when taking into account the cover metrics that are based on mobility traces, i.e.,
point, path, and time coverage.

5.6.3

Point, Path, and Time Coverage

Methodology. While the results of Section 5.6.2 give an indication of how well an
area is covered, one might argue that this does not necessarily represent the cloudlet
coverage a mobile user experiences, since actual user locations are not uniformly
distributed throughout the area. In addition, users are mobile and change their
location frequently. Therefore, we now consider the mobility traces described in
Section 5.4.2 and evaluate their point, path, and time coverage (as deﬁned in Section 5.5). This analysis allows for more realistic insights regarding future ofﬂoading demands that could be served by cloudlets. For the communication ranges, we
again use a uniform continuous distribution and a unit-disk model, randomly selecting within the following values according to the access point type: cellular base
stations 300–1000 m, WiFi routers and street lamps 10–80 m.
Determining the combined coverage of access points. Figure 5.6 plots the results for the three datasets. In each of the plots, we evaluate the point, path, and
time coverage per scenario. The individual bars are stacked to represent the combined coverage we obtain from multiple types of access points. The stacking represents the additional coverage we gain by adding the subsequent type of access
point. We assume that as the ﬁrst type of access point, street lamps will be chosen,
since—giving the underlying business model of municipalities providing services to
their citizens—they will incur the lowest costs for users. Furthermore, because most
of our location traces are not inside buildings but outside, street lamps are likely to
be closest and therefore the best-connected cloudlets for users in many cases. The
next part of the bar represents how much coverage routers add to points, paths, or
time spans not covered by those lamps. Since our model assumes cell towers to be
the most expensive type, they are used last to ﬁll the gap that cannot be covered by
other types of access points. It is important to note that the height of the stack, i.e.,
the overall coverage would not change if we were to use another order of access
points (say, if we would ﬁrst assume coverage by routers and then add street lamps
and cell towers).
Differences between coverage metrics. Surprisingly, the variance between the
different types of coverage (i.e., path, point, and time coverage) is very small. While
there are variances within a dataset with respect to the distance and difference in
times between the data points, this averages out, i.e., we get nearly identical values
for the different metrics of coverage. For datasets with a coarser temporal resolution, such as Ingress, we can, however, observe a lower time coverage compared to
the other metrics.
Overall, this result shows that even if we have limited data (e.g., sparse location
data for parts of a user’s movement), this averages out over the whole dataset and
hence, users will most likely also have a connection to a cloudlet for most of the
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FIGURE 5.6: SCENARIO -BASED COVERAGE ANALYSIS OF PATH, POINT, AND TIME COVERAGE FOR THE MOBILITY TRACES †
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time along their path. This provides an interesting insight for the planning of cityscale cloudlet infrastructures in the case where there is only limited data available
to estimate the required demands. For instance, data protection laws might restrict
the linking of entire user paths with their timestamps. Our analysis shows that
regardless of what kind of data is available, each of the three coverage metrics
can be used to estimate the resulting coverage for mobile users with ofﬂoading
demands.

Comparison with spatial coverage. Looking at the overall coverage across the
datasets, we see that the coverage is higher compared to the previous spatial coverage analysis because spatial coverage also includes areas that are less likely to
be populated by people, e.g., in-between factory buildings or in more sparsely populated residential areas. This is validated by the fact that for the CrowdSenSim
dataset (Figure 5.6(c)), which represents generated movement traces rather than
real ones, the overall coverage is lower compared to Kraken.me (Figure 5.6(a))
and Ingress (Figure 5.6(b)). Even though the CrowdSenSim traces are generated
on walkable paths, those are more likely to be in areas with limited coverage (e.g.,
because they are within less populated areas of the city). Recall that in all scenarios, only a certain percentage of each type of access point infrastructure is available.
This explains why when using the CrowdSenSim traces in scenarios with a small
percentage of cell towers (SC5 and SC6), we do not achieve full coverage compared
to the other datasets. Overall, however, our analysis showed that with only a subset
of available access point infrastructures, we are able to provide city-wide coverage.

Discussing the different access point types. From the results we could observe
that, in general, when combining the different rather small percentages for the
individual types, we get high overall coverage ratios. For instance, for the ﬁrst
scenario (SC1) of the Kraken dataset, selecting only 25 % of street lamps leads to
almost 50 % of coverage for that type alone. Adding routers, which are present in
much greater number, the coverage surpasses 90 %. This result holds true across
all investigated datasets and coverage metrics.
Naturally, the percentage of lamps that is selected ﬁrst has the highest impact
on the distribution of access point types to their contribution to the coverage. For
the Ingress data, the coverage values obtained only by the street lamps are slightly
higher. We attribute this to the fact that different users congregate at distinct locations, i.e., where the game portals are located). Even for more ﬁne-grained data
(in the sense of capturing more data points along a user’s path) like user locations
from Kraken.me, we see that street lamps alone already achieve high coverage. As
an example, scenarios SC1, SC3, and SC6 consistently lead to a coverage of well
over 40 %. Routers are always able to ﬁll up the coverage to over 90 %, except
for the artiﬁcially generated traces because those traces are limited to streets, and
therefore, fewer routers might be able to reach them. We can further observe that
cell towers, which are likely to be most expensive and distant to the user, are still
useful in ﬁlling coverage gaps and should still be considered in view of alternatives,
such as local processing on the mobile device itself or cloud ofﬂoading.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we have examined the question of whether it is feasible to upgrade
existing urban infrastructures to host cloudlets for a city-wide coverage. Speciﬁcally, we proposed placing cloudlets in an urban space using existing access point
infrastructures, namely, cell towers, routers, and street lamps. We described the
characteristics of these different types of infrastructure and gathered a large dataset
of real-world data for access point locations and mobility traces. To analyze the coverage of urban cloudlets, we used these datasets and deﬁned four different metrics
for coverage. The results of this coverage analysis demonstrated that by using only
a relatively small subset of access points present on infrastructure to host cloudlets,
we are able to achieve a city-wide cloudlet coverage.
This is especially true for the coverage analysis of the mobility traces, where mobile users are within the communication range of a cloudlet-enabled access point
most of the time. The results of this analysis enable different stakeholders (e.g., municipalities and network operators) to estimate the number of cloudlets required to
achieve a certain degree of coverage and hence, can serve as a planning tool for future deployments. For existing deployments, it can identify areas that lack coverage
(globally or for individual access point types or application traces). The developed
method can serve as a basis for future analysis based on other data. For instance,
instead of a unit-disk communication range, more sophisticated models for wireless
signal propagation could be used to obtain a more realistic coverage estimation. As
an example, for cell towers these models would come from measurements carried
out by the network operators. Today, unfortunately, this kind of data is hard to
obtain for public usage due to conﬁdentiality reasons.
Our analysis demonstrated the feasibility of leveraging urban cloudlets. It is
therefore the basis to examine the placement, i.e., to answer the question where
exactly the cloudlets should be placed. In the following Chapter 6, we will address
precisely this problem.
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6.1

Introduction and Problem Statement

In the previous Chapter 5, we motivated the usage of existing urban infrastructures for the placement of cloudlets. We showed that placing cloudlets on those
infrastructures can potentially achieve a high coverage. We demonstrated this with
real-world data and four different coverage metrics. Furthermore, the methodology
we presented can serve as a planning tool, e.g., to estimate the number of required
access points for a certain percentage of coverage, or to identify uncovered areas.
However, the question remains of where to place those cloudlets, i.e., which
infrastructure locations to equip with a cloudlet to serve the users’ demands. Upgrading every access point with a cloudlet may not be feasible economically, and
hence, decisions to equip a subset of all available access points have to be made.
This problem is challenging for two reasons. First, the costs and the quality of service form a natural tradeoff. The quality of service can, for instance, be modeled
as the amount of ofﬂoading demands that can be served by cloudlets. Second, as
we have introduced in Section 5.2, the access point infrastructures we consider are
highly heterogeneous, making the placement problem challenging. This chapter
addresses this problem and proposes a strategy for the placement of heterogeneous
77
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urban cloudlets. For the placement decision of cloudlets in this chapter, we consider
heterogeneity in three aspects:
(i) COSTS | The different potential operators of a city cloudlet infrastructure and
the heterogeneous hardware that can be used for cloudlets will lead to different cost structures and business models under which they operate. Our
problem model (Section 6.3) accurately reﬂects the real-world economics of
such deployments by capturing both ﬁxed and variable costs.
(ii) RESOURCES | Besides economic considerations, the physical environment of
the access points dictate what type of cloudlet hardware can be placed at
a given access point. This can range from small, embedded computers to
server-grade hardware comparable to data centers.
(iii) COMMUNICATION RANGE | The different types of wireless access technologies
have varying communication—and hence—coverage ranges. For instance,
cell towers mounted on buildings have a higher coverage rate compared to
WiFi routers.
After reviewing related work in Section 6.2, we deﬁne our system model for
the placement problem in Section 6.3. Following these deﬁnitions, this chapter will
address the cloudlet placement problem by proposing a placement strategy (Section 6.4) that is suitable for the described heterogeneous scenario. The proposed
strategy runs in polynomial time and, hence, makes the problem tractable for large
instances. Furthermore, it is able to trade the quality of service for costs, depending on different underlying economic considerations. Using the same real-world
data introduced in Section 5.4, we will show how our approach outperforms two
baseline strategies for placement (Section 6.5).

6.2

Related Work

Placing cloudlets on urban infrastructures faces the challenge of heterogeneity with
regards to coverage, costs, and resources. In general, placement strategies can
be optimized towards different metrics, e.g., the overall costs, or how much user
demand can be served. In the scenario we outlined, placement strategies need to
select existing locations for the placement instead of deﬁning an optimal location.
This is because we want to reuse existing infrastructure in order to minimize costs
incurred by building new access points.
While there is abundant research on the placement of (virtualized) computing
resources, both for homogeneous environments like data centers [MPZ10; PY10]
and in the context of cloudlets and Edge Computing (see Section 8.2), the question of where to place cloudlets on available urban infrastructures has rarely been
examined. Because urban infrastructures are highly heterogeneous, most existing
placement strategies are unable to model the inherent tradeoffs (e.g., of costs versus
coverage) in such environments. Consequently, they are not able to make sensible
placement decisions.
Cloudlet placement. Three works [Xu+15; Xu+16; JCL17] study the placement
of cloudlets in wireless metropolitan area networks (WMANs) and jointly propose
solutions for the user-to-cloudlet allocation problem, but they do not consider the
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costs of cloudlets. Fan and Ansari [FA17] consider the costs for renting a hosting
facility and cloudlet servers but their model does not capture variable costs per
request—a crucial decision factor for the placement, given that the infrastructure
is owned and operated by different stakeholders with varying business models (see
Section 3.4). Similarly, Ren et al. [Ren+18] consider costs but assume that each
cloudlet is able to meet all request demands within a region. We argue that this
is not a realistic assumption, given the vast number of users and Edge Computing
applications in an urban setting.
Xu et al. [Xu+15; Xu+16] present a greedy heuristic to minimize the average
access delay of mobile users to a cloudlet. Ma et al. [Ma+17] operate on a similar
model but use Particle Swarm Optimize (PSO) as a metaheuristic to outperform
greedy approaches. Jia et al. [JCL17] devise two algorithms to minimize the response time: Heaviest-AP First (HAF) and Density-Based Clustering (DBC). The former places cloudlets on the access points where user workloads are the heaviest,
while the latter places cloudlets according to user-dense regions.
The authors in [SBD18] analyze a large dataset of cell tower locations in the
US. Without considering the costs or computing resources, they investigate the distance reduction to data centers when cell towers of a certain category—classiﬁed
according to the estimated residential population—are upgraded with micro data
centers.
Yao et al. [Yao+17] investigate the cost-aware deployment of cloudlets that are
heterogeneous with respect to costs and resource capacities. They adopt a greedy
strategy that iteratively chooses cloudlets with the minimum unit cost of resources.
Compared to our model, they make assumptions that we argue are not realistic, e.g.,
that there is no spatial overlap in the deployment of cloudlets and that the entire
area is covered by access points. Even though the authors consider heterogeneous
cloudlets, they are not linked to real-world infrastructure. In contrast, we consider
three different types of infrastructure, each with speciﬁc characteristics.

Usage of WiFi or cellular access points. Caselli et al. [CPS15] focus on the planning of a cloudlet network that consists of cellular base stations only. Bulut et al.
[BS13; BS16] have studied the deployment of WiFi access points; however, they
consider only the access dimension and not the actual computations. This means
that in their model, there is no capacity constraint for the placement of an access
point. Furthermore, the authors do not model the cost of the deployment and assume that access points can be freely placed—the latter assumption can also be
found in [Yin+17]. Mohan et al. [Moh+18] follow a hybrid approach where existing edge cloudlets are considered and new ones are freely placed. While the authors
consider both WiFi and cellular access, they fail to model resource heterogeneity for
different types of cloudlets. In contrast to that, we assume that we cannot inﬂuence
the placement of the access points but instead have to choose a subset of the existing ones while taking into account the costs of cloudlet placement. In [BS13], the
authors present a greedy algorithm for the access point placement that maximizes
the ofﬂoading ratio, i.e., how much overall ofﬂoading can be achieved. This metric is extended to consider the satisfaction of individual users in [BS16]. Besides
placing access points in areas with high overall demand, the presented placement
strategy tries to enable ofﬂoading for each user equally.
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Choosing the best access point. The work of Yang et al. [Yan+16] presents a
method to rank access points in order to determine on which access points cloudlets
should be placed. Their ranking function only considers the network features of the
access point and ignores the cost dimension. Furthermore, the network model insufﬁciently reﬂects the characteristics of Edge Computing. For instance, the authors
consider a metric of closeness centrality, deﬁned as the average distance from an access point to all other access points. Zhao et al. [Zha+18e] also consider this metric
besides others. Given that ideally in edge deployments, the ﬂow of data is limited to
the distance from the end device to the closest cloudlet and there is no dependency
on other computing resources, we believe this metric does not accurately represent
a placement utility in a typical Edge Computing scenario.
Summary. In conclusion, we could identify two major drawbacks of existing
works in the domain of cloudlet placement: (i) failing to capture the relevant
dimensions of heterogeneity for urban cloudlets (i.e., ﬁxed and variable costs,
coverage, and available computing resources), and (ii) making assumptions that
are unrealistic for a real-world deployment (e.g., being able to freely place access
points). Furthermore, no previous works have used extensive real-world data to
evaluate their ﬁndings. In contrast, we jointly use location data of urban infrastructure and user traces captured from mobile applications (see Section 5.4) for the
evaluation of our placement algorithm.

6.3
6.3.1

System Model
Basic Deﬁnitions

We consider a set AP = {ap1 , . . . , apn } of n access points located in a 2-dimensional
plane. Each access point ap ∈ AP is of one type t i = T y pe(ap), t i ∈ {t 1 , . . . , t n } and
has a unit-disk communication range of radius rap . Following our dataset of urban
cloudlets (see Section 5.4.1), we use cellular base stations, WiFi routers, and smart
street lamps as access point types in this chapter. If an access point is chosen to be
upgraded to host a cloudlet, it can provide a certain amount of resources R ap , which
for instance, can be modeled as the available CPU cycles of the cloudlet hardware.
Our model reﬂects both ﬁxed expenses and variable operational costs. This is a
common abstraction found in economics (often termed CAPEX1 and OPEX2 ). In
detail, we consider the following two costs:
(i) FIXED COSTS | A ﬁxed cost of C F i x ap occurs when an access point is upgraded.
This could either be the cost of upgrading hardware or ﬁxed costs for running
the cloudlet for a certain amount of time, e.g., the costs for energy.
(ii) VARIABLE COSTS | Variable costs of C Varap occur per unit of computing resources used on the access point’s cloudlet.
We introduce a binary decision variable x ap ∈ {0, 1} to model the placement of
cloudlets on access points. x ap = 1 if a cloudlet is placed on access point ap ∈
AP, 0 otherwise. From the mobility traces, we have m user locations, denoted as
U = {u1 , . . . , um }. Each user requests a workload wu . We further deﬁne d(ap, u)
1
2

capital expenditures
operational expenditures
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as the Euclidean distance between an access point ap and a user location u. We
characterize the association of a user to a cloudlet-enabled access point by yu,ap ∈
{0, 1}. If user u ofﬂoads the computations to a cloudlet present at access point ap,
yu,ap = 1, otherwise yu,ap = 0.
A placement p is therefore deﬁned as the assignment of the variables x ap and
yu,ap . We denote all possible placements with . Our placement algorithm determines a placement for a ﬁxed number of K cloudlets that are given as input, i.e.,

x ap = K, K ∈ .
(6.1)
ap∈AP

Placements are subject to a number of constraints. Obviously, users can only make
use of a cloudlet at an access point if they are within its communication range and
the access point has been equipped with a cloudlet, hence,
d(ap, u) ≤ rap ∀u ∈ U, ∀ap ∈ AP : yu,ap = 1

(6.2)

x ap ≥ yu,ap ∀u ∈ U, ∀ap ∈ AP.

(6.3)

and
We further assume that user demands cannot be fragmented. We make this assumption because fragmenting demands may result in other overhead, such as synchronization between the cloudlets, if parts of the same application are ofﬂoaded
to more than one cloudlet. Hence, as a simpliﬁcation, all workload demand from
one user is ofﬂoaded to exactly one cloudlet and cannot be divided:

yu,ap = 1, ∀u ∈ U
(6.4)
ap∈AP

Placement decisions also need to consider the resource constraints on the cloudlets.
Because user-to-cloudlet assignments should not overload the cloudlet, we have

yu,ap · wu ≤ R ap , ∀ap ∈ AP.
(6.5)
u∈U

To evaluate how good a placement decision is, we take into account two factors:
the costs and the overall quality of service. Costs include the ﬁxed cost for deploying
a cloudlet as well as the variable cost for each unit of resources that is ofﬂoaded.
Hence, the total costs of a placement can be formulated as

 
C(p) =
C F i x ap · x ap +
yu,ap · C Varap · wu .
(6.6)
ap∈AP





F i x ed C osts



ap∈AP u∈U







Var ia bl e C osts

We model the quality of service as the ratio of how much user demand can be
ofﬂoaded to the cloudlets, i.e.,


u∈U
ap∈AP yu,ap
Q(p) =
.
(6.7)
m
Compared with our previously introduced deﬁnitions of coverage (see Section 5.5),
this is a variant of point coverage. However, for a point to be covered, in addition
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TABLE 6.1: NOTATION OF THE PLACEMENT PROBLEM†
AP

Set of access points

n

Total number of access points

R ap

Available resources after upgrading the access point

rap

Radius of the unit-disk communication range

C F i x ap

Fixed cost for deploying and/or operating a cloudlet at the access point

C Varap

Variable cost for using one unit of resources

x ap

Binary decision variable to indicate cloudlet deployment

U

Set of user locations

m

Total number of user locations

wu

Workload requested at user location

d(ap, u)

Euclidean distance between access point and user

yu,ap

Binary decision variable for user-to-cloudlet assignment

C(p)

Cost of a placement

Q(p)

Quality of service of a placement

to being located within the connectivity range of a cloudlet, the computational demands of the user at that point must be met, i.e., there must be a cloudlet with
enough (remaining) computing resources in range. Given these deﬁnitions, the
overall utility of a placement is deﬁned as
U t ili t y(p) = α ·

max(C()) − C(p)
+ (1 − α) · Q(p),
max(C()) − min(C())

(6.8)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is a weighting factor that tunes the impact of the two metrics
C(p) and Q(p) on the overall utility of the placement. Practically, this allows to
model different deployment scenarios, where either costs or the quality of service
might be more important. As an example, for a value of α = 0.2, the costs would
account for 20 % and the quality of service for 80 % to the overall utility. Setting α
to 0.5 would give equal weight to both factors. max(C()) and min(C()) denote
the maximum and minimum possible costs of a placement. Note that we negate
the cost factor in order to represent lower costs by a higher utility value. Table 6.1
summarizes the notation of our model.

6.3.2

Problem Deﬁnition

Given the above deﬁnitions, we deﬁne our cloudlet placement problem (CPP) as
follows: Place K (K ∈ ) cloudlets on access points according to the following
optimization problem:
max

U t ili t y(p)

s.t.

(6.1), (6.2), (6.3), (6.4), (6.5)
x ap ∈ {0, 1},
yu,ap ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ap ∈ AP, ∀u ∈ U.

Our goal is therefore to maximize the ofﬂoading ratio, i.e., the number of users that
will be able to ofﬂoad computations to cloudlets while making cost-aware placement decisions for cloudlets on the access points. Furthermore, we need to be able
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to compute placements for large problem instances. However, doing so is not practically feasible if we want to ﬁnd the optimal solution for the CPP. We can model the
CPP as a combination of two well-known problems: The Metric Facility Location and
k-Median problem. The metric facility location problem describes the problem of
ﬁnding a minimum-cost solution for opening facilities that are connected to cities.
Costs occur for opening a facility and for the connection of a facility to a city. The kmedian problem is a variation in which there are no costs for opening a facility and
the number of opened facilities is upper-bounded by k. Jain and Vazirani [JV01]
have shown that these problems are NP-hard. By setting cities to be users and facilities the cloudlets that need to be placed, we can construct an equivalent problem.
The costs for opening a facility translate to the ﬁxed costs for placing a cloudlet on
an access point, while the costs for connecting a facility to a city can be mapped to
the variable costs that have to be paid for processing user demands at the cloudlet.
Hence, we can conclude that the CPP is also NP-hard. We will show in Section 6.4.1
that nonetheless, our proposed approach ﬁnds a solution in polynomial time.

6.4

Placement Strategy

To make the cloudlet placement problem more tractable, we propose GSCORE (GridScore), a cloudlet placement algorithm described in this section. The main idea of
GSCORE is to perform cloudlet placement locally instead of on a global scale. To do
so, we consider placement decisions on the level of grid cells, which divide the entire
area. Grid cells may contain several access points on which cloudlets can be placed.
Depending on the size of the grid cell, the communication range of an access point
might span over multiple grid cells. Furthermore, to reduce complexity, we consider
only aggregated demands in each grid cell, i.e., the sum of all user demands.
We divide the area to be covered by cloudlets into grid cells G = {g1 , . . . , g j }
with uniform edge length gs. Based on the user locations and the request size
 of
each user, we can then compute the total size of the requests per grid w g = wu
for every user u located in that grid cell. Figure 6.1 shows an example of an area
in the city that is divided into 9 grid cells g1 , . . . , g9 (|G| = 9). It illustrates workloads w1 , . . . , w4 , represented by data points of user locations in that grid cell. In
real-world deployments, the request sizes of the grids might be determined by measurements from network providers that are able to estimate the number of users and
the ofﬂoading trafﬁc they generate. Our algorithm operates solely on the knowledge of the individual grid cells. For each grid cell, a local decision is made to place
a certain number of cloudlets on the available access points in that grid cell. First,
we make a decision on where to place cloudlets and later assign the individual user
requests to the cloudlets to evaluate the system utility as deﬁned earlier.
(i) CLOUDLET PLACEMENT | The pseudocode of GSCORE is shown in Algorithm 1.
Its main loop iterates over the grid cells until the desired number K of
cloudlets have been placed (lines 1–27). The cells are traversed in decreasing order of request sizes, i.e., we begin with the cells that have the highest
request sizes w g (line 2). Next, for each of the access points located in that
cell, a score is computed (lines 4–12). The score reﬂects the tradeoff between
cost considerations and quality of service. A cost-to-resource ratio cr (line
5) is computed and a cost factor f ac t orc r (line 8) normalizes the costs-toresource ratio, taking into account the maximum and minimum cr values of
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FIGURE 6.1: GRID MODEL FOR THE CLOUDLET PLACEMENT PROBLEM
all access points. Access points with higher resources at the same costs will
therefore be ranked higher. For this cost factor, we assume an upper bound
in the sense that each access point’s capacity will be fully utilized.
Each access point covers a fraction of the grid cell’s area (line 6) and is able
to serve a fraction of this cell’s workload demands (line 7). Both of these
factors can have a maximum value of 1, in case the entire area is covered and
all workloads can be served. The factor for the quality of service f ac t orQoS
(line 9) combines these two factors and therefore, reﬂects how much of the
grid area is covered by an access point’s communication range and what ratio
of the grid’s request demands can be satisﬁed by that access point. Note that
we again only consider these factors on a grid cell level, i.e., a router with a
larger communication range that covers an entire cell might have the same
value for f ac t orar ea as a cell tower, even though the latter in reality spans
over multiple grid cells. Similarly, at this point, we disregard how many users
actually are in the range of the access point (as they could be within the grid
cell but not within the access point’s communication range), and hence, how
much workload could be served. We follow this approach because iterating
over every individual data point would greatly increase the complexity of the
placement decision. By selecting appropriate grid sizes in the evaluation, we
will show that this approach is a reasonable approximation. Both factors can
be weighted with a parameter α ∈ [0, 1], in order to be more sensitive towards
either costs or quality of service (line 10).
Figure 6.1 shows an illustrative example of how the capacity factor and area
factor are computed in our grid model. In the given example, the street lamp
is located in g5 . In that grid cell, it is able to serve half of the total workload
requested in that cell. Its communication range is not limited to g5 , but spans
across other cells. For example, its value for f ac t orar ea is 0.2 in grid cell g2 .
From our raw user data, we could observe that the number of users per grid—
and hence the generated request sizes—are not uniformly distributed. In-
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Algorithm 1 GSCORE †
n
1: while
i=0 x i < K do
2:
3:
4:

gh ← G.get H i ghestRequestSize()
S=
for ap ∈ AP located in gh do
C F i x ap +C Varap ·R ap
R ap

5:

cr ←

6:

f ac t orar ea ←

7:

f

8:

f ac t orcr ←

9:

f

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

|A(ap)∩A(gh )|
|A(gh )|
R
ac t orcapaci t y ← wap
gh
ma x(cr)−cr
ma x(cr)−min(cr)
f ac t orar ea + f ac t orcapaci t y
ac t orQoS ←
2

scor eap ← α · f ac t orcr + (1 − α) · f ac t orQoS
S ← S ∪ {scor eap }
end for
wg
K
n ← ln( w¯gh ) + ln(gs ) + |G|
placedC ap ← 0
for k ∈ [0, numToP lace] do
scor eap ← max(S)
x ap = 1
placedC ap ← placedC ap + R ap
S ← S \ {scor eap }
AP ← AP \ {ap}
end for
if (w gh − placedC ap) > 2 · w¯g then
w gh ← w gh − (placedC ap · ln(w gh ))
else
w gh ← w gh − placedC ap
end if
end while

stead, we see few grid cells with substantially higher request sizes than the
average. This will result in many access points being placed in those cells,
even if they are not enough to satisfy the total user demands of that grid. At
the same time, this reduces the number of (potentially more cost-effective)
access points that could be placed for satisfying a larger ofﬂoading ratio in
other grids. To mitigate this behavior, we compute the number of cloudlets
to be placed in a grid cell, as shown in line 13 by the variable n. This formula normalizes the impact of cells with exceptionally high request sizes by
wg
taking ln( w¯gh ). This normalization factor was determined empirically, given
the distribution of requests across the grid cells. Note that this factor can be
adapted to other datasets with different request patterns. However, we argue
that in practice, it is in general realistic to assume non-uniform request sizes
across grid cells, due to, e.g., users congregating at popular public places. In
addition, we also factor in the size of the grid cell (in the sense that we allow
more cloudlets to be placed in larger grids) and the ratio of K to the number of
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grid cells. According to this function, the corresponding number of cloudlets
with the highest scores will be added to the grid cell (lines 15–21).
After having placed the corresponding number of cloudlets in a grid cell, its
workload demand is adjusted in the following way: We assume each cloudlet
will be used to full capacity. In addition, we again take into account the characteristics of the request size distribution to ensure that grid cells containing
a smaller workload will also be iterated over. Hence, if the workload of a
grid remains larger than two times the average workload (line 22), we adjust
the new workload request estimation of the grid by multiplying the placed
capacity of the cloudlets with the logarithm of the original request demand
(line 23). Similar to the normalization factor for the number of access points
to choose in line 13, we determined this value empirically.

(ii) USER-TO -CLOUDLET ASSIGNMENT | To compute the utility value (see Equation (6.8)), we now assign the requests of individual users with the following
strategy: since the ﬁxed costs have already been determined by the placement strategy, for each request, we choose the cloudlet with the lowest variable costs per resource unit that is within the range of the user. Note that
for future work, other more sophisticated strategies could be used (see Section 6.6).

6.4.1

Complexity Considerations

In Section 6.3.2, we stated that the CPP is NP-hard. Contrary to that, our proposed
placement strategy runs in polynomial time. The outer while-loop (lines 1–27) runs
at most K-times. Within each iteration of the loop, we have to traverse the entire
set of (remaining) access points to compute the score for the placement candidates
(lines 4–12), giving a total (worst case) complexity of O(|AP|). In addition, the
second inner loop (lines 15–21) runs n-times. All other operations within the loops
run in constant time O(1). This also applies to the selection condition in line 4 that
includes only access points located in the grid gh . Spatial indices in the database can
be used to retrieve access points that are within a geographic region in linear time
[Ngu09]. Hence, the total time complexity of GSCORE is given as O(K · (|AP| + n)).

6.5
6.5.1

Evaluation
Setup

We built a simulation tool in the Ruby programming language to evaluate our placement strategy. We use the ﬁltered data for access point locations and user locations
as described in Section 5.4. We use the values listed in Table 6.2 as our experimental
settings for the modeling of access point attributes. The values reﬂect the heterogeneity of our access point infrastructure and different deployment characteristics.
It is important to note that even within one type of access point, we consider the
values for the communication range, resources, and costs to be variable. The only
exception are the costs for using street lamps, which we assume to be ﬁxed because they are operated by a single stakeholder, the municipality (see Table 5.1).
Section 5.2 detailed how the different types of cloudlets are able to host varying
computing resources according to the physical space and deployment models. In
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TABLE 6.2: EVALUATION PARAMETERS†
Cellular

Routers

Street lamps

random (10,70)

random (20,80)

random(5,100)

random(5,50)

random(1,100)

100

random(1,5)

1

base stations
Communication
range (m)
Resources
Fixed cost
Variable cost

random
(300,1000)
random
(2000,5000)
random
(1000, 10 000)
random(5,10)

Section 5.6.2, we have furthermore investigated sensible values for the communication range of different types of cloudlets. From these considerations we derive
the values for the communication range and resources listed in Table 6.2.
To model the workload that users want to ofﬂoad, we take the data points from
all three datasets presented in Section 5.4.2. Even though they were captured over
a period of time, for the evaluation, we assume they jointly represent demand spots
of mobile users throughout the city at a single point in time. This simpliﬁcation allows us to generate sufﬁcient demands, since we only have a limited number of data
points. Each data point is assigned a requested workload of 1 or 2 units. We conduct
our experiments with two different grid cell sizes of 50 meters and 100 meters for
their edge lengths. Heatmaps of these two setups that visualize the total number of
requests per grids are shown in Figures 6.2(a) and 6.2(b). Darker red squares represent grid cells with high demands, while blue ones are areas with low demands.
As the access point locations, we use the dataset presented in Section 5.4.1.
We compare our placement approach with two alternative strategies for cloudlet
placement, one that randomly selects cloudlet locations and one that solely optimizes costs. Both of these strategies do not operate on grids, but make global
decisions for the placement.
Random (RND): This approach randomly selects K access points where cloudlets
are placed on. Obviously, the distribution of the K selected access points with
respect to their type will follow the one of the dataset, meaning that we will
have few expensive locations (i.e., cell towers), and a high number of routers
and street lamps. They will however not necessarily be located in areas where
the coverage has a high impact on the QoS, i.e., areas with a large number of
users. Instead, cloudlets are likely to be spread evenly throughout the city.
Greedy Cost-Aware (GC): This strategy tries to minimize the overall costs by iteratively selecting the access points with the lowest overall costs, deﬁned as the
sum of ﬁxed and variable costs, assuming the placed cloudlet will be used to
full capacity. Similar to RND, this will disregard the geographic distribution
of user workloads and might penalize choices that have higher costs but a
good costs-to-resource ratio. We therefore expect this approach to perform
worse than RND in terms of the delivered quality of service. However, for very
cost-restricted deployment models, this will lead to the insight of how much
ofﬂoading is possible.
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(a) Grid cell size of 50m

(b) Grid cell size of 100m

FIGURE 6.2: GRID CELL SIZES FOR EVALUATION†

6.5.2

Results

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 display the results of our placement strategy for grid cell sizes
of 50 m and 100 m, respectively. For each grid cell size, we evaluate the placement
strategies with values 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 for α. Recall that α = 0.5 equally weighs the
factors for costs and quality of service in the overall utility, while lower values of α
put more emphasis on the quality of service and vice-versa. For K, we use values
from 1000 to 30 000. Recall that the total number of access points is about 37 000,
hence, our evaluation aims to cover a reasonable range from upgrading very few
up to nearly all access points. Besides the overall utility, the plots include the two
components of the utility function, i.e., the values for the costs and QoS. As deﬁned
in Equation (6.8), higher values denote lower costs and better QoS.
Overall, we see that our proposed GSCORE algorithm surpasses RND and GC in
each evaluated scenario for both the overall utility and the QoS part of the utility
function. Even though barely visible in the graphs, GSCORE leads to a very small increase in the cost factor (in most cases around 1–2%) compared to the other strategies. However, the gain in terms of QoS when using GSCORE to place cloudlets is
much higher. Take as an example the results for K = 10 000 and α = 0.2. Irrespective of the grid size, GSCORE achieves a QoS value that is three times higher
compared to GC. Therefore, the essential beneﬁt that GSCORE provides is that it
trades a small fraction of cost increase for a much greater increase in the quality of
service. Consequently, for smaller values of α, the gain in the overall utility when
using GSCORE is higher. Since it takes into account the values of α for the scoring,
GSCORE can be tuned to adapt to different deployment and business models for
cloudlets.
Regarding the different grid cell sizes, we observe only a small difference between sizes of 50 m and 100 m. For 50 m, GSCORE gains a little in the overall utility.
This is because smaller grid cells allow for a more accurate placement decision,
since an access point located within a grid cell is likely to cover more of the area
of that cell. Compared to larger cells, this leads to less cases where an access point
is chosen that only covers a fraction of the cell’s area, and, consequently, is able to
serve fewer users. However, smaller grid sizes result in iterating over more grids,
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FIGURE 6.3: PLACEMENT EVALUATION FOR A GRID CELL SIZE OF 50 M†
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FIGURE 6.4: PLACEMENT EVALUATION FOR A GRID CELL SIZE OF 100 M†
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and hence, a greater computational overhead to make the placement decision. We
leave the exploration of this tradeoff for future work and plan to further investigate
how other grid cell sizes perform.
As we can also see, for larger values of K, the difference between GSCORE and
RND becomes smaller because with increasing K, there naturally is a greater overlap
in the subset of the chosen access points. This can be seen in the result plots if we
look at the results for K = 30 000 and compare this value with the total number of
access points in the inner city boundary (37 648). The results for small values of
K (e.g., K = 1000) behave similarly. In that case, there is less overlap but so few
cloudlets selected such that not many user demands can be met, regardless of the
placement strategy. GSCORE performs best for input sizes between K = 5000 and
K = 20 000 or in other words, between about 13 % and 53 % of all available access
points. We therefore believe this placement strategy can be viable in practice, since
in a real-world deployment, one would neither upgrade very few (because there
would be no substantial gain for users) nor nearly all access points (because of
practical limitations in terms of costs). Furthermore, we argue that GSCORE would
perform even better compared to RND if the environment is more heterogeneous
than in our evaluation setup, e.g., if cloudlets on street lamps are owned by different
operators and therefore have different costs associated with them. Note that our
notion of placing K cloudlets can easily be adapted to match other constraints, such
as the total costs. Instead of K denoting the number of access points, K could for
example model the maximum allowed ﬁxed costs of the deployment.

Discussion
Į = 0.5

(Q(p)*ƶ ǔǑ) / C(p)

6.5.3
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FIGURE 6.5: CHOOSING K BY QUALITY-TO -COST RATIO†
To further investigate practical insights on how to choose a suitable K, we analyze the quality-to-cost ratio for different values of K. Instead of using the normalized utility (see Equation (6.8)), we consider the absolute costs C(p) and for the
quality of service, we weight the absolute workload values by our QoS part of the
utility. Hence, the ratio is given as

Q(p) · wu
(6.10)
C(p)
The reason for considering the absolute costs in this analysis is to give insights
on suitable values of K under real-world constraints, e.g., a ﬁxed budget. Figure 6.5
plots the value for this ratio for different values of K. For this analysis, we use the
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placement decision that GSCORE outputs and the same parameters as described
before. As α, we use 0.2 and 0.5. We omit α = 0.8 because this shows a very clear
trend towards very low values of K, meaning that except for K = 1000, the values
of Equation (6.10) are very low. This is because α = 0.8 weighs the cost factor with
80 % in the total utility.
From the plot, we can observe that the size of the grid cells only has a substantial
inﬂuence for low values of K. At K = 1000, the quality-to-cost ratio is lower for a cell
size of 100 m compared to a size of 50 m. This is because, for these low numbers, the
placement algorithm placed almost double the number of cloudlets on cell towers
for the larger grid cell size of 100 m. The reason behind such placement decisions is
that larger grid cells will lead to extremely high computation demands in some cells
(e.g., those that span an entire public square in a city). If a high-capacity cloudlet
(i.e., at a cell tower) is located inside that grid cell, GSCORE will assign this location
a high f ac t orcapaci t y score, and, therefore, it is likely to be chosen as a location.
In comparison, a smaller size of a grid cell will make it less likely that a cell tower
is located precisely within a grid cell with a high demand. For larger values of K,
i.e., when we choose more cloudlets, this effect is less striking in the results. If we
omit K = 1000, we can see a sweet spot for the value of K at about 10 000 across
all grid cell sizes. It is worth noticing that these are also the ranges of K where our
proposed algorithm performs best (in terms of surpassing RND and GC as depicted
in Figures 6.3 and 6.4). For a very large number of cloudlets (K ≥ 15 000), the
quality-to-cost ratio decreases and is the same across all grid cell sizes and values of
α. This is because for such large numbers of cloudlets, the additional costs incurred
surpass the gain in quality of service.
TABLE 6.3: NUMBER OF CLOUDLETS PLACED FOR A GRID CELL SIZE OF 50 M

k = 10 000

k = 15 000

k = 10 000

k = 15 000

GSCORE

k = 15 000

GC

k = 10 000

RND

26

34

0

0

33

36

Routers

8536

12 737

8473

11 075

7713

11 825

Lamps

1438

2229

1527

3925

2254

3139

Cellular

TABLE 6.4: NUMBER OF CLOUDLETS PLACED FOR A GRID CELL SIZE OF 100 M

k = 10 000

k = 15 000

k = 10 000

k = 15 000

GSCORE

k = 15 000

GC

k = 10 000

RND

29

46

0

0

29

35

Routers

8447

12 674

8565

11 170

8152

12 428

Lamps

1524

2280

1435

3830

1819

2537

Cellular
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Lastly, we look at how the placement strategies differ with regards to the number
of cloudlets placed on each type of access point. We investigate this for values of K =
10 000 and K = 15 000, the two K that lead to good quality-to-cost ratios for both
grid cell sizes. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the numbers of placements for grid cell sizes
of 50 m and 100 m, respectively. Obviously, for RND, the distribution of cloudlets on
the three types follows exactly the distribution of available access points (compare
Table 5.2). We see that GC always avoids placing cloudlets on cell towers, due to
their high cost. Compared to RND, GSCORE places more cloudlets on cell towers, in
order to increase the quality of service. Note that if we would drastically increase
the user demands, this would increase the number of cloudlets placed cell towers,
since cloudlets on routers and lamps would not be able to cope with the demands.
Across both grid cell sizes, we further observe that for K = 10 000, GSCORE places
more cloudlets on lamps and less on routers, compared to GC. The reason for this is
that for street lamps, we assume costs to be homogeneous, while for routers, those
vary (see Table 6.2). Similar to the placement decisions on cell towers, GSCORE
again trades a potential (small) increase in cost for greater improvement on the
quality of service.

6.6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we presented GSCORE, a placement algorithm to decide which urban
access point infrastructures to equip with cloudlets. We showed that GSCORE is able
to capture the heterogeneous characteristics of the urban cloudlet infrastructure
and outperforms two baseline algorithms, RND and GC, while running in polynomial
time. It does so by making decisions on grid cells of ﬁxed sizes and is able to trade
a small portion of cost for a substantially higher gain in the number of users that
can ofﬂoad computations. This tradeoff can furthermore be adjusted to capture
different underlying business models and incentive mechanisms. We envision the
following possible directions for future work:
OTHER DIMENSIONS OF HETEROGENEITY | Besides cost, resources, and communication ranges, future work could consider other dimensions for the heterogeneity of access points, such as the available bandwidth or other network
properties.
ASSIGNMENT OF USERS TO CLOUDLETS | In Section 5.5.1.a, we have shown that
users might have connectivity to more than one cloudlet at a given location.
In our placement strategy, we have assumed that user requests will be directed to the cheapest available cloudlet. However, other factors could be
considered. For instance, users with high mobility could induce a frequent
change of cloudlets, leading to a high overhead when migrating data or computations.
DYNAMIC GRID CELL SIZES | Instead of uniform grid cell sizes, they could be varied,
e.g., according to the workloads requested in the grid. This can serve the
purpose to further optimize the placement strategy. For instance, neighboring
grid cells with low demands could be merged to one, saving computation time
for the placement decision, while at the same time not having a large impact
on the overall quality of service.

Part III

Control & Execution
Strategies & Adaptations

Control & Execution

Infrastructural Support

Part II examined the physical infrastructure for Edge Computing in an
urban environment. On top of this infrastructure, we can now build
the software platform for the execution of services at the edge. Such
a platform manages the resources provided by the physical infrastructure, e.g., the cloudlets, and—through user-facing interfaces—receives
requests for Edge Computing services and directs them to available resources.
In this part, we propose a control and execution framework for Edge
Computing that is based on the concept of composable microservices.
Chapter 7 will present this framework and details a novel approach
to computation ofﬂoading by onloading parts of applications through
a microservice store. The evaluation shows how this approach enables
low-latency and energy-efﬁcient execution of services at the edge.
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7.1

Introduction

The preceding Part II of this thesis investigated the physical resources in an urban environment that are necessary to perform Edge Computing. Because of the
multitude of users and applications in the context of Urban Edge Computing, computations in the context of Urban Edge Computing should not run directly on those
resources without an intermediate control and execution layer. Besides enabling
multi-tenancy of clients and applications, such a layer should be responsible for
managing resources and the lifecycle of applications at the edge. Most importantly,
this includes mechanisms for clients to perform computation ofﬂoading, i.e., to
make parts of their applications available for remote execution. Furthermore, the
control layer makes runtime decisions, e.g., where to place computations based on
available resources and application requirements.
There are many previous works that propose frameworks for computation ofﬂoading, with varying granularity of the ofﬂoading units, e.g., the ofﬂoading of
1

Parts of this chapter are verbatim copies from [Ged+19b]. Those text segments are printed in gray
color. Tables and ﬁgures taken or adapted from this publication are marked with † in their caption.
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methods [Cue+10], threads [Gor+12] or virtual machines [Shi+13]. Some aim at
ofﬂoading to cloud infrastructures [BGG19; Chu+11; Shi+14], while others specifically target Edge Computing [LWB16; Mor+17; Jia+19]. Other works focus on the
ofﬂoading decision itself [Che+16], or on security aspects [Bha+16].
Common to all of them is the tight coupling between mobile clients and the
ofﬂoading infrastructure with regards to the ofﬂoading units. Mobility of those
ofﬂoading units is realized by either (i) embedding the code and execution environments into virtual machines or containers that are transferred from the client
to the surrogates that execute them, or (ii) pre-provisioning the ofﬂoading units on
the surrogates. In the ﬁrst case, this requires energy for the transmissions and these
transfers add to the end-to-end latency, i.e., the time it takes from the service request
to return the result to the user. For devices like smartphones, both of these factors
are critical. Mobile users are often faced with unreliable, low-bandwidth mobile
networks and limited battery life. Performing traditional ofﬂoading hence has a
negative impact on these factors and thus affects the overall quality of experience.
The second case—where ofﬂoadable units are pre-provisioned on the surrogate—is
practically infeasible in an Edge Computing environment, where we are faced with
limited resources on the surrogate and frequently changing demand patterns.
Many approaches that propose microservice-based execution environments fall
short in their efﬁciency when multiple microservices and users are involved. More
speciﬁcally, many lack mechanisms for the deﬁnition and deployment of chained
microservices, i.e., a set of microservices that are executed subsequently. In addition,
current approaches do not support the sharing of service instances between multiple
users and applications and therefore cannot use the overall resources efﬁciently.
In this chapter, we propose the novel concept of onloading functionality to edge
surrogates through a microservice store. The microservice store is a repository to
which developers can submit their code in the form of containerized applications.
Onloading fetches services from this repository and transfers them to agents that
execute them. This stands in contrast to client-based ofﬂoading, where client devices transfer the services. Our system performs onloading on a microservice-based
granularity. Microservices are an increasingly popular software development pattern with many advantages, e.g., higher agility and ﬂexibility in the development
of individual services. Developers of edge applications can leverage externally developed microservices from the microservice store as building blocks for their applications. At runtime, the applications request the instantiation of microservices and
do not need to transfer code blocks and execution environments to the surrogate.
Microservice instantiation can also be customized, e.g., by overriding the default
lifetime of the service, and composed to form a chained execution of services. Microservices in the store can therefore be thought of as a blueprint. We deﬁne such
a blueprint with the help of a common language for the orchestration of cloud services. Through the reuse of services for different applications, our approach also
allows for a system-wide management of resources, e.g., by deciding which services
are kept active, given request patterns from applications.
Orthogonal to existing frameworks for computation ofﬂoading, the concept of
Serverless Computing has recently surfaced. While Serverless Computing partly removes the need for transferring code prior to its execution, it is mainly aimed at
Cloud Computing applications and therefore lacks many aspects that are beneﬁcial
in an Edge Computing environment, such as the sharing of function instances or
ﬁne-grained control over the placement decision.
In summary, this chapter makes the following contributions:
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• After reviewing related work in Section 7.2, we propose a programming
model for Edge Computing based on the concept of microservices (Section 7.3). The model allows developers the deﬁnition and composition of
edge-enabled applications. As an alternative to current ofﬂoading mechanisms, we propose a new mechanism for executing computations at the edge,
coined store-based microservice onloading.
• We design the functional concept of a distributed Edge Computing framework
that integrates the abovementioned concepts (Section 7.4) and leverages a
customized repository for the provisioning of microservices, reducing expensive transfers from the client device to the surrogates.
• We realize our concepts in a prototype implementation called ﬂexEdge (Section 7.5) and show the beneﬁts w.r.t. end-to-end latency, energy savings on
the client device, and efﬁciency of the service chaining (Section 7.6).

7.2

Related Work

Our contributions presented in this chapter aim at providing an efﬁcient mechanism (with regards to end-to-end latency and energy consumption on the client) to
carry out computations outside a client device. In addition, execution frameworks
for Edge Computing should follow a modular structure that allows the reuse of
(i) application components, and (ii) running instances of those components across
applications. Such a reusable and modular structure is beneﬁcial from the point of
view of developers (as it shortens the development time of edge-enabled applications), and given the typically constrained resources at Edge Computing nodes. In
light of these requirements, we review related work in the domains of computation
ofﬂoading (Section 7.2.1), microservices (Section 7.2.2), and Serverless Computing
(Section 7.2.3).

7.2.1

Computation Ofﬂoading

Computation ofﬂoading is the process of remotely executing an application or parts
of this application [Kum+13]. This concept is sometimes also referred to as cyber foraging [Bal+02]. As detailed in Section 3.5.1, computation ofﬂoading is an
important building block for Edge Computing, as it enables the carrying out of computations outside the end device.
Shariﬁ et al. [SKK12] review this general concept and summarize research challenges. Balan and Flinn [BF17] argue that challenges like server setup and maintenance are still not solved in current cyber foraging systems. We believe our approach at least partly frees developers from these burdens, as our Edge Computing
platform is responsible for the instantiation and management of services. Others
have focused on the simplicity for the developer to adapt applications for ofﬂoading. For example, Balan et al. [Bal+07] present a domain-speciﬁc language for the
easy partitioning of applications.
According to Lewis et al. [Lew+14], three important questions need to be answered in computation ofﬂoading: what to ofﬂoad, where to ofﬂoad to, and when
to ofﬂoad. To these three well-established questions, we add a fourth by investigating how to ofﬂoad, i.e., we propose an alternative to prevailing ofﬂoading mechanisms. Flores et al. [Flo+15] analyze the different components of an ofﬂoading
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system (e.g., code proﬁlers and decision engines) and the practical limitations of
current ofﬂoading approaches (e.g., with regards to the postulated energy beneﬁt
for mobile devices).
A variety of ofﬂoading frameworks have been proposed. Common to most of
them is that code—and in some cases the entire execution environment—has to be
transferred from the client device to the surrogate, e.g., as done in [KB10]. Surrogate is an umbrella term used for devices that execute code or applications on
behalf of others [SKK12]. Other works, e.g., Wu et al. [Wu+17b] focus only on the
efﬁciency on the surrogate side and not from the point of view of the client device.
Furthermore, contrary to our approach, not many approaches offer the possibility
for seamless execution of service chains, i.e., executing services subsequently without transmitting intermediate results to the client or to a control entity. In some
cases [Cue+10; Chu+11] chaining is only implicitly enabled by the decisions of
partitioning mechanisms. Some works focus on the speedup that ofﬂoading can
provide [KYK12], while the main goal of others is to reduce the energy consumption [Cue+10; MN10], or the monetary cost in cloud ofﬂoading [Shi+14]. We can
further distinguish ofﬂoading systems by the granularity in which applications or
parts thereof are ofﬂoaded. Coarser-grained approaches ofﬂoad entire virtual machines [Shi+13; SF05], while ﬁner-grained approaches ofﬂoad code parts [Kos+12;
Cue+10], functions [Mor+17], or threads [Gor+12; Chu+11].
Cuervo et al. [Cue+10] present MAUI, an ofﬂoading framework for mobile
phones that focuses on the energy beneﬁt of ofﬂoading. Ofﬂoadable parts of an application are deﬁned by code annotations. These annotations are static and made by
the developer on a method-level granularity. Other works like CloudAware [OBL16]
also require developer annotations for the ofﬂoading and operate on a methodlevel (e.g., ThinkAir by Kosta et al. [Kos+12]). We argue that annotations on
such ﬁne-grained units (e.g., single methods of applications) are cumbersome for
the developer. In contrast, our framework ﬂexEdge only requires the developer to
request for a certain functionality provided by a microservice. Deploying applications in MAUI has a large overhead because two versions of the application need
to be deployed, one locally and one on the surrogate. At runtime, the execution
can then be switched between those two versions. This is done by an optimization
engine that decides which annotated methods are ofﬂoaded. Compared to that,
we use microservices that do not need to be present in the client version of the
application. MAUI is also less ﬂexible in the sense that it only supports the .NET
common language runtime.
In contrast to partitioning via manual annotations, CloneCloud [Chu+11] automatically partitions the application. Hence, the ofﬂoading decision is made without
developer involvement. A static analyzer identiﬁes possible choices for code parts to
be migrated. Then, a dynamic proﬁler constructs possible execution trees with associated costs. An optimization solver then makes the ofﬂoading decision at runtime.
CloneCloud supports only Java applications on the Dalvik VM. AIOLOS [Ver+12b]
also works exclusively on the Dalvik VM. Similar to MAUI, CloneCloud requires a
complete clone VM on the surrogate. The application state has to be synchronized
between the VMs, adding to the overhead of this solution. Similarly, the work of
Gordon et al. [Gor+12] that uses distributed shared memory for ofﬂoading requires
synchronization between endpoints. Besides only providing ofﬂoading functionality, Thinkair [Kos+12] also supports the parallelization of tasks and automatic
scaling across several VMs.
Similar to our proposed approach, some other works [LWB16; Mor+17; Bha+16]
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also employ a repository for ofﬂoadable parts that are then transferred to surrogates. Paradrop [LWB16] is a platform for the dynamic orchestration of third-party
services at the edge. Contrary to our work, the authors do however not consider the
aspect of energy savings for the mobile device. CloudPath [Mor+17] is restricted
to stateless functions. Both Paradrop and CloudPath do not allow the chaining of
services. The work of Bhardwaj et al. [Bha+16] focuses on the security aspect of
onloading.
Some previous works are restricted to a speciﬁc application domain, e.g.,
Odessa [Ra+11] builds on top of an existing stream processing framework. Mazza
et al. [MTC17] present a concept for a cloud-based ofﬂoading mechanism for smart
city applications that jointly manages computation and communication resources.
However, the authors provide no implementation details and evaluation of the
proposed concept.
To summarize this section, Table 7.1 compares the most relevant existing approaches for ofﬂoading. For each approach, we list the evaluation metrics they use,
the granularity of ofﬂoading, which transfers or pre-provisionings are necessary,
and whether service composition and instance reuse is supported. The bottom row
of the table also shows how our approach compares to the existing ones.

7.2.2

Microservices

Microservices are a way to develop and deploy software as independent parts, in
contrast to monolithic software [Fow14]. It is widely recognized that this offers
many beneﬁts regarding DevOps [BHJ16]; [KLT16]. The term DevOps summarizes
different practices that use agile methods in order to achieve short development cycles and automated delivery of software [Ebe+16]. Dragoni et al. [Dra+17] provide
a more in-depth introductory survey about the general concept of microservices.
Although the granularity of a microservice is not clearly deﬁned [HAB17;
HB16], microservices are typically characterized as small parts of an application
with limited responsibilities, often restricted to performing a single task. Since those
parts are developed and maintained independently, the concept of microservices
allows for the reuse of components and supports multiple programming languages
across the components of an application. Hence, developers can choose the most
appropriate programming language and set of tools for the individual task. Furthermore, individual parts can be scaled more easily [Jam+18; Dra+18]. The concept
of developing applications as microservices also brings new challenges and concerns [TLP17; STH18], e.g., with regards to an increased operational complexity
and testing efforts.
Microservices have been used in practice for applications in Cloud Computing
[Vil+15a; Vil+16a], IoT [SLM17; BGT16], and smart cities [KJP15]. Our proposed
Edge Computing framework operates on a microservice-level granularity. The separation of multiple ofﬂoadable parts has advantages in the context of Edge Computing. For example, different application parts might have different resource requirements that cannot be met by all edge surrogates. To support different programming
languages, we require our microservices to be shipped as containers. This concept
of delivering microservices as containers had previously been suggested in [Sil16]
and [Ala+18].
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Serverless Computing

Serverless Computing—sometimes called Function as a Service (FaaS)—is a delivery model for computing services that—similar to our framework—automatically
manages the provisioning, execution, and scaling of services [Bal+17]. These services are implemented as stateless functions and often referred to as lambda functions [Hen+16].
Serverless Computing is predominantly a way to deliver Cloud Computing services. This is reﬂected by various commercial offerings, such as Amazon’s AWS
Lambda2 or Google’s Cloud Functions3 . Recently, Cicconetti et al. [CCP19] proposed a serverless platform that extends to the edge. However, they retain certain
inefﬁcient communication mechanisms, such as every request being passed through
a dispatcher without direct client-to-surrogate communication. As of today, because
of its scalability, Serverless Computing is mostly used for tasks that are massively
parallel [Jon+17].
While Serverless Computing overlaps with our approach in the sense that code is
made available on the computing infrastructure prior to being requested, there are
some fundamental conceptual differences. For example, in Serverless Computing
there is no sharing of service instances across different users. Another difference
is that in current commercial offerings, users of Serverless Computing platforms
have virtually no control over the underlying mechanisms from an operational perspective. For example, the lifetime of the service instance is ﬁxed by the serverless
provider [Hel+19] and placements are agnostic towards dependencies on other
services or data [Wan+18c]. Some serverless runtimes like Snafu [Spi17] do not
consider the chaining of functions and heterogeneity of the hardware on which they
are executed.
In contrast, our Edge Computing framework allows for a ﬂexible deﬁnition
and adaptation (via monitoring of requests) of the instance’s lifetime (see Section 7.4.2.b). Furthermore, the placement decisions for data (see Chapter 9) and
computations (see Chapter 8) we propose later in this thesis take into account the
heterogeneity of Edge Computing hardware and networks.

7.3

Microservice-Based Edge Onloading

We envision edge-enabled applications to rely on a repository of microservices (the
microservice store) in order to avoid the (prior) transfer of code and execution environments. Instead of prior transfers over potentially low-bandwidth connections,
microservices are fetched from the microservice store, which is assumed to be wellconnected to the controller. Figure 7.1 contrasts these two approaches of traditional computation ofﬂoading (Figure 7.1(a)) versus our proposed approach (Figure 7.1(b)).
Traditional ofﬂoading includes the transfer of the application logic and execution environment in conjunction with the request of the client (step 1 in Figure 7.1(a)). Note that instead of issuing the request to the controller, it could also
be directed to an agent directly. This, however, does not impact the beneﬁt of our
proposed approach. For a better comparison, the ﬁgure contrasts the cases where
both approaches include a controller. Contrary to current ofﬂoading approaches,
2
3

https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/ (accessed: 2020-03-05)
https://cloud.google.com/functions (accessed: 2020-03-05)
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FIGURE 7.1: COMPARISON OF APPROACHES
we propose the novel concept of store-based microservice onloading, with support for
chained functions and for the sharing of service instances between multiple users.
Similar to previous works [Esp+17; Bha+16], we deﬁne onloading as pulling a requested service from a backend and instantiating it on a target surrogate. In our
approach (depicted in Figure 7.1(b)), a client ﬁrst issues a request for a service (step
1). Because we want to decouple the mobile device from the agents, requests for
microservices are sent to the controller. Contrary to the traditional approach, the
microservice is fetched from the store (step 2) and instantiated on an edge agent
(step 3). Alternatively, the controller can omit the former two steps if the requested
service is already running. The controller then forwards the service location (e.g.,
the IP address and port number from which it can be accessed) to the client (step
4). Details about the functioning of the individual steps will be described in more
detail in Section 7.4.

7.3.1

Microservice Deﬁnition and Structure

Our onloading units are microservices, i.e., independent parts of an application.
These services carry out tasks that often are computationally intensive and that can
be composed into more complex applications. The functionality provided by a microservice is not linked to a speciﬁc application and microservices are independent
in the sense that they can be executed autonomously. From an operations point of
view, the individual services are developed and maintained independently from the
applications that use them.
In our system, a microservice is composed of its code and the metadata that
is required for the target execution environment (e.g., for building a container)
and the management of the service by our Edge Computing framework. Both parts
are packaged and shipped as a CSAR4 ﬁle, an established TOSCA standard for the
packaging of cloud services (see Explanation 7.1). Using this standard allows for
the integration of our microservices into other runtime environments, e.g., as provided by the OpenTOSCA initiative5 . Figure 7.2 shows an example of the unpacked
4
5

Cloud Service Archive
https://www.opentosca.org/ (accessed: 2020-05-27)
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object_detection.zip
|-object_detection
|-decorators
|-object_detection
|-services
|-utils
|-app.py
|-Dockerfile
|-requirements.txt
|-object_detection.yaml
|-TOSCA-Metadata
|-TOSCA.meta
FIGURE 7.2: CSAR STRUCTURE FOR THE OBJECT DETECTION MICROSERVICE

ﬁle and folder structure of a microservice that performs object detection (see Section 7.5.1). Files and folders related to the microservice code are colored in brown,
with the exception of the ﬁle that provides the entry point for the microservice execution (app.py), colored in pink. In this example, we ship the service as a Docker
container and the two required ﬁles to build the container are colored in turquoise
(Dockerfile and requirements.txt).
Files that contain metadata for our Edge Computing framework are shown in
red. The ﬁle TOSCA.meta contains entry information for processing the ﬁle that
serves to describe the service (object_detection.yaml). For the description of
microservices, we extend the TOSCA standard.
EXPLANATION 7.1: TOSCA AND CSAR
The Topology and Orchestration for Cloud Application (TOSCA) language is an
OASIS (Organization for the Advancements of Structured Information Standards) standard for the description of cloud services and applications. It allows
to model entities and their dependencies in YAML, a human-readable description language. TOSCA furthermore describes a ﬁle format to package descriptions. These so-called CSAR ﬁles (Cloud Service Archive) are ZIP ﬁles that
contain TOSCA description ﬁles, the service itself, and additional data.
Speciﬁcally, we use the TOSCA Simple Proﬁle v1.16 as a basis. This standard
for service description is aimed at describing cloud services and, therefore, misses
several properties that are relevant in the context of our Edge Computing framework. Speciﬁcally, we add properties that are required to make informed placement
decisions (e.g., by considering the resource requirements of services), manage the
lifecycle of services (e.g., by specifying how long they should remain active and
on which ports they run), and select the appropriate services (e.g., by deﬁning the
types of data they operate on). In summary, we add the following properties to the
TOSCA standard for the description of microservices:
RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS | These are the requirements in terms of computing
resources required by the microservice, e.g., memory.
6

http://docs.oasis-open.org/tosca/TOSCA-Simple-Proﬁle-YAML/v1.1/TOSCA-Simple-Proﬁle-YAMLv1.1.html (accessed: 2020-03-12)
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SERVICE CATEGORY | Microservices belong to a speciﬁc category in a hierarchy (see
Section 7.4.1). This attribute deﬁnes which category the service belongs to.
Child categories are separated from parent categories by a forward slash (/).
INPUT AND OUTPUT TYPES | With these attributes, the microservice speciﬁes which
data types are taken as input and what type of data is returned.
LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT | The attribute alive_time deﬁnes the default time that
a microservice should stay active on the edge agent. Contrary to common
serverless platforms, where the lifetime is either limited to a single function
execution or ﬁxed by the provider (e.g., AWS Lambda currently has a maximum function lifetime of 15 minutes7 ), this default lifetime can be overridden
by the client in order to adapt it to the application and expected request patterns. In addition, we support the idea of polling to monitor a microservice’s
activity and prevent early shutdowns or unnecessary restarts. The microservice can send an alive message to its agent to notify it of its activity status.
This message in turn resets the alive timer of this microservice to prevent its
automatic shutdown, thus allowing for more efﬁcient use of resources and
avoidance of cold starts (see Section 7.4.2.b for details).
EXECUTION ENVIRONMENT | We also include properties that are speciﬁc to the execution environment in which the service will be run. In our prototype implementation, we use Docker containers to ship and execute the microservices
(see Section 7.5). Additional properties allow deﬁning the port numbers of
the container and network bridges.
The full TOSCA extension for the description of microservices can be found in Appendix B. These properties are required by both the client (e.g., to choose an appropriate service according to the category and input/output types), and the Edge
Computing framework (e.g., to make placement decisions based on resource requirements). An exemplary microservice description is shown in Listing 7.1.
LISTING 7.1: TOSCA DESCRIPTION OF A MICROSERVICE
tosca_definitions_version:
tosca_simple_profile_for_microservices_1_0_0
d e s c r i p t i o n : Template f o r a o b j e c t d e t e c t i o n a p p l i c a t i o n .
topology_template:
node_templates:
object_detection:
t y p e : t o s c a . nodes . m i c r o s e r v i c e s . d o c k e r _ c o n t a i n e r
properties:
i d : od01
name: o b j e c t _ d e t e c t i o n
c o n t a i n e r _ p o r t : 5000
mem_requirement: 1000
directory: object_detection
i n p u t s : [ image ]
o u t p u t s : [ image ]
c a t e g o r y : / images / c o m p u t e r _ v i s i o n / o b j e c t _ d e t e c t i o n
a l i v e _ t i m e : 1800
7

information taken from https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/faqs/ (accessed: 2020-06-01)
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Service Chaining

Applications often ofﬂoad more than one of their components. In many cases, these
components are executed subsequently, i.e., the output of one service is the input for
the next service [Car+16; CDO19; BI14]. Therefore, services often form a service
chain or service pipeline—we use these two terms interchangeably. This workﬂow
is common to many types of Edge Computing applications, such as the processing
of sensor data (e.g., ﬁrst the raw values are ﬁltered according to a threshold, then
the values are aggregated), or in video analytics (e.g., ﬁrst the frame is compressed,
then objects in the frame are detected and annotated before aggregating the count
of each object). We reﬂect this common workﬂow for Edge Computing applications
by providing application developers the means to not only request the execution of
an individual service, but of entire service chains.
Requesting the execution of a service chain is done by submitting a chain description ﬁle to the controller, which parses it and makes the services available on the
edge agents (see Section 7.4.2 for details). Similar to the description ﬁle of a single
microservice, the chain description is implemented as an extension to the TOSCA
standard. The complete extension can be found in Appendix C. In the chain description ﬁle, the individual microservices and their properties are listed. Microservices
are referenced by their store identiﬁer. With this identiﬁer, the properties of the individual service as deﬁned earlier can be retrieved, e.g., for the controller to make
placement decisions (see Section 7.4.2.a). In addition, new attributes are introduced for the service chain. Normally, instances of a microservice can be shared
among multiple clients. If a client wants to use a service instance exclusively, i.e.,
enforce the creation of a new instance, the attribute new_instance can be set for that
microservice. A requirements array indicates which input is required for other microservices. This also allows for branching of services, i.e., processing ﬂows where
one service requires the output of more than one service, or where the output of
one service is used as input for more than one service. Furthermore, the attributes
ﬁrst_in_chain and last_in_chain indicate if a service is ﬁrst or last in the chain. Figure 7.3 shows an example of such a branched microservice chain. Next to each
microservice, an excerpt of the TOSCA description containing the relevant parts for
the chaining functionality is shown. In Section 7.4.4, we will detail how we realize
chained services using distributed message queues.

7.4

Functional Concept

While the previous Section 7.3 described our general approach to microservicebased onloading of services and service chains, this section describes the functional
concepts and components that are required to realize this approach. We present the
design of ﬂexEdge, a distributed Edge Computing framework. The main components
of ﬂexEdge were shown in Figure 7.1(b). In the following subsections, we describe
them in detail.
From the developer’s point of view, ﬂexEdge largely abstracts away most operational concerns such as placement, lifecycle management, and communication of
microservices. From the end user’s point of view, ﬂexEdge can leverage proximate
computing resources to offer low-latency computing services.
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FIGURE 7.3: ILLUSTRATION OF BRANCHING IN A MICROSERVICE CHAIN

7.4.1

Microservice Store

The microservice store serves as the repository where services are uploaded to and
made available by developers. The microservice store is modeled as a database and
the microservices and their attributes are the records contained in the database.
When a controller needs to instantiate a microservice on an agent, it requests the
corresponding service from the store.
An entry for a microservice consists of a unique ID, the service name, a description, the category of the service, the types of its inputs and outputs, and the CSAR
ﬁle into which the service is packaged. While the ID in the store is unique to one microservice (deﬁned, for instance, manually by assigning a set of IDs to a developer,
or automatically using UUIDs), the services themselves can be distributed in two
ways. First, in larger-scale implementations, the microservice store would likely
be partitioned across multiple databases. Second, since the microservice store only
provides a blueprint for the controller, multiple instances of one service can be active
on different agents at runtime. The unique ID described here is a global identiﬁer
that developers use to request the execution of a particular service.
To model the different categories of microservices, we chose a hierarchical,
inheritance-based model because it allows for a compact and natural representation. Furthermore, this approach corresponds to the object-oriented paradigm that
is common knowledge among developers. A category may be the child of a parent
category and the parent of several subcategories. For example, the category of our
object detection microservice (see Section 7.5.1) can be seen in Listing 7.1. This microservice belongs to the category object_detection, which in turn is a subcategory of
the categories computer_vision and images. The information about the category, the
inputs, and the outputs are especially important since they serve as the basis for our
second microservice addressing scheme that is based on the semantic description
and allows for an automatic selection of services (see Section 7.4.2.a).
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FIGURE 7.4: OVERVIEW OF THE CONTROLLER’S FUNCTIONALITIES
The controller is the centerpiece of ﬂexEdge. Figure 7.4 depicts the main functionalities of the controller. The controller maintains a list of edge agents that execute the microservices on the surrogate machines. Furthermore, the controller has
a global view on the system, including which microservices are currently running
on which agents. It has two main APIs, one facing the clients, and one facing the
agents.
The controller’s functionalities can be divided into three parts. First, following
requests from clients (labeled x in Figure 7.4), it selects an appropriate microservice for the request (y in Figure 7.4), and places the service(s) on edge agents
(z in Figure 7.4). Section 7.4.2.a describes this part of the functionality in more
detail. Second—following the placement decision—the controller is responsible for
the creation and deletion of the message queues associated with the microservices
instances ({ in Figure 7.4). Section 7.4.4 details the implementation of message
queues in ﬂexEdge. Third, the controller manages the lifecycle of the microservice
instances (| in Figure 7.4), i.e., it monitors their execution and decides when to
stop services. Section 7.4.2.b describes this lifecycle management in more detail.
7.4.2.a

Service request and placement

Clients request either the execution of a single service or of a service chain. Both
types of requests are issued to the controller via a call to a REST-style API. The
execution of a single service can be requested in two ways: (i) by providing the store
identiﬁer of the microservice or (ii) by specifying a category and the data types of
the inputs and outputs. Based on this information the controller selects a matching
microservice from the store. In case the client requests the execution of a service
chain, it submits the chain description (see Section 7.3.2) to the controller. In both
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cases, the controller sends a response back to the client, detailing the location of
the service(s) (i.e., the corresponding agent IP addresses and exposed ports), and
the queue name where requests can be issued to.
Conceptually, our approach of selecting services relies on mechanisms that are
similar to UDDI8 [Cur+02]. UDDI is a speciﬁcation for the discovery of web services that consists of three main elements: white pages (containing the name and
meta information about the service), yellow pages (describing the category of the
service), and green pages (containing technical information about the service and
further details on how to access it). Mapped to our functional design, white pages
and yellow pages are represented by the attributes of the service as saved in the
database record of the microservice store (i.e., the name, description, and category
of the service), while technical details (comparable to green pages) are contained
in the TOSCA description ﬁle (e.g., specifying the container runtime or the ports).
After receiving requests, the controller needs to decide (i) if running instances
of services should be reused and (ii) on which agents to place new microservice
instances. For these placement decisions, different approaches can be employed.
This chapter is intended to describe the overall design of our microservice execution mechanism, and hence, concrete placement algorithms are beyond the scope of
this chapter. The controller’s global view (e.g., w.r.t. the resources available on the
agents and where microservices are running) and the description of the services
(e.g., their resource requirements) enable the implementation of different placement strategies on the controller. Chapter 8 will present a strategy that could be
implemented at a controller for the placement of microservices.
7.4.2.b

Service lifecycle management

When a microservice is requested, we can distinguish between a warm start and a
cold start. A cold start of a microservice happens when the microservice to be used
is not yet running on the agent. In a cold start—following the placement decision
of the controller—the microservice has to be transferred from the store to the agent
and then started on the agent. In contrast, a warm start of a microservice happens
when the client uses an already running instance of a microservice. In this case,
the process of transferring the service from the store and starting the service will be
skipped, i.e., step 2 and step 3 in Figure 7.1(b).
Besides the placement of microservices, the controller is also responsible for
terminating services. By default, this is done after the default alive time speciﬁed
in the service description has elapsed. The framework also offers the possibility to
override this at the time of service instantiation. In that case, microservices report
to the controller when they are being actively used, e.g., when a certain number of
requests have arrived in a time frame. The exact timing is left at the discretion of the
microservice developers, who need to actively implement this feature. Whenever
the controller receives such a polling message from the service, the service lifetime is
reset to the initial value. Timer tasks running on the controller regularly terminate
services whose lifetimes have expired. This mechanism allows for a ﬂexible management of the service lifetime. This dynamic termination strategy is in contrast,
e.g., to the current practice in Serverless Computing, where function instances are
terminated after a ﬁxed time. Manner et al. [Man+18] have investigated inﬂuencing factors on the cold start latency in the domain of Serverless Computing. They
8
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furthermore concluded that there is a signiﬁcant difference between the latency
that the user perceives versus the actual, billed duration. In Edge Computing, where
many ofﬂoaded application components represent user-facing functionality (e.g., in
the domain of rendering or computer vision), this insight is especially important.
Clearly, lifecycle management incurs a tradeoff. Terminating services too early
(i.e., when clients still frequently request them) means more cold starts, and hence,
higher end-to-end latencies as will be shown in Section 7.6.2.a. On the other hand,
keeping services active consumes scarce resources on the edge agents. We leave the
exploration of this tradeoff for future work.

7.4.3

Edge Agent

The edge agent is a background service that runs on the surrogates and enables
the actual execution of microservices. It does so by providing two interfaces: (i) a
northbound interface to the controller, and (ii) a southbound interface to the execution environment. We borrow this terminology from the domain of SDN (see
Section 3.5.3), where it is used to denote the distinction between interfaces to a
high-level control entity (northbound), and the execution of the controller’s policies (southbound). In our system, the deﬁnition of these interfaces serves to decouple the control functionalities, e.g., placement and monitoring, from the concrete
execution environment on the agent.
The edge agent is designed to be extensible in order to support different execution environments. One example of such an execution environment is the container
platform Docker (see Explanation 7.2 in Section 7.5 for details). The agent manages the execution environment for the microservices (e.g., by issuing commands
to the Docker command line interface for the starting and stopping of containers)
and interacts with the controller for their lifecycle management (e.g., it receives
requests from the controller to stop a running service). The agent reacts to instantiation requests coming from the controller. If the corresponding container image
(see Section 7.5 for details about the container runtime) does not exist on the agent
yet, it will be built upon requesting the service. Future invocations of microservice
instances will use the pre-built image unless the client sends a force_rebuild ﬂag.
Figure 7.5 illustrates the role of the edge agent with the example of Docker as an
execution environment.

Controller

Surrogate

northbound
interface

Edge Agent
southbound
interface

FIGURE 7.5: EDGE AGENT AND ITS INTERFACES
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Message Queues

Because we envision applications to be broken up into individual microservices,
these microservices need a way to communicate, (i) with the client to receive inputs
and deliver results, and (ii) between each other to realize service chains (i.e., the
result of one microservice is forwarded as input to the next microservice).
In ﬂexEdge, we realize this communication through distributed message queues.
Distributed message queues function through a message broker that relays messages
between senders and receivers, often allowing for publish-subscribe communication patterns [Eug+03], which have been used extensively, e.g., in the IoT domain
[Sil+16; Wan+12]. In our dynamic edge environment, using message queues is
advantageous for the following reasons:
(i) ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION | Message queues provide an asynchronous
communication mechanism. Hence, clients are able to issue non-blocking requests to the queue and do not have to wait for the completion of the request,
enabling them to continue to execute local parts of an application. In contrast,
other ofﬂoading frameworks use synchronous communication patterns. As an
example, MAUI [Cue+10] uses RPCs9 between the clients and the surrogates.
(ii) DECOUPLING | Having a message broker in-between the clients and the microservice instances decouples those two entities. This naturally supports the
design of our system, in which microservice instances can be shared among
different clients. The decoupling furthermore facilitates future optimizations
of our system. For instance, supporting the scaling out of instances can be
done by dynamically re-assigning requests to queues that correspond to different service instances. In comparison, many other ofﬂoading frameworks,
e.g., [LWB16; Chu+11; Kos+12] cannot leverage these advantages, as they
expect a direct relationship between the client and the ofﬂoaded functionality.
(iii) ADDITIONAL GUARANTEES | Depending on the message broker that is used,
it can offer additional guarantees, such as delivery guarantees. Those are
relevant, for instance, when an edge node fails and requests need to be retransmitted to other service instances.
In our design of the message queue concept, each microservice is associated with
a request queue, addressed by a unique name. Furthermore, each service chain has
a distinct result queue, to which the result of the last service in the chain is pushed.
The message queues are distributed in the sense that each agent runs a message
broker that maintains the message queues of each service running on that agent.
After the controller has made placement decisions for the individual services of the
chain, it constructs a route, containing the chain’s structure. This route is a python
dictionary that is passed through the entire service chain in the message header,
such that microservices in the pipeline know to which queue they should publish
their results. In detail, the chain route contains the following information: (i) the
chain’s ﬁrst message queue where the client pushes requests (denoted by the key
start), (ii) the IP addresses of the agents where a given service is placed (since
each agent has its own message broker), (iii) ports (container-internal and exposed
to the host) that the service listens to, (iv) the previous and next message queues
(denoted by the keys prev and next) (v) the identiﬁer of the result queue (denoted
by the key result), and (vi) a unique identiﬁer of the chain (chain_id).
9
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Listing 7.2 shows an example of such a route (serialized to JSON), consisting of three service instances in the following order: image_compression_1 →
super_resolution_1 → mesh_construction_1.
LISTING 7.2: EXAMPLE OF A MICROSERVICE CHAIN ROUTE
{
’ s t a r t ’ : ’ image_compression_1 ’ ,
’ r e s u l t ’ : ’ r e s u l t _ 2 7 f c e d a 6 −d5ea−4461−bbd2−5cb8ae4cdb0f ’
’ image_compression_1 ’ :
{
’ agent ’ : ’ 1 8 . 1 8 9 . 1 . 2 2 8 ’ ,
’ p o r t s ’ : [ { ’ c o n t a i n e r _ p o r t ’ : 5000 , ’ h o s t _ p o r t ’ :
→ p r o t o c o l ’ : ’ t c p ’ } ] ,
’ next ’ : [ ’ super_resolution_1 ’ ] ,
’ prev ’ : [ ]
},
’ super_resolution_1 ’ :
{
’ agent ’ : ’ 1 8 . 1 8 9 . 1 . 2 2 8 ’ ,
’ p o r t s ’ : [ { ’ c o n t a i n e r _ p o r t ’ : 5000 , ’ h o s t _ p o r t ’ :
→ p r o t o c o l ’ : ’ t c p ’ } ] ,
’ next ’ : [ ’ mesh_construction_1 ’ ] ,
’ prev ’ : [ ’ image_compression_1 ’ ]
},
’ mesh_construction_1 ’ :
{
’ agent ’ : ’ 1 8 . 1 8 9 . 1 . 2 2 8 ’ ,
’ p o r t s ’ : [ { ’ c o n t a i n e r _ p o r t ’ : 5000 , ’ h o s t _ p o r t ’ :
→ p r o t o c o l ’ : ’ t c p ’ } ] ,
’ n e x t ’ : [ ’ r e s u l t _ 2 7 f c e d a 6 −d5ea−4461−bbd2−5cb8ae4cdb0f
’ prev ’ : [ ’ s u p e r _ r e s o l u t i o n _ 1 ’ ]
},
’ r e s u l t _ 2 7 f c e d a 6 −d5ea−4461−bbd2−5cb8ae4cdb0f ’ :
{
’ agent ’ : ’ 1 8 . 1 8 9 . 1 . 2 2 8 ’
},
’ c h a i n _ i d ’ : ’ 25 c e f 7 c f −5a73−41a4−a677−760dd3c7ef2a ’
}

7.5

,

59203 , ’

61712 , ’

56974 , ’
’],

Implementation Details

We realize a prototype implementation of our proposed concept. This section describes further technical details about the implementation. Figure 7.6 shows an
overview of the implemented system and its components. Our implementation
consists of (i) a centralized controller, to which clients submit requests for the execution of microservices, (ii) edge agents that run the containerized microservices,
and (iii) the microservice store. The controller and the agents are implemented as
Python applications. For the containerization of microservices, we use Docker (see
Explanation 7.2).
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FIGURE 7.6: PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

EXPLANATION 7.2: DOCKER
Dockera has emerged as the predominant platform for container-based virtualization. All running containers on a system share the same kernel; hence, it
is often referred to as OS-level virtualization. Compared to virtual machines,
containers typically are smaller and hence, quicker to instantiate (see also Section 3.5.2 for details about different virtualization technologies). Docker is a
platform that consists of several pieces of software. At its core is the daemon
that builds and runs containers. Users interact with the daemon through a
command-line interface. Containers in Docker are built using read-only images
as templates. Users can pull such images from a registry and create customized
images based on a base image. This is done with the help of the Dockerﬁle. This
ﬁle has a special syntax to deﬁne the necessary steps for the creation of containers from a base image (e.g., by installing custom software packages). Docker
offers different possibilities to interconnect containers, e.g., through bridge networks. Furthermore, internal network ports of a container can be mapped to a
port of the host machine, making the container available from outside.
a

https://www.docker.com/ (accessed: 2020-02-23)

Clients are assumed to know the controller’s API endpoint to which they submit microservice execution requests. We further assume that our controller has a
global and correct view of the overall system, including all available agents. In order to obtain this global view, the controller can retrieve information from a Redis10
10

https://redis.io/ (accessed: 2020-03-04)
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instance. This in-memory key-value store is kept updated with information about
agents and the current state of the system (e.g., which microservice instances and
resources are currently available). To parse the microservice descriptions, we adapt
the TOSCA parser from the OpenStack project11 , so that it is able to parse our extensions for the deﬁnitions of microservices and service chains (see Section 7.3.1 and
Section 7.3.2). Following a client request and a placement (see Section 7.4.2.a),
the requested services are either newly instantiated or existing ones are reused and
requests redirected to them. In the ﬁrst case, the controller creates a new, unique
instance name for that service, composed of its name (as found in the TOSCA description) concatenated with a sequential numbering. This unique instance name is
required by clients, agents, and the controller to address the service instance. The
controller also creates network port mappings between the internal ports of the microservice container and the host system. To do so, the controller assigns a host
port from the range of 50001 to 61999 (since those fall into the range of so-called
dynamic ports as deﬁned in RFC633512 and hence, do not conﬂict with any wellknown system ports). When assigning a host port, the controller also takes into
account the already running microservices on the agent, as to avoid port conﬂicts.
All REST-style APIs are implemented using Flask13 , a lightweight web framework for Python. The edge agents also run as dockerized Python applications on
the surrogates. The microservice store is connected to the controller and realized in
MongoDB14 , a document-oriented database. Each microservice is stored as a document in a MongoDB collection. Each document has a unique ID (the store ID of the
microservice that can be used to reference it), its name, a textual description, input
and output types, and the category. Because microservices can have a substantial
size, we enable GridFS in the database system to store the CSAR ﬁles of the microservices15 . The document of a microservice contains a reference to the GridFS
document where the corresponding CSAR ﬁle is stored. Categories for microservices are deﬁned in a separate collection. Each document stored there contains a
reference to a parent category (unless it belongs to a root category), allowing us to
model hierarchies of service categories.
To realize the message queues, we use RabbitMQ16 , an open-source message
broker. Each agent runs an instance of the message broker. It is responsible for
creating and deleting message queues for each microservice running on that agent.
For each microservice, a message queue is created to which requests for that service
are sent. This request queue is addressed by the same identiﬁer as the corresponding
microservice instance. The result queue for a service chain is maintained on the
agent that executes the ﬁrst service in the chain. The identiﬁer for the result queue
is generated with a UUID17 .

7.5.1

Demo Microservices

To evaluate our system, we developed three microservices. We have made them
available for the research community18 . All microservices were implemented in
11

https://github.com/openstack/tosca-parser (accessed: 2019-04-08)
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6335 (accessed: 2020-05-13)
13
https://palletsprojects.com/p/ﬂask/ (accessed: 2020-03-04)
14
https://www.mongodb.com/ (accessed: 2020-02-24)
15
MongoDB currently limits the size of regular documents to 16MB
16
https://www.rabbitmq.com/ (accessed: 2020-03-10)
17
Universally unique identiﬁer
18
https://github.com/Telecooperation/ﬂexEdge-microservices (accessed: 2019-11-18)
12
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(a) Object detection input image

(b) Object detection result image

(c) Face detection input image

(d) Face detection result image

FIGURE 7.7: EXAMPLE RESULTS PRODUCED BY THE MICROSERVICES

Python, use Flask and Bottle19 to implement a REST-based API, and were shipped
as Docker containers.
(i) OBJECT DETECTION | Using TensorFlow, we performed object detection on an
image. The microservice returns the original image including the detected
objects, enclosed by rectangles and labeled with the name of the object and
a conﬁdence value. The microservice code was adapted from the TensorFlow
Object Detection API20 and we used the ssd_mobilenet_v1_coco model trained
on the COCO dataset. Figures 7.7(a) and 7.7(b) show example input and
output images for this microservice.
(ii) FACE DETECTION | Using OpenCV and a LBP Cascade classiﬁer, our second
microservice detects faces in an image and returns the original image with
the faces enclosed by rectangles. An example of the output produced by this
service (with Figure 7.7(c) as input) can be seen in Figure 7.7(d)21
(iii) WORD COUNT | Lastly, we used a simple word count application that counts
the number of words in a given text ﬁle. This application served as a simple
benchmarking tool for our experiments.
19

https://bottlepy.org/ (accessed: 2020-03-30)
https://github.com/tensorﬂow/models/tree/master/research/object_detection (accessed: 201911-18)
21
Pictures are taken from the WIDER FACE dataset: http://shuoyang1213.me/WIDERFACE/ (accessed: 2020-02-20)
20
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Service chain

In addition, for the performance evaluation of our chaining mechanism (see Section 7.6.3), we considered a simple chain for benchmarking. The service chain takes
text as input and at the ﬁrst stage, a service just echoes back the input into the next
queue. The second service splits up the text into individual words. The third service
counts the number of individual words. Finally, the last service echoes back the result of the word count. Figure 7.8 illustrates this demo chain of microservices. The
TOSCA description ﬁle that describes the chain can be found in Appendix D.
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FIGURE 7.8: DEMO MICROSERVICE CHAIN FOR THE EVALUATION

7.6

Evaluation

We evaluate the store-based onloading approach of our proposed Edge Computing
framework with regards to end-to-end latency (Section 7.6.2.a) and energy consumption (Section 7.6.2.b). We also provide some further discussion on the location of the microservice store (Section 7.6.2.c) and the performance and energy
impact when executing the services on a mobile device (Section 7.6.2.d). Finally,
we show the efﬁciency of our approach to chaining microservices and compare it
with a state-of-the-art serverless platform (Section 7.6.3).

7.6.1

Experimental Setup

As an edge node, we use a Lenovo ThinkCentre M920X Tiny with an Intel Core
i7-8700 and 16 GB RAM running Ubuntu 18.04. This device is a consumer-grade
desktop computer that has a small form factor and hence, is an ideal example of an
Edge Computing surrogate that might be deployed in practice. The edge node is
connected via Gigabit Ethernet to a Linksys WRT 1900 AC wireless access point that
at the same time serves as a 802.11nac gateway for the mobile device. Besides WiFi
connectivity, we also conduct our experiments using a 4G cellular network in order
to cover the different types of wireless connections that client devices encounter.
We use the network of the carrier Deutsche Telekom with an advertised maximum
bandwidth of 300/50 Mbit/s (down/up). The controller and the microservice store
are colocated on the same machine, a Citrix Xen VM. The VM uses 1 Core of an
AMD Opteron 6380 (clocked at a maximum of 3.4 GHz), has 8 GB of RAM and
runs Ubuntu 16.04. This VM runs in the same backend network as the edge node.
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As a mobile client device, we use a Google Pixel 2XL phone (8-core Qualcomm
Snapdragon 835, 4 GB RAM) running Android 9.
For the OpenWhisk environment used in Section 7.6.3, we use an Amazon AWS
EKS cluster, consisting of three EC2 instances of type m5.large (2 vCPUs clocked at
up to 3.1 GHz each, 8 GB RAM, Ubuntu 18.04), located in the Frankfurt availability
region. Two of those instances are used for the OpenWhisk invoker nodes and one for
the core node. For a better comparison, the agents of ﬂexEdge also run on m5.large
instances for this part of the evaluation.

7.6.2

Store-Based Microservice Onloading

We use the three microservices described in Section 7.5.1 for the evaluation and use
the mode where microservices are selected based on their store ID by the client. Experiments are conducted in both the WiFi and 4G cellular networks. Furthermore,
we consider both cold starts and warm starts. Recall that in a cold start, there is
no running instance of a microservice available and, hence, the service has to be
instantiated on the agent. We compare our approach of store-based onloading with
traditional ofﬂoading, in which the entire service (i.e., in our system the CSAR ﬁle)
to be executed is transferred from the device to the controller/agent with every
invocation (in both cold start and warm start).
7.6.2.a

Latency
TABLE 7.2: OVERVIEW OF SPEEDUP a
cold start
WiFi

Cellular

a

warm start

OD: 1.406× (28.89 %)

OD: 4.531× (77.93 %)

FD: 0.996× (-0.40 %)

FD: 1.549× (35.44 %)

WC: 1.012× (1.20 %)

WC: 2.014× (50.34 %)

OD: 5.508× (81.84 %)

OD: 13.031× (92.33 %)

FD: 1.111× (10.02 %)

FD: 1.109× (9.83 %)

WC: 0.990× (-1.04 %)

WC: 1.561× (35.92 %)

OD: object detection, FD: face detection, WC: word count

First, we evaluate the end-to-end latency, i.e., the time between when the service
request is sent from the client device and when the result is received. Each experiment is repeated 30 times. The mean values of the execution time are shown in
Figure 7.9, plotted individually for each microservice. The detailed values for each
microservice, along with the standard deviation, minimum and maximum values
can be found in Appendix E.
For a more ﬁne-grained analysis, we divide the analysis of the overall latency
into two steps: (i) the time it takes to invoke the microservice and (ii) the actual
execution time of the task (including the transfer of input and result data). This
allows to better quantify the overheads of cold starts, i.e., the transfers of services
prior to their execution and the time to instantiate them on the agents. To gain even
more detailed insights on the total execution time, we choose one microservice—
the object detection—for which we also measure the individual times for uploading
the input and downloading the result.
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Table 7.2 summarizes the average reduction times for the microservices,
grouped by startup mode and type of wireless access. The table shows the absolute reduction (as a factor) and the corresponding percentage of the reduction.
In conclusion, we saw an average reduction in the end-to-end latency of 1.1–14 ×.
From the results, we can make a number of observations. If we use our approach in
warm start, we see a reduced latency across all microservices. For a cold start, the
beneﬁt of our approach depends on the size of the microservice. To put this into
perspective, the sizes of the CSAR ﬁles are 28 MB (object detection), 12 KB (face
detection), and 2 KB (word count). In the conventional ofﬂoading approach that
we use as a baseline, the CSAR ﬁle always has to be transferred from the client
device. This explains the reduction in latency when using store-based onloading
for the ﬁrst step (service invocation) in the object detection and (to a lesser degree
because of its size) the face detection microservice.
In two cases (FD/WiFi/cold start, and WC/cellular/cold start) our approach
led to a small increase in latency. The reason for this is the very small size of those
microservices, and that the delay of transferring them from the store to the agent is
comparable to transferring a very small CSAR ﬁle via a cellular network. In warm
start, however, even with those small services, our approach reduces the latency by
9.83 %–92.33 %. The highest reduction in warm start latency can be seen with the
object detection microservice, with a reduction of 77.93 % (over WiFi) and 92.33 %
(over a cellular connection).
In conclusion, the beneﬁts of our store-based onloading were especially striking
if we assumed that large microservices would have to be transferred from the mobile
device to the target execution environment. Furthermore, we assumed that even in
warm start, this would have to be performed in traditional ofﬂoading. Our largest
microservice is a representative example of a functionality that would be carried out
outside the mobile device, and therefore, this demonstrates the practical beneﬁt of
our approach for executing services outside a client device. For smaller services,
however, the beneﬁt of onloading is substantially smaller.
7.6.2.b

Energy consumption
TABLE 7.3: OVERVIEW OF ENERGY SAVINGS a
cold start
WiFi

Cellular

a

warm start

OD: 1.444× (30.73 %)

OD: 4.305× (76.77 %)

FD: 1.012× (1.22 %)

FD: 1.231× (18.79 %)

WC: 0.982× (-1.81 %)

WC: 1.265× (20.96 %)

OD: 6.247× (83.99 %)

OD: 18.850× (94.69 %)

FD: 1.025× (2.48 %)

FD: 1.123× (10.99 %)

WC: 1.008× (0.84 %)

WC: 1.140× (12.25 %)

OD: object detection, FD: face detection, WC: word count

We now show how our approach beneﬁts the mobile device in terms of prolonging its battery life. To quantify this beneﬁt, we measure the energy consumption of our store-based onloading and compare it with traditional ofﬂoading. To
measure the energy consumption of the smartphone, we use the value of the
BATTERY_PROPERTY_CHARGE_COUNTER property reported by the Android Battery
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Manager. This property can be accessed via the Android developer API and provides
the remaining battery capacity in μAh. By preliminary testing, we found that the
phone’s operating system updates the battery manager every 1.5 seconds. A single
run in our experiments (i.e., executing a microservice once) can however take less
than a second. Therefore, we consider the difference in battery capacity across all
runs and divide this delta with the number of experiments to get an estimation of
the consumed power for a single execution.
Figure 7.10 shows the results of the consumed battery power for a single execution, averaged from all 30 measurements. Comparing the results with those of
the latency evaluation in the preceding Section 7.6.2.a, we can observe a correlation between the reductions in the end-to-end latency and the power consumption.
Similarly, how big the beneﬁt of our approach is depends both on the size of the microservice and whether it is invoked in cold or warm start. When invoking a service
in warm start, we see a reduction in the energy consumption for all microservices.
How big this reduction is depends on the size of the microservice. In the traditional
ofﬂoading approach, transferring a larger microservice CSAR ﬁle consumes more
energy, as can be seen in the example of the object detection. For a cold start invocation, the energy savings also depend on the size of the microservice, but overall,
the beneﬁts are less striking (in this case, the mobile device has to wait for the instantiation and keep the connection open and hence, energy is consumed in the
meantime). For one case—the word count microservice invoked in cold start over
a WiFi connection—we found a negligible increase in energy consumption when
using our approach. We attribute this to measurement inaccuracies in the internal
battery manager software.
As in the previous section, we summarize the average savings of our approach
in Table 7.3. If we compare this table with Table 7.2, we can see that the results are
similar, i.e., our approach is most beneﬁcial with the object detection microservice,
which is the largest in size. In conclusion, this part of the evaluation showed that
overall our approach is able to save battery life for the mobile device.
7.6.2.c

Microservice store location
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FIGURE 7.11: IMPACT OF THE STORE LOCATION ON THE LATENCY†
In the previous experiments, the microservice store was assumed to be colocated
at the controller and close to the agents (more speciﬁcally, in the same local area
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network). However, if we envision a large-scale deployment of our system, we can
make two observations. First, we would not have a single controller but multiple
distributed controllers. Those could for example form a hierarchy, in which each
controller is responsible for one (geographic) region. Second, a single controller is
unlikely to be hosted on hardware that has the capacity to host all microservices.
Hence, in practice, we would not only see a decoupling of the controller and the
microservice store, but multiple instances of those two entities. Having the microservice store not colocated at the controller potentially incurs a big performance
penalty, e.g., when the store is located in a distant cloud infrastructure.
We now quantify the impact of the microservice store location on the cold start
latency and derive recommendations for a large-scale deployment of ﬂexEdge. We
consider the microservice store to be (i) colocated on the controller, (ii) in the same
local network, and (iii) in two cloud locations. For the latter, we use Amazon AWS
EC2 instances located in the availability regions US East and Ireland. In the experiment, the controller and the agent are both located in Darmstadt, Germany.
The results are shown in Figure 7.11. Depending on the size of the microservice,
the store location greatly affects the latency. While a store located in the same
network has a relatively small impact on the latency, using Cloud services increases
the latency by 33 % (AWS Ireland) up to 200 % (AWS US East). Hence, for a viable
deployment, the microservice store should be close to the controller and agents so
as not to jeopardize the beneﬁts of our ofﬂoading scheme. However, in practice,
the microservice store, controller and agents would likely be well-connected via
wired networks, compared to more unreliable (and sometimes metered) wireless
networks that mobile clients use. Hence, even with additional network hops to
transfer the microservices to the agents, our approach is beneﬁcial for the overall
latency.

Comparison with local execution
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FIGURE 7.12: COMPARISON WITH LOCAL EXECUTION†
We now compare the difference in end-to-end execution latency and energy
consumption if a service is executed locally on the mobile phone. For this, we use
the object detection as an example and implement a version of this microservice for
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Android. The code is adapted from the TensorFlow Android Camera Demo22 . We
use faster_rcnn_inception_v2_coco as a model. In this experiment, we use a warm
start execution through WiFi with the same hardware as described before.
Figure 7.12 shows the result. Our approach leads to a reduction in latency of
about 50 % compared to local execution. Furthermore, the consumed energy of
the local execution is almost six times higher than the consumed energy of the
ofﬂoaded execution through the microservice store. These results demonstrate that
our store-based microservice onloading can help in prolonging the mobile device’s
battery life while reducing the end-to-end latency (and hence increase the user’s
quality of experience).
There is, however, a tradeoff between those gains and the overhead of onloading. As we have seen in Section 7.6.2.a and Section 7.6.2.b, for very simple
microservices (e.g., the word count example) the overhead introduced by using
ﬂexEdge (i.e., issuing a request to the controller, fetching and instantiating the service or redirecting the user to the running service) can outweigh the beneﬁts. In
the previous sections, we have shown how these beneﬁts differ with varying microservice size. For very simple microservices, executing them locally is a viable
alternative to either ofﬂoading or store-based onloading. Hence, in future use of
ﬂexEdge, a careful partitioning of applications is required to take full advantage of
our approach. Our contribution in this chapter is meant to provide a basis for an
alternative approach to traditional ofﬂoading, which can be used following existing
partitioning strategies.

7.6.3

Performance of Chained Services
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FIGURE 7.13: PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF CHAINED SERVICES†
Lastly, we evaluate the performance of the chaining feature in ﬂexEdge, where
multiple microservices are executed subsequently. We measure the total time it
takes to execute the entire service pipeline and return the result. We compare our
approach in which microservices are chained through a distributed message queue
(see Section 7.3.2) with the chaining as realized in OpenWhisk23 , a state-of-the-art
serverless platform (see Explanation 7.3 for details).
22
https://github.com/tensorﬂow/tensorﬂow/tree/master/tensorﬂow/examples/android (accessed:
2019-02-19)
23
https://openwhisk.apache.org/ (accessed: 2020-02-17)
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EXPLANATION 7.3: OPENWHISK
Apache OpenWhisk is a serverless cloud platform that executes functions in
response to requests or events (triggers). Its general architecture resembles
ﬂexEdge, e.g., invoker nodes in OpenWhisk are similar to ﬂexEdge agents, and
the OpenWhisk core node performs similar functions as our controller. OpenWhisk executes actions, which are stateless functions that can be written in
different languages, in containers that can be managed with different frameworks (e.g., Kubernetes or Mesos). Each invocation of an action produces an
invocation record that contains the function’s results as well as metadata about
the invocation, e.g., the execution time. Both function inputs and outputs are
mapped to key-value pairs. The subsequent invocation of different functions is
called action sequence in OpenWhisk.

Comparison of approaches. OpenWhisk stores every intermediate result of an
action (OpenWhisk terminology for a function) in an auxiliary database. For the
next function in the chain, the controller has to ﬁrst fetch this result before passing
it as input to the subsequent function. Furthermore, OpenWhisk limits the size of
the data that can be passed in this way to 1 MB. For a lot of applications, this would
clearly not be sufﬁcient. In case the size of the result exceeds the maximum value,
results have to be stored in auxiliary storage and a reference to the storage location
can be returned by the action. Selecting suitable means for ephemeral storage in
serverless platforms is an ongoing ﬁeld of research [Kli+18]. Even disregarding this
restriction, we expect our approach to be much faster because intermediate results
are not passed through the controller or temporarily stored. Instead, each service
is given its chain successor as input and directly pushes the intermediate result into
the input message queue of that successor.
Performance comparison. As a benchmark to compare the chaining of services,
we use the word count chain as described in Section 7.5.1.a. For the input, we use a
pre-generated ﬁller text with a size of 683 KB. For both ﬂexEdge and OpenWhisk, we
use a warm start invocation of services. Figure 7.13 compares the averaged total execution times of 10 runs. For OpenWhisk, we perform two measurements. First, we
start the chain via a blocking command line request and record the execution time
with the Unix time command (labeled OpenWhisk measured in the plot). Second,
OpenWhisk itself collects statistics about the runtime of actions (labeled OpenWhisk
reported in the plot). The slight differences in measurements occur because OpenWhisk only starts measuring once the ﬁrst action is invoked. Our measurements
include the overhead of OpenWhisk’s own message queue, to which requests are
sent before the action is invoked.
Result interpretation. The results clearly show the advantage of our chaining approach, with an execution time of the pipeline that is almost six times faster compared to the reported execution times by OpenWhisk. For our own measurements
of the OpenWhisk execution time, the difference is almost 7 ×. Since the payload of
messages in our experiment does not exceed 1 MB (which would cause OpenWhisk
to move the results to auxiliary storage), the reduction in execution time is solely
due to the fact, that our approach does not move intermediate results to the controller before passing them to the next microservice. Note that in our experiment
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here, we considered only two agents/invokers that along with the controller were
colocated in the same local backend network. In more large-scale deployments this
might not be the case, rendering the advantage of our approach even more important. The actual impact of function chaining is intertwined with the placement
decision of the services in the chain. For example, in our experiment reported here,
we noticed that while our approach placed all microservices on the same agent (according to the colocation strategy presented in Section 7.4.2.a), OpenWhisk placed
the echo and word count actions on a different invoker than the split action. It is
worth noticing, however, that OpenWhisks offers additional features that we did
not consider, such as automatic scaling of service instances, and integration with
other services, e.g., databases and push notiﬁcations.

7.7

Conclusion and Outlook

In this chapter, we presented ﬂexEdge, a ﬂexible framework for the execution of
microservices at the edge. Most notably, we introduced the concept of store-based
onloading to avoid expensive transferring or pre-provisioning of ofﬂoadable code.
Instead, microservices are fetched from a microservice store and running service
instances can be shared across clients. We demonstrated the beneﬁts that this approach has with regards to end-to-end latency and energy consumption on the client
device. Using our approach, we could achieve a maximum reduction in energy consumption of 94 % and up to 13 × lower end-to-end latency. This maximum beneﬁt
was measured for a microservice that performs object detection, representing a realistic use case for Edge Computing (because of its computational complexity and possible usage in many recognition applications). In addition, providing microservices
through a store has other advantages that were not considered in detail and which
we leave for future work, such as reusability. For smaller (in terms of their size)
microservices the beneﬁt of our approach was reduced drastically, leading to the
conclusion that—similar to current practices in ofﬂoading frameworks—onloading
also requires a careful tradeoff w.r.t. which services to execute outside the client device. We furthermore demonstrated that our approach of using distributed message
queues to realize function chaining outperforms a popular platform for Serverless
Computing.
Although ﬂexEdge provides the basis for executing microservices at the edge, we
only touched brieﬂy on a number of decisions that need to be taken at the controller.
Some of those decisions will be addressed later in Part IV of this thesis. For instance,
Chapter 8 will present a placement strategy for functional parts of applications. This
strategy can be implemented for the placement of microservices into the framework
that we have proposed in this section. Chapter 10 shows how microservices can be
adapted at runtime by providing different service variants. Future work should
investigate instance lifetime management in more detail, especially the tradeoff
between cold start latencies and resource utilization. Furthermore, if we assume
multiple instances of a microservice are running, efﬁcient strategies for the user-toinstance assignment are required.

Part IV

Strategies & Adaptations
Strategies & Adaptations

Control & Execution

Infrastructural Support

The preceding Part III introduced an Edge Computing framework based
on the concept of composable microservices. In this part, we propose
strategies and adaptations that can be implemented into such an Edge
Computing framework. Such mechanisms are invoked, e.g., when services are requested or changes in the execution environment require
actions such as the re-placement of services.
Two chapters (Chapter 8 and Chapter 9) are concerned with placement
strategies, while Chapter 10 adapts the microservices of our Edge Computing framework at runtime.
Chapter 8 presents a heuristic approach for the operator placement problem, i.e., where to place functional parts of an application. Chapter 9
extends the placement problem to data captured at the edge and proposes a novel approach for providing micro-storage capabilities at the
edge by taking into account the user’s context.
While Chapters 8 and 9 make planning decisions, Chapter 10 adds the
dimension of runtime adaptations to our Edge Computing framework.
To realize this, we re-model our previously introduced concept of microservices, adding service variants and making them adaptable at runtime, e.g., to trade runtime for computation quality.
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8.1

Introduction

In the previous Part III, we have introduced a control and execution framework
for Edge Computing. This framework provides the basis to manage the lifecycle of
edge deployments. Most notably for this section, the framework has to make the
decision on where to place (connected) components of an application, given a set
of networked nodes that make a certain amount of resources available. This section
will be focused on precisely that decision.
Placing topologies of processing units onto network topologies has been widely
researched, e.g., in the context of complex event processing (CEP), and labeled operator placement. Operators in a broad context are functional components, often
lightweight, that carry out a speciﬁc task. Operators can be further characterized
by certain properties, such as their resource requirements and required bandwidth
(e.g., for forwarding the result of a computation). In the majority of cases, operators do not stand alone, but are part of an operator graph, i.e., a chain of multiple
1

Large parts of this chapter are verbatim copies from [Ged+18e]. Those text segments are printed in
gray color. Tables and ﬁgures taken or adapted from this publication are marked with † in their caption.
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operators. The edges in such a graph represent the logical ﬂow of data between
operators for subsequent computing steps.
For these reasons, the lightweight microservices of our Edge Computing framework as deﬁned in Section 7.3.1, can be considered as one example of operators.
Another example would be function-as-a-service instances (see Section 7.2.3) or
application-level remote application procedure calls (RPCs). In this section, we
will therefore examine the placement of microservices in the terminology of the
established problem domain of operator placement. While this includes some restrictions on our model, e.g., w.r.t. the topology of operator graphs (see Section 8.2
and Section 8.3.2) the placement strategies presented in this chapter can be applied
to a number of applications in the domain of Edge Computing, e.g., in streaming
analytics where data originates from sensors at the edge.
The motivation for this chapter stems from the fact that solving large instances
of the operator placement problem optimally is computationally hard [EL16] and,
thus, unfeasible in practice. However, in many cases, placement decisions have to
be made quickly. For instance, ofﬂoading computations often happens on-demand,
when a certain service is requested. Delays in the placement decision slow down
the overall provisioning process for that service, which can lead to unsatisfactory
experiences for users. Being able to make placement decisions quickly also allows
for frequent reconﬁguration. For instance, this is required in case of user mobility
or changes in service demands. Therefore, reducing the time it takes to compute
an assignment of operators to network nodes is crucial in large-scale dynamic environments.
While the general operator placement problem has been extensively researched,
some of the existing works consider homogeneous environments, e.g., the placement of operators or network functions in data centers, and focus on the optimization of either resource consumption of computing nodes or on network metrics.
However, we have seen that this does not represent an Edge Computing environment, where available resources and network conditions are heterogeneous in various aspects. When mapped to such a heterogeneous environment, the placement
problem becomes more challenging.
Overview of approach. Following the discussion from Section 2.1, we want to
include all resources on the continuum between end users and the cloud in our
model. To model the difference between very proximate resources and those further
in the core network, we introduce an architecture as a reference model that consists
of three tiers: edge, fog, and cloud nodes. The nodes typically differ across the
tiers in terms of placement cost, link quality, and computational capacity. Because
these tiers help us to capture various (edge) computing devices, we summarize the
problem this chapter addresses with the general term in-network operator placement
problem (INOP).
We propose a heuristic approach that works by modifying the input to an ILP
model that represents the INOP problem. More speciﬁcally, we introduce constraints on the placement decisions that reduce the solution space, and hence, the
solving time. These constraints exploit the characteristics of the individual tiers
of our edge-fog-cloud architecture and the topologies of both the network and the
operator graphs. To this end, we deﬁne three general heuristic approaches: (i)
restricting the placement of a certain operator to a subset of nodes, (ii) ﬁxing the
placement of an operator to exactly one node (pinning), and (iii) enforcing the
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colocation of operators on the same nodes. For each of our heuristic approaches,
we implement example instances to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach.
Besides the individual heuristics, we also investigate their combination. We show
that this approach considerably reduces the time required to compute a placement
decision while only leading to a small optimality gap.
Summary of contributions.
tributions:

In summary, this chapter provides three main con-

• We deﬁne a model for the heterogeneous in-network operator placement
problem (Section 8.3). We formulate this problem in the context of a 3-tier
architecture consisting of edge, fog, and cloud nodes.
• We propose an approach for reducing the solving time of the placement problem by using heuristics that modify the original placement problem. Section 8.4 introduces three general classes of such heuristics: (i) placement
restriction, (ii) operator pinning, and (iii) operator colocation.
• For each of these classes, we implement representative instances in a testbed
(Section 8.5). Furthermore, besides applying the heuristics individually, we
suggest three combinations of them. We evaluate our approach with respect
to the reduction in the solving time of the problem and the introduced optimality gap (Section 8.6).

8.2

Related Work

The problem of operator placement has been studied extensively, especially in the
context of (distributed) stream processing [Che+03; Ste97] and (distributed) complex event processing (CEP) [CM12; CM13]. Lakshmanan et al. [LLS08] survey and
classify placement strategies for stream processing systems. The authors present a
general deﬁnition of the placement problem, in which operators in a logical ﬂow
graph are assigned to processing nodes in a physical topology. Besides operators,
a logical ﬂow graph contains data sources (termed producers) and sinks (termed
consumers). Our model (see Section 8.3) shares these basic characteristics in its
deﬁnitions of operator graphs and an underlay network. In addition, the survey
provides an analysis regarding which of the surveyed approaches is applicable in
which domain. Hirzel et al. [Hir+13] survey different optimization mechanisms
for stream processing. Among the optimization mechanisms, placement is deﬁned
as assigning operators to hosts and cores. An important observation of the survey
is that placement trades communication costs for resource utilization when several
operators are placed on the same host. In the colocation heuristic we will introduce in Section 8.4.3, we will consider this observation to enforce the colocation of
certain operators.
Network-awareness. We can distinguish between network-agnostic [Che+03;
Pen+15] and network-aware approaches [Pie+06; RDR10; ZA08]. The former do
not consider network characteristics (e.g., the latency and available bandwidth on
the links), while the latter do. Considering network characteristics is crucial in the
Edge Computing scenarios we examine because delays have a considerable impact
on the delivered quality-of-service. It therefore makes sense to consider both the
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network and the resource dimension (i.e., how many resources are available at
speciﬁc nodes and what the costs of placing functionality on the nodes are). Our
proposed model considers both the network and the resource dimension in the
operator placement problem.
Pietzuch [Pie+06] and Rizou [RDR10] present approaches to minimize the network usage. However, they do not consider the differences in placement costs
or constraints such as available bandwidth on the network links. Carabelli et al.
[Car+12] present a linear programming relaxation for a placement problem that
minimizes the bandwidth-delay product.
Homogeneous vs. heterogeneous environments. Similar to our work, Cardellini
et al. [Car+16] provide a comprehensive model for the operator placement problem. However, in their scalability analysis of the problem, only a homogeneous
environment is considered. Nardelli et al. [Nar+19] consider a heterogeneous
environment to place components of a stream processing system. However, the
authors do not model the different locations of data sources and sinks along the
edge–cloud continuum. Similarly, Sharma et al. [Sha+11] investigate the task
placement problem in an heterogeneous environment that is limited to Cloud
Computing infrastructure.
Unrealistic assumptions for Edge Computing environments. Several works
such as [ZA08] and [Hua+11] do not allow the placement of multiple operators on
one node, or consider an equal number of operators and nodes [MK16]. We argue
that these are unrealistic assumptions for Edge Computing scenarios. Especially
the ﬁrst is in stark contrast to multi-tenant Edge Computing environments (see
Section 3.5.2). Others assume uniform capacity of the processing nodes [EL16] or
restrict the underlying topology, e.g., to a tree topology [SP15]. In contrast, our
heuristics do not have these restrictions.
Comparable approaches. User-deﬁned constraints for the placement are introduced in [TLL14], but no network costs are taken into account. Furthermore, the
constraints have to be speciﬁed manually by the user. In contrast, our approach
automatically generates placement constraints from a given problem input and the
characteristics of our 3-tiers of edge, fog, and cloud nodes. Closest to ours is the
work of Bahreini and Grosu [BG17]. The authors propose a heuristic approach
to the placement problem of multi-component edge applications. Contrary to our
problem formulation, they take into account user mobility but do not model three
tiers of data source and link locations—something we argue is crucial to capture
the real-world characteristics of edge applications.
Comparison to similar problems. The problem of operator placement has some
similarities to the virtual network embedding (VNE) problem, e.g., the placement
of virtual network functions [Coh+15]. Similarly, Even, Rost, and Schmid [ERS16]
investigate the problem of placing SDN functions. However, virtual network embedding mostly deals with the placement of virtual networks or virtual network
functions in data center environments [Wan+15]. Compared to the problem we address in this chapter, the infrastructure on which the network functions are placed
is more homogeneous w.r.t. the resources they offer. In contrast to that, we address
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TABLE 8.1: NOTATION OF THE INOP PROBLEM
V

Set of underlay nodes

SRC

Set of data sources

SN K

Set of data sinks

E

Set of underlay edges

G = (V ∪ SRC ∪ SN K, E)

Underlay graph

Cv

Node capacity

Be

Link bandwidth

O

Set of operators

wo

Operator workload

F

Set of edges in the operator graph

f o1 ,o2

Bandwidth requirement of data ﬂow between operators

H = (O ∪ SRC ∪ SN K, F )

Operator graph

x o,v

Binary decision variable for operator placement

you,v
1 ,o2

Binary decision variable for routing of operator ﬂows

α

Cost weight factors

po,v

Placement cost

P

Aggregated placement costs

qu,v

Link cost

Q

Total link cost

the heterogeneity of nodes on the different tiers (edge, fog, and cloud). Furthermore, existing work on VNF placement considers only one data source [Lui+15],
whereas our operator graphs can have multiple data sources.
In some peer-to-peer networks, dedicated nodes, referred to as brokers exist.
Brokers are intermediaries and relay information between regular nodes in the network (e.g., to implement discovery mechanisms). Placing such brokers is often
done w.r.t. to the latency when the given brokers are overloaded [GES08].
Summary. In conclusion, related work in the domain of operator placement
comes mostly from the domains of (distributed) stream processing and (distributed)
complex event processing. It is worth noting that—same as our model—works from
this domain assume a restricted topology of the operator graph(s), in the sense that
they are acyclic. While we adopt these limitations, our approach differs in the
sense that we operate on a network of nodes in a 3-tier architecture of edge, fog,
and cloud nodes. Based on this architecture, we deﬁne placement constraints in a
heterogeneous (w.r.t. resources and connection characteristics) network topology.

8.3

System Model and Problem Formulation

In this section, we describe the formal model for the in-network operator placement
(INOP) problem. Based on the introduced model, we formulate the placement problem with an integer linear program (ILP). A summary of the notation can be found
in Table 8.1.
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Underlay Network

We deﬁne the underlay network as the joint representation of networked nodes on
which computations can be carried out, the producers and consumers of data (hereinafter termed sources and sinks), and the physical interconnections between them.
This deﬁnition is in line with common models for the placement problem in stream
processing systems (see [LLS08]). Hence, the underlay models our infrastructure
for computation and communication. We model the underlay network as an undirected graph G = (V ∪ SRC ∪ SN K, E), where V is the set of nodes that can host
operators. In addition, there are two special types of nodes that represent sources
that emit data to be processed (SRC) and sinks where the result of the processing is
to be delivered (SN K). These nodes can for example represent sensors, or actuators
at the start and end of an execution pipeline, following the model of CEP and stream
processing. E = {〈u, v〉 |u,v∈V ∪SRC∪SN K } denotes the set of links interconnecting the
nodes.
Each node v ∈ V has a capacity C v , which denotes the maximum computational
load that node v can handle. We can easily model the case where the node is
not part of the computing infrastructure (for example, where it just represents a
forwarding middlebox) by setting C v = 0 for that particular node. For each link
e = 〈u, v〉 ∈ E, we consider that its capacity is upper-bounded by its bandwidth
Be . Note that multiple data streams (e.g., from different operator graphs, see next
Section 8.3.2) may be routed through one underlay link, and therefore, the upper
bound applies to the aggregated data ﬂows on that link. We assume that routing
in the network is according to shortest paths, which is in line with current data
communication networks.

8.3.2

Operator Graphs

In our in-network processing scenario, data is generated by the sources nodes,
processed by a well-deﬁned series of operators and ultimately transferred to data
sinks. Operator graphs are linear sequences and can have multiple source and sink
nodes. We model this logical ﬂow of data as an operator graph, which is a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) H = (O ∪ SRC ∪ SN K, F ), where O is the set of operators, and
SRC and SN K the same set of data sources and sinks as deﬁned in Section 8.3.1.
F ⊆ {〈o1 , o2 〉 |o1 ,o2 ∈O∪SRC∪SN K } represents the data ﬂows between the operators,
sources and sinks. Note that H can also be used to represent multiple operator
graphs by including them as edge-disjoint subgraphs into H. Each operator o ∈ O is
characterized by a workload w o , which represents the computational capacity that
is required to execute the operator. For each ﬂow 〈o1 , o2 〉 ∈ F , f o1 ,o2 denotes the
average bandwidth requirement for the transfer of data between nodes in the operator graph. For the placement, we assume that there is at least one link from each
source node that satisﬁes this source’s outgoing bandwidth demand, i.e.,
∀sr c ∈ SRC ∃(sr c, o) ∈ E : Be ≥ fsr c,o

8.3.3

(8.1)

Operator Placement

The INOP problem aims to make decisions on the placement of operators from an
operator graph on the underlay nodes, i.e., the actual computing resources. To
capture the structure of this decision-making, we use binary decision variables as
follows. We introduce x o,v ∈ {0, 1}, which characterizes the placement decision of
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each operator o ∈ O to every underlay node v ∈ V . We set x o,v = 1 if operator o
is placed on node v; otherwise x o,v = 0. Every placement decision is unique and
operator workload cannot be fragmented, i.e., an operator can only be placed on
exactly one node. We model this through the following constraint:

x o,v = 1, ∀o ∈ O.
(8.2)
v∈V

In addition, operators have to be placed subject to node capacity constraints, i.e.,

x o,v w o ≤ C v , ∀v ∈ V.
(8.3)
o∈O

For a pair of operators o1 ∈ O and o2 ∈ O, where 〈o1 , o2 〉 ∈ F and each underlay
link 〈u, v〉 ∈ E, we introduce indicating variables you,v,o ∈ {0, 1} to represent whether
1 2
ﬂow 〈o1 , o2 〉 will be routed through underlay link 〈u, v〉. Note that in practice, many
instances of this variable are zero, because it has to be set for every possible combination of ﬂows between operators and underlay links. However, modeling the
problem in such a way is practical for ILP solvers in order to aggregate the consumed bandwidth on an underlay link. The bandwidth constraints for the underlay
links should not be violated, i.e.,

you,v,o f o1 ,o2 ≤ Bu,v , ∀〈u, v〉 ∈ E.
(8.4)
〈o1 ,o2 〉∈F

1

2

As we adopt shortest-path-based routing in the underlay network, you,v,o actually
1 2
depends on both x o1 ,v and x o2 ,v . More speciﬁcally, for all 〈o1 , o2 〉 ∈ F , we have
x o1 ,u =



you,v,o and x o2 ,v =
1



2

v∈V

you,v,o .
1

2

(8.5)

u∈V

8.3.4 Cost Model
The objective of the INOP problem is to make placement decisions to achieve costeffectiveness. We consider two types of costs, namely, placement costs and link
costs. Because we want to address the placement problem in the context of different stakeholders (see Section 3.4), we assume heterogeneous costs for placing
operators on nodes. Besides representing different underlying business models of
the stakeholders, the heterogeneous placement costs can also model varying technical efforts that are required to execute a certain operator. This is also dependent
on both the operator and the underlay node. Hence, for a given operator o ∈ O and
a given node v ∈ V , the placement cost is given by po,v . With this deﬁnition, the
aggregated placement cost is given by

P=
po,v x o,v .
(8.6)
o∈O v∈V

For each link 〈u, v〉 ∈ E in the network, a cost qu,v is associated with that link. This
cost attribute can be used to represent quality-of-service (QoS) attributes such as
latency or the monetary cost for using the link. These link costs occur whenever
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data ﬂows on the (logical) edges of the operator graph use a physical link in the
underlay. The total link costs are therefore given by


Q=
qu,v · you,v,o .
(8.7)
〈u,v〉∈E 〈o1 ,o2 〉∈F

1

2

We believe that the above two cost types are both practical and generic enough
to capture a wide range of real-world performance metrics. To model tradeoffs
between the two costs, we introduce a parameter α ∈ [0, 1] to weigh the different
costs. Given these deﬁnitions, the total cost for a placement decision is given by
C ost = αP + (1 − α)Q.

(8.8)

Underlay
Network

Operator
Graph

EXAMPLE 8.1: PLACEMENT EXAMPLE

8.3.5

SRC

01

02

03

n4

SNK

n6

n3
SRC
n1

n2

n5

SNK

This ﬁgure shows a simple instance of
the placement problem. Source-sink
pinnings are shown by the solid red
lines. Blue dashed lines represent a
possible result as returned by a placement algorithm. In our evaluation, we
will consider a more complex underlay network as well as different types
of operator graphs.

Problem Formulation

Based on the presented model, we formulate the INOP problem as follows: For a
given underlay network and operator graphs2 ﬁnd an assignment for each operator
to an underlay node, such that the cost function (8.8) is minimal. An example of
an outcome for a placement decision is shown in Example 8.1. More formally, we
formulate the problem with the following integer linear program (ILP).
min

C ost

s.t.

(8.2), (8.3), (8.4)
x o,v ∈ {0, 1}, ∀o ∈ O, ∀v ∈ V.

This ILP model is the basis for our evaluation of placement approaches. Section 8.5
will detail how we expressed the INOP problem in a testbed implementation using
a modeling language for optimization problems.

8.3.6

Edge-Fog-Cloud Architecture

Contrary to previous works in this domain, we examine the placement problem
speciﬁcally in the context of in-network processing, where we consider the network
to be in a 3-tier architecture, consisting of edge, fog and cloud nodes. This distinction follows the (sometimes subtle) distinction between edge and fog that is
2

Recall that our model of operator graphs as described in Section 8.3.2 allows to represent multiple
operator graphs using the set notation of one DAG.
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FIGURE 8.1: 3-TIER ARCHITECTURE OF EDGE, FOG, AND CLOUD NODES

commonly found in literature (see Section 2.1). It is important to note that the
tiers include computing nodes as well as data sources and sinks, since those can
also be located in different tiers. Cloud nodes represent data center infrastructures
while fog nodes are middleboxes or gateways for end devices. Edge nodes are the
end devices or devices in immediate proximity of the user. These different types of
nodes allow us to model the different characteristics of the devices encountered in
the respective tiers, e.g., with regards to their capacity and network connectivity.
For our placement heuristics, we can further leverage the speciﬁcs of these 3 tiers.
Note that contrary to, e.g., the deﬁnitions of MEC3 , we model powerful resources
at gateways to be in the fog tier. As an example, depending on the locations of the
sources and the sinks, we can restrict the placement of operators to a certain subset
of underlay nodes, such as underlay nodes in a certain tier. Figure 8.1 shows the
3-tier architecture with example devices in each tier.
EXPLANATION 8.1: NETWORK TOPOLOGY
We assume cloud nodes to be fully connected, fog nodes to resemble a
LAN/WAN topology, and edge nodes to have a connection to at least one fog
node that acts as a gateway for this edge node. Edge nodes are organized in
clusters, depending on which fog node they are connected to. Furthermore,
edge nodes have a probability to be connected to more than one fog node and
an ad-hoc connection probability to other edge nodes.

8.4

Heuristic Approach

To reduce the solving time of the placement problem, i.e., the time it takes to compute a placement, we propose an approach in which we modify the original problem
input. We use an ILP solver to compute both the optimal solution and a solution
3

Mobile Edge Computing, see Section 2.1
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FIGURE 8.2: HEURISTICS FOR OPERATOR PLACEMENT†

that uses our heuristics. For the optimal solution, the input ﬁle for the solver contains only the deﬁnition of the underlay and operator graphs. In addition, we are
also given a matrix of the placement costs, depending on the operator and underlay node. Our heuristics modify the original input problem for the solver in such a
way that additional constraints on valid placements are added. More speciﬁcally,
we impose a set of extra constraints on the placement decision variables x o,v . As
demonstrated in other publications [TLL14], adding constraints can lower the time
necessary to compute a solution. Note that we use the term heuristics in a general
sense to denote a practical approach to simplify a complex problem. Our heuristics
do not change the computational complexity of the INOP problem but—as will be
shown in Section 8.6.2—lead to considerably reduced solving times, making our
approach applicable in practice.
In the following, we propose three general classes of heuristics that follow this
approach: (i) placement restriction, (ii) operator pinning, and (iii) operator colocation. All three impose constraints on the placement decisions that allow to naturally
model properties of our 3-tier model as presented in Section 8.3.6. For example,
colocation can reduce expensive bandwidth transfers between nodes that are located in different tiers, while restriction and pinning can be used to enforce nonfunctional requirements, such as keeping one’s computations on trusted nodes only.

8.4.1

Placement Restriction

Placement restrictions limit the placement of an operator to a subset of nodes (see
Figure 8.2(a)), i.e., for each o ∈ O, we deﬁne a subset V  ⊂ V and we set

x o,v = 1.
(8.9)
v  ∈V 

This heuristic can be used to enforce the placement on nodes with desired properties, such as low placement cost, good link connections, or proximity to the sources
and the sinks. In real-world deployments, one might also want to restrict certain
operations to a speciﬁc geographic region, e.g., because of privacy considerations.
We implement this heuristic as follows: for each connected sub-graph of the operator graph H, we determine the locations of the sources and the sinks, i.e., on
which network tier they reside. If at least one of the sources or sinks are located in
the cloud tier, we restrict the placement of the operators in the graph to the cloud
and fog nodes only. However, if either a source or sink is located at the edge of
the network, we try to avoid expensive cloud links and restrict the placement of all
the operators to either the edge or fog tier. It is important to note that we do not
consider fog nodes to be either the source or sink of data, since we consider them
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to be network middleboxes or gateway nodes that do not produce or consume application data. Our placement restriction approach can be formalized as follows:
min

C ost

s.t.

(8.2), (8.3), (8.4), (8.9)
x o,v ∈ {0, 1}, ∀o ∈ O, ∀v ∈ V, ∀v  ∈ V  ,
V ∩ V  = .

8.4.2

Operator Pinning

Operator pinning is the most restrictive heuristic. It enforces the placement of an
operator to one particular node as depicted in Figure 8.2(b). Therefore, it can
be considered a special case of the more general restriction heuristic described in
Section 8.4.1. However, the rationales we use for determining the restriction and
pinning are different. Restrictions operate based on the locations of the data sources
and sinks in the different tiers, while for the pinning, we try to ﬁnd a suitable underlay node in proximity of sources and sinks, irrespective of their locations in the
tiers. Therefore, we treat restriction and pinning as different types of heuristics.
According to our model, for a pinned operator-node pair (v ∈ V, o ∈ O), we set
x o,v = 1 to represent the restrictions introduced by this heuristic.
For the operator pinning heuristic, we implement the following logic: for each
operator graph, we try to pin the ﬁrst operator, i.e., the one adjacent to one or
multiple source nodes. For the candidate nodes to place this operator, we have
to distinguish between two cases: (i) a single source and (ii) multiple sources connected to the operator. In the ﬁrst case, candidate nodes are the source node and its
one-hop neighbors in G. In the second case, we consider the 2-hop neighborhoods
of each of the sources. Out of these subgraphs, we deﬁne the candidate nodes as
all nodes that appear in all these 2-hop neighborhoods. Then, for each candidate
node v, we compute a penalty function
s = αpo,v + (1 − α)q̄ v ,

(8.10)

where o is the operator to be placed, po,v is the placement cost and q̄ v is the average link cost of the edges that are adjacent to v. We then pin the operator
to the node with the lowest penalty value, since this node will have the lowest
weighted placement and link costs to host this operator. Consequently, we obtain a
set P = {(o1 , v1 ), . . . (on , vn )} of all operator-node pinnings and it must hold that
∀(oi , vi ) ∈ P : x oi ,vi = 1.

(8.11)

Applied to our original model, pinning results in the following optimization problem:
min

C ost

s.t.

(8.2), (8.3), (8.4), (8.11)
x o,v ∈ {0, 1}, ∀o ∈ O, ∀v ∈ V, P ∩ V = .
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Operator Colocation

While our model naturally allows for operators to be colocated on one node, this
heuristic enforces the colocation of certain operators to one underlay node. Formally, we deﬁne a pair of operators (o1 ∈ O, o2 ∈ O), and it must hold true that
∃v ∈ V , x o1 ,v = x o2 ,v = 1. As an example, Figure 8.2(c) depicts the colocation
of operators o2 and o3 . The colocation of operators requires a tradeoff between
placement costs and communication costs. Consider a scenario where operator o1
precedes operator o2 . Colocating these two operators on one underlay node is most
likely beneﬁcial to the overall utility of the system if operator o2 is lightweight in
terms of resource utilization and placement costs, and the communication between
o1 and o2 requires high bandwidth. To model this, we compute a score for each pair
of neighboring operators o1 and o2 , i.e., 〈o1 , o2 〉 ∈ F , deﬁned by
s=

f o1 ,o2
α(p̄o1 ,v + p̄o2 ,v + w o1 + w o2 )

,

(8.12)

where f o1 ,o2 is the bandwidth of the ﬂow between the two operators, p̄o,v denotes
the average placement cost of the operator (across all underlay nodes) and w o the
workload of the operator. Since colocation does not restrict the set of nodes on
which the colocated operators can be placed, we choose the sum of the average
placement cost across all underlay nodes to represent the impact of the costs. Note
that this can be replaced by other metrics, such as the median value or a certain
percentile. The score will favor the colocation of operators with high bandwidth
demands, while taking into account their placement costs and workload. We then
select no operator pairs with the highest score to colocate. Empirically, we determined no = |O|/5 to be an appropriate value. Mapped to our optimization problem, we then get a set OC = {(o1 , o2 ), . . . (on , on+1 )} for which the following must
hold:
∀(oi , o j ) ∈ OC : ∃v ∈ V, x oi ,v = x o j ,v = 1
(8.13)
Our modiﬁed problem for the colocation of operators can therefore be deﬁned as
follows:
min

C ost

s.t.

(8.2), (8.3), (8.4), (8.13)
x o,v ∈ {0, 1}, ∀o ∈ O, ∀v ∈ V, OC ∩ V = .

8.4.4

Strategies for Combining Heuristics

While the three heuristics described above can be applied individually, we can think
of ways to combine them, i.e., to apply more than one heuristic for a given input
problem. Figure 8.3 shows a ﬂowchart that describes the different possible ways of
combining our heuristics. We ﬁrst have the option to pin certain operators to an underlay node. Then, the more general, i.e., less restrictive, heuristics restriction and
colocation can be applied independently. It is important to note that these combinations do not work in isolation but inﬂuence each other and might be contradictory.
This is especially true for the pinning heuristic. We consider the following three
combinations of heuristics:
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FIGURE 8.3: FLOWCHART DENOTING THE SEQUENCE OF PLACEMENT HEURISTICS†
COMB-1: PINNING → RESTRICTION | As the ﬁrst combination, we apply pinning
and then restriction of operators. Note that the restrictions will not be applied
to already pinned operators, because this might lead to contradictions, e.g.,
the pinning computes the placement of an operator to a node which is not in
the set of possible nodes according to the restriction heuristic.
COMB-2: PINNING → COLOCATION | For this combination, we ﬁrst apply pinning
and additionally the colocation of operators. Similar to COMB-1, operators
that are pinned will not be in the candidate set considered for colocation. For
example, consider that the pinning heuristic ﬁxes the placement of an operator o1 on a node A, and the colocation heuristic enforces the colocation of
operators o1 and o2 , but the capacity of node A is less than the workload of o1
and o2 combined. Therefore, when pinning is applied before other heuristics,
we do not consider the pinned operators for other heuristics applied afterward.
COMB-3: RESTRICTION  COLOCATION | Lastly, we leave out the pinning heuristic
and combine restriction with colocation. Contrary to the previous combinations, this does not require the exclusion of operators from the heuristic that
is applied second and, hence, the two heuristics can be applied in arbitrary
order.

8.5

Testbed Implementation

To evaluate our placement heuristics, we built a simulation-based testbed. Its
main components are implemented in Python. Figure 8.4 shows the components of the testbed. The main component that carries out the simulations
(simulation.py) takes a conﬁguration ﬁle as input. This ﬁle speciﬁes the
simulation parameters, such as the sizes or properties of input graphs. Accordingly, a graph generator (graphgen.py) is responsible for creating underlay
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and operator graph inputs. Our proposed heuristics are implemented in separate source ﬁles (heuristics_restriction.py, heuristics_pinning.py,
and heuristics_colocation.py) and the heuristic’s functionalities called from
the main simulation component.
We used Pyomo4 as a tool to model the ILP problem in Python. The ﬁle
model.py implements our model as deﬁned in Section 8.3. The complete source
code of the model can be found in Appendix F. Another component of our simulation utilities (solver.py) is responsible for interacting with the concrete ILP
solver. It submits the (modiﬁed) problem to the solver and parses the results (i.e.,
the placement decisions and the time the solver took). Pyomo features support for
different solvers. For our evaluation, we used the GNU Linear Programming Kit5
(GLPK) as a solver for the ILP problem.
,/30RGHO

,/36ROYHU

PRGHOS\

*/3.

FRQILJXUDWLRQ

+HXULVWLFV

KHXULVWLFVBUHVWULFWLRQS\

KHXULVWLFVBSLQQLQJS\

VROYHUS\
VLPXODWLRQS\
JUDSKJHQS\

KHXULVWLFVBFRORFDWLRQS\
6LPXODWLRQXWLOLWLHV

FIGURE 8.4: TESTBED IMPLEMENTATION

8.6

Evaluation

Using our implemented testbed as described in the previous Section 8.5, we now
evaluate our approach. We ﬁrst describe our experimental setup (Section 8.6.1).
Our evaluation quantiﬁes the gain in resolution time for the placement (Section 8.6.2) and the optimality gap of the heuristic-based solutions (Section 8.6.3).
We further discuss and compare our results in Section 8.6.4.

8.6.1

Experimental Settings

8.6.1.a

Underlay network

For our evaluation, we deﬁne three network underlays of different sizes. Their characteristics are shown in Table 8.2. To take into account the different characteristics
of nodes and connections in the different tiers, Table 8.3 summarizes the values we
set for the capacity, link costs, and available bandwidth. The parameters for the
underlay networks were chosen such as to represent the differences in the devices’
characteristics on each tier. Recall that the link cost property can be used to model
different properties related to the usage of that particular link, e.g., the latency.
4
5

https://www.pyomo.org/ (accessed: 2019-11-13)
https://www.gnu.org/software/glpk/ (accessed: 2019-11-13)
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TABLE 8.2: UNDERLAY NETWORK†
Underlay 1

Underlay 2

Underlay 3

Cloud nodes
Fog nodes

2
5

5
10

10
20

Edge clusters
Edge nodes
Edge-fog
connection
probability
Edge ad-hoc

2
16

3
36

5
70

0.1, 0.3

0.1, 0.3, 0.2

0.1, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.4

connection
probability

0.1, 0.3

0.1, 0.3, 0.2

0.1, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.4

TABLE 8.3: PROPERTIES OF NODES†

Capacity
Link cost
Bandwidth

8.6.1.b

Cloud nodes

Fog nodes

Edge nodes

100
 (200, 2500)
10 000

random(20,60)
 (20, 4)
random(1000,5000)

random (5,20)
 (5, 1)
random(10,30)

Operator graphs

To represent different types of applications that are to be deployed in the network,
we deﬁne different types of operator graphs, as shown in Figure 8.5. They differ
in the number of operators (labeled oi ), sources (labeled sr c), and sinks (labeled
snk). In addition, the sources and sinks are located in different tiers of the underlay
network. This allows us to capture a variety of application scenarios for in-network
processing. In detail, we consider four different types of operator graph topologies:
(i) EDGE ANALYTICS | In edge analytics (see Figures 8.5(a), 8.5(b), 8.5(c), 8.5(i),
and 8.5(j)) both data sources and data sinks are located at the edge. These
operator graphs can for example model the time-critical analysis of sensor
data that is gathered at the edge and then fed back to local actuators, e.g., in
IoT scenarios as described in Section 4.2.3.
(ii) BIG DATA ANALYTICS | Contrary to edge analytics, the results of big data analytics (see Figures 8.5(d), 8.5(k), 8.5(l), and 8.5(m)) are transferred to the
cloud. The motivation for this is that the cloud offers virtually unlimited storage to archive the results. In addition, longer-running analytic tasks are also
typically carried out in the cloud.
(iii) HYBRID SINK LOCATIONS | Figures 8.5(e) and 8.5(f) depict examples of operator graphs where the sinks are both located at the edge and in the cloud.
This is therefore a hybrid case between the two preceding types. Mapped to
a real-world example, this could model an application where the results of a
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processing pipeline are required for immediate actuation at the edge and also
archived in the cloud.

(iv) HYBRID SOURCE LOCATIONS | Besides hybrid sink locations, the sources of the
data could also be located at different tiers, as shown in Figures 8.5(g) and
8.5(h). This type of operator graph models applications that require both
data sourced at the edge (e.g., contextual data from the environment) and
from the cloud (e.g., retrieved from large databases) for their computations.
TABLE 8.4: INPUT SIZES FOR THE OPERATOR GRAPHS†
Operator

Source

Sink

Graphs /
Operators

Sources

Sinks

locations
(Edge /
Cloud)

locations
(Edge /
(Cloud)

gs1
gs2
gs3

5 / 17
6 / 20
7 / 24

8
10
11

6
8
9

8/0
10 / 0
10 / 1

4/2
4/4
4/5

gs4
gs5
gs6
gs7
gs8
gs9
gs10

8 / 28
9 / 32
10 / 35
11 / 39
12 / 44
13 / 47
14 / 50

14
15
17
19
20
21
22

11
12
15
16
17
19
20

11 / 3
12 / 3
13 / 4
15 / 4
16 / 4
17 / 4
17 / 5

5/6
6/6
8/7
9/7
10 / 4
12 / 4
12 / 5

gs11

15 / 54

25

22

20 / 5

13 / 6

From these different types of operator graphs, we generate varying input problem sizes by combining different types of operator graphs. In total, we consider 11
different operator graph inputs, labeled gs1 through gs11. Their properties, such
as the number of operators, sources, and sinks are summarized in Table 8.4. Appendix G details which operator graphs are contained in the different inputs. The
operators were assigned a random workload between 2 and 5. The required bandwidth between the operators varies between 5 and 20. Placement costs are also
randomly generated within the range of 10 to 30. We perform the evaluation using
every combination of underlay size and operator graphs described above. For every
combination, we report the average results of 5 simulation runs. We set α = 0.5,
meaning that placement and link costs are weighted equally.

8.6.2

Performance Analysis

First, we analyze the performance of our proposed heuristics, i.e., the reduction
in solving time for the placement problem. Figure 8.6 shows the results of this
analysis for the different underlay network sizes. The overhead, i.e., the time it
takes to compute the placement constraints of the heuristics and apply them to the
initial mode, is included in the measurement times reported in this section.
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FIGURE 8.5: OPERATOR GRAPH TOPOLOGIES USED IN THE EVALUATION†

Except for applying the colocation heuristic alone, all the approaches reduced
the resolution time, regardless of the size of the underlay network or operator graph
input size. Colocation alone can increase the resolution time because it can make
the modiﬁed problem more complicated to solve. All our other approaches considerably reduce the resolution time. For the different problem input sizes, we were
able to achieve decreases of 20 to about 95 percent on average. It is important to
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FIGURE 8.6: EVALUATION RESULTS ON THE RESOLUTION TIME†
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emphasize three general observations:
(i) There is a general trend of a larger decrease in resolution time as the size
of the problem input increases, meaning that for larger problem instances—
as likely in dense Urban Edge Computing environments—we expect our approaches to be even more beneﬁcial.
(ii) We achieve the reduction in resolution time by specifying simple (in the sense
that they are easy to determine and naturally consider the characteristics and
topologies of Edge Computing environments) placement constraints.
(iii) The savings in resolution time can have a substantial impact in practice,
changing unacceptable delays in the provisioning of services to much shorter,
acceptable delays. As an example, for one problem instance of gs7 in Underlay1, an optimal solution was computed in 19.15 s, while our best heuristic
(in this case the combination of pinning and restriction) led to a solving time
of 0.81 s. Included in that time are 0.03 s it took to compute the heuristic and
apply it to the original problem input.
Out of the implemented approaches, applying pinning together with restriction
was the fastest most of the time. However, we will see in the next subsections that
this is also the approach that introduces the largest optimality gap. Pinning alone
gives us less beneﬁt for the resolution time because only the ﬁrst few operators are
pinned. Furthermore, ﬁxing the ﬁrst operator might add complexity for the placement of the remaining operators in the graph. When also applying colocation after
pinning, the resolution time is lowered because fewer reasonable placement options
are available. In our experiments, restriction and restriction alongside colocation
performed similarly w.r.t. the beneﬁt in resolution time.

8.6.3

Optimality Gap

Applying our heuristics will inherently lead to a decrease in the system utility, i.e.,
the value of the cost function (Equation (8.8)) will increase. However, given the
beneﬁts regarding the resolution time, this is a tradeoff one might be willing to accept in practice. Especially in highly dynamic scenarios, reconﬁguring placement
decisions is time-critical due to quick changes in network characteristics. In addition, other implementations of placement restrictions might represent other placement constraints, e.g., some nodes might be excluded due to privacy concerns. In
such cases, the optimal solution might not be applicable in practice at all. In this
section, we analyze the optimality gap of our implementation, i.e., we quantify the
increase of the cost function for our approaches compared to solving the problem
optimally.
In Figure 8.7, we plot this optimality gap. The maximum average increase we
can observe is only slightly above 20 % but, in general, it is much lower on average
(usually below 5 %). The highest increase is observed whenever pinning is involved
since it does not consider the link cost that it might imply for the operators placed
later on. The cost difference is the lowest for the colocation heuristic alone because
we have more nodes than operators to choose from. Therefore, even though we enforce the colocation of operators, we can ﬁnd a node that has a combined placement
cost close to the optimum. Restriction alone and restriction combined with colocation perform only slightly worse. This is because compared to colocation alone, not
all nodes are considered for the placement.
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FIGURE 8.7: EVALUATION RESULTS ON THE OPTIMALITY GAP†
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8.6.4

Discussion

8.6.4.a

Time-cost tradeoff
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Based on the results obtained, we now discuss the tradeoff between the saving in
resolution time and the cost overhead of our heuristics.
Figure 8.8 depicts this tradeoff with the resolution time on the x-axis and the
cost overhead on the y-axis. Each dot represents one result for the different graph
sizes. The size of each dot represents the size of the underlay network. Since the
colocation heuristic alone often increases the resolution time, sometimes dramatically and therefore does not offer a good tradeoff, we omit it in the plot. From
the ﬁgure, we can ﬁrst observe the scalability of our approach since there is a trend
towards a bigger saving in resolution time for larger underlay sizes. Second, we can
see the tradeoff between the cost optimality gap and saving in time. For instance,
COMB-1 leads to good results in terms of time saving but also has one of the highest optimality gaps and a large variance in the optimality gap. Applying restriction
alone consistently leads to low cost, however, there is more variance in the saving
in resolution time. If we apply restriction and colocation (COMB-3), the results are
similar, but for larger underlay sizes, we can see a slight beneﬁt using COMB-3. The
similarity of these two is an interesting observation, as we imagine this to be highly
dependent on the actual implementation of the colocation heuristic and we plan to
examine this in future work. Compared to these, pinning and COMB-2 were found
to be the weakest in terms of the tradeoff.

FIGURE 8.8: TIME-COST TRADEOFF FOR THE HEURISTICS†

8.6.4.b

Comparison with greedy cloud placement

We also compare our results with a greedy algorithm for operator placement. This
algorithm places every operator on cloud nodes only and chooses the cloud node
with the lowest placement cost for each operator. This is the current practice one
would employ to place cloud services without considering the edge or fog as possible tiers for carrying out processing. We plot the results of this greedy placement
strategy for the largest underlay network (Underlay 3) in Figure 8.9.
We observe that while the saving in resolution time is comparable to our heuristics (with a maximum saving of around 90 %), the greedy algorithm performs much
worse in terms of cost. For larger graph sizes, the costs are three to four times higher
than the optimal solution. This is mainly because for the greedy solution, link costs
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are substantially higher since all data has to be transferred to the cloud, even for
operator graphs where data sources and sinks all reside in the edge tier. Compared
to that, when applying our heuristics, we saw a maximum increase in the total costs
of way below 10 % on average.

FIGURE 8.9: PERFORMANCE AND OPTIMALITY GAP FOR GREEDY CLOUD PLACEMENTS†

8.6.4.c

Dissecting the placement decisions

FIGURE 8.10: PLACEMENT LOCATIONS†
Figure 8.10 shows how the implemented heuristics inﬂuence the placement decisions with respect to the different tiers, i.e., how many operators are placed on the
cloud, fog, or edge tier. Recall that for two heuristics—restriction and pinning—a
subset of placement decisions will be constrained to a certain tier. The plot serves to
illustrates both the differences in how the heuristics function in terms of restricting
placement decisions, and how the heuristics affect the non-constrained placements
as computed by the solver. We plot the number of operators on different tiers for
the largest problem instance (Underlay 3, gs11, see Table 8.4 and Table 8.2 for
details).
From the results, we can make the following observations: compared to the
optimal solution, pinning is more aggressive in terms of placing operators on the
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edge, i.e., close to where most of our data sources are located. Since restriction
always allows the placement on fog nodes (regardless of the location of data sources
and sinks), we can clearly see a trend towards fog placement when applying the
restriction heuristic either alone or in combination (COMB-1 and COMB-3). In
the case of COMB-3, we see nearly the same outcome as with restriction alone.
When combining pinning and restriction (COMB-1), we get the highest number of
cloud placements. If colocation is applied alone this leads to nearly the same results
as the optimal solution. Recall, however, that this increases the resolution time
in most cases. With applying colocation after pinning (COMB-1), we see a slight
shift towards cloud placements since after pinning, we might have fewer placement
possibilities—especially on the fog tier.

8.7

Conclusion and Outlook

This chapter studied the problem of placing operators (i.e., functional part of applications) in a 3-tier in-network topology, consisting of edge, fog, and cloud nodes.
We modeled the in-network operator placement (INOP) problem as an ILP model.
To reduce the solving time of this computationally hard problem, we presented an
approach that modiﬁes the original problem by introducing constraints to the ILP
model. First, we introduced three general classes of heuristics to generate such
constraints. Then, for each of these classes, we implemented sample representatives to demonstrate their feasibility. By evaluating our approach, we were able to
considerably decrease the solving while only introducing a small optimality gap.
Our ﬁndings can be applied to a variety of practical problems in the emerging domain of Edge Computing, one of which is the placement of microservices.
Hence, this approach can be integrated in the placement decision logic of an Edge
Computing framework as presented in Chapter 7.
We envision the following research directions for future work:
OTHER VARIANTS OF HEURISTICS | For each of the proposed heuristics, we implemented one sample representative. Future work should explore other variants, e.g., by extending the pinning heuristic to more operators, or deﬁning
other metrics for the colocation score.
MORE GENERAL GRAPH TOPOLOGIES | We assumed directed, acyclic graphs in which
data sources and sinks were pinned to the underlay network. This follows the
model currently found in distributed complex event processing and stream
processing applications. Future work should extend this model to more general graph topologies, e.g., such that cycles are allowed. In addition, an extended model should include dynamic re-assignments of source-sink mappings between the underlay network and operator graphs, therefore allowing
for a better representation of applications with mobile data source and sinks.
REDUCING THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY | Our method was able to considerably reduce the solving time for the INOP problem. However, from the point
of view of computational complexity, it remains a hard problem. Future work
should examine heuristics that can reduce the general computational complexity of the INOP problem.
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9.1

Introduction

The previous chapter investigated the placement of functional parts of applications (termed operators). In this chapter, we extend this placement problem to
data, i.e., the problem of where information gathered by users at the edge should
be stored. Similar to the placement of application components, today most data
gathered by end devices is stored in Cloud Computing infrastructures, partly because of the devices’ limited capacity [ASH15]. This data ﬂow—from the edge to a
cloud location—is opposite to the trend of implementing content delivery networks
(CDNs) throughout the Internet. While CDNs aim at providing cache servers for
the delivery of content originating from the cloud [Dil+02; VP03], we investigate
the opposite data ﬂow from the edge to the cloud. This has been referred to as a
Reverse CDN [Sch+17; MSM17]. An example of devices that capture data at the
edge are mobile phones. Mobile phones nowadays feature a variety of different
applications. Data captured by or sent to those applications is usually stored on
1
Large parts of this chapter are verbatim copies from [Ged+18b]. Those text segments are printed in
gray color. Tables and ﬁgures taken or adapted from this publication are marked with † in their caption.
The work was awarded Best Paper at the 2018 MobiCASE conference.
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distant servers, i.e., in Cloud Computing infrastructures. In any case, the storage
location is inﬂexible because it is predeﬁned by the application or cloud infrastructure provider. Furthermore, we see a plethora of different applications that serve
the same or similar purpose (e.g., Dropbox, Google Drive, and OneDrive for cloudbased data storage). Although users sometimes use different services to store the
same data, the different applications remain isolated from one another and therefore hinder the sharing of data across them. Besides using various applications for
the same purpose, the way mobile data is stored and accessed today is completely
decoupled from how the data is actually used and what the current usage contexts
of users and their intentions are. One example is that users often share content with
others at public events, where networks tend to be overloaded. As we will illustrate
later, this sharing often happens between users who are present at the same event.
As a result, we are faced with congested networks and high latencies when
retrieving data stored at distant locations. Retrieving locally relevant data from
distant Cloud Computing infrastructures furthermore incurs big stress on network
bandwidth—one of the main motivations for Edge Computing (see Section 3.1). In
summary, we can derive the following drawbacks and limitations from the current
state of the art:
DRAWBACK I: HIGH RETRIEVAL LATENCIES | For data such as video, this has a direct impact on the perceived quality of service and therefore is undesirable.
In addition, for many mission-critical applications such as virtual reality or
assisted driving, the latencies to cloud infrastructures are prohibitive.
DRAWBACK II: HIGH CORE NETWORK BANDWIDTH UTILIZATION | Despite often being
retrieved only in a locally restricted area, all data is ﬁrst sent to the cloud,
thus creating high bandwidth utilization and possible bottlenecks in the core
network. This is going to worsen as more large-volume data, such as video,
will be generated in the future.
DRAWBACK III: TIGHT COUPLING AND CUMBERSOME SHARING | Applications use predeﬁned storage locations, unable to consider where the data will be retrieved.
Furthermore, no uniﬁed interface is provided for sharing data across different
applications and users. While approaches to overcome this drawback could
be realized in cloud infrastructures, a novel approach to proximate edge computing creates the opportunity for offering a uniﬁed solution that addresses
this drawback.
The emergence of Edge Computing provides an opportunity to overcome these
drawbacks, by not only providing computing, but also storage capabilities. Unnecessary transfers to the cloud and congestions in transit networks can be avoided if
data is stored close to where it actually is retrieved. However, as of today, the questions of how and where to provide storage capabilities for mobile devices at the
edge has not been addressed. This chapter closes this gap by presenting a concept
termed vStore (virtual store).
Overview of concept. vStore is designed as a middleware that abstracts from
concrete storage locations and—based on the current usage context and intentions
of the user—chooses the most suitable storage location. The decision where to
store data is made based on rules that can either be pushed globally to the framework or created individually by users. From a networking point of view, vStore
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reduces the bandwidth utilization in the core network and the latency when retrieving nearby copies of requested data. From the user perspective, vStore provides
context-awareness and facilitates the sharing and reuse of data across locations and
applications. Furthermore, by pushing updated storage rules to the client devices,
vStore enables network operators and businesses to provide better quality of experience for their customers by providing proximate cloudlet storage and reacting to
changes in the network utilization. When making storage decisions, vStore takes
the following into account:
• Type of data, such as photo, video, contacts, etc.
• Usage context as provided by the client. This can include information like
time, location, ambient noise level, and network conditions.
• User intention, such as private use or sharing of data.
• Available storage locations and their properties (e.g. their location in the
network).
Instead of solely relying on either local (i.e., on the mobile device itself) or cloudbased storage, we also consider storage locations in the access network or located
at the user’s wireless gateways. As we have shown in Chapter 5, upgrading such
gateways can provide a city-wide coverage of cloudlets. In vStore, we consider
the heterogeneity of those cloudlet nodes in order to optimize the placement decision. To this end, we implement our framework for Android devices and deploy
storage nodes in a city to demonstrate the feasibility and key functionalities of our
approach. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst framework that provides
the functionality to abstract storage locations and enables storage decisions based
on rules that take into account the current context of the user and heterogeneous
edge infrastructures.

Summary of contributions.
tributions:

In summary, this chapter makes the following con-

• We propose the concept of a middleware that decouples applications from
storage infrastructure, motivated by a user study and network measurements
(Section 9.3).
• We design and implement vStore, a framework that integrates this concept
and supports context-aware micro storage on heterogeneous cloudlets (Section 9.4). The framework makes storage decisions based on contextual information from the client device and a set of rules that can either be deﬁned
globally or customized by the client.
• We conduct a ﬁeld study in which participants used a demo application for
mobile storage. Section 9.5 reports on the insights from this study. The results
show that context-based rules are able to reduce the amount of data stored in
the cloud. From the obtained insights, we derive future work in Section 9.6.
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Background and Related Work
Context-Awareness

We aim to build a framework that makes storage decisions based on rules that take
into account the current context of the user. Context is any information that characterizes a current situation [Dey01] and according to Abowd [Abo+99], a system
is context-aware if it uses context to provide relevant information and/or services
to its users. In our system, contextual information should inﬂuence the storage
decision. Examples of relevant context include from where the user retrieves the
content, where one is located, or what the network conditions are alike. In general,
we can distinguish between low-level context (i.e., raw and unprocessed sensor
data) and high-level context that is inferred from (often multiple) low-level context
information.
Capturing contextual information on mobile devices. As mobile devices today
feature a multitude of built-in sensors, they are able to capture diverse contextual
information. The most prominent contextual information is the location. However,
it is easy to see how we can extend this to more sophisticated context. Especially
fusing data from hard sensors (e.g., a GPS receiver or microphone) with data from
soft sensors (e.g., one’s calendar entries) can generate meaningful higher-level context. As an example, assume a user is located at a certain geo-coordinate. Adding a
list of point-of-interests, we might derive that he or she is at a sports stadium. Further addition of microphone readings then might derive whether a sporting event
is currently in progress. We will later describe how vStore uses this kind of context
information to make storage decisions.
Usage of contextual information for data placement. Contextual information
can be leveraged for making data placement decisions. This is commonly done in
CDNs. Besides economic considerations [CZZ13], CDNs typically consider properties of the network (e.g., the topology or link quality) to make placement decisions
[Sal+18; Bas+03]. As user-centric context, CDNs consider the location distribution
of requests [Sce+11] in order to minimize access delays and bandwidth costs. The
same holds true for recent approaches that aim at providing storage infrastructure
at the edge. As an example, DataFog [GXR18] and FogStore [GR18; May+17] both
perform replication based on spatial locality of data requests.

9.2.2

Mobile Storage

Augmenting (mobile) devices’ storage capabilities has mostly been done through
Cloud Computing. Research in this direction has for instance proposed specialized
ﬁle systems that are optimized for the wireless characteristics of device-to-cloud
transfers [Don+11]. Following this idea, application-level ﬁle systems that consider Edge Computing infrastructure have been developed [Sco+19] but they do
not allow ﬁne-grained placement decisions for data based on contextual properties.
Tang et al. [Tan+15] suggest uploading data to multiple storage services. However,
they only consider cloud storage services. Psaras et al. [Psa+18] suggest buffering
data at WiFi access points prior to cloud synchronization.
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Complementing cloud storage. Some previous works have proposed to complement cloud storage with an additional layer at the edge of the network. The decision
where to store the data is often based on location alone [SMT10], or data is synchronized with cloud storage infrastructures [HL16; Psa+18]. Other than location,
network information, and usage patterns of ﬁles have been taken into account to
make storage decisions [Baz+13; Han+17]. In our work, we do not limit ourselves
to these but provide a general concept that operates on rules, which can incorporate whatever contextual information can be gathered by the devices. The Databox
project [Per+17b; Cha+15; Mor+16] proposes a privacy-preserving intermediate
layer between the user’s data and the cloud that acts as a mediator to control the
usage of the data.

Caching. Several approaches have been proposed for caching data, either in
a hierarchical way [Dur+15] or collaboratively determined by content popularity [CP15]. Other works combine caching with prefetching strategies based on
predicted mobility [Zha+15a] or for speciﬁc applications, e.g., video streaming
[Tra+17]. By deﬁnition, caching is non-persistent and in our approach, we need
higher retention times of the data (e.g., to enable sharing). Hao et al. [Hao+17]
present EdgeCourier, a system that uses edge devices to synchronize documents.
The authors demonstrate the bandwidth saving but such a use case disregards the
aspect of sharing data between multiple users. Breitbach et al. [Bre+19] have
investigated the joint placement of data and computations in Edge Computing environments. While our approach focuses on data captured by users, they target IoT
applications that require large amounts of data as inputs. The authors propose an
approach to decouple the placement of such data from the actual tasks, optimizing
the tradeoff between execution time and data management overhead.

Peer-to-peer approaches. Using peer-to-peer approaches for storage has been
proposed in [MRS19; Yan+10; CLP17]. Pure ad-hoc approaches as presented in
[Pan+13b] are not feasible in practice, as our client devices are assumed to be highly
mobile and, thus, cannot guarantee spatial locality of the data. Furthermore, if we
assume cellular connections, they typically have a low uplink bandwidth, making
the retrieval of data slow for other peers. Yang et al. [Yan+10] assume that the data
originates from the cloud and is replicated at cloudlets at the edge. This is opposite
to the data ﬂow of a reverse CDN as we assume it to be the case in our use cases.
Confais, Lebre and Parrein [CLP17] extend the design of the IPFS protocol [Ben14]
to support edge and fog nodes. Monga et al. [MRS19] present a federated store
for streams of data blocks that emphasizes on reliability. None of these approaches
however enable the same ﬂexible context-aware placement as our rule-based approach.

Replication. Some works have investigated replication strategies that are built
on top of heavyweight distributed data storage systems (Apache Cassandra) [GR18;
May+17; GXR18], making the practical deployment on constrained edge nodes
questionable. When replicating data, issues w.r.t. consistency can arise [Mor+18c;
Mor+18d]. This is beyond the scope of our concept system, and we assume all
stored data to be immutable.
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Summary. While ofﬂoading computations closer to the edge of the network has
been studied extensively, the possibility to extend data storage towards the edge
has seldom been examined. Existing works mostly use cloudlets at the edge as
a buffer for cloud synchronization or as a cache for data originating either from
the cloud or from IoT devices. Most importantly, except for a few approaches that
consider the location of users and data, the storage decision is agnostic to contextual
properties, and does not support sharing of data. In contrast, we propose a concept
for a sharing-enabled, context-aware edge storage for data that is captured with
personal mobile devices.

9.3

Context-Aware Storage at the Edge

We propose a novel approach to provide context-aware micro-storage to mobile
users as opposed to using inﬂexible cloud storage locations that do not take into
account the user’s context for placement decisions. Figure 9.1 contrasts these two
approaches, with Figure 9.1(a) showing the traditional approach, where all data is
stored in homogeneous cloud environments. The storage location is determined by
the individual application. In contrast to that, we propose vStore as a middleware
to abstract from predeﬁned storage locations (Figure 9.1(b)). Requests to store
and retrieve data from the client are handled by the middleware. Hence, vStore
enables decoupling between the individual applications and the location where the
application’s data is stored. Instead of solely relying on cloud infrastructures, the
middleware supports different types of storage nodes.

vStore

$SS

$SS

(a) Traditional applicationspeciﬁc cloud storage

App

App

App

Contextual information

$SS

(b) Our proposed concept

FIGURE 9.1: COMPARISON OF STORAGE APPROACHES†

9.3.1

Motivation and Use Cases

To further justify the need for vStore, we describe three use cases that beneﬁt from
our approach. These use cases are grounded in a survey we conducted. In total, the
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survey had 51 participants. The participants were aged 16–40 and mostly students
and researchers. This survey helped to (i) understand current usage patterns and
challenges encountered by mobile users w.r.t. data storage and retrieval and (ii)
derive requirements for our storage framework. In the following, we highlight essential insights about how people capture, use, and share data generated with their
phones. All survey questions can be found in Appendix H. Throughout this section,
questions are referenced by their number as listed in the appendix (e.g., Q1).
9.3.1.a

Sharing data at an event

Especially during large-scale events, cellular networks are often congested [Frö+16].
A prominent example are football matches. Figure 9.2 shows measurements of the
available cellular bandwidth during a match at the Commerzbank Arena, a stadium in Frankfurt (Germany) with a capacity of 51 500 spectators. We measured
the available bandwidth to a cloud location using the iperf 2 tool. Compared to
the average bandwidth available in the stadium when no match takes place, we
can clearly see that the network quality decreases tremendously. At some distinct
events, such as goals occurring in the match, the network collapses almost entirely. At half-time, the network became entirely unavailable. In such cases, edge
cloudlets (that for instance are deployed on several WiFi access points) can be useful to provide users with storage services. Besides the obvious use case of storing
data in the cloud for later use or sharing with people not present at the event, a
more interesting use case for edge storage arises when data is to be shared among
people present at the very same event. This type of sharing has been examined
before in the context of video streaming [Dez+12] but not with the support of Edge
Computing infrastructure.
In our survey, over 50 percent of the participants stated that they at least occasionally share data such as pictures at an event (Q17). About 20 percent of the
time, sharing is done with other people attending the same event (Q20). Only 4
percent of our participants have never experienced congested connections during
events (Q18).

FIGURE 9.2: MEASURED CELLULAR BANDWIDTH DURING A FOOTBALL MATCH†

2

https://iperf.fr/ (accessed: 2020-03-09)
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9.3.1.b

Context-aware storage across applications

In our survey, we questioned participants whether the storage services they choose
to use depend on (i) whether the data is intended for private or public use, (ii) their
current location, and (iii) the date and time of data capture. The results of those
questions are depicted in Figure 9.3(a). We can clearly observe that the majority of users base the decision on where to store their data to a great extent on
these three contextual properties. Following this result, these contextual properties, among others, will be used by our framework to make storage decisions. Furthermore, some users upload the same data to more than one storage service (see
Figure 9.3(b)). With regards to this result, vStore offers the opportunity to provide
a uniﬁed interface through which users access different storage services.
Strongly Agree
Public/private

Agree

Undecided

13,7%

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

51,0%

Current location

2,0%

49,0%

Time

3,9%

43,1% 7,8%

0,0%

25,0%

25,5% 5,9%3,9%

17,6%

21,6%
33,3%

50,0%

9,8%
11,8%

75,0%

100,0%

)UDFWLRQ of participants
(a) Usage of storage services depending on contextual properties
Very frequently
2,0% 7,8%
0,0%

Frequently
23,5%
25,0%

Occasionally

Rarely

25,5%
50,0%

Very rarely
25,5%

Never
15,7%

75,0%

100,0%

)UDFWLRQ of participants
(b) Upload of the same data to multiple storage services

FIGURE 9.3: SURVEY RESULTS ABOUT THE CONTEXT-DEPENDENCE OF CHOOSING STORAGE SERVICES AND USING MULTIPLE STORAGE SERVICES †

9.3.1.c

Getting suggestions for data related to one’s current context

When at a certain location or when performing a certain activity, users often search
for information related to that speciﬁc context. With the capability to query our
framework for data that is similar to one’s usage context, we can provide users with
this kind of information. Coming back to the example of an event, over 78 percent
of our surveyed participants at least sometimes retrieve data related to an event
they attend (Q19). Furthermore, retrieving context-aware information is a crucial
building block for augmented reality applications, as shown in [Mül+17].

9.3.2

Problem Deﬁnition and Requirements

From the use cases described above, we deﬁne the problem we want to tackle as
follows: given data that is captured by mobile users and contextual information,
determine a location where the data should be stored. Besides the device itself and
cloud storage, various storage locations at the edge should be considered. Storage
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locations should best reﬂect the future retrieval patterns (e.g., where and when)
of the data. Furthermore, the decision should also consider whether the data is
intended for private use or sharing.
In order to provide context-aware micro-storage as we envisioned, the system
should fulﬁll the following requirements: (i) storage location agnosticism, (ii) openness to extensions (e.g., allowing to incorporate more contextual properties) and
third-party applications, and (iii) extensibility to implement new rules for storage
decisions. In the next section, we will describe the design of a system that realizes
our concept and outline how it fulﬁlls these requirements.

9.4

System Design and Implementation

In this section, we describe the design of our system and its individual components.
Figure 9.4 shows a high-level overview of our system. Our proposed concept is
composed of several building blocks: (i) the vStore framework that provides interfaces to applications and storage nodes, and makes storage decisions, (ii) individual
storage nodes on which data can be stored, and (iii) a master node that maintains
a global view on the storage locations of data items. In addition, context providers
provide contextual information for the storage decisions and an external conﬁguration ﬁle deﬁnes basic settings for the operation of the framework. In the following
subsections, we will explain those building blocks in more detail, and present a
demo application that makes use of vStore on Android phones.
Master
Node

vStore
Framework

…

Storage
Node

Storage
Node

Uploader

…

Downloader

Matching Engine

Context
Aggregator

Storage
Node

Node Manager

DB Helper

Rules
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FIGURE 9.4: SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE†
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vStore Framework

The central contribution of this chapter is the concept of vStore, a framework that
provides interfaces to applications in order to store and retrieve data while abstracting from a concrete storage location. The framework collects current contextual information, maintains a list of available storage nodes and—based on a set of
rules—makes the decision where to store the data. For each data item to be stored,
a unique identiﬁer is generated that is later used to retrieve speciﬁc data across
storage nodes. The framework is implemented as a Java Library for the Android
operating system. Figure I.1 in Appendix I shows the complete class diagram of the
implementation.
9.4.1.a

Context aggregator and context provider

The task of the context aggregator is to collect the different kinds of contextual
information. It supports different types of contexts that can be supplied by context
providers. As a general way to supply contextual information, context providers
can use a key-value representation of the data in a JSON ﬁle. This is a common
way to represent contextual information in the IoT domain [Per+14a]. Context
providers can push contextual information to the context aggregator via a message
bus. Alternatively, through an API that must be provided by the context provider, the
context aggregator can pull the currently available contextual information from the
provider. Besides this general interface, the context aggregator has built-in support
for various contextual information provided by the APIs of the Android operating
system. In Figure 9.5, the architecture of the aggregator is summarized.
To gather contextual information from the mobile phones, we rely on three
providers of such information: First, we make use of AWARE3 , an open source
framework for context instrumentation on Android phones. Second, the Google
Places API provides a list of places that surround the user, their type, and the likelihood of the users being located at those places. Third, the Android Connectivity
API provides information about the network connectivity of the device. In the following, we list the different types of context supported by the context aggregator
and how they are acquired in our implementation:
LOCATION | A plugin for AWARE provides location information using the Google
Fused Location API4 .
PLACES | Whenever a new location is available, we query Google’s Places API5 for
an updated list of places. We group the large number of place types provided
by this API into three groups, namely points of interest (POI), events (such as
stadiums, city halls, and night clubs) and social places (such as restaurants,
cafes, and bars).
NOISE | The ambient noise level is measured by an AWARE plugin through the
phone’s microphone. By conﬁguring a threshold, we can determine if the
current environment should be considered as loud or silent.
3

https://www.awareframework.com (accessed: 2020-03-27)
https://developers.google.com/location-context/fused-location-provider (accessed: 2020-03-21)
5
https://developers.google.com/places/web-service/intro (accessed: 2020-03-21)
4
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ACTIVITY | The user activity is provided by another plugin that internally uses the
Google Awareness API to identify the user’s current activity (e.g., idle, driving,
or walking).
NETWORK | We use Android’s ConnectivityManager and TelephonyManager to fetch
details about the user’s current connectivity state (e.g. to what kind of network the user is currently connected to).
DATE AND TIME | The time and date as reported by the phone’s operating system.
Context Aggregator

Connectivity Manager
Telephony Manager

Activity

Context
Provider

Broadcast
(push)
Content Resolver
(pull)

Environment Noise

Network

Location

Places Service

FIGURE 9.5: CONTEXT AGGREGATOR†

9.4.1.b

Node manager

As outlined at the beginning of this section, the core of our concept is to make a
sensible placement decision for data, given different available storage nodes. The
node manager maintains a list of all available storage nodes. When storage nodes
are added to the framework, their type, location and bandwidth need to be speciﬁed. Available nodes can then be queried according to these properties. Before a
node is stored in the internal database of vStore, the node manager checks if the
node is reachable. Node information can be updated and deleted through an API.
9.4.1.c

Rules

In our framework, rules are used to make the storage decision and are evaluated by
the matching engine, as described in Section 9.4.1.d. Rules can either be deﬁned
globally by a conﬁguration ﬁle that is remotely pulled (see Section 9.4.4) or created
individually by users. In detail, our rules consist of three parts that will be evaluated
in the following order during the matching:
(i) METADATA PROPERTIES | These denote for which MIME type and ﬁle size the
rule should be applied during the matching process.
(ii) CONTEXT FILTERS | Context ﬁlters determine which contextual properties must
be fulﬁlled for the rule to be applied. Any of the aforementioned contextual
information can be speciﬁed here. Depending on the type of context, different
ﬁlter operations can be used. For example, using the places context, we can
deﬁne a binary ﬁlter that checks if a user is at a certain location. A contrasting
example is the date and time, or noise levels, where we can specify a certain
range or threshold value.
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(iii) STORAGE DECISION LAYERS | The decision layers determine which storage
nodes are chosen. Rules can include many of those layers, ordered by priority. Each layer deﬁnes constraints on the storage node, such as available
bandwidth or distance to the user. A decision layer can also point to one speciﬁc storage node. In this case, the ﬁle will be stored on that speciﬁed node.
Optionally, and for future work on replication, we also include the deﬁnition
of a minimum number of replicas.
The way we deﬁne rules follows the Event Condition Action (ECA) paradigm. We
chose to follow the ECA principles for the design of our rules because ECA rules are
a common structure in the domain of active databases [PD99; HS02]. Mapped to
our implementation, an event represents the storage request of a ﬁle. Conditions
are the contextual ﬁlters of the rule that have to be fulﬁlled, and the action is the
selection of storage nodes by the decision layers.
9.4.1.d

Matching engine

The matching engine is the main part of the framework. Given a ﬁle f , the current
context C, and a set of available storage nodes N and rules R, it decides on which
storage node the ﬁle will be saved. Hence, this storage decision function can be
formalized as:
( f × C × N × R) → N
The matching process consists of four main steps. The pseudocode is shown in
Algorithm 2. As a ﬁrst step, only rules that match ﬁle metadata (type and size) are
considered (line 1). For instance, a rule that only applied to image ﬁles would not
be evaluated further if the data the user wants to store is a document. The same
applies if a rule speciﬁes that it should only be applied to ﬁles of a certain size. Next,
all contextual ﬁlters as deﬁned by the rule have to match the context that is given at
the time of evaluating the rule. Only those rules are triggered and evaluated further
(lines 2–6).
In the third step of the matching process, for each of the remaining rules that
satisfy the metadata and context ﬁlters, a detail score s ∈ , 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 is computed
to determine the rule that most accurately describes the current context. Two factors inﬂuence this score: (i) how many contextual ﬁlters are deﬁned in the rule, and
(ii) for continuous ﬁlters (i.e., that operate on a certain range) how narrow the ﬁlter
is. For instance, a rule that triggers within 150 meters of a point of interest would
be assigned a higher score than one triggering within 500 meters. For each contextual property, we deﬁne a maximum value to which the property can contribute
to the overall detail score. A higher value means that this contextual property is
considered to be more important. Table 9.1 shows the maximum detail score per
contextual property and whether it is discrete (i.e., a binary ﬁlter that describes
if a contextual property is present or not) or continuous (i.e., a range of possible
values). In the latter case, a function maps the size of the range to the maximum
allowed detail score. The total detail score is then given by the sum of all scores
per contextual property. According to this metric, the most detailed rule is chosen to be executed (line 7). We chose these maximum detail scores such that they
emphasize use cases that require location context (including places) and the date
and time. For example, this allows to accurately represent use cases as described in
Section 9.3.1.a.
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Lastly, when a rule is selected, we iterate over the decision layers (lines 8–14)
and available storage nodes (lines 9–13). For each pair of decision layers and storage nodes, traversed in order of the decision layers, we check if the rule’s constraints
w.r.t. bandwidth and distance match the node’s properties (line 10). If that is the
case, this node is chosen and returned as the storage location (line 11).

Algorithm 2 Storage matching
Input ﬁle, context, N, R
Output n ∈ N
1: rules ← getRulesMatchingMetadata (R, f.size, f.type)
2: for r ∈ rules do
3:
if ∧c∈r.g et C ont e x t F il t ers matchesContext?(c,context) then
4:
triggeredRules.add(r)
5:
end if
6: end for
7: selectedRule ← getRuleWithHighestDetailScore(triggeredRules)
8: for (dl ∈ selectedRule.getNextInDecisionLayer() do
9:
for n ∈ N do
10:
if dl.bandwidth.matches?(n.bandwidth) ∧
dl.distance.matches?(n.distance) then
11:
return n
12:
end if
13:
end for
14: end for

TABLE 9.1: DETAIL SCORES PER CONTEXTUAL PROPERTY
Contextual property

Max. detail score

Mapping

Location

0.2

Places

0.15

continuous
continuous

Date and time

0.15

continuous

Sharing domain

0.1

discrete
discrete

Activity

0.1

Network

0.1

discrete

Noise

0.1

discrete

Figure 9.6 shows an example of a storage decision, in which a user takes a
picture at a point of interest. Rules that match the current context are triggered,
i.e., in this example, the user is idle and not in motion, connected to a 4G network,
and at a point of interest. In this example, the rule labeled Image Rule in the ﬁgure is
the one with the highest score, and in its decision layer, a cloudlet with a maximum
distance of 200 meters and at least 50 MBit/s of bandwidth is chosen to store the
picture.
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Context
Latitude: 48.8583701
Longitude: 2.2922926
Place: POI
Activity: Still
Network: 4G

4G eNodeB
vStore
Framework
amework

Cloudlet

Image
mage Rule

Distance: 5km
Bandwidth: 25MBit/s

…
Cloudlet
Distance: 200m
Bandwidth: 50MBit/s

FIGURE 9.6: EXAMPLE OF RULE MATCHING† FIGURE 9.7: STORAGE NODE HIERARCHY†

9.4.2

Storage Nodes

Storage nodes are the devices that are available to store the data. In a real-world
deployment, a storage node could be hosted on a variety of devices, either closeby or distant to the user. To take into account this heterogeneity, vStore deﬁnes
different types of storage nodes as depicted in Figure 9.7. Besides cloud nodes, we
consider cloudlets, gateway nodes, and nodes in the core network. Gateway nodes
are devices to which users have a direct wireless connection, such as WiFi access
points or cellular base stations. In addition, we also consider private clouds as a
type of storage nodes, i.e., deployments that are owned by end users themselves.
One example of such a system is ownCloud6 . Including this kind of nodes is sensible
for the deﬁnition of storage rules aimed at the storage of private data, i.e., data that
is not shared among different users of the framework.
Storage nodes are registered to the global conﬁguration ﬁle (see Section 9.4.4)
and master node (see Section 9.4.3) with their available bandwidth and location.
For our prototype implementation, we use the geographic locations of the nodes,
assuming that physical proximity correlates with network latency. We note that for
future work, network coordinates (such as Vivaldi coordinates [Dab+04]) could
give a more realistic estimation of the quality of the connection to the storage nodes.

9.4.3

Master Node

When a ﬁle is saved through the framework, a global identiﬁer (using an UUID)
is generated. This UUID acts as an identiﬁer when requesting a previously stored
ﬁle. The clients that originally uploaded the ﬁle to the framework keep a record
of the nodes their ﬁle was stored on. In addition, for each storage decision, the
master node keeps a record that contains the mapping of the UUID to the storage
node(s) on which the ﬁle is stored. This is required for two reasons: (i) in the
case of sharing the ﬁle, other clients do not know the storage location a priori, and
(ii) in the case of replication and failure of one storage node, clients need a list of
all storage nodes that have copies of the ﬁle. Recall that the implementation of our
concept does not consider mutable data and therefore, common challenges found in
distributed ﬁle systems, such as providing consistency guarantees, are beyond the
scope of our contribution. Existing works like the Google File System [GGL03] have
developed mechanisms where a master node interacts with several storage nodes
6

https://owncloud.org (accessed: 2020-03-27)
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and provides fault tolerance and consistency guarantees. We leave the integration
of such concepts into our approach for future work.

9.4.4

Conﬁguration

The framework can be conﬁgured externally. This mainly serves two purposes:
(i) initially retrieving available storage nodes, and (ii) including global rules for the
placement decision. Deﬁning global rules that are available on all devices is important for users who do not wish to specify custom rules. This ensures that at least
some basic storage decisions can be made. Furthermore, this could allow service
providers to update rules, e.g., in order to react to changes in network conditions
or node availability.
To this end, for simplicity reasons, the framework uses a central conﬁguration
ﬁle that can be pulled from a cloud location. This provides a mechanism for retrieving and updating available storage nodes and rules. In the future, we envision
the conﬁguration of the framework to be managed in a distributed way and to be
pushed to the devices whenever new information is available. This would for instance enable users who have the same or similar context to share custom rules they
have deﬁned.

9.4.5

Demo Application

To conduct our ﬁeld study (see Section 9.5) we developed an application for the
Android platform that uses our framework. This application provides users the possibility to store, view, and retrieve ﬁles; similar to applications for cloud storage.
The functionality allows to represent use cases as described in Section 9.3.1. In detail, the application allows users to (i) store their data on a storage node determined
by the matching engine of the framework (enabling context-awareness as required
for use cases like the one described in Section 9.3.1.a), (ii) deﬁne whether this data
should be accessible publicly or not (allowing sharing of data, see Section 9.3.1.b),
(iii) view and create custom storage rules, and (iv) retrieve context-related data
from other users (see Section 9.3.1.c). Information about locally stored ﬁles, available storage rules, and nodes is stored in an SQLite database7 . The database scheme
is shown in Figure I.2 of Appendix I.
Figure 9.8 depicts the main screens of the application. The application’s main
screen shows a summary of all current contextual information available (Figures
9.8(a) and 9.8(b)). The user’s ﬁles are shown in a grid-layout as seen in Figure 9.8(c). For ﬁles that are photos or videos, a thumbnail is shown to preview
the contents of the ﬁle. Tapping the ﬁle opens it in the default application for that
ﬁle type. On the same screen, users can also add new ﬁles, by tapping one of the two
pink buttons in the lower part of the screen. The left button (depicting a shield) is
used to add private ﬁles (i.e., ﬁles that cannot be retrieved by other users) while the
right one is used to add ﬁles that are to be shared. Besides their own ﬁles, users can
also retrieve ﬁles based on contextual queries (e.g., ﬁles that were captured nearby
or at similar places). Figure 9.8(d) shows an example of contextually similar ﬁles.
The pink icon in the lower right corner allows users to customize the context ﬁlters,
i.e., users can choose which contextual properties should be queried. Note that in
order to save bandwidth, initially, only thumbnails are downloaded. The entire ﬁle
7

https://www.sqlite.org/index.html (accessed: 2020-03-27)
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(a) Contextual information

(d) Contextual ﬁles

(b) Contextual information

(e) List of rules

(c) Own ﬁles

(f) Custom rule creation

FIGURE 9.8: SCREENSHOTS OF THE DEMO APPLICATION†

is retrieved only when the users select the ﬁle to be viewed. The application furthermore provides a user-facing interface to the framework storage rules. Figure 9.8(e)
shows all currently active storage rules. Tapping on the pink icon in the lower right
corner opens up the interface shown in Figure 9.8(f) that allows the creation of
custom rules.
After having carried out a ﬁeld trial using this app, users were asked to assess the
usability of the demo application using the System Usability Scale (SUS) [Bro96].
According to the results, the application has an average SUS of 76.68 .
8

The SUS ranges from 0 (worst) to 100 (best). According to [BKM09], our SUS of 76.6 ranks between
“good” and “excellent”.
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Experience Report

In this section, we report on experiments we conducted using the demo application
we described in Section 9.4.5. We show the feasibility of our approach by deploying several storage nodes and conduct a ﬁeld study by deﬁning sample rules and
evaluating the resulting storage decisions that vStore made. The results of the ﬁeld
study allow us to gain further insights on which contextual properties, and therefore
which kinds of rules, are relevant in practice.

9.5.1

Experimental Setup

Storage nodes. We deployed a total of six storage nodes in the area of Darmstadt, Germany. The maps shown in Figure 9.9 visualize our deployment. Figure 9.9(a) shows an overview of the area with the location of the storage nodes
and Figure 9.9(b) zooms in on the city center with a heatmap depicting where
most of the data was captured. For a rapid deployment, we used a RaspberryPi
(version 3, model B) to host the storage nodes and MongoDB as a database to store
the data. A NodeJS server implements the storage service and acts as an interface
between MongoDB and the vStore framework. To simulate different types of storage nodes we would have in a large-scale deployment, we set different node types
in our system: two cloudlets, one gateway, one cloud node, one core net node, and
one private cloud.

(a) Overview

(b) City center

FIGURE 9.9: NODE LOCATIONS AND USAGE HEATMAPS†

Rules. We deﬁned several global rules that were pushed to the phones in our ﬁeld
trial of vStore. The most relevant are listed in Table 9.2. Note that we omit the detailed description of other rules that were active and mostly used to test certain
features (e.g., one rule triggered at an exact location placed the storage on the
phone only). The table shows the contextual properties that have to match according to the rule, as well as the detail score of the rule. The bottom row furthermore
reports how often the rule was executed in our ﬁeld trial.
The POI Photo Rule is executed when a user is near a point of interest and wants
to upload a photo. It is applied to ﬁles of any size and only for data that is to be
shared, reaching a detail score of 25 %. The decision layer ﬁrst attempts to save
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the ﬁle on a gateway node within 5 km of the user’s location, otherwise, a cloudlet
within 20 km is used. The Social Photo Rule is executed at locations that are tagged
social according to the places API. This rule has the same contextual ﬁlters as the
previous POI photo rule and the same detail score. We deﬁne these two rules to
be able to evaluate them separately, according to the different place contexts. The
Driving Rule is applied when the context aggregator reports the user’s activity as
driving. This rule would also be triggered if a user is aboard a train or bus. Any ﬁle
uploaded in this context will not be stored on nearby cloudlets since the user might
only drive by a nearby POI without the intention of sharing or retrieving related
data. Therefore, we deﬁne this rule such that ﬁles will be stored in the cloud. The
Event Photo Rule combines two different contextual ﬁlters. First, a user has to be at
a place that is of the type event. Second, a certain noise level has to be captured.
We determined this value empirically by comparing readings of the AWARE noise
plugin with perceived ambient noise levels. The resulting threshold of 20 dB seems
to point towards calibration errors of the plugin, but this value seemed to represent
loud environments. The rule stores photos that are to be shared on a cloudlet within
a radius of 30 km. The Basic Cloud Rule is used as a fallback due to the low detail
score, should no other rule yield a result. It then checks if a core net node with a
bandwidth of 10 GBit/s is available to upload the data. If this is not the case, the
ﬁle will be stored in the cloud. To evaluate the storage of private ﬁles, we create
the Basic Private Rule. This rule stores all ﬁles that are not intended for sharing on
a private storage node.
Users. We distributed the demo application to six participants and conﬁgured the
framework with the aforementioned rules. The participants were asked to use the
application to capture various kinds of data (e.g., photos, videos, contacts) and
store them using the demo application described in Section 9.4.5.

9.5.2

Usage Patterns and Storage Decisions

We now look at how users used the application, i.e., which types of data they stored
and which storage decisions were made based on the rules we deﬁned. The bottom
row of Table 9.2 shows how many times each rule was triggered. All our deﬁned
rules were triggered during the user study. We can observe that the Basic Cloud Rule
was triggered the most, however, data was stored on cloud nodes only for 29.3 %
of all data. This is because the cloud rule has a very low detail score. In many
cases, other rules that relate to the user’s location or deﬁne proximity to a point of
interest, have a more detailed score and therefore those are the ones that determine
the placement. We can think of the cloud rule as a fallback, in case there is no most
likely place (e.g., when we are not sure where the user is).
The resulting placement decisions for the different ﬁle types that users captured
during our study are shown in Table 9.4. The results are listed per individual storage
node. In total, users stored 178 ﬁles using vStore, most of which were photos. Out
of those, 35.9 % were stored on cloudlets, 19.3 % on gateway nodes, and 2.7 %
on core net nodes. In contrast to this, without vStore, users would likely have all
their photos uploaded to distant cloud infrastructures. These numbers conﬁrm the
beneﬁts that can be obtained in future Edge Computing environments.
Table 9.3 lists the sharing ratio for each type of data, i.e., whether users marked
the data to be publicly shared on the storage nodes or for their private use. From
the results, we can observe that the sharing ratio heavily depends on the data type.
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Basic Private

Times
triggered

Basic Cloud

Detail
score

Event Photo

Decision
layers

Driving Rule

File
size
File
types
Sharing
domain
Days
Time

Social Photo

Context

POI Photo

TABLE 9.2: PLACEMENT RULES†

Place:
POI

Place:
Social

Activity:
Driving

Place:
Event,
Noise:
≥-20 dB

None

None

Any

Any

Any

Any

Any

Any

JPG, BMP,
PNG, GIF

JPG, BMP,
PNG, GIF

Any

JPG, BMP,
PNG, GIF

Any

Any

Public

Public

Public

Public

Public

Private

Mon–Sun
Any
Layer 1
Gateway
≤ 5 km
Layer 2
Cloudlet
≤ 10 km

Mon–Sun
Any
Layer 1
Cloudlet
≤ 5 km
Layer 2
Cloudlet
≤ 10 km

Mon–Sun
Any

Mon–Sun
Any

Mon–Sun
Any

Layer 1
Cloud

Layer 1
Cloudlet
≤ 30 km

Mon–Sun
Any
Layer 1
CoreNet
↑ 10 GBits/s
↓ 10 GBits/s
Layer 2
Cloud

0.25

0.25

0.2

0.35

0.1

0.1

36

34

18

5

47

5

Layer 1
Privatenode

While users were willing to share over 80 percent of their images, for more sensitive
information such as contacts this number drops down close to 3 percent. With the
set of rules we deﬁned, we are able to capture the user’s intention in this aspect, as
the sharing domain inﬂuences the placement decision vStore makes.
TABLE 9.3: TOTAL NUMBER AND SHARING RATIO OF DATA TYPES

9.5.3

Total number of ﬁles

Sharing ratio

Image

145

81.46 %

Video

17

9.55 %

Document

11

6.18 %

Contact

5

2.81 %

Discussion

With our preliminary experiments outlined in this section, we were able to show
how we can couple the placement of data to the context of the user. To do so, we
used a rule-based matching that includes heterogeneous storage nodes at the edge.
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TABLE 9.4: PLACEMENT RESULTS BY LOCATION AND DATA TYPE

Storage location

Type of Data
Image

Video

Document

Contact

Σ

Gateway

28

3

0

2

33

Cloudlet 1

35

6

1

0

42

Cloudlet 2

17

1

0

0

18

CoreNet

4

1

2

0

7

Cloud

43

3

7

3

56

Private Node

4

0

1

0

5

Phone

14

3

0

0

17

The results showed that our rules were able to capture usage contexts that led
to placement decisions closer to the edge, e.g, on cloudlets or gateway nodes. Figure 9.10 summarizes the number of times a ﬁle was saved on each type of storage
node in our ﬁeld trial. From the ﬁgure, we can observe that—in line with the relationship between Cloud Computing and Edge Computing described in Chapter 2—
in practice, Edge Computing will complement Cloud Computing, as suggested by
the near equal number of cloud locations that were chosen compared to cloudlets.
In Table 9.4, we can observe that our storage rules were able to represent natural choices for data storage locations. As an example, for videos, cloudlets were the
most used storage destination, while for documents (data that has lower bandwidth
and latency requirements, and likely lower spatio-temporal access correlations) the
cloud was storage location most often used. Having appropriate storage rules and
accurate contextual information therefore allows to make these decisions automatically.

FIGURE 9.10: NUMBER OF PLACEMENTS PER STORAGE NODE TYPE
However, the accuracy of contextual descriptions remains an issue. For instance,
ﬁles were sometimes saved using an incorrect context, due to the fact that the context is not updated in real-time. Keeping an accurate context on a mobile phone
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remains a trade-off between accuracy and energy consumption. In addition, much
work still needs to be done in order to correctly recognize higher-level context.
Nevertheless, our user study exempliﬁed the usage of cloudlets, especially if
they are located at the edge of the network and close-by to mobile users. This
is especially true in the context of sharing data locally. For this use case, vStore
offers the possibility to deﬁne rules that are triggered when a user is at a certain
location or point of interest. As outlined in Section 9.3.1.a, many people today
share data at events, some of them even with people present at the same event. Our
results further demonstrated a general high sharing ratio, irrespective of ongoing
events (see Table 9.3). For the future, we envision storage cloudlets to be deployed
throughout city areas, some of which will be co-located at the radio access network
or act as gateway nodes themselves (e.g., WiFi hotspots during events).
Of course, appropriate rules are required to make the framework beneﬁcial in
practical use. We enable users to deﬁne custom rules for representing their usage
intentions. In addition to custom rules, the framework allows for global rules to
be conﬁgured. In our ﬁeld trial, we could see that even with just a basic set of
global rules, these were often executed when making the placement decisions. In
future use of the system, infrastructure providers could set these global rules, e.g.,
to specify local cloudlets on gateway nodes when regular networks are overloaded.

9.6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we have extended the placement problem in Edge Computing from
functional application parts to data that users capture with their mobile devices. We
have motivated the need for context-aware micro-storage for mobile users with a user
study and by measurements of available cellular network bandwidth during a largescale event. The user study gave valuable insights about usage patterns of mobile
users with regards to data storage. We then presented the concept of vStore (virtual
store), a framework that implements the building blocks for enabling micro-storage
at the edge of the network. Our concept (i) enables the decoupling of storage location from predeﬁned cloud locations, (ii) leverages small-scale cloudlets at the edge
of the network to provide proximate storage locations, (iii) uses various contextual
information to make the placement decision, and (iv) allows for cross-application
sharing of data. A set of global and local rules allows different stakeholders (e.g.,
end users or infrastructure providers) to deﬁne custom rules that are evaluated
when making the decision where to store the data. The concept of context-aware
storage decisions allow to better support various use cases, e.g., sharing data at
events through proximate storage cloudlets (see Section 9.3.1.a). As the number
of consumer devices that generate data increases, storing and retrieving data from
nearby cloudlets saves scarce core network bandwidth. The concept presented in
this chapter therefore is an important building block for Edge Computing in the
context of data-centric applications.
We conducted a ﬁeld study of our system using an application for the Android
platform through which users could capture and upload data. Furthermore, users
were able to retrieve data related to their current usage context. We deployed
different storage nodes in a major city and through the implementation of example
decision rules we were able to show how this framework can complement existing
cloud-based storage infrastructures. Speciﬁcally, we showed we could reduce the
number of times that ﬁles were saved in the cloud. This could be achieved based
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on rules that contain context mappings (e.g., one’s location and sharing intention).
The framework presented here opens up a lot of opportunities for future work.
We make all components of the framework9,10,11 and the demo application12 publicly available as open source to encourage future research. In particular, we suggest
investigating the following in future work:
REPLICATION | Our framework assumes a single location where the data will be
stored. However, in view of two aspects, it makes sense to include replication
strategies: (i) edge cloudlets are typically more unreliable compared to Cloud
Computing infrastructures, and (ii) user mobility requires data migration in
order to maintain the beneﬁts of proximate retrieval.
CDN INTEGRATION | This chapter has explored the data ﬂow of a reverse CDN, i.e.,
data ﬂows from end devices that capture data towards storage locations. In
conjunction with replication, future work needs to include CDN functionality
in the framework, e.g., mechanisms for the end devices to efﬁciently retrieve
data.
AUTOMATIC RULE GENERATION | Rules in our framework are either created by the
end user or pushed globally to the devices. Creating sensible rules requires the
anticipation of future usage and request patterns (e.g., where and when data
will be requested). For future work, we envision automatic rule generation.
Especially techniques in the domain of machine learning could contribute to
this, e.g., by learning from a large body of usage patterns.

9

https://github.com/Telecooperation/vstore-framework (accessed: 2020-02-12)
https://github.com/Telecooperation/vstore-master (accessed: 2020-02-12)
11
https://github.com/Telecooperation/vstore-node (accessed: 2020-02-12)
12
https://github.com/Telecooperation/vstore-android-ﬁlebox (accessed: 2020-02-12)
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10.1

Introduction

The previous two chapters have investigated strategies for the placement of functional application parts (Chapter 8) and data (Chapter 9). The concepts presented
in those two chapters can be leveraged to adapt an Edge Computing system at
runtime, e.g., by re-placing parts of applications or changing the storage location
of data. This chapter introduces another dimension of adaptation, building on
ﬂexEdge, our concept for an Edge Computing execution framework that was introduced in Chapter 7. In ﬂexEdge, individual parts of applications are realized as
microservices, and can be composed into more complex services, forming a processing chain of subsequent microservices. This is also the predominant execution
model, e.g., in Serverless Computing (see Section 7.2.3).
While we are able to adapt the management of the services, e.g., through the
placement of services (see Chapter 8), the services themselves and their internal
functioning remains non-adaptable. More speciﬁcally, microservices are implemented to deliver a functionality in one particular way and cannot vary how the
functionality is provided, e.g., by providing different variants of a microservice.
Those variants may, for instance, differ in the algorithms they use to perform a
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task. As another example, some services need additional auxiliary data, which can
also be varied (e.g., by using different pre-trained models for machine learning
applications).
Overview of concept. Different variants of a microservice potentially have an impact on two metrics: (i) the computational complexity, reﬂected in the execution
time and resource demand of a request, and (ii) the quality of result (QoR). The
latter can be deﬁned and measured in different ways, e.g., by the accuracy of the
result, i.e., its deviation from a (numeric) optimum, or by the (subjective) perception of a user. Overall, these two metrics form a tradeoff, in the sense that more
accurate results typically require more computational effort, which leads to higher
execution times and/or increased resource demands. On the other hand, if we are
willing to sacriﬁce computational quality, we can perform the same tasks with fewer
resources.
This observation is especially remarkable in the context of Edge Computing,
if we recall some of its characteristics. On the one hand, computing resources
available in Edge Computing are less powerful compared to their cloud counterparts, making efﬁcient computing an important requirement to cope with scarce
resources. Similarly, achieving resource elasticity is more challenging in Edge Computing, since the total available resources at a given location are much more limited. On the other hand, many edge applications have stringent requirements on
the overall latency. At the same time, such mission-critical applications can be ﬂexible regarding the quality of the computation result. Examples can be found in the
domain of image or video processing, and for recognition tasks. To illustrate the
practical impact of inaccurate computations, Chippa et al. [Chi+13] surveyed different kinds of applications and found that, on average, applications spent 83 % of
their runtime on computations that are error-tolerant.
Current Edge Computing frameworks, however, do not consider this tradeoff
between computation effort and the quality of the computation result, and hence,
miss out on this optimization opportunity. In this chapter, we present the novel
concept of adaptable microservices. We re-deﬁne microservices as blueprints for the
delivery of a particular functionality that can be adapted w.r.t. (i) the algorithms
they use to perform a task, (ii) parameters, and (iii) auxiliary data required for the
computation. The possible variants are implemented within the program code of
a microservice and can be selected upon its instantiation. Additionally, through a
control channel, the current variant of a service instance can be changed at runtime.
The selection of the speciﬁc variant can be made according to certain requirements,
e.g., a maximum tolerable execution time or a minimum quality of result. Furthermore, by having service variants with varying resource requirements, service variants are a way to bring the much-valued resource elasticity of Cloud Computing
to the domain of Edge Computing. Service variations are applied to an individual
microservice, but they also have to be considered in the context of a microservice
chain. For example, changing a variant of one microservice might have a disproportionate impact on the overall quality or execution time of the entire service chain.
We propose to include this concept of adaptable microservices in an Edge Computing framework. In such a system, clients would submit an abstract deﬁnition of
the desired microservice or service chain with their individual requirements regarding execution time and QoR to a controller, which would in turn have to make the
following decisions: (i) which service variant to choose for instantiation in each step
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of the chain, and (ii) the assignment of user requests to service instances (since multiple services in different variants might be available). Furthermore, the controller
might choose to change the variant of a particular microservice at runtime, e.g.,
switch the algorithm with which the service performs its task. Especially in cases
where microservice instances are shared between multiple microservice chains, this
becomes a non-trivial optimization problem, because users that share (parts of) a
chain might have conﬂicting optimization goals.
Summary of contributions. This chapter is intended to open up another dimension of adaptability in Edge Computing and presents an initial concept and case
study for adaptable microservices. In summary, the contributions of this chapter are
threefold:
• We propose the concept of adaptable microservices in the context of an Edge
Computing environment (Section 10.3). To do so, we revise our previously
proposed concept of microservices. We deﬁne the adaptability of microservices in three dimensions (algorithms, parameters, and auxiliary data).
• In a ﬁrst explorative study, we demonstrate the practical impact of service
variants using representative examples. First, we study how accurately we
can proﬁle the execution times of service variants, using different hardware
setups and features (Section 10.4.4). Second, we evaluate the impact of the
variants for single microservices and for service chains (Section 10.4.5).
• We present a concept for the integration of adaptable microservices into an
existing Edge Computing framework (Section 10.5), detailing several components required for the orchestration of those service variants across edge
surrogates and users.

10.2

Background and Related Work

Our contribution explores microservice adaptations in the context of Edge Computing. Some previous works explore the adaptation of services in other contexts
(Section 10.2.1). We also review related work in the domain of approximate computing (Section 10.2.2).

10.2.1 Service Adaptation
Adaptation of services has been explored in the context of service-oriented architectures (SOA) and Web Services (WS) [Pap03]. Chang et al. [CLK07] present a
survey of common adaptation methods in service-oriented computing. Hirschfeld
and Kawamura [HK06] deﬁne adaptability in three dimensions: what (e.g., computation/behavior or communication), when (e.g., at compile time or runtime), and
how (e.g., composition or transformation). Service adaptations can for instance be
realized using adaptation templates [Kon+06]. Moser et al. [MRD08] propose to
adapt WS-BPEL1 services. Contrary to our approach, they do not change the internal working of the service but replace one service with another. Besides adapting
the services, some have investigated the dynamic selection of adaptation strategies,
e.g., in [PS11].
1
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From a software engineering point of view, variants of services can be realized
using Software Product Lines (SPL). SPLs are a development approach for reusable
and interchangeable software [McG+02]. SPLs are characterized by their variability [vBS01] and this variability can for instance be represented with feature models
[BD07]. Olaechea et al. [Ola+12] present a language and tools for the modeling of SPLs, supporting multiple optimization goals. Based on such feature models,
Sanchez et al. [SMR13] present a heuristic-based method for the selection of an optimal conﬁguration. Dynamic software product lines are capable of adapting, e.g.,
to user requirements or resource constraints [Hal+08]. As an example, Weckesser
et al. [Wec+18] examine the reconﬁguration of dynamic software product lines.
Reconﬁguration is done based on consistency properties and learned performanceinﬂuence models. The authors however do not consider service chains, and hence,
cannot capture the interdependencies of adapting multiple services in a service
chain.
More recent works have proposed adaptations for microservices and in the context of the IoT. Kannan et al. [Kan+19] present GrandSLAM, a microservice execution framework aimed at maximizing the throughput and reducing SLA2 violations.
They do not modify the microservices themselves but instead change the request
distributions by (i) reordering requests and (ii) batching requests. It is worth noting that these techniques can be used in conjunction with our proposed approach.
Mendonça et al. [Men+18] discuss the tradeoff between generality and reusability in self-adaptive microservices. Bhattacharya and De [BD17] survey adaptation
techniques in computation ofﬂoading, considering only the degree of concurrency
and workload heterogeneity as variations in the applications. Some works present
adaptation models for speciﬁc applications, e.g., streaming analytics [Zha+18a], or
to realize fault tolerance [Zho+15]. Others adapt the granularity of the services
and not the underlying functionalities [HB16]. In contrast, we present a general
concept for the adaptation of the internal functioning of microservices.

10.2.2 Approximate Computing
Approximate computing trades computation quality for a reduction in the required
effort to perform that computation [Mit16]. The motivation to use approximate
computing stems from the fact that in many problem domains of science and engineering, exact results are not required, but only results that are good enough.
Examples can be found in the domain of digital signal processing, multimedia, and
data analytics. Besides algorithmic resilience, users are also tolerant of inaccurate
results. Examples are search results in information retrieval or the quality of images
and video streams. In addition, the usage context might also inﬂuence the required
computation quality [MFP20].
General related work & surveys. At the top level, we can distinguish between
hardware and software approaches for approximate computing [Mor+18b]. Xu
et al. [XMK16] classify approximate computing approaches into three layers:
(i) program, (ii) architecture, and (iii) circuit. According to this classiﬁcation, our
approach of adaptable microservices falls into the ﬁrst category. Moreau et al.
[Mor+18b] present a taxonomy for approximate computing techniques. Besides
the distinction between hardware and software techniques, the authors suggest
2
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classifying techniques according to (i) architectural visibility, (ii) determinism, and
(iii) granularity. The survey from Mittal [Mit16] focuses only on the hardware
aspect of approximate computing. The author reviews approximate computing
techniques for different processing units (e.g., CPU, GPU, or FPGA) and possible
applications. In addition, examples of quality metrics for different applications are
presented. Regarding savings from approximate computing, related works consider
both the aspects of energy-saving [HO13; MSC15] and a reduction in the execution time [Agr+16]. Gao et al. [Gao+17] show how approximate computing is
beneﬁcial on the hardware level in terms of saving resources and increasing security. As for energy savings, Moreau et al. [MSC15] note that battery technology is
advancing slowly for mobile devices. This is in line with one of the main reasons
for performing Edge Computing (see Section 3.1), i.e., saving energy on mobile
devices.
Hardware-level approximate computing. Hardware approaches work by introducing imprecise logic components [Gup+11; Ye+13] or using techniques like voltage overscaling [Moh+11]. In Edge Computing, we cannot implement approximate
computing on a hardware level, given that we opportunistically leverage existing,
heterogeneous devices over which we have no direct control. Hence, we need to
move the concept of approximate computing to the software layer, i.e., modifying
the way that applications work.
Application-level approximate computing. One example for application-level
approximate computing is FoggyCache [Guo+18]. The authors propose to reuse
computation results across devices, based on the observation that similar contextual properties map to the same or similar outcome. Perez et al. [PBC17] have
examined the latency-accuracy tradeoff in MapReduce jobs when applying approximate computing. Chippa et al. [Chi+13] conduct a study in which they analyze
the resilience of different applications to result-inaccuracies. As demonstrated in
[Agr+16], different approximate computing techniques can be combined. The authors use loop perforation, reduced precision computation, and relaxed synchronization on applications from the domains of digital signal processing, robotics,
and machine learning. Their results suggest that up to 50 % in execution time can
be saved while producing acceptable results.
Programming frameworks. Park et al. [Par+14] present a framework for approximate programming. Developers can specify accuracy constraints through annotations and based on those, the framework automatically identiﬁes operations
that are safe to approximate. Extensions to programming languages that support
speciﬁc data types to represent the characteristics of approximate computing have
been introduced in [BMM14] and [Sam+11]. Other works have demonstrated the
potential impact of approximate computing in different application domains, e.g.,
iterative methods [Zha+14], image compression [AKL18], rendering [WD10], artiﬁcial neural networks [Zha+15b], and deep learning [Che+18a].
Edge- & IoT-related. Few previous works exist that apply approximate computing to domains that are related to Edge Computing. Zamari et al. [Zam+17] combine approximate computing with Edge Computing in an IoT scenario where sensor
data is to be sent to the cloud for analytics. In-transit edge nodes contribute to the
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analytics by carrying out intermediate computations. This is coupled with approximate computing techniques on a software level, such as reducing the number of
iterations or skipping certain parameter values. Wen et al. [Wen+18] employ a
similar approach. They present ApproxIoT, combining approximate computing (by
using only samples of a raw data stream) with hierarchical processing. Schäfer et
al. [Sch+16a] introduce several metrics for the quality of computation (QoC), for
example, speed, precision, reliability, costs, and energy. They extend their Tasklet
system [Edi+17]—an ofﬂoading middleware for distributed computing—to provide
execution guarantees w.r.t. these QoC metrics. Compared to our adaptations, they
do so not by modifying the internal functioning of the computation unit but by
controlling their distribution across the surrogates. For example, constraints are
applied on which machines tasklets can be executed, and computations are carried
out in parallel or redundantly. Another difference to our approach is that tasklets
are more ﬁne-grained, in the sense that they consist of application subroutines instead of entire services.
Microservices & mobile devices. Gholami et al. [Gho+19] propose the usage
of different versions of a microservice (lightweight or heavyweight), primarily for
the purpose of scaling the application. They demonstrate how this multi-versioning
can be included in Docker containers. In a broader context, Pejovic et al. [Pej18]
outline the challenges for approximate computing on mobile devices with a focus
on the users’ needs. Similarly, Machidon et al. [MFP20] have noted that the ﬁeld of
approximate computing for mobile devices still lags behind its counterparts in the
desktop and server environment. Using the example of mobile video decoding, the
authors demonstrate how the acceptable quality degradation can vary according to
the user’s current context.
Summary. Table 10.1 summarizes the landscape of related work in approximate
computing by listing representative examples. The bottom row of the table also
shows how our approach compares to the existing ones. Compared to previous
approaches, we propose three general adaptations to the internal functioning of
application components. The tradeoff between result quality and execution time
is especially relevant in Edge Computing applications such as image processing or
recognition tasks. While some works have investigated the automatic selection of
variants in the context of SPLs [SMR13], this has not been investigated in the context of Edge Computing. In Section 10.5, we will present a concept for the integration of such a variant selection in an Edge Computing framework.

10.3

Adaptable Microservices for Edge Computing

In the remainder of this chapter, we use the term service adaptation to refer to the
internal functioning of the services. This deﬁnition stems from the observation that
a particular functionality can be implemented in different ways, leading to many
possible service variants between which we can switch at runtime. This adaptation
is orthogonal to other runtime optimizations that can be taken to provide certain
guarantees, e.g., the scaling of microservices or their migration. Compared to costly
migration and (re-)placement strategies, we believe that our approach is a sensible
alternative because it allows for a quick reconﬁguration of instance variants and,
therefore, service instances can be kept active for a longer period of time.

software / general

software / applicationspeciﬁc

software / general

software / general

software / applicationspeciﬁc

software / general

[Guo+18]

[Zam+17; Wen+18]

[Sch+16a]

[Gho+19]

[MFP20]

Section 10.3

provide microservice adaptability in
three dimensions

controlling the distribution of computing
units across surrogates
multi-versioning of software with different Docker containers
downsampling of video resolution on
mobile devices

determining operations that are safe to
approximate, based on speciﬁed accuracy constraints
reuse of cached computation results
across devices
combine approximate computing with
edge analytics of IoT data

usage of imprecise logic components
performing voltage overscaling

Description

tradeoff between result quality and execution time

providing quality of computation (QoC)
guarantees
adapt software to different performance
requirements
energy savings with acceptable quality
degradation

reduction in latency and energy consumption
speedup-accuracy tradeoff

savings in energy and required area
tradeoff between energy consumption
and error rates
energy savings and reduction in programmer effort

Focus

TABLE 10.1: EXAMPLES OF APPROACHES FOR APPROXIMATE COMPUTING

hardware / logic design
hardware / power management
software / framework

[Gup+11; Ye+13]
[Moh+11]

[Par+14]

Type of approach

Reference
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Contrary to previous approaches, our concept of adaptable microservices combines the following three characteristics: (i) we adapt the internal functioning of a
microservice, i.e., we operate on the application level and adaptations are implemented in the program code of the microservices, (ii) we propose adaptations in
three general dimensions, and (iii) we envision a control entity that automatically
selects and changes the service variants at runtime. This section focuses on the ﬁrst
two characteristics and presents our conceptual model. Section 10.5 details the
integration into an Edge Computing framework that controls the variant execution.
We propose to make microservices adaptable in the following three dimensions:
(i) ALGORITHMS | A task can typically be performed by a variety of algorithms.
Those not only differ in their runtime complexity, and hence, result in varying
execution time, hardware requirements, and energy consumption, but also in
their suitability for different applications. Taking the example of compressing
an image, some compression algorithms are better suited for photographs
while others perform better on vector graphics.
(ii) PARAMETERS | Parameters are variable inputs to the microservice that inﬂuence its execution behavior. We model parameters as key-value pairs. Parameters can, for example, customize the algorithm that is used. Taking the same
example of image compression, the desired image quality would be a parameter for such a microservice. Parameters can also be used to explicitly limit
the execution time of a microservice, e.g., via loop perforation3 [Sid+11].
(iii) AUXILIARY DATA | Some algorithms require auxiliary data to function. This
data is often retrieved from external sources. An example in the domain of
machine learning are pre-trained models. This auxiliary data can also inﬂuence the execution time and the computation result. For example, in recognition tasks performed by neural networks, more complex models produce
more accurate results, but require more computing resources or take longer
to complete the task.

aux. data

ࢇ ൌ ͕
ŵĂǆ/ƚĞƌсϱ

Algorithm
ࢌ ࢞ ൌ࢟

9
9
9

Parameters

FIGURE 10.1: VARIANTS OF ADAPTABLE MICROSERVICES
Figure 10.1 visualizes the concept of adaptable microservices. A given service
might be variable in one or more of these dimensions. We deﬁne the possible
3

loop perforation refers to skipping certain iterations in a loop or breaking the loop after a number
of iterations.
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combinations of all three adaptation dimensions as service variants (denoted with
V 1, V 2, V 3 in the ﬁgure).
DEFINITION 10.1: SERVICE VARIANTS
Given a set of implemented algorithms  , parameters  , and auxiliary data
 for a microservice, a service variant Var M of a microservice M is deﬁned as
Var M ⊆  ×  ×  with pi = vi , i = 1 . . . n as values for the parameters. Note
that  and  are ﬁnite sets, whereas  typically is an uncountable set, e.g.,
in case the parameters contain real numbers.
We assume that there are no variants across a service chain that are mutually
exclusive. Should one want to consider this case, constraint solvers can be for selecting valid variants [BSC10]. We further assume that each of the variants is implemented in the microservice. For example, if a microservice can be implemented
using different algorithms, all those algorithms are included in the source code of
the service. At any given time, a service maps its current variant to an internal state
that determines how it is executed when requests are processed.
The different service variants impact the result of the computation in two ways.
First, the execution time varies, e.g., when less complex algorithms are invoked or
loop iterations are skipped. Naturally, this leads to a reduced energy consumption
of the surrogate which executes the microservice. Second, service variants impact
the quality of result (QoR). Depending on the application, QoR needs to be deﬁned
differently. We can divide QoR-metrics into two categories: (i) user-centered and
(ii) numeric. For user-centered metrics, techniques like questionnaires or focus
groups can be used to assess the perceived quality of result. Note that this might
not only vary from one user to another but also might depend on the usage context
(as noted in [MFP20]). As a numeric metric, we can for example quantify the error
in the computation, i.e., the deviation from a numeric optimum or the accuracy of
the result.

10.4

Case Study

In a ﬁrst case study, we build a test environment to demonstrate our concept (Section 10.4.1). We implement six different microservices (Section 10.4.2) that are
adaptable in different aspects, and with those, we construct two microservices
chains (Section 10.4.3). First, we study how accurately we can construct a model
to estimate the execution time of those services (Section 10.4.4). The results
also allow us to identify which features (e.g., hardware characteristics) are the
most relevant for such a model. Then, we demonstrate the practical impact of
the different service variants on the execution time and (where applicable) QoR
(Section 10.4.5).

10.4.1 Implementation and Test Environment
For the implementation, we partly rely on concepts and components of ﬂexEdge
(see Chapter 7). The microservices follow the design that was presented in Section 7.3.1. Microservices are executed on the agents of ﬂexEdge (see Section 7.4.3).
We implement the possibility to select the microservice variant at the start of the
service by passing arguments to the Docker CLI that are then parsed by the service
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at its start. For the case study, we manually select the microservice variant to study
its impact and do not rely on the ﬂexEdge controller. Future work will incorporate
the speciﬁcation of user constraints and the automatic selection and adaptation of
service variants by the controller (see Section 10.6).
In addition to the queue that holds requests, each microservice instance is extended with a control queue, which also uses RabbitMQ as a message broker. Messages are published to this queue to trigger a change in a service variant. Similarly,
through a REST-style API, the microservices can be queried to retrieve which variant is currently active. To provide this interface, each microservice implements an
abstract Microservice Manager class. This implementation is then connected to a
listener for the control queue in order to parse incoming requests. As an example,
Figure J.1 in Appendix J shows a UML class diagram for this functionality of the
face detection microservice.
We use a similar setup as described in Section 7.6.1. The controller and microservice store run on the same hardware as described there. We also use the same
Lenovo ThinkCentre M920X Tiny as one edge agent node. In addition, for different
experiments we use different AWS EC2 virtual machines. Requests are issued from
a computer in the same local network as the controller, agent, and microservice
store.

10.4.2 Microservices
We implement the following adaptable microservices, as summarized in Table 10.2:
TABLE 10.2: OVERVIEW OF SERVICE VARIANTS
Microservice

Variants
Algorithms

Parameters

Face

{LBP-Classiﬁer,

{scale-factor,

detection

Haar-Classiﬁer}

min-neighbors }

Auxiliary Data

{faster_rcnn_inception_v2_
coco, ssd_mobilenet_v1_coco,

Object
detection

ssd_mobilenet_v1_fpn,




ssd_mobilenet_v1_ppn,
ssd_mobilenet_v2_coco,
ssd_resnet50_v1_fpn,
ssdlite_mobilenet_v2_coco}

Image
compression
Image
blurring
Image
upscaling
3D mesh reconstruction


{Gaussian blur,
Median blur}



{compressionquality}
{kernel-size}





{psnr-large, psnr-small,,
noise-cancel,gans}
{meshrcnn,pixel2mesh,
sphereinit,voxelrcnn}
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(i) FACE DETECTION | This microservice was introduced in Section 7.5.1. Its variants differ in algorithms and parameters. For the algorithms, we can use
two different types of cascade classiﬁers available in OpenCV4 : (i) LBP and
(ii) Haar. In general, LBP is faster but produces less accurate results. The microservice furthermore expects two parameters: (i) scale-factor and (ii) minneighbors. The ﬁrst parameter determines the scaling between two levels of
up- or downscaling (because both algorithms work only on predeﬁned model
dimensions). The second parameter min-neighbors speciﬁes the minimum
number of neighbors for candidate rectangles for those to be retained. Higher
values for this parameter lead to fewer faces being detected but at the same
time, this also decreases the number of false-positives.
(ii) OBJECT DETECTION | This microservice was also introduced in Section 7.5.1.
The microservice uses different auxiliary data with pre-trained tensorﬂow
models5 . The models differ in their execution speed and mean average precision. In total, we use six different models.
(iii) IMAGE COMPRESSION | Using the image encoding function of OpenCV, this
microservice compresses a given input image using JPEG. JPEG is a lossy
compression method. As the only variation, the compression quality can be
speciﬁed as a parameter.
(iv) IMAGE BLURRING | Given an input image and an array of rectangular regions,
this microservice blurs the given regions of the image. To perform the operation, we use OpenCV’s blur function. The blurring can be performed by two
different algorithms: (i) Gaussian blur and (ii) median blur. The Gaussian
blur is a linear ﬁlter that is faster but does not preserve edges in the original image. In contrast, the median blur is a non-linear ﬁlter that is able to
preserve edges. For both algorithms, a kernel size is used as a parameter to
determine the size of the convolution matrix.
(v) IMAGE UPSCALING | This microservice produces an upscaled image of the input
image. It also aims at enhancing the quality of the upscaled image by using
Residual Dense Networks (RDN). We use an existing Keras6 -based implementation7 as a basis for our microservice. We use four different pre-trained models that are variants of auxiliary data: psnr-large, psnr-small, noise-cancel, and
gans. Except for the gans model (which quadruples the resolution), these
models double the original image resolution.
(vi) 3D MESH RECONSTRUCTION | This microservice aims at reconstructing a 3D
mesh representation of an object in a (2D) picture. Gkioxari et al. [GJM19]
showed how this can be achieved using convolutional neural networks. We
use the author’s published code8 as the basis for our microservice. Four different models are used as auxiliary data. Some reconstruct only the shape of
the object while others use voxels to achieve a more realistic representation
of the object.
4

see https://docs.opencv.org/2.4/doc/user_guide/ug_traincascade.html (accessed: 2020-04-06)
https://github.com/tensorﬂow/models/blob/master/research/object_detection/g3doc/detection_model_zoo.md
(accessed: 2020-04-22)
6
https://keras.io/ (accessed: 2020-04-21)
7
https://github.com/idealo/image-super-resolution (accessed: 2020-04-16)
8
https://github.com/facebookresearch/meshrcnn (accessed: 2020-04-16)
5
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10.4.3 Microservice Chains
From the microservices described in the previous Section 10.4.2, we construct two
service chains. These service chains represent prominent applications in the domains of computer vision, recognition, and machine learning. Service chains with
different variants can also represent use cases in which data is pre-processed for
a more efﬁcient ofﬂoading (termed ofﬂoad shaping [Hu+15a]) of subsequent microservices, e.g., as investigated in [Li+15].
(i) FACE ANONYMIZATION | Given an image as input, this chain anonymizes faces
by blurring them. First, the original image is compressed. Afterward, a face
detection is performed, outputting detected faces as rectangular coordinates
to the next service. As a ﬁnal step, the image blurring microservices blurs the
regions returned by the face detection microservice. An illustrative example
of this service chain is shown in Figure 10.2(a).
(ii) 3D MESH RECONSTRUCTION OF UPSCALED IMAGES | This microservice chain
ﬁrst performs an upscaling of an input image and then reconstructs a 3D mesh
from the upscaled image. Figure 10.2(b) illustrates an example execution of
this chain.

10.4.4 Execution Time Estimation
First, we study how accurately we can model the execution time of the microservices
and which features are relevant for creating a model of the execution time that is as
accurate as possible. In an Edge Computing framework where adaptable microservices are integrated (see Section 10.5), this step would be performed ofﬂine and
serve as base knowledge for runtime decisions. It would allow, for instance, to estimate the execution time of a request and based on this estimation, make decisions
about the placement or user-to-instance assignments.
Methodology and experimental setup. To estimate the execution time of microservices, we build regression models using supervised learning methods. We use
three variants of estimators implemented in scikit-learn9 , a machine learning library
for Python: (i) decision trees regressor, (ii) random forest regressor, and (iii) extra tree regressor. For each estimated model, the R2 -score is computed to assess its
quality. This metric gives an indication of how accurate the model is.
To analyze the impact of different underlying hardware conﬁgurations, we run
this evaluation on different AWS EC2 instances types as summarized in Table 10.3.
They differ in CPU and memory conﬁguration and are optimized for either generalpurpose, computing, or memory-intensive applications. For each instance type, we
run benchmarks of the face detection and object detection microservice. During
the execution of the microservices, we also record statistics on available hardware
resources and system load. Those will serve as possible features to build a model
of the execution time (for instance, to be able to predict the execution time given
different load levels on the system).
For the face detection, we use the two different face detection algorithms, LBP
and Haar [Kad+14]. The scale-factor parameter is varied from 1.0 to 1.9 in 0.1
increments and values for min-neighbors are varied from 1 to 10. We use 46 160
9

https://scikit-learn.org (accessed: 2020-04-13)
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TABLE 10.3: INSTANCE TYPES USED FOR BENCHMARKING
Type

vCPUs

Clock rate

Memory

Remarks

t2.micro

1

2.5 GHza

1 GB

general-purpose

t2.small

1

2.5 GHza

2 GB

general-purpose

b

4 GB

general-purpose

t2.medium

2

2.3 GHz

t2.large

2

2.3 GHz b

8 GB

general-purpose

t2.xlarge

4

2.3 GHz b

16 GB

general-purpose

t2.2xlarge

8

2.3 GHz b

32 GB

general-purpose

c

4 GB

compute-optimized

c5.large

2

3.4 GHz

c5.xlarge

4

3.4 GHzc

8 GB

compute-optimized

c5.4xlarge

16

3.4 GHzc

32 GB

compute-optimized

r5d.large

2

3.1 GHzd

16 GB

memory-optimized

r5d.2xlarge

8

3.1 GHzd

64 GB

memory-optimized

a

Intel Xeon Family

b

Intel Broadwell E5-2695v4

c

Intel Xeon Platinum 8124M

d

Intel Xeon Platinum 8175

different images from the WIDER FACE10 dataset. For the object detection, we use
two different models (ssd_mobilenet_v1_coco and faster_rcnn_inception_v2_coco) on
the val2017 dataset included in the Coco Dateset11 .
For each instance type, we list the combination of features and regression methods that lead to the highest R2 -score. Features can be properties related to the
variant of the microservice (e.g., a parameter) or attributes of the machine where it
is executed. Table 10.4 shows the results for the face detection and Table 10.5 the
results for the object detection. In the table, the features are ordered in decreasing
order of importance, i.e., to what extent they contribute to the prediction of the
execution time.
Impact of the machine types. From the results, we can observe that especially
with the more powerful machines, we can achieve high R2 -scores and, hence, a high
accuracy of the model. For less powerful types of machines, e.g., the t2.micro and
t2.small, we get much lower scores. This is likely due to a greater variance in execution times that happens because t2-type instances are so-called burstable instances,
i.e., if the system is overloaded, the CPU performance of the virtual machine is temporarily increased. Since this is likely to happen with the least powerful types we
used, the high variance of execution times is due to the constant on-off switching
of the performance boost.
Differences in estimators and features. As a second observation, in all but one
case (face detection on a c5.4xlarge instance), the extra tree regressor led to the
highest R2 -score. We can also observe great differences in the most relevant features for the execution time estimation. These differences can both be seen within
10
11

http://shuoyang1213.me/WIDERFACE/ (accessed: 2020-04-25)
http://cocodataset.org/ (accessed: 2020-04-25)
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TABLE 10.4: EXECUTION TIME ESTIMATION RESULT FOR THE FACE DETECTION MICROSERVICE

R2 -Score

Regressor

Featuresa

t2.micro

Extra Tree

SF, DF-A, MN

0.4675

t2.small

Extra Tree

CF, DF-A, MEM-A

0.4317
0.8717

Instance

t2.medium

Extra Tree

CF, CPU-U, DF-C

t2.large

Extra Tree

CPU-U, CF, SF, NF

0.9456

t2.xlarge

Extra Tree

CPU-U, CF, SF, MN, NF

0.9842

t2.2xlarge

Extra Tree

CF, SF, CPU-U, NF

0.9856

c5.large

Extra Tree

CF, SF, CPU-U, NF

0.9887

c5.xlarge

Extra Tree

CF, SF, CPU-U, NF

0.9914

CF, CPU-U, SF, CPU-F, MEM-U,

c5.4xlarge

Decision Tree

r5d.large

Extra Tree

CF, SF, CPU-U, NF

0.9883

r5d.2xlarge

Extra Tree

CF, SF, CPU-U, NF

0.9860

a

DF-C, MEM-A

0.9965

CF: classiﬁer, CPU-F: CPU frequency, CPU-U: CPU usage,
DF-A: detected faces (absolute number), DF-C detected faces (correct percentage),
MEM-A available memory, MEM-U: used memory,
MN min-neighbors, NF number of faces, SF: scale-factor

TABLE 10.5: EXECUTION TIME ESTIMATION RESULT FOR THE OBJECT DETECTION MICROSERVICE

Instance

Regressor

n.a b

t2.micro
t2.small
t2.medium

R2 -Score

Featuresa

Extra Tree
Extra Tree

M, CPU-U, MEM-T
MEM-AP, M, MEM-U,
C, CPU-F

0.5651
0.6938

t2.large

Extra Tree

M, MEM-A, MEM-U

0.6827

t2.xlarge

Extra Tree

M, MEM-A, MEM-T

0.6412

t2.2xlarge

Extra Tree

M, MEM-AP, CPU-U

0.7690
0.9970

c5.large

Extra Tree

M, CPU-U, MEM-T

c5.xlarge

Extra Tree

M, CPU-U, MEM-T

0.9969

c5.4xlarge

Extra Tree

M, CPU-U, MEM-T

0.9968

r5d.large

Extra Tree

M, CPU-U, MEM-T

0.9968

r5d.2xlarge

Extra Tree

M, CPU-U, MEM-T

0.9970

a

C: correctness, CPU-F: CPU frequency, CPU-U: CPU usage, M: model,
MEM-AP: available memory (percentage), MEM-A available memory (absolute),
MEM-T total memory, MEM-U: used memory

b

hardware conﬁguration not sufﬁcient to run the microservice

one microservice, depending on the instance type, and across microservices. The
estimation for the face detection mostly used the classiﬁcation algorithm as the
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most relevant feature. With more powerful hardware, the classiﬁer, the scale-factor
parameter, and the current CPU usage are consistently ranked the most relevant
features, while for less powerful machines, the min-neighbors parameter and the
number of detected faces were included in the features.
Contrary to the face detection microservices, for the object detection, we can see
a clearer division of relevant features depending on the instance type. While for t2type instances, the available memory is always a highly ranked feature (except for
the t2.small instance), this changes in favor of the CPU utilization for c-type and rtype machines. Another difference is that the t2-type instances lead to signiﬁcantly
lower accuracies of the model, as shown by the R2 -score.
Summary. In summary, this analysis of execution time estimators has shown that
we are able to accurately proﬁle the different variants of microservice. This is an
important building block for the selection and adaptation of suitable microservice
variants at runtime. However, we could also observe that this estimation has to be
tuned to the individual microservice w.r.t. the selection of the hardware and features that are used for the estimation. This further motivates our design presented
in Section 10.5, in which the ofﬂine model is periodically updated with runtime
statistics from the execution environment.

10.4.5 Impact of Service Variants
We now study the impact of the different microservice variants. To do so, we measure the correlation between different variables that relate to the service variants
and the outcomes of the computations. Most importantly, we want to assess the
change in execution time. In addition, for the face detection algorithm and, consequently, for the face anonymization service chain, we also analyze the impact on
the quality of the result.
To measure the pairwise correlation between variables, we use the Kendall rank
correlation coefﬁcient throughout this section. Contrary to other metrics for correlation, such as the Pearson correlation coefﬁcient, it has the advantage that it does
not assume a linear relationship between variables.
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Face anonymization service chain. For the ﬁrst chain, we vary the image compression quality from 1–99 (in steps of 1). We use the two face detection algorithms as described before. The scale-factor parameter is set to a constant 1.2, and
min-neighbors are varied from 0–9 (step size 1). For the ﬁnal step, the blurring
microservice, we use gaussian blur and median blur algorithms with a ﬁxed kernel
size of (23, 23). We select 21 images and manually label the correct positions of
the faces. Hence, with a small degree of tolerance, besides the absolute number of
detected faces, we can also compute a correctness value that serves as a metric for
the QoR. For each image and combination, we executed the chain ﬁve times and
averaged the results.
Figure 10.3 shows the correlation matrix of the entire chain. We can observe
that the highest correlation value is attained among the face detection algorithm
and the execution time. To map this correlation to concrete numbers, on average,
the execution time using the Haar classiﬁer was 0.13 s, while for the LBP classiﬁer
it averaged to 0.08 s. This means that by changing the variant of the algorithm, we
could achieve a reduction in the execution time of 38.46 %. However, this reduction
in execution time came at the cost of a reduced correctness value, which dropped
from 0.67 to 0.57 on average (-14.92 %). This provides a good example of the
tradeoff between the computation complexity (represented by the execution time)
and the quality of result (represented by the correct recognition of faces) that is
possible to adapt with different microservice variants.
Compared to the face detection algorithm, other variables related to the variants, i.e., min-neighbors, compression quality, and blurring algorithm correlate with
the execution time with values of -0.08, 0.05, and 0.05, respectively. It is worth
noticing that min-neighbors has a much more signiﬁcant impact on the correctness
(with a correlation value of -0.26) than on the execution time.
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We also provide the correlation matrices of the individual services of this chain in
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Figure 10.4. Comparing Figure 10.4 with Figure 10.3 demonstrates the difference
in correlation of a single microservice versus when this microservice is integrated
into a chain. As an example, when executed alone, the blurring algorithm has a
correlation value of 0.22 with the execution time but in the entire chain, this value
drops to 0.05. A similar change in the correlation score can be observed for the face
detection algorithm (-0.68 to -0.71).
3D mesh reconstruction of upscaled images. For both the image upscaling and
3D mesh reconstruction microservice, we use the four different variants as listed in
Table 10.2. As input data, we used 5 images from a dataset depicting furniture12 .
Because the mesh reconstruction microservices offers GPU support, we execute this
service chain on an AWS EC2 p2.xlarge instance (Xeon E5-2686 v4, 61 GB RAM,
Nvidia K80 GPU).
Figure 10.5 shows the correlation matrix for the entire chain and Figure 10.6
the matrices for the individual microservices. Note that for this microservice chain,
we leave the exploration of suitable QoR-metrics for future work and focus on the
execution times.
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The results show that the variants of the upscaling model have more inﬂuence than the different mesh reconstruction models (correlation scores of 0.28 and
-0.07). As an example, the psnr-small model for image upscaling has an average
12

https://www.kaggle.com/akkithetechie/furniture-detector/data (accessed: 2020-04-24)
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execution time of 11.55 s while the psnr-large model averages to 58.94 s. The mean
values for the noise-cancel and gans models are 63.93 s and 36.36 s, respectively.
This means that by selecting another variant of an image upscaling model, we can
reduce the execution time up to 81.93 %. In comparison, the differences for the
average execution times of the mesh construction models are smaller (41.26 s for
meshrcnn, 42.01 s for pixel2mesh, 43.12 s for sphereint, and 44.38 s for voxelrcnn).
Hence, here the maximum difference in execution time only amounts to 7.03 %.
Naturally, there is also a strong correlation (0.41 and 0.26) of the execution time
with the input and output resolution of the upscaled images.

Integration into an Edge Computing Framework
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FIGURE 10.7: INTEGRATION OF ADAPTABLE MICROSERVICES INTO AN EDGE COMPUTING FRAMEWORK

Starting from the basis of our microservice-based Edge Computing framework
ﬂexEdge (see Chapter 7), this section presents the conceptual design for the integration of service variants into the framework, including new control and monitoring
functionalities. Hence, this chapter serves as a blueprint for future work to include
our presented concepts into a production-grade Edge Computing system.
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Overview of system design. Figure 10.7 shows an overview of our proposed integration concept. Components that are additions to the original ﬂexEdge framework
are marked with a yellow star. We structure the design of our system into three layers: (i) a resource and planning layer that provides the adaptable microservices and
proﬁling of the services, (ii) the runtime control layer that manages the variants of
the services, and (iii) the execution layer, where the service variants run on the edge
agents.
Proﬁling and monitoring of adaptive services. Variants of a microservice are included in its implementation. For each variant, an ofﬂine proﬁler creates a model to
estimate the execution time, given different input sizes. This information serves as
a basis for the controller for choosing suitable variants at the start of a microservice
or change the variants of running services. Given the heterogeneity of execution
environments, not all possible hardware conﬁgurations and runtime characteristics (e.g., the current resource usages on the agents) can be considered. Hence,
this information is gradually updated at runtime with collected statistics from the
agents.
Changing service variants. During the execution of a microservice, its variant can
be changed. This is done through a dedicated control queue associated with each
microservice instance. As an example, in Figure 10.7, the service variant is changed
from V1 to V2. This adaptation at runtime can be done for a number of reasons,
e.g., when a constraint on the execution time cannot be met, a service might be
instructed by the controller to switch to a variant that produces less accurate but
faster results.
Control ﬂow. Users can submit their requests for the execution of a service with a
constraint on the execution time or the quality of result (shown as x in Figure 10.7).
Based on these constraints and the information from the proﬁler, a suitable service
variant is selected (step y), instantiated (step z), and can then take user requests
(step {). Note that for simplicity reasons, the ﬁgure only depicts a single microservice. For service chains, the decision-making process is made across all services
in the respective chain. Besides further algorithmic contributions (e.g., w.r.t. microservice placement and user-to-instance assignments), this will require scalable
monitoring and control mechanisms (see Section 10.6).

10.6

Conclusion and Outlook

In this chapter, we have revised our previously deﬁned concept of microservices.
Based on three properties of Edge Computing and its applications—constrained resources, tight constraints on the execution time, and ﬂexibility regarding the quality
of the computations—we proposed the general concept of adaptable microservices.
Speciﬁcally, we deﬁned microservices to be adaptable in three aspects, related to
the internal functioning of the microservices.
In an initial study, we ﬁrst studied how accurately we can estimate the execution
time of an individual service. This is an important building block for an integrated
control system that selects service variants at runtime and assigns users to different
service variants.

10.6. Conclusion and Outlook
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Adaptable microservices allow trading the quality of computations for lower
resource utilization (manifested for example in a reduced execution time). Section 10.4.5 has demonstrated this for prominent real-world use cases in the domain
of recognition and computer vision tasks. For such complex tasks, we showed that
switching to an other microservice variant can substantially reduce the execution
time. Alternatively, the less complex variant could be run on less powerful hardware. Compared to Cloud Computing, clustering vast amounts of resources in one
location is not possible to the same extent in Edge Computing (e.g., because of
limited physical space at points of presence). For this reason, elasticity is typically
lower in Edge Computing. The proposed concept of microservice variants can help
in mitigating this limited elasticity by adapting the services to the limitations of the
execution infrastructure and not vice versa.
As the next step, control mechanisms for the automatic selection and change of
service variants at runtime need to be implemented in our Edge Computing framework ﬂexEdge, as conceptualized in Section 10.5. In particular, we identify the
following aspects as a roadmap for future work:
HIERARCHICAL MONITORING AND CONTROL | To ensure that application-speciﬁc
constraints w.r.t. the execution time and result quality are met, the execution
of service chains needs to be monitored. Given the highly distributed nature
of the surrogates, having only one centralized controller does not meet the
scalability requirements of Edge Computing. Hence, we envision hierarchical
monitoring and control mechanisms.
VARIANT SELECTION AND ADAPTATION | Based on continuous monitoring of the execution environment, the available resources on the surrogates, and user requirements, future work will investigate strategies for the selection and adaptation of service variants. This is a challenging optimization problem, especially when microservice instances are shared across users that specify different execution constraints.
NETWORK CONTROL LAYER | In a distributed Edge Computing system, not only the
resources on the edge nodes and the microservices’ complexity inﬂuence the
execution time but also the network conditions and types of connections between the nodes (e.g., when the microservices of one service chain run on different nodes). Future work should take this into consideration in two aspects:
First, ﬁne-grained monitoring of network conditions can help in making runtime decisions for the placement and assignment of microservices. Second,
we can extend the control itself to the network layer, e.g., by reserving bandwidth on links or using SDN to control the data ﬂow between edge nodes.
DEFINING AND WEIGHTING MULTIPLE QOR METRICS | As we have noted, the quality
of a computation can be deﬁned in different ways. However, the interplay between user-perceived QoR and mathematical metrics for QoR is not well understood yet. Furthermore, it remains unclear how both types of QoR should
be weighted if they are part of one service chain.
DEFINING SERVICE VARIANTS THROUGH SPLS | Software product lines allow for a
general modeling of application variants. Using this established technique
would also make it possible to model more complex dependencies between
variants (e.g., when certain combinations of variants are mutually exclusive).
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ONLINE REFINEMENT OF EXECUTION TIME MODELS | We have built ofﬂine regression models for the execution time estimation of microservices. Such models
cannot, however, take into account all possible hardware and input data that
will occur once a service is deployed. Therefore, the models should be reﬁned at runtime with statistics that are collected on the edge nodes during
the execution of microservices.

Part V

Epilogue
In the last part of this dissertation, we conclude by summarizing our
contributions and outlining future research directions.
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11.1

Summary

Edge Computing is an emerging paradigm that brings storage and processing capabilities closer to the ever-increasing number of (mobile) end devices, sensors, and
actuators. It therefore introduces a new middle-tier between end devices and distant Cloud Computing infrastructures. This brings several advantages compared
to the state-of-the-art Cloud Computing paradigm, such as a reduced latency or
bandwidth savings in the core network. This in turn enables upcoming applications, such as augmented reality, IoT data analytics, and collaborative gaming. One
major challenge towards the widespread availability of Edge Computing is the deployment of elastic, proximate computing resources. For two reasons, we envision
such resources to be deployed in urban areas ﬁrst: (i) the proposed applications for
edge computing typically involve densely interconnected people and things, and
(ii) both Cloud Computing providers and operators of cellular networks are in the
process of deploying general-purpose hardware in or close to the access network,
naturally preferring regions with a large number of potential customers.
In this thesis, we have presented contributions in the ﬁeld of Urban Edge Computing, i.e., Edge Computing in an urban environment. This environment is characterized by its heterogeneity in different aspects, which we have considered throughout
the contributions of this thesis. First, Edge Computing features a variety of devices,
data sources, and consumers. Those are connected using different wireless access
199
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technologies (e.g., WiFi or cellular networks). Second, a variety of applications require computation and storage capabilities, each with individual requirements, e.g.,
with regards to processing latency or data locality. Third, the infrastructure for Edge
Computing, i.e., the resources that will be used to host data and computations, are
highly heterogeneous in their capacity, cost, and ownership.
This thesis consisted of four main parts that made contributions to the understanding, planning, deployment, and operation of Edge Computing. Our focus on
urban Edge Computing is especially emphasized by Part II, in which we consider
urban infrastructures, such as street lamps, as infrastructural resources for Edge
Computing deployments. The contributions presented in the other parts of this
thesis are relevant beyond urban infrastructures.
We now conclude this thesis by summarizing the contributions made in those
parts.
PART I | The ﬁrst part provided a detailed background and analysis of the state
of the art in Edge Computing. We provided a taxonomy (Chapter 2) of Edge
Computing and analyzed its characteristics (Chapter 3). In Chapter 4, we performed a systematic survey of use cases for Edge Computing and proposed a
classiﬁcation scheme for Edge Computing applications. Part I therefore contributes to the general understanding of the ﬁeld of Edge Computing, reﬁnes
its deﬁnition in an urban context, and highlights important (future) use cases.
PART II | In the second part, we examined the infrastructures in an urban environment on which we can place cloudlets—small-scale proximate data centers—
to offer Edge Computing resources to (mobile) users. In Chapter 5, we performed a systematic analysis of the coverage that can be achieved using the
existing access point infrastructure in a city, while Chapter 6 proposed a placement strategy for heterogeneous cloudlets on those access points. This part
hence provided insights for the design and planning of the physical infrastructure (in terms of hardware and communication capabilities) for Edge
Computing in an urban environment.
PART III | Part III focused on the actual execution of computations at the edge. To
realize this, Chapter 7 proposed an Edge Computing framework that is based
on computation onloading through a microservice store. The framework is an
alternative approach to state-of-the-art ofﬂoading approaches, in which the
ofﬂoadable parts of the applications are either pre-provisioned on the edge
nodes or transferred from the client device to the surrogate. Furthermore, the
reuse of microservice instances at runtime allows for an efﬁcient use of edge
resources. We have shown how our approach is beneﬁcial in terms of reduced
end-to-end latency and battery savings for the client device. The contributions
in this part lay the basis for the efﬁcient execution of application parts at the
edge.
PART IV | Lastly, Part IV presented strategies and adaptations to make runtime
decisions in an Urban Edge Computing system. In Chapter 8, we proposed
an approach for the scalable placement of operators, i.e., functional parts of
applications. Given the complexity of the problem, we suggested placement
heuristics that reduce the solving time of the problem, while introducing only
a small optimality gap. The reduction in solving time in practice leads to a
faster provisioning of services for users, increasing the quality of experience
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and allowing for fast reconﬁgurations of placements. Chapter 9 in turn investigated the placement of data. More speciﬁcally, we proposed the concept
of context-aware micro storage at the edge of the network. We realized this
concept and developed vStore, an open-source framework targeted at mobile users. Our concept makes rule-based storage decisions, leverages proximate storage nodes to save core network bandwidth, and allows for crossapplication sharing of data. Chapter 10 revised the previously introduced
concept of microservices by making them adaptable at runtime. We introduced the notion of service variants that can dynamically be selected to trade
off execution time and quality of results. Given the different latency requirements of applications and varying computing resources in Edge Computing,
this tradeoff allows to adapt an Edge Computing execution system to those
characteristics. Furthermore, the concept of service variants allows to shrink
the gap in resource elasticity between Edge Computing and Cloud Computing.
The contributions made in the individual parts can stand for themselves and
should be viewed independently. However, in a broader context, parts II–IV can be
considered building blocks for an overall Urban Edge Computing system. Part II
provides the substrate on which a distributed Edge Computing runtime (Part III)
operates. The runtime in turn relies on mechanisms presented in Part IV for its
decision-making (e.g., where to place data and carry out computations).

11.2

Future Work

This thesis made distinctive improvements in the ﬁeld of Edge Computing. We can,
however, imagine several remaining obstacles that hinder the widespread availability of Edge Computing in urban spaces as envisioned in this thesis. In this chapter,
we outline some open questions and possible future research directions.

11.2.1 Discovery
On several occasions, we have highlighted the opportunistic and highly distributed
nature of Urban Edge Computing, in which users leverage various storage and computing resources owned by different stakeholders in their surroundings. One manifestation of this aspect is that surrogates will be spread throughout the entire network, inside different Internet autonomous systems (AS) [HB96] that are owned
and operated by different stakeholders. This in itself poses challenges, e.g, with
regards to interoperability and revenue models (see Section 11.2.3). Even if we
assume a future standardized Edge Computing infrastructure with roaming and
accounting models across stakeholders, the challenge of discovering available surrogates remains.
Service discovery is a well-established problem in the domains of pervasive computing and web services and, hence, various solutions have been proposed [Hel02;
ZMN05]. For different reasons they are not applicable in an Edge Computing environment, where we require a loose coupling between users and surrogates in order
to achieve a seamless migration of services (e.g., because of user mobility). In
Edge Computing, we need discovery mechanisms that work on a global scale and
yet remain scalable. Broadcast protocols and approaches that rely on centralized
databases clearly do not fulﬁll these requirements. Several proposed approaches in
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the context of Edge Computing or IoT also rely on centralized approaches for the discovery [Bha+16; Che+18b] or assume that all resources for computing are known
a priori [Xio+18; Cap+18]. Approaches that create overlays, e.g., through DHTs1
[Ged+17; TVM18], suffer from topology mismatch, i.e., the overlay topology does
not accurately represent the properties of the underlying network. Consequently,
those approaches cannot make guarantees on the resulting latency—a crucial factor
for many Edge Computing applications.
In conclusion, the scalable discovery of federated resources remains challenging. In a recent contribution [Ged+20], we proposed to jointly use on-path and
off-path for the discovery in federated Fog Computing environments. We argue
that the techniques presented there can be applied to an Urban Edge Computing
environment, where we also have highly distributed resources in different administrative domains. The discovery mechanism combined DNS-based discovery (using the NAPTR resource records) with the announcement of computing resources
through custom BGP community strings. Figure 11.1 shows the results with varying percentages of fog sites. The latency reduction can be seen from Figure 11.1(a)
(comparing the latency of using only cloud resources with using fog resources as determined by the different proposed discovery methods). From our measurements,
we could also observe that the latency does not correlate with the hop count (see
Figure 11.1(b)). It remains to be investigated if this also applies to Edge Computing, where resources are often (co-)located at the wireless gateway. Furthermore,
future work should investigate the efﬁciency with regards to the discovery time and
the caching and dissemination of discovery results.

(a) CDF of the Latency

(b) CDF of the AS Hop Count

FIGURE 11.1: RESULTS OF COMBINED DISCOVERY METHODS (FIGURE TAKEN FROM
[GED+20])

11.2.2 Security, Privacy, and Trust
Distributing data and computations over a network naturally incurs challenges with
respect to security, privacy, and trust. Some of these challenges are similar to those
in Cloud Computing, while others speciﬁcally arise because of the characteristics of
Edge Computing.
1

Distributed Hash Tables
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Mainly due to the high (geographic) distribution of resources, Edge Computing
increases the likelihood of physical attacks on the infrastructure. Not only a few
data centers, but a multitude of edge sites need to be secured. These edge sites are
sometimes located in unguarded places, such as roadside units or street lamps, making them susceptible to theft and sabotage. Hence, ensuring the physical integrity
of edge sites remains challenging.
Aside from the physical security of edge sites, securing the execution environment is another crucial factor in both Edge Computing and Cloud Computing. Edge
Computing typically makes use of lightweight virtualization technologies (see Section 3.5.2). The security aspect of those different virtualization technologies is
subject to discussion within the research community [Man+17; CMD16]. Other
challenges include securing the users’ data and network security [YQL15]. As an
example for the latter, Stojmenovic et al. [Sto+16] describe a stealthy man-in-themiddle attack in a Fog Computing scenario. Roman et al. [RLM18] survey further
security threats and challenges. Following the aftermath of a successful attack,
Wang et al. [WUS15] discuss future challenges in forensics for Fog Computing.
Users of Edge Computing deployments have to trust the execution environment.
In contrast to Cloud Computing, this execution environment might span over multiple administrative domains, including devices that are privately owned (see Section 3.3). Trust can encompass multiple aspects. First, edge nodes should not reveal
privacy-sensitive information. Second, if we envision the deployment of an Edge
Computing system as described in Chapter 7, we need to guarantee the security
and integrity of the services provided, especially if those are shared between multiple applications and the user has no control over which service will be invoked.
Furthermore, users should be able to trust the correctness of the computation. Few
initial works in this direction exist. For example, Ruan et al. [RDU18] propose a
trust management framework to assess trust for computations and devices in an
MEC-IoT environment. Zhang et al. [Zha+18c] analyze the data security and privacy threats in Edge Computing. Others have focused on these issues solely in the
context of the IoT [Vas+15; Per+15].

11.2.3 Business Models
Unlike for current Cloud Computing offerings, in Edge Computing it remains unclear what the predominant business models will be. In their review about the past
research on cyber foraging, Balan and Flin [BF17] raise the question of who should
provide surrogates for ofﬂoading, naming application providers, users, and thirdparty infrastructure providers as possible candidates. Aijaz et al. [AAA13] shed
light on the business perspective of data ofﬂoading from the point of view of device
manufacturers, service providers, and hotspot operators. Others have argued that
Edge Computing needs the same ﬂexible pay-as-you-go services models as Cloud
Computing [Ahm+17].
Edge Computing as we have envisioned it throughout this thesis is dynamic and
must be carried out in cooperative ways, e.g., mobile users must switch to other
cloudlets. Hence, to realize the full potential of Edge Computing, different stakeholders and competitors must work together (e.g., to regulate data transit and enabling handover of users and services). Ideally, users should be able to seamlessly
migrate their data and computations independent of who owns the underlying infrastructure. Besides new business models and technical standards, this also requires
novel accounting mechanisms [Rez+18]. We believe this is one of the main reasons
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that no widespread infrastructure for Urban Edge Computing is available today.
If we also consider privately owned devices for Edge Computing, the question of
business models shifts to incentive mechanisms. Previous works in this aspect have
focused on sharing the access network, e.g., sharing one’s broadband connection
via WiFi [Shi+15; MPP10]. Sharing the additional resources available at or colocated with home gateways could be a next step. Some recent works have begun
to investigate incentive mechanisms for ofﬂoading in Edge Computing [Zen+18;
Liu+17] but those are mainly theoretical results that still are to be validated with
practical studies.

11.3

Outlook

Although Edge Computing is not ubiquitously and openly present today, novel applications such as mobile augmented reality and assisted driving will drive the need
for low-latency processing over fast wireless connections in the near future, especially when those applications work cooperatively.
We are just beginning to see how infrastructure is changing to support such applications. Novel communication standards such as 5G are being deployed, offering
unprecedented wireless bandwidth and ultra-low latency connectivity for mobile
devices. At the same time, the computing resources at the edge change and now
include more general-purpose, virtualized computing hardware, resembling the infrastructure found in the Cloud Computing environment. Owners of these resources
(e.g., mobile network operators) therefore can leverage this ﬂexibility to offer additional services, e.g., general-purpose computing for edge applications. Established
Cloud Computing providers are also offering new services for proximate computing resources (e.g., Amazon’s lambda@edge2 or Microsoft’s announcement of Azure
Edge Zones3 ) in an attempt to enter the emerging Edge Computing market. Both of
these trends—enhanced wireless access technologies and more proximate generalpurpose computing resources— lay important technological groundworks for the
practical adoption of Edge Computing.
In the 2019 edition4 of their “Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies”, Gartner
assessed edge analytics at the “peak of inﬂated expectations”. How deep the drop
from this peak will be before Edge Computing reaches the “plateau of productivity” will depend on a number of factors. Some of those remain open questions,
especially w.r.t. business models (see Section 11.2.3) and compatibility between
different Edge Computing providers, while this dissertation contributed solutions
w.r.t. technical questions for Edge Computing.

2

https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/edge/ (accessed: 2020-06-12)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/networking/edge-zones-overview (accessed:
2020-06-12)
4
https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/3956015/hype-cycle-for-emerging-technologies-2019
(accessed: 2020-06-11)
3
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A

Access Point Location Estimation from Wardriving

LISTING A.1: ACCESSPOINT.RB SOURCE CODE FILE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

require_relative ’ utils ’
r e q u i r e ’ geoutm ’
class AccessPoint
attr_accessor : bssid
attr_accessor : ssid
a t t r _ a c c e s s o r : measurement
a t t r _ a c c e s s o r : caps
a t t r _ a c c e s s o r : vendor
d e f i n i t i a l i z e ( b s s i d , s s i d , vendor , f r e q u e n c y , caps , s e c u r i t y ,
→ timestamp , l a t , long , s i g n a l s t r e n g t h , d i s t a n c e )
@measurement = [ ]
c o o r d i n a t e = GeoUtm : : LatLon . new( l a t . t o _ f , long . t o _ f )
utm = c o o r d i n a t e . to_utm ( )
@measurement<<[timestamp , utm . e , utm . n , s i g n a l s t r e n g t h , d i s t a n c e ]
@bssid = b s s i d
@ssid = s s i d
@vendor = vendor
@frequency = f r e q u e n c y
@caps = caps
@securtiy = s e c u r i t y
@iter = 2000;
@alpha = 2 . 0 ;
@ratio = 0 . 9 9 ;
@earthR = 6371
end
d e f addMeasurement ( timestamp , l a t , long , s i g n a l s t r e n g t h , d i s t a n c e )
utm = GeoUtm : : LatLon . new( l a t . t o _ f , long . t o _ f ) . to_utm ( )
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31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
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@measurement<<[timestamp , utm . e , utm . n , s i g n a l s t r e n g t h , d i s t a n c e ]
end
d e f d i s t ( x_1 , x_2 , y_1 , y_2 )
r e t u r n Math . s q r t ( ( x_1 . t o _ f − x_2 . t o _ f )∗∗2 + ( y_1 . t o _ f − y_2 .
→ t o _ f )∗∗2 )
end
def e s t i m a t e P o s i t i o n
numOfMeasurementPoints = @measurement . s i z e
i f numOfMeasurementPoints < 3
return f a l s e
end
l a t s = []
longs = []
@measurement . each do |mm|
gps = GeoUtm : :UTM. new( ’ 32U ’ , mm[ 1 ] , mm[ 2 ] , e l l i p s o i d =
→ GeoUtm : : E l l i p s o i d : : WGS84)
l a t l o n g = gps . t o _ l a t _ l o n
l a t s << l a t l o n g . l a t . t o _ f
l o n g s << l a t l o n g . l o n . t o _ f
end
a v g l a t = l a t s . i n j e c t {|sum , l a t | sum + l a t } / l a t s . s i z e
avglong = l o n g s . i n j e c t {|sum , long | sum + long } / l o n g s . s i z e
newmm = [ ]
@measurement . each do |mm|
gps = GeoUtm : :UTM. new( ’ 32U ’ , mm[ 1 ] , mm[ 2 ] , e l l i p s o i d =
→ GeoUtm : : E l l i p s o i d : : WGS84)
l a t l o n g = gps . t o _ l a t _ l o n
lat = latlong . lat
long = l a t l o n g . l o n
i f d i s t a n c e ( l a t , long , a v g l a t , avglong ) > 10
newmm << mm
end
end
@measurement = newmm
numOfMeasurementPoints = @measurement . s i z e
r e t u r n n i l i f numOfMeasurementPoints == 0
delta = [0.0 ,0.0]
alpha = @alpha
u t m _ s t a r t = GeoUtm : :UTM. new( ’ 32U ’ , @measurement [ 0 ] [ 1 ] ,
→ @measurement [ 0 ] [ 2 ] )
res = [0.0 ,0.0]
f o r i t e r i n 0 . . @iter
delta = [0.0 ,0.0]
@measurement . each do |mm|
d = d i s t ( r e s [ 0 ] ,mm[ 1 ] . t o _ f , r e s [ 1 ] ,mm[ 2 ] . t o _ f )
d i f f = [ ( (mm[ 1 ] . t o _ f −r e s [ 0 ] ) ∗
( alpha ∗ ( d−mm[ 4 ] . t o _ f ) / [mm[ 4 ] . t o _ f , d ] . max) ) ,
( (mm[ 2 ] . t o _ f −r e s [ 1 ] ) ∗
( alpha ∗ ( d−mm[ 4 ] . t o _ f ) / [mm[ 4 ] . t o _ f , d ] . max) ) ]
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delta [0] = delta [0] + d i f f [0]
delta [1] = delta [1] + d i f f [1]
end
d e l t a [ 0 ] = d e l t a [ 0 ] ∗ ( 1 . 0 / @measurement . l e n g t h )
d e l t a [ 1 ] = d e l t a [ 1 ] ∗ ( 1 . 0 / @measurement . l e n g t h )
alpha = alpha ∗ @ratio
res [0] = res [0] + delta [ 0 ] ;
res [1] = res [1] + delta [ 1 ] ;
end
u t m _ c o o r d i n a t e = GeoUtm : :UTM. new( ’ 32U ’ , r e s [ 0 ] , r e s [ 1 ] ,
→ e l l i p s o i d = GeoUtm : : E l l i p s o i d : : WGS84)
l a t l o n g = utm_coordinate . t o _ l a t _ l o n
return l a t l o n g . l a t . to_s , l a t l o n g . lon . to_s
end
end
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TOSCA Extension for the Description of Microservices1

##################################################################
# The content of this file reflects TOSCA microservices Profile in
# YAML version 1.0.0. It describes the definition for TOSCA
# microservice types including Node Type, Relationship Type,
# Capability Type and Interfaces.
##################################################################
tosca_definitions_version:
tosca_simple_profile_for_microservices_1_0_0

##################################################################
# Node Type.
# A Node Type is a reusable entity that defines the type of one or
# more Node Templates.
##################################################################
node_types:
t o s c a . nodes . m i c r o s e r v i c e s :
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . nodes . Root
d e s c r i p t i o n : Base t y p e f o r m i c r o s e r v i c e d e f i n i t i o n s .
properties:
id:
type: s t r i n g
d e s c r i p t i o n : ID o f t h i s m i c r o s e r v i c e
name:
type: s t r i n g
d e s c r i p t i o n : Name o f t h i s m i c r o s e r v i c e
mem_requirement:
d e s c r i p t i o n : Required memory i n MB f o r t h i s m i c r o s e r v i c e .
type: i n t e g e r
inputs:
1
Contribution statement: I led the idea generation and design of the ﬂexEdge framework. The
framework itself was implemented by Martin Wagner as part of this Master thesis [Wag19]. The TOSCA
extension shown here is taken from this implementation.
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description: a l i s t of inputs t h i s microservice accepts
type: tosca . datatypes . microservice_inputs
required: false
outputs:
d e s c r i p t i o n : a l i s t of outputs t h i s microservice accepts
type: tosca . datatypes . microservice_outputs
required: false
category:
d e s c r i p t i o n : t h e c a t e g o r y path t o which t h i s m i c r o s e r v i c e
belongs to
type: s t r i n g
r e q u i r e d : true
alive_time:
d e s c r i p t i o n : the time i n seconds a f t e r which t h i s
m i c r o s e r v i c e w i l l be stopped
type: i n t e g e r
required: false
d e f a u l t : 300
wait_for_start:
d e s c r i p t i o n : d e f i n e s i f an agent should w a i t f o r a s t a r t
message s e n t by t h e m i c r o s e r v i c e
t y p e : boolean
required: false
default: false
multiple_user_support:
d e s c r i p t i o n : defines i f the microservice supports multiple
users
t y p e : boolean
required: false
default: false

t o s c a . nodes . m i c r o s e r v i c e s . d o c k e r _ c o n t a i n e r :
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . nodes . m i c r o s e r v i c e s
d e s c r i p t i o n : Base t y p e f o r docker c o n t a i n e r m i c r o s e r v i c e
definitions .
properties:
bridge_network:
d e s c r i p t i o n : Name o f t h e user −d e f i n e d b r i d g e network , t o
which t h i s m i c r o s e r v i c e should c o n n e c t
type: s t r i n g
required: false
container_port:
d e s c r i p t i o n : Port of the container / a p p l i c a t i o n
t y p e : t o s c a . d a t a t y p e s . network . P o r t D e f
required: false
container_ports:
d e s c r i p t i o n : L i s t of ports of the container / a p p l i c a t i o n
type: tosca . datatypes . m i c r o s e r v i c e _ p o r t _ l i s t
required: false
host_port:
d e s c r i p t i o n : P o r t which w i l l be exposed on t h e host , a
random p o r t w i l l g e t exposed i f i t i s not d e f i n e d
t y p e : t o s c a . d a t a t y p e s . network . P o r t D e f
required: false
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host_ports:
d e s c r i p t i o n : L i s t o f p o r t s which w i l l be exposed on t h e
host , random p o r t s w i l l g e t exposed i f i t i s not
defined
type: tosca . datatypes . m i c r o s e r v i c e _ p o r t _ l i s t
required: false
directory:
d e s c r i p t i o n : Name o f t h e d i r e c t o r y , i n which t h e d o c k e r f i l e
i s located
type: s t r i n g
r e q u i r e d : true
t o s c a . nodes . m i c r o s e r v i c e s . u n i k e r n e l :
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . nodes . m i c r o s e r v i c e s
d e s c r i p t i o n : Base t y p e f o r u n i k e r n e l m i c r o s e r v i c e d e f i n i t i o n s .

##################################################################
# Relationship Type.
# A Relationship Type is a reusable entity that defines the type
of
# one or more relationships between Node Types or Node Templates.
##################################################################
relationship_types:
tosca . r e l a t i o n s h i p s . docker_bridge_network:
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . r e l a t i o n s h i p s . Root
d e s c r i p t i o n : R e l a t i o n s h i p t o s e t up a docker user −d e f i n e d
b r i d g e network
properties:
name:
type: s t r i n g
d e s c r i p t i o n : Name o f t h i s b r i d g e network

##################################################################
# Data Type.
# A Datatype is a complex data type declaration which contains
# other complex or simple data types.
##################################################################
data_types:
tosca . datatypes . microservice_io:
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . d a t a t y p e s . Root
type: s t r i n g
d e s c r i p t i o n : a d a t a t y p e f o r d e f i n i n g t h e t y p e o f an i n p u t or
output
constraints:
- v a l i d _ v a l u e s : [ number , i n t e g e r , f l o a t , s t r i n g , t e x t _ f i l e ,
image , l i s t ]
tosca . datatypes . microservice_inputs:
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . d a t a t y p e s . Root
type: l i s t
d e s c r i p t i o n : a l i s t of constrained s t r i n g s to define the inputs
of a microservice
entry_schema:
type: tosca . datatypes . m i c r o s e r v i c e _ i o
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tosca . datatypes . microservice_outputs:
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . d a t a t y p e s . Root
type: l i s t
d e s c r i p t i o n : a l i s t of constrained s t r i n g s to define the
outputs of a microservice
entry_schema:
type: tosca . datatypes . m i c r o s e r v i c e _ i o
tosca . datatypes . microservice_port:
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . d a t a t y p e s . Root
d e s c r i p t i o n : d e s c r i p t i o n f o r a port , c o n s i s t i n g o f t h e p o r t
number , p r o t o c o l , and a d e s c r i p t i o n s t r i n g
properties:
port:
t y p e : t o s c a . d a t a t y p e s . network . P o r t D e f
r e q u i r e d : true
protocol:
type: s t r i n g
r e q u i r e d : true
default: tcp
constraints:
- v a l i d _ v a l u e s : [ tcp , udp ]
description:
type: s t r i n g
required: false
tosca . datatypes . mi cr os e rv ic e_ p or t_ li s t:
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . d a t a t y p e s . Root
d e s c r i p t i o n : a l i s t of port d e s c r i p t i o n s to define multiple
ports
type: l i s t
entry_schema:
type: tosca . datatypes . microservice_port

##################################################################
# Group Type.
# Group Type represents logical grouping of TOSCA nodes that have
# an implied membership relationship and may need to be
# orchestrated or managed together to achieve some result.
##################################################################
group_types:
t o s c a . groups . d o c k e r _ b r i d g e _ n e t w o r k :
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . groups . Root
d e s c r i p t i o n : Group t y p e t o s e t up a docker user −d e f i n e d b r i d g e
network
properties:
name:
type: s t r i n g
d e s c r i p t i o n : Name o f t h i s b r i d g e network
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TOSCA Extension for the Description of Service Chains1

##################################################################
# The content of this file reflects TOSCA microservices Profile in
# YAML version 1.0.0. It describes the definition for TOSCA
# microservice chain types including Node Type, Relationship Type,
# Capability Type and Interfaces.
##################################################################
tosca_definitions_version:
tosca_simple_profile_for_microservice_chains_1_0_0

##################################################################
# Node Type.
# A Node Type is a reusable entity that defines the type of one or
# more Node Templates.
##################################################################
node_types:
t o s c a . nodes . c h a i n e d _ m i c r o s e r v i c e :
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . nodes . Root
d e s c r i p t i o n : base t y p e f o r chained m i c r o s e r v i c e s
properties:
store_id:
type: s t r i n g
d e s c r i p t i o n : s t o r e ID o f m i c r o s e r v i c e t o use , has
h i g h e r p r i o r i t y than s e m a n t i c d e s c r i p t i o n
required: false
semantic_description:
type: tosca . datatypes . semantic_description
d e s c r i p t i o n : semantic d e s c r i p t i o n of microservice
t o use , has lower p r i o r i t y than ID
required: false
1
Contribution statement: I led the idea generation and design of the ﬂexEdge framework. The
framework itself was implemented by Martin Wagner as part of this Master thesis [Wag19]. The TOSCA
extension shown here is taken from this implementation.
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agent:
type: s t r i n g
d e s c r i p t i o n : a d d r e s s o f agent t o run t h e s e r v i c e on
required: false
first_in_chain:
t y p e : boolean
default: false
r e q u i r e d : true
d e s c r i p t i o n : i s t h i s m i c r o s e r v i c e the f i r s t in the
c h a i n ( g e t s t h e i n p u t from t h e c l i e n t )
last_in_chain:
t y p e : boolean
default: false
r e q u i r e d : true
d e s c r i p t i o n : i s t h i s m i c r o s e r v i c e the l a s t in the
chain ? ( r e t u r n s the output f o r the c l i e n t )
force_rebuild:
t y p e : boolean
default: false
required: false
d e s c r i p t i o n : should t h i s m i c r o s e r v i c e c o n t a i n e r be
b u i l t anew?
polling:
t y p e : boolean
default: false
required: false
d e s c r i p t i o n : does t h i s m i c r o s e r v i c e s u p p o r t p o l l i n g
for a c t i v i t y ?
new_instance:
t y p e : boolean
default: false
required: false
d e s c r i p t i o n : should t he c r e a t i o n o f a new i n s t a n c e
f o r t h i s m i c r o s e r v i c e be e n f o r c e d ?
alive_time:
type: i n t e g e r
required: false
d e s c r i p t i o n : o v e r w r i t e t h e a l i v e time o f t h e
microservice i t s e l f
capabilities:
o u t p u t:
type: tosca . c a p a b i l i t i e s . microservice_output
v a l i d _ s o u r c e _ t y p e s : [ t o s c a . nodes .
chained_microservice ]
requirements:
- input:
capability: tosca . c a p a b i l i t i e s . microservice_output
node: t o s c a . nodes . c h a i n e d _ m i c r o s e r v i c e
relationship: tosca . relationships . microservices .
output_input
o c c u r r e n c e s : [ 0 , UNBOUNDED ]
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##################################################################
# Relationship Type.
# A Relationship Type is a reusable entity that defines the type
# of one or more relationships between Node Types or Node
# Templates.
##################################################################
relationship_types:
tosca . r e l a t i o n s h i p s . microservices . output_input:
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . r e l a t i o n s h i p s . Root
valid_target_types: [ tosca . c a p a b i l i t i e s .
microservice_output ]

##################################################################
# Capability Type.
# A Capability Type is a reusable entity that describes a kind of
# capability that a Node Type can declare to expose.
##################################################################
capability_types:
tosca . c a p a b i l i t i e s . microservice_output:
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . c a p a b i l i t i e s . Root

##################################################################
# Data Type.
# A Datatype is a complex data type declaration which contains
# other complex or simple data types.
##################################################################
data_types:
tosca . datatypes . microservice_io:
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . d a t a t y p e s . Root
type: s t r i n g
d e s c r i p t i o n : a d a t a t y p e f o r d e f i n i n g t h e t y p e o f an i n p u t or
output
constraints:
- v a l i d _ v a l u e s : [ number , i n t e g e r , f l o a t , s t r i n g , t e x t _ f i l e
, image , l i s t ]
tosca . datatypes . microservice_inputs:
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . d a t a t y p e s . Root
type: l i s t
d e s c r i p t i o n : a l i s t of constrained s t r i n g s to define the
inputs of a microservice
entry_schema:
type: tosca . datatypes . m i c r o s e r v i c e _ i o
tosca . datatypes . microservice_outputs:
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . d a t a t y p e s . Root
type: l i s t
d e s c r i p t i o n : a l i s t of constrained s t r i n g s to define the
outputs of a microservice
entry_schema:
type: tosca . datatypes . m i c r o s e r v i c e _ i o
tosca . datatypes . semantic_description:
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . d a t a t y p e s . Root
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d e s c r i p t i o n : s e m a n t i c d e s c r i p t i o n f o r a m i c r o s e r v i c e from
the s t o r e
properties:
category:
type: s t r i n g
r e q u i r e d : true
inputs:
type: tosca . datatypes . microservice_inputs
required: false
outputs:
type: tosca . datatypes . microservice_outputs
required: false

##################################################################
# Group Type.
# Group Type represents logical grouping of TOSCA nodes that have
# an implied membership relationship and may need to be
# orchestrated or managed together to achieve some result.
##################################################################
group_types:
t o s c a . groups . d o c k e r _ b r i d g e _ n e t w o r k :
d e r i v e d _ f r o m : t o s c a . groups . Root
d e s c r i p t i o n : Group t y p e t o s e t up a docker user −d e f i n e d b r i d g e
network
properties:
name:
type: s t r i n g
d e s c r i p t i o n : Name o f t h i s b r i d g e network

APPENDIX
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TOSCA Description of the Word Count Service Chain1

tosca_definitions_version:
tosca_simple_profile_for_microservice_chains_1_0_0
d e s c r i p t i o n : D e s c r i p t i o n o f t h e m i c r o s e r v i c e c h a i n used f o r t h e
evaluation .
topology_template:
node_templates:
wordsplit:
t y p e : t o s c a . nodes . c h a i n e d _ m i c r o s e r v i c e
properties:
s t o r e _ i d : 5 d1f4c1c53b89fd219f084c8
first_in_chain: false
last_in_chain: false
force_rebuild: false
polling: false
requirements:
- i n p u t : echo1
wordcount:
t y p e : t o s c a . nodes . c h a i n e d _ m i c r o s e r v i c e
properties:
s t o r e _ i d : 5 d1f4c2853b89fd219f084cc
first_in_chain: false
last_in_chain: false
force_rebuild: false
polling: false
requirements:
- input: wordsplit
1
Contribution statement: I led the idea generation and design of the ﬂexEdge framework. The
framework itself was implemented by Martin Wagner as part of this Master thesis [Wag19]. The TOSCA
description shown here is taken from this implementation.
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echo1:
t y p e : t o s c a . nodes . c h a i n e d _ m i c r o s e r v i c e
properties:
s t o r e _ i d : 5 d1f4eac53b89fd219f084d6
f i r s t _ i n _ c h a i n : true
last_in_chain: false
echo2:
t y p e : t o s c a . nodes . c h a i n e d _ m i c r o s e r v i c e
properties:
s t o r e _ i d : 5 d1f4eac53b89fd219f084d6
first_in_chain: false
l a s t _ i n _ c h a i n : true
requirements:
- i n p u t : wordcount

APPENDIX
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Detailed Execution Times of Microservices

This appendix provides the detailed execution times of the microservices, as evaluated in Section 7.6.2.a. Table E.1 lists the average (AVG), standard deviation (SD),
minimum (MIN) and maximum (MAX) values for all evaluation conditions. All
values are given in milliseconds.
TABLE E.1: EXECUTION TIMES OF MICROSERVICES

Word count

7578.1
164.61
7300
8104

1199.6
52.34
1116
1350

888.53
47.72
841
1021

AVG
SD

1371
175.93

387.47
38.19

134.43
41.11

MIN
MAX

1208
2060

310
470

34
178

AVG
SD
MIN
MAX

10657.2
255.05
10143
11161

1194.77
48.38
1107
1295

899.37
67.59
837
1164

AVG

6212.6

600.17

270.7

SD
MIN
MAX

315.67
5745
7146

70.76
477
719

110.83
161
460

WiFi
Ofﬂoad
warm start

WiFi
MS-Store
cold start

AVG
SD
MIN
MAX

WiFi
MS-Store
warm start

Microservice
Face detection

WiFi
Ofﬂoad
cold start

Object detection
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Celluar
MS-Store
cold start

8438.5
641.21

2472.2
370.78

1049.3
55.8

MIN
MAX

7565
9957

1944
3696

945
1211

AVG
SD
MIN
MAX

2470.5
447.92
1942
4016

1429.13
197.46
1203
2158

208.13
27.11
156
286

AVG
SD
MIN
MAX

46475.23
15628.61
27095
84904

2747.43
777.2
1690
5077

1038.5
67.7
874
1185

AVG
SD
MIN

32192.97
10004.54
21776

1584.97
233.81
1285

324.83
42.26
249

MAX

64972

2163

460

Celluar
Ofﬂoad
warm start

AVG
SD

Celluar
MS-Store
warm start

Word count

Celluar
Ofﬂoad
cold start

Object detection

Microservice
Face detection
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Pyomo ILP Model for Operator Placement

LISTING F.1: MODEL.PY SOURCE CODE FILE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

from _ _ f u t u r e _ _ import d i v i s i o n
from pyomo . e n v i r o n import ∗
from i t e r t o o l s import p r o d u c t
def create_abstract_model () :
model = A b s t r a c t M o d e l ( )
model . OPERATORS = S e t ( )
model . NODES = S e t ( )
model . OPEDGES = S e t ( w i t h i n=model . OPERATORS ∗ model . OPERATORS)
model . NODEEDGES = S e t ( w i t h i n=model . NODES ∗ model . NODES)
model . o p e r a t o r _ w o r k l o a d = Param ( model . OPERATORS , w i t h i n=
→ N o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r s )
model . n o d e _ c a p a c i t y = Param ( model . NODES, w i t h i n=
→ N o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r s )
model . o p e r a t o r _ d a t a r a t e = Param ( model . OPEDGES , w i t h i n=
→ N o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r s )
model . p l a c e m e n t _ c o s t = Param ( model . OPERATORS , model . NODES,
→ w i t h i n=NonNegativeReals )
model . d = Param ( model . NODES ∗ model . NODES, w i t h i n=
→ N o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r s )
model . b = Param ( model . NODEEDGES, w i t h i n=N o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r s )
model . p i n n i n g s = S e t ( w i t h i n=model . OPERATORS ∗ model . NODES)
model . p i n n i n g _ o p t i o n s = S e t ( w i t h i n=model . OPERATORS ∗ model .
→ NODES)
model . e x c l u s i o n s = S e t ( w i t h i n=model . OPERATORS ∗ model . NODES)
model . c o l o c a t i o n s = S e t ( w i t h i n=model . OPERATORS ∗ model .
→ OPERATORS)
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25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
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model . p a t h s = S e t ( w i t h i n=model . NODES ∗ model . NODES ∗ model .
→ NODEEDGES)
model . x = Var ( model . OPERATORS , model . NODES, domain=Binary ,
→ w i t h i n=Binary , i n i t i a l i z e =0)
model . y = Var ( model . OPERATORS , model . OPERATORS , model . NODES,
→ model . NODES, domain=Binary , w i t h i n=Binary , i n i t i a l i z e
→ =0)
model . wr = Param ( w i t h i n=NonNegativeReals , d e f a u l t =0.5)
model . wd = Param ( w i t h i n=NonNegativeReals , d e f a u l t =0.5)
d e f o b j _ e x p r e s s i o n ( model ) :
r = 0
d = 0
f o r o i n model . OPERATORS :
f o r n i n model . NODES:
r += ( model . p l a c e m e n t _ c o s t [ o , n ] ∗ model . x [ o , n ] )
f o r ( i , j ) i n model . OPEDGES :
f o r ( u , v ) i n p r o d u c t ( model . NODES, model . NODES) :
d += model . d [ u , v ] ∗ model . y [ i , j , u , v ]
r e t u r n ( model . wr ∗ r ) + ( model . wd ∗ d )
model . OBJ = O b j e c t i v e ( r u l e=o b j _ e x p r e s s i o n )
d e f p i n n i n g _ r u l e ( model , o , u ) :
r e t u r n model . x [ o , u ] == 1
model . P i n n i n g R u l e = C o n s t r a i n t ( model . p i n n i n g s , r u l e=
→ p i n n i n g _ r u l e )
d e f p i n n i n g _ o p t i o n s ( model , o ) :
i f not model . p i n n i n g _ o p t i o n s :
return Constraint . Feasible
r e t u r n sum( model . x [ o , n ] f o r ( o , n ) i n model . p i n n i n g _ o p t i o n s
→ ) == 1
model . P i n n i n g O p t i o n s = C o n s t r a i n t ( model . OPERATORS , r u l e=
→ p i n n i n g _ o p t i o n s )
d e f c o l o c a t i o n _ c o n s t r a i n t ( model , o , p , n ) :
r e t u r n model . x [ o , n ] == model . x [ p , n ]
model . C o l o c a t i o n R u l e = C o n s t r a i n t ( model . c o l o c a t i o n s , model .
→ NODES, r u l e=c o l o c a t i o n _ c o n s t r a i n t )
d e f e x c l u s i o n _ r u l e ( model , o , u ) :
r e t u r n model . x [ o , u ] == 0
model . E x c l u s i o n R u l e = C o n s t r a i n t ( model . e x c l u s i o n s , r u l e=
→ e x c l u s i o n _ r u l e )
d e f r u l e _ c a p a c i t y ( model , u ) :
r e t u r n sum( model . o p e r a t o r _ w o r k l o a d [ o ] ∗ model . x [ o , u ] f o r o
→ i n model . OPERATORS) <= model . n o d e _ c a p a c i t y [ u ]
model . C a p a c i t y C o n s t r a i n t = C o n s t r a i n t ( model . NODES, r u l e=
→ r u l e _ c a p a c i t y )
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70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

89
90
91

d e f r u l e _ u n i q u e p l a c e m e n t ( model , i ) :
r e t u r n sum( model . x [ i , n ] f o r n i n model . NODES) == 1
model . P l a c e m e n t C o n s t r a i n t 1 = C o n s t r a i n t ( model . OPERATORS , r u l e=
→ r u l e _ u n i q u e p l a c e m e n t )
d e f n e t w o r k _ r u l e 1 ( model , i , j , u ) :
r e t u r n sum( model . y [ i , j , u , v ] f o r v i n model . NODES) == model
→ . x [ i , u ]
model . N e t w o r k C o n s t r a i n t 1 = C o n s t r a i n t ( model . OPEDGES , model .
→ NODES, r u l e=n e t w o r k _ r u l e 1 )
d e f n e t w o r k _ r u l e 2 ( model , i , j , v ) :
r e t u r n sum( model . y [ i , j , u , v ] f o r u i n model . NODES) == model
→ . x [ j , v ]
model . N e t w o r k C o n s t r a i n t 2 = C o n s t r a i n t ( model . OPEDGES , model .
→ NODES, r u l e=n e t w o r k _ r u l e 2 )
d e f l i n k _ r u l e ( model , a , b ) :
subset_paths = []
f o r u , v , c , d i n model . p a t h s :
i f ( c , d ) == ( a , b ) :
s u b s e t _ p a t h s . append ( t u p l e ( ( u , v ) ) )
i f not s u b s e t _ p a t h s :
return Constraint . Feasible
else :
r e t u r n sum(sum( model . o p e r a t o r _ d a t a r a t e [ j , k ] ∗ model . y
→ [ j , k , u , v ] f o r j , k i n model . OPEDGES) f o r u , v i n
→ s u b s e t _ p a t h s ) <= model . b [ a , b ]
model . L i n k R u l e = C o n s t r a i n t ( model . NODEEDGES, r u l e=l i n k _ r u l e )
r e t u r n model
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Problem Sizes for the Operator Placement Evaluation

This appendix details how the input sizes for the evaluation of the operator placement heuristics (see Section 8.6) are constructed. Table G.1 shows how many operator graphs of each type (following the numbering a–m as in Figure 8.5) are
contained in the input sizes g1–g11.
TABLE G.1: NUMBER OF OPERATOR GRAPHS PER INPUT SIZE

g
h
i
j
k
l
m

gs2

gs3

gs4

gs5

gs6

gs7

gs8

gs9

gs10

gs11

a
b
c
d
e
f

gs1
Operator graphs

Input sizes

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
1
1
1
1

2
1
1
1
1

2
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

2
1
1

2
1
1

2
1
1
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1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

1
1
1
2
1
1

1
1
1
2
1
1
1

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
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Questions of the Survey on Mobile Storage1

Q1: How old are you?

1

0%

31

10%

20%

17

30%

40%

< 18

50%

18-25

60%

26-35

70%

36-45

1 1

80%

90%

100%

> 45

Q2: Which of these devices do you own?

Smartphone

51

Tablet

28

23

Laptop

46

0%

10%

20%

30%

5

40%

50%
Yes

1

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

No

Contribution statement: I led the design of the questionnaire and the analysis of the results. The
survey itself was carried out by Nicolás Himmelmann as part of this Bachelor’s thesis [Him17].
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Q3: How often do you use your smartphone on an average day?

24

0%

10%

20%

Very frequently

17

30%

40%

Frequently

50%

60%

Occasionally

10

70%
Rarely

80%

90%

Very rarely

100%

Never

Q4: How often do you use your other mobile devices (e.g., laptop or tablet)
on an average day?

15,7%

39,2%
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Q5: What is your monthly data plan?
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Q6: How often do you exceed this data plan?
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Q7: How often do you use public WiFi networks?

0
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Q8: How often do you capture data of the following types with your mobile
device?

Photo

Video
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3
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2
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Q9: How often do you share data of the following types with your mobile
device?
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Q10: Which of the following services do you use?

WhatsApp

38

Facebook

13

Snapchat

5

Instagram

4

OneDrive

4

Dropbox

2

2

1 1

Pinterest

1

3

OwnCloud

1

3

1

2

2

1

3

Google Drive

0%

4

6

3

Twier

8

2

3

3

5

3

6

6

2

1

3

16

37

3

2

34

6

35

9

17

11

4

8

43
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5
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3
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2
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40%

Daily
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80%

Occasionally

90%
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100%
Never

Q11: Which of these services I use depends on whether I want to share the
data or store it for private use.
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0%

26
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30%

Strongly Agree

40%
Agree

13

50%
Undecided

60%

70%

Disagree

80%

3

2

90%
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Q12: Which of these services I use depends on my current location.

7

30

26
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230
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1

%30
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77
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Disagree

930

6
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Strongly Disagree

7330
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Q13: Which of these services I use depends on the time of the day or the day
of the week.

7

77

0%

60%

2

70%

40%

Strongly Agree

20%
Agree

61

50%

30%
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3

10%

Disagree
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Q14: How often do you upload the same data (e.g., a photo or a document) to
more than one service?

0

%

01

45

045
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245

Very frequently

%45
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745

Occasionally

3
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Rarely

345
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Q15: If so, for which purpose?
Backup of the data

20

31

Sharing the data
with others
Other
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13

2

0%

49
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Q16: How often do you experience considerable delays when retrieving ﬁles
in mobile networks?

On cellular
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Q17: How often do you share data at an event?

0

56

%

12

156

456

Very frequently

756

3

056

Frequently

256

856

Occasionally

14

%56
Rarely

2

356

956

Very rarely

1556
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Q18: Did you experience times where the network was overloaded at an event?

5

%2

66

6%2

10

1%2

5%2

3%2

Almost always

4%2

Often

9

0%2

Sometimes
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8%2

Seldom

1

9%2
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Never

Q19: Do you retrieve data related to this event (e.g., photos/videos) while you
are there?
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61
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56
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%19
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Almost always

Often

65
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Sometimes

419
Seldom

0

719

819

6119

Never

Q20: How often do you share data with others that are also present at the
same event?
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APPENDIX

I

Implementation Details of vStore1

FIGURE I.1: CLASS DIAGRAM OF THE VSTORE FRAMEWORK
1
Contribution statement: I led the idea generation and design of the vStore framework. The
framework itself was implemented by Nicolás Himmelmann as part of this Bachelor’s thesis [Him17].
The ﬁgures in this appendix are taken from this thesis.
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FIGURE I.2: DATABASE SCHEME OF THE SQLITE DATABASE ON THE MOBILE CLIENT

APPENDIX

J

Example Class Diagram of an Adaptable Microservice1

FIGURE J.1: UML CLASS DIAGRAM OF THE ADAPTABLE FACE DETECTION MICROSERVICE

1
Contribution statement: I led the idea generation and design of the system for adaptable microservices. The student assistant Karolis Skaisgiris was involved in developing a prototype implementation.
The class diagram shown in this appendix is taken from this implementation.
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